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SALISBURY.

PREFACE.
During the summer of 1894 I spent about three months in the
_eld. During the season I bad the assistanee of Messrs. H. B.
K_mmel, C. E. Peet and G. N. Knapp. Mr. Pect was in the field
about three months, and Messrs. Kiimmel and Knapp about five
months each. Work was carried on both in the northern and southern parts of the State. The areal work in the glaciated area was
completed, and good progress was made in the region farther south,
especially in the western part of the State, in ],fereer, Burlington
and Monmouth counties. A map accompanying this report indicatee the extent of territory in which work has been virtually completed sofarasthesurface
geology
isconcerned.
The areathusfarcoveredhasbeenstudied
inmuch detail.Furlherwork of thesamesortneedstobedoneinthesouthwestern
corner of Burlington
countyand in westernGloucester,
Salem and
Cumberlandcounties.
Itisnotnow thoughtthatitwillbenecessary
orwisetostudythetimber-covered
areaof thesoutheastern
partof
_heStatein similar
detail.In thefirst
place,
therearesofewex.
pceure_
and available
sections
thattherecouldbe butpoorreturns
from exhaustive
study.In thesecondplace,
theregion
is not of
suchimportance,
fromtheeconomicstandpoint,
astowarrantgreat
expenditure
inthestudyof itssurface
geology.In thethirdplace,
itisbelieved
thatthegeological
questions
involvedinthisareawill
belargely
settled
when thestudyof itssurroundings
hasbeencompleted.It is true that there are various limited areas within the
t3)
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timber.covered region which are of much importance, and which wil}
repay careful study ; to these attention will be given.
The field work of the season emphasized the importance of the
point referred to in my last report concerning the considerable influence of stagnant ice upon the deposition of the stratified drift of the
valleys of the northern part of the State. This topi%briefly referre6_
to in my last report, is now presented in greater detail in connection
with the stratified drift of the glaciated region.
The work of the season tended to confirm the correctness of the
general position already taken concerning the history of the yellow
gravel formations. The Pensauken and Jamesburg formations are
more fully described, and their relations more fully set forth in this
report. The study of these formations has brought to light important information regarding the supply of material for the construction,
of roads, and further study will do more in the same line. It wil_
be a part of the purpose of further work to make information on this
Point available. It is evident that many portions of the southern,
part of the State have an abundant supply of road material of higl_
grade. Some of it is of such a character as to fit it for immediate
application. _,[ore of it is of such a nature that a considerable degree
of intelligence in its handling is necessary, in order to secure the best
results. It is probable that a little experimentation upon the best
methods of handling and combining various materials would wel|
repay the cost involved.
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I.

DEPOSITS
OF NEW JERSEY NORTH
MORAINE--OUTLINE
SKETCH.

OF THE

Geography of northwestern New gersey.--A few words concerning
the general geographical relations of this area may well precede the
_summary of its drift. Near its western border lies the Kittatinny
_nountain, which consists of an even-crested ri'dge to the south, and a
narrow rolling plateau to the north. Eight or ten miles east of the
Kittatinny range is the highland area of the crystalline schists. Between these elevations, and bounded by them on the northwest and
-southeast respectively, lies the broad depression known as the Kitta_inny valley. Roughly speaking, the Kittatinny valley may be said to
be about 600 feet lower than the Kittatinny mountain on the west,
and about 450 feet lower than the crystalline schist highland on the
.east.
The even.crested Kittatinny range, and the mountains of the highland region east of the valley arc not mountains produced by the
folding of the strata of which they are composed. Their structure
and their relations make it certain that they are the remnants of a
,plateau which was once continuous over the Kittatinny valley, from
_he highlands on the east to the mountain range on the west.
At the beginning of its history, so far as it can now be read, the
_urface of this plateau was not altogether plane. It had a relief of
.one, two, or even three hundred feet. Nevertheless it approached
planeness.
The structure of the rock underlying this old plateau is such as to
demonstrate that its surface was produced by the degradation of a
still older and higher surface. This degradation is believed to have
,been effected by streams, which had so far widened their valleys, and
so far obliterated the inter-stream ridges as to have developed the
-sort of surface referred to above. Such a surface has been called a
peneplain. Peneplains of this type are developed only at low
altitudes.
In the development of this peneplain, the softer rocks were worn
<lown more readily than the harder, and the latter occasioned the
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swells which stood above the general level, giving rise to the relief of
the surface, and constituted the whole a peneplain, as distinct from a
base-level plain. High Point was one of these unsubdued remnant_
of the earlier and higher land surface. This peneplain of northwestern New Jersey has been named by Davis the 8chooley peneplain,* from the remnant of it which still remains as &henley
mountain.
The elevation of this peneplain transformed it into a plateau.
During the slow transformation of the peneplain into the plateau, the
gradient of its streams .wasincreased, and with increased energy they
set to work to carve out valleys in the surface of the plateau. The
softer formations--the limestone and the shale--yielded to the agencies of surface degradation much more readily than the crystalline
schists or than the hard conglomerates of the Kittatluny mountain.
The result was that surface drainage lowered the surface of the limestone and shale much more rapidly than it lowered the adjacent surfaces of crystalline schist aud Oneida conglomerate. Along the belt
where the former come to the surface, there was developed a breac_
plain several hundred feet below the level of the plateau on either
hand. This broad plain is the Kittatinny valley, where no trace of
the 8chooley peneplain remains. On the harder rocks on either side
of this broad valley, erosion made so much less rapid headway that
the Schooley peneplain level is still represented along the even crests.
of the mountains, and on the level-topped inter-stream areas at higl_
elevations.
After the broad Kittatinny valley plain had been developed, the
region suffered further uplift. This uplift gave the streams greater
fall, and so increased their vigor. In the surface of the Kittatinny
valley plain thus elevated, they carved new and deeper valleys_
through which the streams of that region now flow.
The Green Pond mountain range is in all ways comparable to the
Kittatinny mountain in its general relations and in its geographic
history. Like the latter, it is an erosion remnant of the Sehoole)_
peneplain. Because it resisted erosion more effectively than the formations immediately adjsceut to it on the east and west, it is believed,
to have stood somewhat above its surroundings when the peneplain.
was at its best.
*DavL_, "The Gel_graphic Development
of Northern
ton Society of Nat. Hist., Vol, XXIV.
page 365.

_New Jersey."
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Either the Schooley peneplain was not flat, or subsequent uplifts
have not affected all parts of it equally. This is shown by the fact
that the crest of the Kittatinny mountain has an elevation 100 to 200
feet greater than that of the highland area to the east, while the
eastern part of the highlands is not so high as the western.
Three cycles of erosion with intervening uplifts are thus clearly
indicated in the northwestern part of the State. The first cycle
developed the Schooley peneplaiu_ of which the Kittatinny mountain
and the higher parts of the highland east of the Kittatinny valley
are remnants. The second cycle followed the uplift of the Schooley
peneplain, and develol:ed the broad Kittatinny valley several hundred
feet lower than the surface of the uplifted peneplain, At the same
time narrow valleys were cut on the Kittatinuy mountain and in the
highlands east of the valley. The third cycle of erosion followed a
second uplift. During this cycle the sub-valleys _f the great Kittatinny valley, such as those of Clove river, Fapakatlng creek, Paulins
kill, &c., were developed.
The second cycle of erosion was short as compared with the first,
and its work was far from complete when interrupted by the uplift
which inaugurated the third cycle. The third cycle had proceeded
less far than the second when interrupted by the advance of the ice of
the glacial period. The work which has been accomplished since the
disappearance of the last ice sheet may be regarded as a continuation
of the third cycle. The amount of erosion accomplished during this
cycle since the ice disappeared is trivial, when compared with that
which had been accomplished during the same cycle before the advent
of the last ice sheet.
The gorge which the Delaware river has cnt through Kittetlnny
mountain at the Water Gap is the work of the Delaware river
during the second and third cycles. It is sometimes cited as a wonderful example of the erosive power of a river, and it certainly is an
"impressive and majestic feature of the landscape of Sussex and
Warren counties."* But to one who understands the topography of
this region, the long, even crest line of Kittatiuny mountain, stretching away for miles to the north, and the almost equally even crest
line of the highlands seen in the distance across the valley to the east,
tell of a lapse of time, and of an amount of erosions beside which the
C. C. Vermeule_ Geological Survey of New Jersey, Voh I, "Report
graphyj" p. 122.
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gorge of the Water Gap seems paltry and m_au. The former tell of
whole plateaus of mountainous elevations reduced to a peneplain near
the level of the sea, whereas the latter tells merely of the cutting of
a narrow gorge through a single mountain ridge.

A.

DRIFT

DEPOSITS WEST OF
MOUNTAIN.

I. THE

UNSTRATIFIED

GREEN

POND

DRIFT--TILL.*

Within the area defined above, the drift on the uplands, including
the principal slopes as well as the summits, is usually till (ground
moraine), while the drift in the valleys between the uplands is very
generally stratified. Throughout the whole area, the intimate relationship between the character of the drift and the subjacent rock
is well illustrated. The close dependence of the former upon the
latter is more conspicuous where the till is thin than where it is
thick. In a rough sort of a way the degree of dependence may be
said to be inversely proportional to the thickness of the drift. To
this general statement there are certain apparent exceptions, one of
which is sometimes rather conspicuous. Throughout those parts of
Sussex and Warren counties which lie east of the Kittatinny rsouutam, the bowlder_ are very largely from the Oneida aud Mediua
formations, while the underlying rock is Hudson River shale and
Trenton limestone. The abundance of foreign bowlders in this region is to be accounted for by the fact that the Oneida and Medina
formations are much harder than the Hudson River and the Trenton,
and the rock masses from the harder formations were able to suffer
much wider transportation without destruction than those from the
softer.
In a general way it may be said that the till is more strictly local
in character than the stratified drift of adjacent valleys. This is not
to be interpreted as meaning that the local formations have not made
their contribution to the stratified drift. This they have done in all
cases. As the stratified drift along any valley passes from one formsThe fi):lowlng generalized ,,tatement_ are based in large measure upon the work
tJf?,Ir, it. B. K :mmeI, wh,) h:L_ also rendered
important
assistance in the preparation ot'_hl, n,p,,rt,
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`tion to another, the new formation shows itself promptly in the sand
_andgravel.
The drift on the Kittatin_,y mountain.--On the crest of the Kitta_inny mountain, the till is usually very thin. In many places it is
absent altogether. Considerable thicknesses of it can be said to occur
,only in small patches, which are frequently much separated from
,each other.
Where the mountain widens to the north, there is more drift upon
its summit than where it is narrow. The till is generally very stony,
and large bowlders are often so numerous, even where the underlying
rock is completely concealed, that most of the area has not been
brought under cultivation. It is estimated that the average thick_ees of the drift on the crest of the mountain must be considerably
less than five feet. On the east slope of the mountain there is almost
none, while on the west slope its quantity is much greater than on the
.east face, or on the crest.
The local character of the drift is frequently well shown. On the
Medina sandstone_ the matrix of the drift almost up to the line of
,the junction of this formation with the Oneida, is distinctly reddish,
6bowing that the Medina formation made the principal contribution
¢o its substance. On the other hand, Oneida bowlders are very com_non over the Medina formation to the west, indicating that the
.movement of the ice was more westerly than the strike of the forma¢ions. The direction of movement thus indicated is corroborated by
the strhe, as will be noted later.
It may now and then be observed along the Kittatinny mountain,
that the upper part of the till is llthologically unlike the lower.
Where this difference is observable, the lower part is more local in
constitution than the upper, and is undoubtedly of subglaclal origin.
'The upper layer, which is usually very thin_ may have been supergladal in origlu. An exposure showing these characteristics may be
seen near the State llne along the Port Jervis and ColeviUe road. It
is not to be understood that superglaclal drih is thought to have any
considerable development in this part of the State. The occurrence
,of drift which can be so referred is the exception rather than the
rule, and even where present, is very limited in quantity.
As a geographie feature, the Kittatinuy mountain cannot be said to
_ave been greatly modified by the ice of the glacial period.
West of the Kittatinny mountain.--West of the Kittatlnny mona-
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rain, the ridge which extends from Flatbrookville to Peter's valley
has, in general, rather steep slopes, and is but thinly covered by
drift. From Peters Valley to Brick House (Montague) the ridge is,
wider, its slopes are gentler, and till is more plentiful. Northeast
of Brick House the drift is again thin, much of the surface having
no more than a meager covering.
The crest of this ridge is made up of the Cauda Galli formation.
This is flanked on the east by the Water Lime and Lower Helderberg
limestones, and on the west by the Corniferous. The till may be.
observed to undergo changes in composition wherever the junction
of the underlying formations is crossed. On the east side of the
ridge the till is usually compact, as if it had been subjected to great
pressure, while on the west side it is more uneven and less compact.
Its apparent looseness of texture is perhaps often superficial, due to
the fact that the wind has blown more or less sand upon its suface
from the valley beneath.
The general geographic features of this region remain much as they"
were before the advent of the glacial period. The deposits of drift
have been sufficient, however, to make some slight changes in the
drainage of the region, by establishing new divides.
The .I(iltatlnny valley.--In the Kittatinny valley there are twu
principal formations, the Hudson River sandstone and shale (slate),
and the limestone. These formations appear at the surface in long
belts running northeast and southwest. The surface features of the
shale and sandstone areas are ec unlike the surface features of the
limestone belts that they may be separately mentioned.
Till on the llmestons.--Where limestone is the underlying rock_
the present surface is often rough, and the striking topographic
features arc often dependent upon the underlying rock, rather than
upon the drift. The relief is not exceedingly great_ but the roughness assumes a peculiar phase. In many places considerable prOjections of limestone appear above the drift. These may be few or
many feet in height, and are remarkable both for their freedom from
drift and for their irregularity of form. Looking at a considerable
stretch of limestone country from a distance, the projections of rock
appear as huge warts upon its surface. They arc sometimes surrounded by stratified drift, and sometimes by unstratified. They are
especially likely to be conspicuous in the former case, since the surface of the stratified drift is often approximately plane.
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The markedroughness
of theexposedsurfaces
of limestone
is
probably
theresult
of Post-glacial
weathering.
In nosingle
instanc_
wasthebarelimestone
surface
seento retalnthemarkings,
or even
the smoothing, which the ice must have given it. In some eases it
is true that the projections of limestone have the general form of
roahe_moutonn_,but even in suchcasesthe surface
has become
markedlyroughandirregular.
The peculiar
wartytopography
forwhichthebarelimestone
projections
areresponsible,
isespecially
welldeveloped
inWarrencounty
betweenBlalrstown
andJackeonburg,
northofCedarlake,
northof
Paulina,
and betweenBlaisstown
and Whitepond,northof Markes
boro.The sametopography
ischaracteristically
developed
northeast
ofWhitepond,extending
intoSussexcounty,
botheastand westof
Stillwater.
Itisstrongly
markedinthevicinity
ofShuster
(Wnrren
county)
and Catfish
(Sussex
county)ponds.Furtherexamplesare
found in Warren county half a mile south of Mr. Herman, half a
mile southeast of Swayze's Mills, three.quarters of a mile northnorthwest of Shiloh, from 8outhtown northeast through Johnsonburg, and in the same direction beyond Washington (Hunt's Mills)_
in Sussex county. At some of these places there are high, steel_
ledges of limestone.
The wary topography is equally well developed at many points in
Sussex county. It may be seen along the road between Swartswoo_
lake and Swartswood station, as also south of Myrtle Grove and
west of Balesville. It is well exhibited along the road between,
Balssville and Branchville, from one to two and one-half miles south
of thelatter
place.The sametypeof topography
istherule,
rather
thantheexception,
alongthetwosub-valleys
on theeastsideoftbe_
greatKittatinny
valley.Particularly
striking
examplesof itare
foundatmany pointsinthetimberwestofSpringdale
school-house_
andwestof thelarge
swamp betweenHunt'sMillsand Springdale_
andintheareaonthewestsideofthePequest,
a halftothree-quartersof a mile northwest of Huntsville.
Nowhere in Sussex county"
is it better shown than in the area lying west of Hewitt's pond an&
Long pond, and between Andover Junction, Springdah and Stickle.
Pond. A good idea of it can be obtained along the road betwec_
Springdale and Andover Junction. Here the stratified beds of drift
may be seen to be built up to certain tolerably definite levels against.
slopes of the projecting limestone ledges. On the rock surfaces themselves, there is very little drift.
NEW JERSEY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
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It is thus seen that the warty topography is characteristic of the
limestone belts as a whole. There are, however, a few localities
where the limestone surface seems to be less uneven, and where the
till is thick enough to effectually conceal the rock, although the present topography is primarily that of the rock rather than that of the
drift. Such areas are mostly small.
Frequent sinks affect the surface of the limestone belts. In a few
of them ponds occur. Some of the sinks have perhaps been formed
since the glacial period, while others appear to have been deepened
since that event.
A sink is seen occasionally, in the bottom of which there is an
opening which allows the drainage to pass beneath the surface. A
sink hole of this sort occurs about baIfa mile north of east of Jacksonburg, in Warren county. Into it flows a considerable stream of
water, which can be plainly heard as it dashes down into its subterranean channel. Where the limestone sinks are abundant, as is ocesssionally the case, and where there are hillocks of drift intervening,
the topography sometimes takes on something of a morainic aspect.
Such data as are available indicate that the surface of the limestone
is very much rougher than the present surface ; thus a well at the
Jacksonburg hotel, within a few yards of a limestone ledge, penetrates
over forty feet of drift without reaching its botton. This is but a
single illustration of the extreme unevenness of the rock surface as
indicated by data at other points.
Where the till on the limestone is thin, as is the rule, it seems to
be thoroughly oxidized and leached, and the matrix of fine material
is so like the residuary earth arising from the decay of the limestone,
that, but :for the bowlders, the two could hardly be distinguished
from each other. With the exception of the bowlders, the till on the
limestone must have been derived mainly from the limestone itself.
The bowlders are largely of foreign origin. A large number of esti°
',_ates at different points on the limestone belt, in Warren county,
?ate that the various sorts of bowlders occur in some such proporas the following :
Oneltla_ ................................................
Medlng-, ................................................

80 to 60 per cent.
2 to 6
"

It,_d.-_m River ,h:tles and _andstones ............
Liw-_-t .be- ............................................

9 to 12
16 to 40
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The average thickness of the till on the limestone areas of the Kittatinny valley is difficult of estimation, but it probably does not reach.
ten feet.
Till on the Hudson River shale.--The topography of the HudsonRiver shale belts of the Kittatinny valley is markedly unlike the topography of the limestone belts. In the former, the principal agent of
preglacial degradation was abrasion. In the latter, solution played an
important part. The differences in the methods of wear of the two>
formations had resulted in somewhat different topographies before
the incursion of the ice. The drift is perhaps not thicker on the
shale areas than on the limestone, but the rock appears to be bare
much less frequently. Even where little drift was left upon its surface, the shale has disintegrated since the retreat of the ice to such an
extent as to have become covered with a thicker or thinner bed of
disintegrated material. The present topography shows round, flowing
contours, as against the craggy aud angular forms which affect the
limestone district. Very many shale knolls having the general form
of roehes mon_onn_es,are but thinly covered with drift, while others.
are almost free from it.
Locally the shale is deeply covered with till. Nevertheless the
modifications of topography by the drift are on the whole so slight as
to make the determination of the main preglaeial features easy. As
a whole, the shale area consists of a plateau, which is more or less.
trenched by stream valleys. The plateau-like character is well seen
north and northeast of Jaeksonburg. Within this region the minor
streams frequently flow for considerable distances parallel to the
strike of the strata, before turning across the same to join the larger
valleys. Such streams have cut the plateau surface into a series of
more or less well-marked ridges, having a trend parallel to the strike
of the formation. Where the streams leave their strike valleys, the
ridges are interrupted by narrow valleys. This ridged topography is
well developed east of Becmerville. It is strongly marked also in
the narrow shale belts between the first and second, and between the
second and third sub-valleys within the limits of the main Kittatinny
valley, southwest of Deekertown. In s_me places the plateau is so
much dissected by longitudinal and transverse valleys that it presents
the appearance of an orderly assemblage of rounded hills with something of a linear arrangemmt, the tops approaching the same genera !
level.
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Occasionally rounded knolls of shale are so numerous and so disposed with relation to one another as to resemble more or less closely
the knolls and hillocks of a terminal moraine. This resemblance is
especially noticeable where the till between the knolls is so disposed
as to give rise to ponds and undrained marshes. In most such cases,
however, there are at least minor topographic marks which distinguish the shale knolls from drift hillocks. There is usually some
sharp projecting corner which serves to differentiate them, even
iudged by the criterion of form alone, from hillocks of drift. T[*e
existence of the knolls is believed to have been determined primarily
by preglacial erosion, though their shapes were doubtless largely
modified by the action of the ice.
The comparatively narrow shale belts which form the sharplymarked ridges between the sub-valleys opened on the limestone belts,
are in general but thinly covered with drift. Along these lines the
mnutonn_ed shale knolls and ridges give a strongly-marked undulatory topography, in which hillocks and depressions follow each
other in rapid succession. Along these ridges the till is locally
thick, and the topography has the long, sweeping slopes and gentle
usdulations of till deposits. The best example of this local development is in the vicinity of the Yellow Frame church (Hardwick
church), where the three townships of Green, Stillwater and Fcelinghuyesn meet.
Within the shale area, the till is thickest on the shale belt lying
between the Kittetinny mountain and the Paulinski]l--Papakating-Wallkill sub-valley.
This is especially true from Culver's pond
southwest to Hardwick, in the area where the plateau-like topography
is best developed. From Culver's pond southwest to the Water
Gap, there are thick accumulations of till on the shale hills close up
to the foot of the Kittatinny mountain escarpment; but from the
north earner of Frankford township to the State line, the shale hills
immediately at the foot of the mountain are nearly free from drift.
Thick accumulations of till also cover the hills between Coleville and
Clove brook.
Where present in any considerable thickness, the till on the Hudsou River slate usually has a compact clayey matrix, containing many
stones of all sizes. Sometimes it is distinctly foliated, but this was not
commonly observed, kN'earthe mountain the surface is thickly strewn
with bowlders, chiefly from the Oneida and Medina ledges. Although
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widely distributed, these bowlders du not, in other parts of the valley,
commonly constitute more than twenty-five to forty per cent. of those
which appear on the surface. The proportion is often much less.
Except near the borders of the limestone belts, the till on the shale
and slate is usually not calcareous. Wt'ere limestone is present,
leaching has generally removed all calcareous matter from the clayey
matrix to a depth of from three to five feet.
Where rock is near the surface, it is often covered by a layer of
loose material, ocmposed chiefly of small, angular_ little-worn slate or
shale fragments. Foreign pebbles are sometimes found embedded in
this body of local material in such positions as to make it necessary
to suppose that the ice reworked the local disintegrated material of
preglocial origin, added a small amount of foreign material to it, and
left the whole not far from the position which most of it occupied
before.
Dri[t bowlders from the ehnolite syenits.--Northwest of Beemerville there are a number of outcrops of elmolite syenite. They occur
on the face of the steep eastern slope between the Oneida ledge and
the slate and shale below. The outcrops occur at frequent intervals
for a mile and three-quarters along the mountain face. Since this rock
is one which is easily recognized in the drift, and since its out-crops
are very limited in extent, the distribution of bowlders from them
cannot fail to give important information concerning the direction in
which the ice moved. Generally speaking, it may be said that the
bowlders and smaller bits of syenite are distributed to the south and
southwest of the outcrops for a distance of about twenty miles. The
area within which they were found in the drift is approximately
bounded on the southeast by a line drawn from the outcrop northwest of Beemerville, south by west, to a point a mile and a quarter
east of Washiugtouville, thence southwestward, to a point just east uf
Hunt's pond, Green township ; on the south, by a line from Hunt's
pond nearly due west to the foot of the mountain just east of Catfish
pond ; on the northwest by a line along the east face of the Kittatinny escarpment. It will be observed that the area where the eloeolite syenite scours in the drift is triangular in outline, the apex being
at the outcrops. The length of the triangle, as already stated, is about
twenty miles. Its base has a width of about eight miles. Near the
outcrops, at the apex of the triangle, the bowlders are relatively large
and somewhat common. As the triangle widens to the south, the
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pieces of syenite become less and less abundant, and their sizv
smaller.
As determined by these pieces of syenite, the direction of ice movement must have been between S. 12° W. and S. 46 ° W., corrected'
for magnetic variation. These figures are in general harmony with
the direction of the numerous stri_e in the vicinity.
In addition to the above area in which the syenite erraties occur, a
few bowlders were noted in a locality so significant as to deserve
special mention. It is to be remembered that the syenite outcrops on_
the east slope of the Kittatinny mountain are 100 to 150 feet below
the summit of the Oneida ledge. Across the mountain northwest of
Beemerville, many bowlders of syenite were noted at an elevation 10@
feet higher than the nearest outcrop, and due west of it. These
bowldem, however, may have come from the most northerly outcrop
of the syenite, in which case the line of motion was about S. 48° W.
(corrected). If they came from this outcrop, they may be no more
than thirty feet higher than their source, but to reach their present
position they mast have passed over a hill about 100 feet higher tha_
their parent ledge.
Along an abandoned road across the mountain, three-qaartere of c_
mile northwest of Beemervilh, a number of syenite bowlders were
found on the west slope of the mountain. They lie S. 62° W. to 8.
69° W. (corrected) of the northernmost outcrop, and a mile from it.
There are no high hills between their present position and the syenite
outcrop. A short distance east of north of the outcrop, and just west
of the crest of the mountain, strim were found which have a direction
S. 93° W. (corrected), or three degrees north of west. This observation, together with many others which will be noted later, a_ well as
the distribution of the syenite bowlders on the west side of the crest
of the Kittatinny mountain, prove conclusively that in this vicinity
the direction of ice movement was more to the west than the trend of
the Kittatinny mountain, and that the ice passed from the Kittatinny
valley over the crest, and out to some extent on the western slope.
Syenite bowlders, however, were not found on the west slope, except
wherementioned.
The till of the highland arsa.--On the gneiss highlands east of the
Kittatinny valley, and west of the Green Pond mountain, the drih is
mainly till. On the steep slopes it is usually thin, becoming more
abundant wherever the slopes become more gentle. It reaches its
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greatest thickness on the more level summits, and in the cois of the
various ridges.
Throughout the area exposures of rock are somewhat frequent.
Where the rock is not covered by drift, it is not because the ice did
not cover it, but because the ice failed at some points to make deposits
of drift. There are relatively few exposures of drift. Data concerning its thickness and the details of its distribution are therefore not
abundant. It is estimated, however, that the drlit for this region has
an average thickness of from ten to twenty-five feet. The greatest
known thickness inside the moraine is 100 feet. This is near
Ogdensburg.
The surface of the gneiss and schist beneath the till is often smooth
and polished. It is the exception rather than the rule to find it desayed. In such cases it is to be presumed that the ice did not wear
off the material which was decayed at the time of its incursion, for
the amount of decay which has taken plaoe since the last incursion of
the ice is, in general, exceedingly small.
With few exceptions, the till covering the gneiss west of Green
Pond mountain is composed mainly of gneissie material. In its
typical development it consists prineil_ally of a greyish, sandy or
clayey matrix, in which are set bowlders and pebbles of gneiss, varying in size from a fraction of an inch to several feet in diameter.
The gneiss material Frequentlyconstitutes as much as ninety-five per
cent. of the whole body of drift. The gneiss bowlders are, on the
whole_ considerably wore, but do not often show well-developed
strive. The drift also carries some limestone, Hudson River slate,
sha]e and sandstone, as well as occasional bowlders which probably
came from the Oneida or Medina formations further north. There
are also occasional constituents from other formations_which are not
easily identified.
The only area where shale or slate occurs in quantity in the drift
of this region is east and northeast of Lake Hopatcong, as far north
as Oak Ridge. Its presencein this locality is easily accounted for by
the existence of a shale or slate formation in si_u between Oak Ridge
• nd Milton, at the west base of the Green Pond mountain. Limestone does not abound in the drift of the area under consideration
except in its western part, near the limestone formations of the Kittatinny valley. The movement of ice in this region seems to have
been somewhat more to the south than the strike of the formations
2
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and the limestonewas therefore
carried
out on thecrystalline
schist
areatothecast.
It is a point of some interest
thatGreen Pond mountain conglomeratedoesnot appearto have been carriedon to the highland
area,westof theRockaway river. Materialfrom thisformationhas
been found in the moraine near Rustic,which is in linewith that
partof theRockaway riverwhich isparallel
with the Green Pond
range. Further west there are occasional
bowlderswhich closely
resemblecertainquartzites
found in the Green Pond mountainformation,but none seencould be referredwith certainty
to thisformation.
The surface
of thetill
isgenerally
oxidizedand leachedto suchan
extentas to be distinctly
noticeable
to a depth of two or threefeet
from thesurface.
.DrumHns.--Westof theGreen Pond mountainrange,drumlinsare
exceedingly
rare,if presentat all. There isonly one locality
where
theyareeven suspected
of existing.Between FranklinFurnace and
Hamburgh thereare fivehillocks
which in generaloutlineclosely
resembledrumlins. The longeraxesvary from 600 yardsto threequarters
of a mile. The heightsvary from 44 to 128 feet. Their
slopesaresmooth and regular,
and in theiroutlinethereisnothing
to indicate
that rock is near the surface.Their longeraxes are
parallel
to eachother,and approximatelyparallel
to thedirection
of
icemovement. In alltheserespects
theyresembledrumlins,but it
must be remembered that the direction
of ice movement in this
vicinity
isapproximatelythe same as that of the strikeof the formations,so thattheirposition
cannotbe regardedas proof thatthey
aredrumlins. They may be nothingmore thanveneeredhills.

RECESSIONAL

MORAINES.

Within the area of Sussex county there are some minor moraines
which appear to have been made during halts of the ice, in the
course of its general recession. A somewhat well-defined recessional
moraine extends from Ogdensburg to Long pond, near Culver's Gap,
though it is interrupted for short distances at several points, especially
where it crosses high ridges. It passes by lake C-rinnell (Lane's
pond), Lafayette, Washingtonville,
Balesvnh and the north end of
Long pond (Frankford township).
The moraine cannot be traced
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across the Kittatinny mountain, but in the Flatbrook valley, a mile
above Layton (Centerville), and again in the Delaware valley, near
the Fisher school-house, there are local but well-definod morainic
bodies. Their real nature is shown not less by their topography and
.constitution, than by their relation to the gravel plains to the south.
These small morainic bodies in the Flatbrook and Delaware valleys
are probably to be correlated with the Long pond-Ogdeusburg moraine, although there is considerable interruption across the mountain.
The average width of this moraine is perhaps half a mile. Locally,
its width increases to nearly a mile, and for considerable stretches it is
.not more than a quarter of a mile. The fact that the moraine is
<leveloped in the valleys, and not on the tops of the ridges between
them, indicates that it was made during the closing stages of the
glacial epoch for this region, when the ice had lost much of its thick°
ness. In this condition, it seems to have retained sufficient vigor of
motion to accumulate considerable quantities of drift in the valleys,
while it was too thin and too lifeless to accomplish much upon the
,crests of the hills and ridges.
The characteristic topography of this recessional moraine is not, on
the whole, very strongly developed, though it is usually distinct.
Like the larger terminal moraine to the south, it is usually more stony
•and bowldery than the adjoining ground moraine. Locally, the till of
Che moraine is as clayey and compact as any found outside the moraine
belt.
This moraine is here and there bordered by overwash plains of
gravel and sand, while in the proper relations, gravel trains occupy
the valleys below it.
When the course of the moraine between Ogdenshurg and Culver's
4:}ap is studied in relation to the topography of the region, it is seen
to bend southwestward something like three and a half miles in cross°
4ng the broad Kittatiuny valley. The moraine belts in the Delaware
and Flatbrcok valleys lie several miles north of the west end of the
continuous portion of the moraine at Long pond. The more north,erly position of the morainic bodies west of the mountain is easily
understood, in view of the fact that the ice wa_ moving somewhat
more to the west than the course of the Kittatinny mountainj so that
the latter stood as a great barrier in the way of the movement which
was supplying at least a part of the ice which developedthe moraines
,in the Delaware and Flatbrook valleys. The disposition of the
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morainic bodies throughout affords an illustration of the general fact
that topography influenced the position of the edge of the ice, an@
that the ice extended further southward in depressions than on the
intervening uplands.
At several other points small patches or narrow belts of morainelike drift occur, but none of them have any considerable development. It is possible that some of the more or less isolated morainic.
patches were accumulated at the same time, but so far failed of continuous development as not to make their connection evident. The.
most considerable of these local areas of morainic character lies west,
of Kittatinny mountain, just east of Brick House (_[ontague).
II.

STRATIFIED

DRIFT--MAINLY

IN

VALLEYS.

It has already been stated that the stratified drift of the northwest_
era portion of the State is confined principally to the valleys. I_
the valleys, stratified drift predominates. It possessescertain featnre_
which are not common to stratified drift outside of mountain regions.
--features which throw much light on certain phases of glacial history. These peculiarities are believed to have sprung from the existence of stagnant or nearly stagnant ice in the valleys after the ice.
sheet, as such, had left them, and while the stratified drift was in process of deposition. Reference was made to this class of deposits in,
the last annual report.
At all stages of the ice period, the ice was thicker in any give_
valley than on the highlands on either side. When dissolution of"
the ice sheet set in, the ice disappeared first where it was thinnest.
Thus, in any given region, the uplands were freed before the intervening valleys. Ice tongues, or ice masses, therefore_occupied thevalleys for some distance below the real edge of the ice sheet.
Ice tongues are believed to have occupied the valleys also, in advance of the main sheet, while the ice was advancing. But thebehavior of the valley ice in the two cases may well have been essentially dissimilar. While the ice sheet was advancing, the valley ice
was active. It constituted valley glaciers. While the ice sheet was
in process of dissolution, the valley ice was inactive, ands in someca_es at lesst_ actually disconnected from the main body of ice to the
north.
Disconnected ice blocks similar to those which are believed to bare-
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!liugered in the valleys of northern New Jersey were seen by the
writer just below the Argentler g]acler in Switzerland, in 1887. The
_lacier was then receding. Masses of ice had been separated from
the body of the glacier, as the latter melted, and, being partially protceted by debris, seemed likely to endure for a considerable time.
Ia lhe Delaware valley.--The essential facts concerning the stratified
deposits along the Delaware from the moraine near Belvidere to Port
Jervls may be summarized as follows : They cousist of materials ranging from fine sand and silt to bowlders, even bowlders several feet in
diameter. Exposures are rather meager_ but gravel appears to predominate over eaud and silt, though the predominant material at the
surface is sand or sandy loam. The alluvial plain is almost uniformly
covered with a greater or less thickness of fine silt or loam. The
same is genei"allytrue of the post-glacial terraces where such exist,
=andis locally true of the highest terraces, representing the surface of
aggradation by glacial drainage. Cobbles and stones of larger size
are much more commonly present on the surface of the higher terraces
-than on the lower. This is sometimes true even where the body of
4he material is fine.
The stratified drift along the valley is plainly of glacial origin.
This is shown not only by the glaciated stones which are sometimes
found in it, but by the constitution of the material itself, The
.material of the lower terraces has been more or lees worked over by
"the river in post-glacial time.
One of the most significant facts in connection with the stratified
drift of this part of the valley is the fact that it stands in no intimate
genetic relationship to the stratified drift below the Belvidere moraine.
'From Belvidere southward, the glacial gravel deposits of the valley
decline regularly, after the normal fashion of valley trains heading in
moraines.* The inclination of the surface of the terrace is especially
_highjust below the moraine, as is the rule in valley trains. The average decline of the terrace for two miles below the moraine is at the rate
-of about 30 feet per mile. Just below the moraine the gravel rises to
,a height of 440 feet 1-A.T.
Instead of continuing to rise steadily to
the north, the surface of the valley gravel deposits falls to a considerably lower level above the moraine. Just north of Belvidere_
alear the river, the highest terrace has a height of only 330 feet, an
*See Annual Report for 1892, pages 115-125.
lAll figllres as to altitude are taken from the topographic maps.
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elevation more than a hundred feet lower than that of the stratified
valley drift on the other side of the moraine. There is the beet
reason for believing that no higher terrace ever existed in this locality.
The relationships are such as to make it clear that the stratified drift
deposits of the valley above Belvidere and below, were not strictly
contemporaneous. The gravel deposits below Belvidere were made
by waters issuing from the ice when its edge occupied the position
which is now marked by the moraine. At this time the Delaware
valley above Belvidere was filled by ice, and gravel deposits were not
there making.
There are well-developed terraces of stratified drift at variou_
points from Belvidere to the State line, but not only do they not correspond in altitude with the gravel terraces below the moraine, but
they are discordant among them_elvas. :Not only this,.but the discordance is not to be attributed to post-glacial erosion. It is original_
not secondary.
As the ice receded northward from the position of the moraine_
the waters arising from its melting coursed through those parts of the
valley successively freed from ice. These waters deposited sand and.
gravel, especially just beyond the edge of the ice at each successive
stage. Since the ice withdrew from south to north, the gravel just
north of the moraine, or at least much of it, was deposited before that
of the valley still further north. This general relation holds up to.
the north line of the State and beyond. The valley gravel wa_
largely deposited in sections, so to speak, commencing at the south.
A study of the terraces above Belvidere shows that two somewhat
distinct stages in the retreat of the ice may be made out with some.
degree of certainty. Just below the recessional moraine, near the
Fisher school-house, the gravel terrace rises rapidly to meet it. This
is the relation which usually holds south of a moraine. Both the
moraine and the gravel below it, and particularly their relation to.
each other, show that the ice edge halted in its retreat along the line
now occupied by the moraine. The terrace below the moraine is
higher than that for some distance above, just as at Belvidere.
The second stage in the recession of the ice is marked by the rise of
the terrace to an altitude of more than 500 feet, a short distance below
Brick House (Montague), near which point there is a second subordinate recessional moraine. While the moraine is not conspicuously
developed across the Delaware valley, it is well defined just east of
Montague.
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In the Delaware valley there is relatively little gravel disposed in
such wise as to indicate that the drainage which deposited it was
interfered with by the presence of ice while deposition was going on.
At a few points only is there evidence that stagnant ice masses
occupied the valley while drainage coursed through it, and that the
gravel was deposited about them. The general freedom of the valley
from stsgnaut ice while the deposition of stratified drift was taking
place, is in striking contrast to the condition of things in the Flatbrook valley just fo the east. The difference is perhaps to be
accounted for by the fact that drainage was more vigorous through
the larger valley than through the smaller.
In the F_t brook valley.--The Flat brook valley, which has a course
essentially parallel with that of the Delaware from Flatbrookville to
l_Iontague,contains a very considerable body of stratified drift, which
in many respects is in striking contrast with that of the Delaware.
The deposits in this valley are among the most complex and interesting in the northern part of the State. Their especial feature of
interest is the peculiar topography which they possess,due principally,
it is believed, to their deposition about bodies of stagnant ice which
lay in some parts of the valley after the main ice sheet had melted
from the adjacent highlands. While this ice still occupied the valley,
drainage from the ice a little further north coursed through it, bearing and depositing the stratified drift about and among the ice masses.
This valley ice was probably in connection with the ice sheet at some
points, and separated from it in others while deposition was going on.
In the former case,it was perhaps not altogetherwithout motion at the
time the sand and gravel were depositedabout it, though the movement
may have been so slight as to have had little effect on the deposition.
Even where the valley ice was not stagnant at the time the stratified
drift was deposited about it, it became so before its melting. Its
final influence on the disposition of the drift was therefore that of
stagnant ice. On the other hand, some of the valley ice appears to
have been in the form of isolated masses at the time the deposition
took place. These masses were sometimes buried completely by the
sand and gravel. When the ice melted the gravel deposits took the
peculiar forms which they now possess. Wherever isolated blocks
occurred, either buried by gravel, or completely surrounded by it,
their melting gave rise to depressions. Where the masses of ice were
very considerable, and especially where they were thick, their melting
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often allowed the gravel which had been deposited about them to
slump down into the depressions made by their melting. In other
cases, the irregularities of the ice appear to be reproduced in reverse
in the surface of the deposits made against it.
Good developments of the rough topography which characterize
deposits made against stagnant ice may be seen about two miles above
Flatbrookville.
Here sharp-winding ridges, thickly strewn with
pebbles, inclose irregular hollows, forty to fifty feet deep. The topography is that of a perfect network of irregular ridges, which branch
and cross in the most confused manner. The highest of the ridges
and knolls at this point reaches an elevation of 448 feet, an altitude
which accords approximately with the height of the gravel deposits
further down the valley, where they take on the form of normal
stream terraces.
In spite of the roughness of the topography at the point mentioned, it is clear, when studied in connection with its surroundings,
that even here there was a tendency, at the time it was developed, to
build up the stratified drift t_ a certain definite aggradation level.
This tendency was opposed and its consummation prevented by the
presence of the ice blocks along the valley. Stagnant ice forms are
also well developed on the left side of the valley, a mile or so south
of Peters Valley, and again on the west side of the valley just south
of the village.
The stratified deposits which were influenced by stagnant ice often
a_sume the general form of terraces. These terraces differ from normal river terraces primarily in the fact that the elopeswhich face the
axis of the valley arc not erosion slopes. They are often extremely
irregular, the irregularities being of the sort which characterize kame
areas. The upper surface of the terrace is likewise often obscured
by a more or less kame-like topography. Such terraces have been
termed kame terraces.* The terrace form of the valley deposits made
about stagnant ice often appears only when they are looked at in a
broad way. It is then seen that, rough as the surfacemay be locally,
there is a somewhat definite upper limit to the whole series of deposits, and that this surface declines in the direction of glacial drainage. On the upper surface, the roughness is due principally to a
greater or les_ abundance of depressions below the upper level.
Where stagnant ice was very abundant, and in isolated masses, the
_Annllal

Rl.i_ort fol 1893, page 156.
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,depressions are very numerous or very large. Where stagnant ice
was at a minimum, the upper surfaces of the terracesare more nearly
_lane.
A form of topography characteristicof this valley and of stagnant
ice deposits in general is the following: A broad and somewhat
_wampy flood plain in the axis of the valley is bordered on one or
_oo_ sides by a strongly-marked kame belt a few rods in width.
This kame belt is lowest near the axis of the valley. It rises in the
.opposite direction, and finally grades into a fiat-topped terrace,which
extends to the side of the valley. Examples of this combination of
forms are found, 1°, north of Wailpack Center, on the west side of the
brook ; 2°, half a mile south of L_yton, on the east side ; and, 3°_ on
the west side of the brook just below the second moraine, about two
miles southeast of Montague. Large, fiat-topped kames, in some
.cases probably representing the deposits made in ponds in the ice,
_oscur,1°, east of the millpond a mile south of Peters Valley ; 2°, beCweenPeters Valley and Layton, and, 3°, north of the second moraine,
_oetwecnthe headwaters of Flat and Mill brooks.
The stratified drift of this valley is hardly less singular in its disCribution than in its topography. In some parts of the valley it
_ormsa belt a quarter to an eighth of a mile in width, while in others
the belt is nearly a mile wide. Its width does not stand in any necessary relationship to the width of the valley. Where the valley is
wide, the flood plain may be wide, and nearly free from drift, while
the bordering terraces are narrow. Close at hand, the flood plain
may be narrow, while the terrace plain is wide. The stratified drift
_as the greatest areal development in the middle course of the valley.
The extreme variability in the width of the belt of low land along
the stream is not less notable than the variations in the width of the
_elt of stratified drift. Thus for four or five miles above Flatbrook,ville the flood plain is very narrow. It then widens somewhat end<lenly, having in some places a width of half a mile ; but from these
_veryconsiderable widths it sometimes narrows suddenly to a few rods,
or even disappears altogether. These sudden contractions in the width
are sometimes due to the fact that a great spur or ridge of gravel, or
a line of kames, juts out from one side of the valley and extends
across it to the opposite side. This may be seen a mile and a half
_elow Peters Valley, as well as at other points further down the
_tream.
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Where the flood plain is wide, the gravel terraces on either side of
it do not usually possess erosion elopes. The slopes are marked by
knolls and small hollows, showing clearly that the depression whose
bottom is marked by the flood plain, is not the result of post-glacial
erosion. Where a wide part of the flood plain has but little length,.
as is frequently the case, its whole area represents the bottom of a
very considerable depression in the midst of stratified drift, the 6nly
outlet being the narrow gorge through which the stream flows. In.
such cases it is clear that a great mass of stagnant ice occupied thesite of the deprsssion_ and that the gravel was deposited about it, and
especially between it and the bluffs on either hand. This may beseen east of Peters Valley. The same phenomenon is repeated again
and again in the course of the valley. The masses of ice which occupied such positions were frequently very irregular, as shown by the.
topography and outline of the gravel and sand deposited about them.
That there was a tendency toward the development of an aggradation level in this valley, in spite of the stagnant ice, is shown by the.
cenaiderable stretches of kame terraces which occur at n few poiuts_
and also by a comparison of the elevations which the gravel reache_
in various parts of the valley. Thus in the vicinity of Flatbroekvilla the surface of the gravel has an elevation of about 430 feet ;.
two miles above, 448 feet ; at Wallpaok Center, dx miles above, 449.
feet ; at the millpond, eight miles above, 476 feet ; at Peters Valley,.
490 feet ; at Laytuu, 550 feet ; at the moraine a mile above Laytoa_
630 feet; near ICIaines_,ille,6i0 feet; at the second reeessioual
moralne above HaiuesvUle, 740 feet I at the kame terrace north of"
the moraine, 6i0 to 660 feet. (Plate I., Figure l.)
History of depositiom--The altitude of the terraces in the Flat brook:
valley shows several imporlaut facts: (1) The gradieot of the terraces themselves is les_than the gradient of the present streams. This,
is shown in Figure 1, Plate I. This is the reverse of what is foon0t
along most streams. An explanation may be found in the conditions
prevailing when these deposits were formed, and since. When the
deposits were made_ the Delaware was flooded, and the height of the.
terraces at the mouth of the Flat brook, was determined by the height
to which the Delaware terraces were built. The cutting in the lower
part of the Flat brook has kept pace with the cutting in the Delaware, but under the present conditions of precipitation, slope an&
load, the stream has not lowered the upper part of its valley at an
equal rate.
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(2) From a point about two miles above Flathrookville, to Wallo
pack (four miles), the aggradation level is nearly horiz)ntal (b e, Figure 1, Plate I.) :From Wallpaek Center, the terraces rise northward
by a gradient which increases very rapidly (c d), as the moraine (d) a
mile north of Layton is approached. The rise is seventy feet for the
last mile. With the increase of gradient, there is a marked increase
in the size of the materials composing the terrace. These relationships clearly show that the moraine above Layton represents a halt,
in the ice retreat, during which time the gravel deposits, certainly as
far south as Wallpack Center, were formed. The topography of
these deposits, and the wide, swampy flood plain in the axis of the
valley,
show thatmoreorless
icefingered
inthecenter
and bottomof
thevalley
duringtheperiodofdeposition,
and thatthedeposits
were
made aroundandbetweentheiceblocks.
(3)Northofthemoraine,
aboveLayton,thegravelterrace
isilldefined
forsome distance,
butthegravelappearstobe somewhat
lowerthanjustsouthofthemoraine.From thispointtheterraces
ascendwithincreasing
gradient
(el,),
tothesecondmoraine(f),three
milesaboveHalnesville,
where the elevation
is 740 feet.This,
morainerepresents
a secondpauseintheiceretreat,
duringwhichthe
gravels
betweenthefirst
and secondmoraines
weredeposited
around
theblocksof icewhichstill
fingered
in thevalley.Duringthis,
timeitwasprobably
truethatmore or lesssandwascarried
down
thevalley
belowtheLsytonmoraine,
butthegreater
partofthedrlft
belowLaytonappears
tohavebeendeposited
earlier.
(4)Northof thesecondmoraineisa ksms terrace
and kame area,
100feet
lowerthanthemoraine
(9).Thisrises
tothenorthward
(gh).
Itsposition,
itselevation
and itstopography
showthatitwasformect
after the ice had withdrawn sgmewhat from the second moraine. The
behavior of the gravel in the vicinity of the recessional moraine is in
perfect keeping with the phenomena in the Delaware valley in the
vicinity of Belvidere. The relations of the stratified drift above and
below the secondary moraines are such as to show that there was a
distinct break in the deposition of the valley drift above and belo_v
them.

Thestratified
drift
of thisvalleyhasnottheloosetexture
whiok_
prevails
insimilar
deposits
insome otherregions.The character
of
theformations
whichgaverise
tothematerials,
afforded
much clayey
matter.Indeed,
thesurface
ofthestratified
driftisoftendistinctly,
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clayey. The fine earthy matter of the surface represents the last
phase of deposition of the glacial waters. In addition to this, it is
probable
thatsomeof theclayeymatterhasdeveloped
since
thedrift
_teslf
was deposited.
Much of the driRiscomposedof slate
and
_hale,which,on disintegration,
givesriseto close-textured
earth.
The surface of the stratified drift in this valley is often so clayey that,
were it not for exposures, the material would never be suspected of
_beingprincipally sand and gravel.
fs the Mill brook valley.--The Mill brook valley is really a continuation of the Flat brook valley northeastward to the State llne. The
general phenomena of the Mill brook valley are comparable to those
.of the valley of the Flat brook. There are more or less discontinuous
terraces along the valley, rising from 60 to 140 feet above the stream.
"Thegraveldeposits
frequently
showform_characteristic
of stagnant
icedeposits,
and arefrequently
altogether
independent
on opposite
sides
of thevalley.Thisistrue,
evenwherethedifferences
canbe
shown nottobetheresult
ofpost-glacial
erosion.Thisindependence
oflevels
iswellshownon theopposite
sides
ofthesmallbrookwhich
_oins the Mill brook half a mile south of the State line. According
to the topographic map, the gravel reaches a height of 660 feet on
one side, while on the other it stands about 100 feet lower. The
independence of the deposits on opposite sides of the valley is still
further shown at some points by their presence on one side and their
absence from the otherj and thi_ where the absence cannot be
attributed to subsequent erosion. In the valley o£ Mill brook no
general aggradation level can be made out.
In the _ig Flat brook vulley.--Phenomena similar to those of the
Flat brook and the Mill brook valleys are found in the valley of the
Big Flat brook. The sudden widening and narrowing of the alluvial
plain, the kurus-like surfaces, and the irregularity of the stratified
deposits in general, are in keeping with those of the main valley to
which this subordinate valley is tributary.
Iu the valley of Pauline kilL--Deposits of stratified drift made by
glacial drainage are very generally present in the valley of Paulins
kill. From Stillwater to Blairstown, a very considerable part of the
glacial drainage appears not to have followed the course of the kill, but
to have followed a more northerly course by White pond, end thence
<lown Blair's creek. It entered Blair's creek in the vicinity of Hardwick Center. :Northeast of this point_ the drainage found its way by
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an irregular course among the hills.
The phenomena along this line
of drainage correspond with those along the valley of the kill.
Wore or less stagnant ire was present in the Paulins kill valley
during the deposition of its gravels. This is shown--1 °, by the
various types of kame and kame terrace topography ; 2°, by the wide r
swampy flood plain, which is not the result of post-glacial erosion ;
3° , by the occasional outcrops of rock near the bottom of the valley
below the level of the gravel deposits, but in positions where postglacial erosion could not have discovered them; and, 4 °, by the
kettle-like depressions in the steep slopes of the terraces where they
rise above the flood plains.
The ire did not linger in all parts of the valley to an equal extentr
and in some localities the deposits were made in comparative freedom
from ire interference. Well.marked kames, kame terraces and other
stagnant ire forms oocur--1 °, near Hainesburg ; 2 °, between Blairstown, Jacksonborg and Ka]arama; 3 °, near Swartawood station_.
4°, a mile northeast of Swartswood station ; 5°, a mile southwest of
Balesville ; and, 6 °, between White and Shuster ponds along a brancl_
drainage line. Above the moraine belt at Balesville the kame topography is marked at points some distance back from the stream, whereas_
along the kill the deposits form a low, level, broad terrace. This
latter was probably formed later than the kame terraces, and after the
ice had disappeared from the valley.
Broad terraces, showing little influence of the ire, oreur--1 °, above
Columbia; 2°, at Walnut Valley; 3 °, above and below Stillwater ;.
4°, between Augusta and Branchville ; and, 5°, east of Augusta.
The
general level of the broad plain at Walnut Valley is forty feet or more
below the highest level (380 feet) of the gravel in the vicinity, and
the plain south of StiUwater is also about the same amount below the
highest aggradation level. They cannot, however, be considered as
secondary post.glacial terraces of degradation, as all the data go t@
show that the erosion along the kill has been little.
The accompanying profile (Figure 2, Plate I.) shows the elevatio_
attained by the highest terraces, as well as the present slope of the
stream. It must be understood that the terraces do not at all points
reach this maximum height.
The most important of the localities
where they fall below the general level for considerable distanres are
indicated. As shown by this profile, the upper limit of the gravel
rises from Columbia, to a point a mile and a half above Hainesburg
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(a b on the profile), where a maximum height of 380 feet is reached.
Then for twe miles, in the vicinity of Walnut Valley (b c), the gravel
does not appear to reach higher than 370 feet, and the general level
of the broad Walnut Valley plain is less than 350. Near Kalarama,
it again reaches an elevation of 380 feet, and ascends by a very constant gradient of about fifteen feet per mile, to an elevation of 470
feet a mile above Marksboro (c d). For the latter half of this distance the valley is narrow, and only occasional patches of gravel are
present. For two miles below Stillwater, the gravel deposits are
abundant, but most of them are at a low level (440 feet or less, de).
Here and there traces of gravel appear at elevations of about 460 or
470 feet, the proper aggradatiou level. Near StUlwater (e), the terraces rise by a somewhat abrupt slope from 440 to 460 feet, and then
less rapidly to 480 feet. Near Middleville (f), the gravel attains a
height of 500 feet, but a little further up stream, according to the
topographic map, it does not rise higher than 480 feet. For some
distance above Emmon's statiou, the gravel is absent entirely, but
when it again appears it has an elevation of 500 feet or more (g).
From this height it rises to about 540 feet (g h), in front of the
moraine (i) near Balesville.
North of the moraine there are kame terraces at 550 feet (j) back
from the stream, though along the stream the terrace has an elevation of only about 500 feet. The high-level gravels disappear
near the almshouse, a mile northeast of the moraine, but the 500-foot
terrace continues up the kill nearly to Lafayette (k n). This terrace
also extends up the tributary to the kill to Branchville (k l), where it
reaches an elevation of 550 feet. This "same low terrace (k m) extends
northeast from Augusta to the small moraine (n) below Fraukford
plains. The line s t shows the gradient of the kill from the Delaware to Lafayette. The line below k l and parallel to it represents
the gradient of the Branchvnle tributary to the kill.
History of depo_dtlo,n.--From the profile of the higher terraces,
something can be made out as to the stages of deposition of these
deposits. The Balesville moraine marks a pause of considerable
length in the retreat of the ice. The apparent interruptions in the
regular gradient at Walnut Valley (b ¢) and below Stillwater (d s)
may be due to earlier and less clearly marked pauses, though this is
not certalu. The high-level kame terrace above the moraine, and
near the alms.house (j), was clearly built around ice blocks, and is
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_ater in origin than the moraine. The lower terrace (k, n) has but
little of the stagnant ice topography, and was formed later than the
_higher terrace, and after the ice had mostly disappeared from this
t_art of the valley.
The small moraine northeast of Augusta marks a second stage in
the history of the valley deposits. Reference to the further stages of
•deposition along this sub-valley will be found below in connection
with the stratified drift of the Papakating.
Co_stitulion.--The gravel of the Paulins kill valley is made up
_chieflyof shale and limestone, with varying quantities of Oneida and
Medina pebbles. The percentage of shale and limestone varies according as the stream flows on the one or the other formation. Much of
the gravel is clayey, rather than loose and sandy, and the surface is
not infrequently till-like.
Good exposures are found between
Columbia and Hainesburg, along an incompleted railroad grade; at
Blalrstown ; along the railroad above Marksboro and at Stillwater,
in the abandoned railroad cut.
In size the material varies from sand to large cobbles. The fine
and coarse material is in general more or less indiscriminately inter°
stratified, although there are localities where the one or the other predominates. There is no marked diminution in the size of the materla[
towards the lower end of the valley.
In the valley of Papakating oreek.--In the upper part of the Papakating valley there is little stratified drift. Where the stream turns
from a southerly course to a northeasterly one, it enters the strike
valley, which is really the continuation of the valley occupied by
the Paulins kill from the Delaware to Augusta. Here there is a very
considerable body of stratified drift. This continues northeastward,
with some interruption, to Deekertown and beyond.
That the gravel deposits of this valley were made when ice filled
its center and lower parts at many points is shown--l¢_ by the topography of the deposits ; 2°, by their position, high on the sides of the
valley much above the stream ; 3°, by the wide and somewhat swampy
good plain, which is not of po_t-glaeia| origin; 4°, by the bare outcrops of rock and the deposits of till along the bottom of the valley
below the gravel deposits, where their surroundings are such as to
forbid the supposition that erosion has removed overlying stratified
deposits. All data point to a minimum of erosion along the Papakating since the ice disappeared. The stream has been engaged rather
in filling the hollows left
byJERSEY
the ice.GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
NEW
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At Frankford Plains, a mile and a half northeast of Augusta, ther_
is a well.developed gravel flat which appears to be a delta. This i_
indicated by the surface, and more particularly by the nature of the
frontal slopes of the plain. They are steep and lobate, and their
topography is not the topography of erosion. It is believed that a
little lake or pond must have existed here at the time the delta was.
developed. A small moraine crosses the valley just below Frenkford
Plains, a mile or so northeast of Augusta, and this may have serve&
as the barrier which held the lake on the south side. Through this.
moraine there is now a narrow erosion channel, which may have been
developed in post.glacial time. To the west and northwest, the pon&
was probably hold in by the shale hills. The gravel is deposited_
against the hills in such wise as to indicate that this was the fact. On.
the southeast, east and northeast, it would appear that the pond wad
held in by ice. The material for the delta was supplied by drainage
from the ice to the northwest.
In the Pspakating valley'there are some very pronounced kams*
iust east of Papakating station, and still others a little further up the
stream a half a mile or so east of the delta at Frankford Plains.
There are well-developed kame terraces along the west branch of the
Papakating in the vicinity of Beemerville and Pinmstock.
The profile of the deposits in this valley is shown as a eontinuatio_
of the Panlins kill deposits. (Figure 2, Plate I.) The Papakating
valley drains northward. As the ice retreated northward, and dowa
this valley, the drainage must have either been, 1°, towards and
under the ice (very improbable); or, 2°, ponds must have been
formed in the valley in front of the ice, the drainage escaping to the
south.
As shown above, the facts indicate that a large part of the valley
was filled by stagnant ice. Ponds, if formed, must have been lor_
and narrow, and in general situated between the ice which occupied
the axis of the valley and the sides of the valley itself.
With the exception of the delta at Frankford Plains, the topography
of the high-level deposits does not indicate that ponds had any considerable development. As shown by the profile, the aggradatio_
level from Frankford Plains to the high terracessoutheast of Woodbourne rises slightly (from 525 to 540 feet in six miles), though over
much of this distance the gravel deposits do not reach this leve]_
whereas there are well-marked kames and kame terraces at 450 feet_
470 feet and 480 feet (q r)_ according to the topographic map.
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Hi6tory of depositlon.--The
following interpretation may be put
upon the aggradation levels of the highest terraces : 1°, a stage of comparatively rapid retreat of the ice from the position of the moraine
northeast of Augusta to a point a little above Papakating (Pellettown), followed by the formation of the deposits between these
points (p o) at elevations of 525 to 531 feet ; 2°, a probable second stage
of rapid retreat, and then a pause, during which the deposits from near
Roy's station to near Woodbourne were formed, represented by the
aggradation level from 450 feet to 540 feet (q r). The rapid rise
from 450 to 540 may be accounted for by the material brought down
the little Papakatiug at this point (r). As will be seen later, deposits
at levels accordant with this extend up the Little Papakating for some
distance above Woodbourne.
The stratified drift of the Clove river valley, runniog north from
Deckertown, corresponds in general character with that of the Parakating valley.
The kame terrace and kame type of valley drift is
shown with special distinctness a mile or so north of Deckertown.
In the valley of .Beaver brook.--The
stratified drift of Beaver
brook, which joins the Pequest a little above Belvidere, is usually
disposed in the form of normal terraces, rather than in the form of
kame terraces. Rarely does the drift of this valley behave itself ia
such wise as to indicate that standing ice occupied the valley to any
considerable extent at the time it was deposited.
Here and there,
however, its presence is indicated.
In the Pequcst va//ey.--The stratified drift along the Pequest rix'er
is more extensive than along any other valley_of northwestern New
Jersey. It was formed under varied conditions.
In many instanc4s,
the forms and the disposition of the stratified drift are so characterist'c
that the history of its deposition can be readily made out. The
accompanying profile (Figure 3, Plate I.) gives a generalized view of
the relations of the deposits and the present drainage lines from Danville northeast to Deckertown.
This profile aids much in obtaining
a clear understanding of the history of deposition.
Below Danville, the terminal moraine occupice much of the valley
to the Delaware.
Between Peqoest Furnace and a point a mile south
of Townsbury, the moraine lles to the north of the valley.
Previous
to the formation of the moraine, a tongue of ice projected down the
valley beyond P_quest Furnace to Oxford Furnace or beyond. As
this ice tongue melted, and while it still occupied a part of the valby,
3
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the gravel deposits between Oxford Furnace and the moraine were
formed. Stagmsnt ice forms are more or less well developed. Themost
characteristic are the high, terrace-like ridges near the Warren county
poorhouse, one and three.quarter miles south of Towusbury. These
were probably formed in a crevasse in the ice. All the stratified
deposits north of the moraine are slightly later in origin than these
gravels.
At Danville the moraine formed a dam across the valley at an elevation of about 550 feet. The result of this dam was the formation
of a lake north of the moraine, at a height of about 550 feet. This
lake occupied the area of the Pequest meadows and the Quaker Settlement as far northeast as Tranquility. Its maximum length was
about eight miles and its greatest width two. Its depth probably did
not much exceed thirty feet. The humus and alluvium of the
Pcquest meadows (a b), at an elevalon of 514 to 525 feet, are the
deposits made in the deeper parts of this lake, the humus being formed
chiefly after the outlet across the moraine had been so far cut down
as to transform the lake into a swamp. At the Quaker Settlement (b e), the deposits consist of silt and fine sand, having an average elevation of about 550 feet, or a little less. These are the
shallow-water deposits made by the glacial streams. When these
deposits were made, the ice had withdrawn some distance to the northward, and even the isolated ice blocks had practically disappeared
from this immediate region.
In this area there are some gravels which belong to a somewhat
earlier period. Small kames of coarse gravel and sand rise to heights
not exceeding twenty feet above the general level of the fine sand
deposits. These kames are of a totally different lithologieal constitution, and are much coarser than the lake deposits. They must
have been made under eutirely different conditions. The size of the
constituents of these gravels, their poor stratification, their slight
wear, and their topographical relations, indicate that they were deposited before the sands and silts which surround them, at a time
when the ice was in the immediate vicinity. In addition to these
kames, knol_ of limestone, practically bare of drift, rise above the
general level of the plain.
Towards the upper limit of the Quaker Settlement plain, as the
surface approaches an elevation of 550 feet, the sand and silt
grade into fine gravel, and stagnant ice forms are found. They
are here lessNEW
strongly
marked
than farther
up the valley.
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The glacial drainage which poured into the Pequest meadows lake
entered from two main lines. One was along the valley extending
from Germany Fiats southwest through Andover Junction and
Huntsville, to the Pequest river. In places this main channel was
split up into several subordinate ones_ connected by cross-lines of
drainage. The other main line was along the valley extending southwest from Newton to Hunt's Mills, and down the valley of Bear
creek through Johnsonburg. These two main belts of stratified
drift are connected by a cross-belt between Springdale and Huntsville. The profile (Figure 3, Plate I.)follows the main line first
mentioned.
As is shown by the profile, the deposits rise regularly and gradually from an elevation of about 550 feet at the upper edge of the
Settlement, to a height of 615 feet or more near Huntsville (e d).
Just above Huntsville, the higher terrace (615-620) plays out against
the hillside, but above Brighton a new, broad terrace level begins at
an elevation of 583 feet. This level extends north through Springdale, .and passes into the plain southwest of Newton (630 feet). The
same level also extends northeast to Germany Flats (e f), rising
steadily in that direction.
The ending of the higher level (c d) near Huntsville an.dBrighton,
and the beginning of the lower terrace (e J) just north of Brighton,
point to two stages in the formation of these deposits. During the
first stage, the gravel below Brighton and Huntsville was deposited.
Sufficient ice remained in the valley to hold the glacial waters to an
aggradation level rising to 615 or 620 feet just above Huntsville.
At a somewhat later period, melting had progressed further, and the
glacial streams built the terraces and plains stretching north and
northeast of Brighton at a slightly lower aggradation level. There
is nothing in the nature of a recessional moraine at the point where
the interruption occurs, such as has been formed in some of the other
valleys where distinct stages of deposition can be made out.
According to this interpretation, the gravel deposits (b d) from
.Brighton and Huntsville to the Pequest meadows, are conteml_oraneous. Those of the Settlement (b e) were lake deposits, and
those between the Settlement and Brighton (c d), the deposit of
rapid glacial streams. The kames rising above the silts of the Settlement belong to a slightly earlier time.
The second aggradation level (e f) rises from an elevation of 583
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feet near Brighton to a height of 603 feet near Long pond, 613 feet
near Ilifl"s pond, 623 feet near Sussex Mills (east of Mulford Station),
639 feet northwest of Woodruff's gap, 640 feet at White lake, and
660 feet at the outer border of the moraine. At lake Grinnell the
rice is very regular and uninterrupted.
It must be remembered,
however, that the line in the profile does not represent the actual surface of the terraces. It is the aggradation level represented by combining the maximum elevations of the terraces.
The moraine at lake Grinnell marks a well-defined pause in the
ice retreat. While the active ice edge stopped at this point, the gravel
deposits as far southwest as Brighton were formed. Large ice blocks
lay in the center of the valley, and the waters deposited sand and
gravel around them. The sites of the largest of these blocks are now
marked by the row of ponds and marshes from Andover Junction to
the moraine. Long pond is reported to have a depth of over 10(_
feet.
For a mile above the moraine, kames and kame terraces border the
stream. They are of massive size, but their heights, 643 to 620 feet_
do not permit them to be correlated with the deposits south of the
moraine. They may be contemporaneous with the moraine, but
more probably were formed a little later, after a sllght retreat of the
ice edge.
Types of t.opography.--Bread plains, formed in standing water, are.
represented by the Quaker Settlement plain. Terrace plains, slightly
pitted by kettles, but, in general, formed quite independently of ice
action, are present along the Pequest, and along the railway southwest of Huntsville. The greater part of Germany Flats shows the
same type of topography, but here the plain is interrupted by extensive ponds and swamps. In many cases the minor features of stagnant ice topography are well shown on the sides of the kettles. They
may be seen along the Lehigh and Hudson River railway.
More strongly-marked kame terrace forms, comprising kettles_
winding ridges, and narrow terraces bordering the rock hills, are well
developed east of Huntsville and Brighton, around White'e pond_
Hewitt'e pond and Long pond.
Near Brighton there are good examples of bare rock ledges at
levels lower than the gravel deposits, and in localities such that
erosion cannot be supposed to have removed a gravel covering.
They must have beencoveredby theice when thegravelterraces,
weredeposited..
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Discordance between glacial drainage and present streams.--The
glacial streams flowed southwest, as is shown by the slope of the ter°
races. In some localities the present streams flow in directions
_)pposcd to this slope. This is shown on the profile.
The ecuthwestern extension of Germany Flats is drained by a branch of the
Pequest (h i) whose headwaters are just above Iliff's pond.
The
main part of the flats is drained by two streams (j and k), one flowing
northeast, the other southwest.
They unite at Sparta Junction and
leave this valley by a crees-valley to the northwest.
The upper part
of the Flats drains into the Wallkill in a direction (l m) contrary to
the slope of the terraces.
These streams were located not by the
general slope of the terraces, but by the slopes of the lowest passages
aloof the valley in the upper part of the Flats.
This was contrary
to the slope of the upper surface of the terraces.
The second main gladal drainage line via J'ohusonburg, Hunt's
Mills and _Newton.---South of Johnsonburg,
the stratified drift forms
.a broad plain, having an elevation at its lower limit of about 550
feet, but rising northward to 580 in the vicinity of Johnsonburg.
The aggradation level rises northeastward along Bear creek, reaching
a height of about 632 feet in the vicinity of Hunt's Mills.
Still
further northeast, near the swamp, it attains an elevation of 639 feet.
.:For some distance along this large swamp gravels are absent, but
near its northern end they occur, and reach an elevation a little less
Chan 640 feet. So far as could be determined by the map they are
_slightly lower than those further southwest. At least they do not reach
Cbe height to which the natural increase of slope would carry them.
The gravels from near Hunt's Mills to a point below Johnsonburg
may correspond in time of deposition to the gravels southwest of
Brighton, while the gravels northeast of the swamp, extending to
Newton, with an aggradation level between 620 and 640 feet, may
correspond to the second stage of deposition in the other valley, viz.,
that from Brighton to the moraine. Data are hardly definite enough
4o warrant positive assertion.
Types of topography in the preceding belt.--South of Johnsonburg,
_he stratified deposits form a gently-undulating
plain, whose even
surface is but slightly interrupted by shallow depressions and low
knells.
Much of the same topography is shown north of Springdale,
but here the hollows due to blocks of ice are more pronounced.
]Near Hunt's Mills (Washington), the gravel area is surrounded by
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irrcguJar hills of limestone. Its continuity is interrupted by knolls
or rock-islands in the gravel plain, and by humus-filled hollows.
The general topography is due to a combination of stagnant ice forms
and limestone knolls. From the northern end of Bear swamp to
Newton, via Muekshaw pond, a distance of over three miles, various
types of stagnant ice forms occur. Large kettles and flat-topped
kames are common. Over much of this area, also, limestone bosses
and hills project through the gravel plain.
Just south of Newton, in the outskirts of the village, the topography of the stratified drift is extremely kame-like. Hillocks and
hummocks having a relief of twenty-five feet follow one another in
quick succession, with but litth regard for a common aggradatiou
level. Ever and anon, however, the aggradafion level appears in
the form of a well.defined, even if narrow terrace. This is shown in
the vicinity of Drake's pond, southeast of Newton. The pond itself
occupies a large kettle, which is apparently the site of an ice block.
The minor inequalities in the outline of the ice are wall marked in
reverse by the knolls and depressions on the sides of this laxge
ketth
Stagnant ice forms axe also well shown along the narrow belt of
gravel between Drake's pond and 8tickle pond. The charactsristicr
narrow terraces, flat-topped mounds, and ridges, are also well shown
around Muckshaw pond.
Comtitution of the gravel.--The bulk of the gravel in the Pcqucst
systemiscomposed
ofshale,
sandstone
andgreywacke
(HudsonRiver).
Limestone
pebbles
andcobbles
areabundantin some exposores_
but
theirabundanceisvariable.
The larger
cobbles
arecommonlyof
Oneidaand bfedlna.A few gneisspebbles
occur.The gravelis
generally
wellroundedand water-worn;
batstriated
cobbles
occur_
thoughnotingreatnumbers.Occasional
massesoftill
areincluded
inthegravel,
butsuchoccurrences
arerare.In size,
thematerial
variesfrom finesandtocoarsegravelor cobbles.Layersof the
finest
sandareofteninterstratified
withcoarse
gravel.Where stagnanticeformsarebestdeveloped_
thegravelisapttobe coarser
than
wheretheyareabsent.Oxidation
haspenetrated
todepthsofthree
or fourfeet.Over much of theareathesurface
isclayey.The
greatest
known thickness
ofthegravelisforty-five
feet,
at which
depthitsbottomwasnotreached.
In the Wallkill calley.--The Wallkill heads in a swamp southwest
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of Sparta.
From this point north to the State line, the stream is
bordered interruptedly
by considerable deposits of stratified drift,
which assume now the form of kames, now of kame terraces, and now
of less readily.classifiable
forms.
On the whole, stratified drift is
less abundant along this valley than along any other equally large
drainage line in the northwestern part of the State.
At Sparta, near the head of the valley, occur large, massive kames,
which rise 60 to 110 feet above the kill.
Much of the material of
this kame area is very coarse ; bowlders up to five or six feet is diameter occur; much of the material is unworn, and still retains stri_e.
There are no traces of an aggradationlevel These factsindicate
conditions
of deposition
somewhat different
from thoseattending
the
formationof kame terraces.They were doubtlessformed when the
icestoodin theimmediatevicinity.Above Sparta,
and from that
pointto Ogdensburg,theWallkillhas a winding coursethrougha
swamp. Locallythe lowland has a width of halfa mile or more.
Through thispartof itscoursetheriverhasdone no cuttingin postglacial
time,but hasdevoteditself
to thesilting
up of thewide valleyor depression
which was left
when theicereceded.
At Ogdensbnrga triangular
embankment of stratified
driftextends
nearlyacrossthe valleyfrom the easternbluff.This gravelridge
was referredto in theGeology of New Jersey,1868,and again in
theannualreportof theStateGeologist
for1878. It was described
at some lengthin 1880.* Professor
Cook wrote of itas follows:
" It isa conspicuousfeature
of the landscape
and affords
beautiful
viewsof the valley,
both northand south,and it servesas an embankment for the New Jersey Midland railroad (New York, Susquehanna and Western) crossing the valley of the WaUkill.
Its (average) height is 660 feet above the sea and 100 feet above the mud
level along the kill.
The village of Ogdeusburg stauds partly on
its eastern end. Its length, measured on a straight line directly actors
the valley, is three.quarters of a mile."
At its eastern end where it joins the bluff the embankment has a
width of nearly three.quartsrs of a mile. It narrows steadily to the
west and at its western extremity, near the kill, its width along its
crest is only two or three hundred yards.
Its shape is, therefore,
nearly triangular, and the apex of the triangle is so near the western
side of the.%alley as to leave but a narrow passage for the Wallkill.
_Annual

Report

of the State Geologist,

page 51,
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Iftheembankmentonceextended
across
thevalley
sothatitswestern
end reachedthewesternbluff,
itmust haveconstituted
a dam,and
havegivenrisetoa lakeoccupyingtheflattothesouthbetween
Ogdensburgand Sparta.An examination
of thegap betweenthe
westendofthedrift
embankmentandthebluff
tothewest,doesnot
make italtogether
clear
how much,ifany,ofthepresent
gapisthe
result
of post-glacial
erosion.The difficulty
of determination
is
enhancedby thefaotthattherehasbeenmuch filling
atthispointby
human agency,
especially
inconnection
withtheconstruction
ofthe
railway.Suchdataasareavailable
seem to indicate
thatthemaximum amount of cutting which has occurred in post.glacial time is
probably not more than twenty feet. It can be stated with some
degree of confidence that the embankment did not extend across the
valley at its maximum height. Any water which may have been
held back temporarily in the area south of Ogdensburg cannot have
had great depth.
The top of the embankment slopes gently westward. In places it
is somewhat undulatory, and seml-kame-llke in topography. Its
steep north and south slopes are marked by shallow depressions and
low swells, which give a clue to its origin. Slopes with such topography, and in such relations, could only be found where the gravel was
deposited against an irregular surface of ice. This embankment is
believed to have been formed in a wide crevasse in the ice body
which occupied the valley at this point_ while the stratified drift was
being laid down. Such a crevasse would be likely to be wider near
the side of the valley where the gravel entered, than toward the
center. The ice walls between which this deposit of gravel is believed
to have been made, could have had little or no motion ; otherwise
the regularity of the deposit would have been destroyed.
The gravel of the ridge is coarse, although much fine sand is
present. Bowlders, even large ones, are occasional. Many of them
arestriated.
As shownbyvariou_
exposures
intheridge_
thickbeds
of conglomerate
havebeenformedby thecementation
of thegravel
by limecarbonate.
Followingdown thevalley,
thereislittle
stratified
driftfrom
Ogdensburgto FranklinFurnace. _orth of FranklinFurnace
thereisnO continuous
bodyof stratified
driftimmediately
adjacent
tothekill
forsomedistance.
Therearesomesmallareas
ofstratified
driRbetweenFranklinFurnaceand IIardistonville,
a little
out of
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the valley. Some of these have forms which suggest that they are
,delta deposits made in local lakes or ponds. If such bodies of water
existed, they must have been held in on one or more sides by
the ice.
An interesting deposit of gravel of considerable extent occurs in "
"the vicinity of North Church, reaching eastward essentially to the
Wallkill. The stratified drift is here composed of sand and gravel,
and constitutes a fiat-topped plateau which extends as far west as the
,old North Church. It is believed to be a delta, and may be called the
:North Church delta plain (see profile, Figure 3, Plate I.) This plain
is a striking feature in the landscape. Its greatest width from east to
west is a little more than a mile and three.quarters.
Its greatest
length from north to south is five-eighths of a mile. The top of the
plain is generally fiat, bat it is occasionally broken by a few broad,
shallowdepressions.
Oa thewholeitsuppersurface
slopesvery
gentlyfromnorthtosouth.
Along itssouthernand easternmargins,
itsoutline
is lobate.
Typicaldeltafronts,
withsteepslopes
and well-marked
lobes,
are
_inely
developed.Theirheights
varyconsiderably.
NeartheNorth
Church school-house,
wheretheplainfronts
theswamp,theabrupt
slopeisnearly100feethigh. Eastwardtheheight
diminishes
rapidlyasthesurface
infrontof theplainrises,
untilata pointnorth
.ofFranklinJunction_
thefront
slopeisnotmorethantwentyfeet
in
height.Bdt the frontisherejustasclearly
a constructional
slope
builtintostanding
water,
as isthehigherfrontfarther
west.The
lobesareclearly
outlined,
andthere-entrant
angles
aredeepandnarrow. Whiletheheight
ofthefronts
increases
farther
eastandnorth.east,
itnowherebecomesso highas neartheNorthChurchschoolhouse.The heightofthefront,
atdifferent
points,
wasdetermined
by thedepthof waterintowhichthedelta
wasbuilt,
andthisvaried.
With oneexception
kames and kettles
do notexist
alongthefront
.ofthedeltaon itssouthand eastsides.Near theschool-house,
boweverp
therearen few smallhillocks
on thesideof one of the
re-entrant
angles.
The northern
slopeoftheplainisverydifferent
fromthesouthern.
Heretheplainsuddenly
breaksup intoa succession
of massivehillocksanddeepkettles
ata level
considerably
lowerthanthetopofthe
plain.Some of thekettles
areasmuch as 80 feetdeep. Nowhere
,else
inSussexcountyarethekanesdeveloped
on a moremassive
scale.
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Unfortuvately much of the area is covered with timber, and therefore
a gocdiview of the whole assemblage of hills and hollows is impossible. Bowlders and largo cobbles are much more abundant on the
kames than on the surface of the plain itself. Nothing can be more
clear than that the conditions which prevailed on the northern flank
of the plain during its construction were totally unlike those which
controlled the development of its southern slopes. Just as the regular slopes and lobate margins on the south tell of the advance of the
delta into a lake, and of deposition unhindered by ic% so the knolls,
ridges and kettles of the northern slope indicate deposition against
ice of very irregular outline. There can be little doubt that the margin of the ice stood where the kemes now are when the delta plain
was formed.
While exposures are for the most part wanting, so that the structure of this plain cannot be made out, all available data seem to point
to the conclusion tlmt it is really a glacial delta, built in a temporary
lake, whose surface had an altitude of 620 to 630 feet.
Kames have a strong development a little farther down the valley
to the north. The kames become exceptionally abundant and most,
pronounced just southwest of the Hamburgh station of the Lehigh
and Hudson River railroad. Just here is a small but marvellously
complex area of hillocks and kettles. This particular spot affords a_
exhibition of the most pronounced kame topography in New Jersey.
The kettles are nearly circular, and their rims are practically
unbroken. The hillocks are equally perfect in their dome-shapeD
outlines. The vertical relief within a few rods is often as much as
forty feet. Measured from the top of the largest kame to the bottom
of the nearest kettle, the relief must be as much as 80 to 100 feet.
This kame area is continued northeastward across the river into the
southern part of Hamburgb. It extends a mile farther down the
valley toward McAfee, and is more or less continuous with deposits
found all along the valley from McAfee to the State line.
Returning now to the North Church area, a narrow belt of
kames stretches thence northward to Deckertown (_ o, Figure 3,
Plate I.) This belt of kamos does not lie in the valley of the Wallkill, but is closely associated with it. This belt can hardly be calls@
a ksme terrace,for no terrace level can be made out, though the
kamss often reach essentially the _ame level. On the whole, they rise
to the north. Now and then kamss are so connected as tosuggsst a_
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esker,
butno well-formed
eskerisdeveloped.The kametopography
isoftenstrongly
marked,therebeingsometimes
a relief
of asmuch
aseightyfeetwithinshortdistances.
The gravelsometimeslies
against
thehills,
but more commonlyisseparated
from them by a
narrowdepression.
The position
ofthekame belt,
withregard
tothe
sandplain
atNorthChurch,indicates
thatthekame beltwasbuilt
alongthecourse
ofthestream,
which,atitsmouth,formedthedelta
plain.The formation
ofthetwo may havebeencontemporaneous,
butmoreprobably
theplainwasconstructed
first
and thekame belt_
tothenorthlater,
astheicereceded.
This kame boltaffords
thebestopportunity
known in Sussex
countyforstudying
theeffect
of a changein thesurrounding
rock
upon theconstitution
ofthegravel.The kame boltisborderedon
theeastby limestone
hills
whicharenearly
freefromdrift.Limestonealsoborders
thekame bolton thewest,
savefora milenearthe
northend. The contact
betweentheshaleand thelimestone
crosses
thekame bolt
obliquely
nearthePapakatiug
cemetery.The northern
extension
of thegravelareatoVan Syckles
isthroughan areaof
shale.
Exposuresat intervals
of a milegiveopportunity
fornotingthe
changeintheconstitution
ofthegravel.Theseexposures
showthat
theunderlying
formation
makesitself
felt
promptlyinthestratified
drift,
and thattheshalebecomeslessand lessabundantafterthe
depositing
waters
crossed
thejunction
oftheshaleandthelimestone,
flowingout upon thelatter.
The changeismore notable
in the
coarse
thaninthefinepartofthegravel.
NearDeckertownthereisanothergravelandsandplain,
lyinga
little
castofthevillage,
whichappears
tobesimilar
inmany respects
to thatat NorthChurch. Itsgreatest
diameterisaboutonemile.
Itsaverage
elevation
isabout100feet
belowthatoftheNorthChurch
plain,
andataboutthesameelevation
asthekame terraces
southeast
of Woodbourne,two milesfurther
east.The plainrises
from the
lowlandinfrontofitby a verysteep
slope80 to100 feet
inheight.
Itssouthern
marginislobate,
and thelobesresemble
deltafronts.
The characteristic
outlines
ofstagnant
icetopography
arenotpresent,
butintwoplaces
thelobes
of theplainappeartohavebeenbuilt
out
so as to reachand partly
bury haineswhichwereearlier
formed.
The delta
formisnotsodistinctly
markedonthesummit.Instead
of
beingflat
orgentlysloping,
itispitted
bysinksandkettles
twenty-
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five feet to forty feet deep. One knoll rises ten feet above the general
level. Inequalities are less strongly developed near the front of the
plain than a little distance back from the edge. The northern and
northeastern, or inner slope of the plain, is strongly kurus-like. In
this respect also it is like the i%rth Church plain.
Northeast of Deckertown there is a long, narrow belt of kames
(p q, Figure 3, Plate I.) standing in much the same relationship to
the Deekertown plain that the Deekertown-Hamburgh belt does to
the North Church plain. This kame belt is separated from the
northeastern end of the plain by a broad alluvial flat. Frequently
an aggsadation level is suggested, the highest knolls reaching a common level. Its general gradient is about sixteen feet per mile, sloping to the southward ; that is, sloping in a direction contrary to the
present course of drainage. The sand and gravel are sometimes distinctly separated from the shale knolls on either hand, though they
sometimes rest against the rock hills. The long, narrow form of this
belt of stratified drift suggests an esker, but the definitive topography
is wanting. The belt is composed rather of a succession of rounded
or slightly elongate and somewhat isolated hills of gravel and sand
arranged lincally.
A mile south of Qaarryville, on the east side of the brook, there
is an embankment of gravel jutting out from the hillside into the
valley, after the manner of the Ogdensburg embankment, though
on a much smaller scale. This also probably represents a cravaesefilling in the ice.
On the east side of the Wallkill, above Hamburgh, gravel has
little development for some distance. It is often absent altogether.
Due east of Deckertown, and half to three-quarters of a mile north
of Independence Corner, there is another huge, spur-llke embankment
of sand and gravel projecting out into the Wallkill valley from the hillside on the east. The main part of the embankment is triangular,
the base of the triangle being against the east bluff of the valley,
while the apex is half a mile to the northwest. The embankment
closely simulates that at Ogdensburg, and is believed to have had a
simUar origin.
On the west side of the Wallkill, from Vernon to Glenwood, there
are isolated kames, often separated from the valhy bottom by hills
thinly covered with till. The relation is such as to indicate that ice
oecupied the center of the valley, which is now covered by alluvial
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deposits, and at the same time the lower slopes of the hills up to the
bottom of the present gravel deposits, while the latter were making.
In the Vernanvalley.--Stratified drift deposits occur interruptedly
from Hamburgh to the State line in the Vernon valley. From Hamburgh to Rudevilh the stratified drift takes the form of kames, or
sometimes of kame terracas. At MeAfee, there is a fine development
of the kame topography. Kettles twenty to thirty feet deep are
closely associated with hills of corresponding dimensions. A good
view of this kame and stagnant ice topography can be obtained from
the hill opposite the hotel at McAfee.
From McAfee to Sand Hills the kame and kame terrace topography
is continuously developed. The name--Sand Hills---is derived from
the huge hills of stratified drift in the immediate vicinity. A
group of the hills near the station rises 150 feet above the level plain,
and the kame terrace to the north is even higher.
The stratified drift in this region frequently attains a considerable
thickness, being in some places more than 100 feet. Where it extends
around limestone hills, great variations occur within narrow limitP_
so that its thickness is exceedingly irregular.
A comparison of the heights of the aggradation levels in various
parts of the valley shows a southward slope of about ten feet per mile.
This is true for that part of the gravel area from the Spregue schoolhouse, southwestward to within half a mile of McAfee, where the
aggradation level is better developed than at many other points.
In this valley, as in other valleys of Sussex county, the stratified
drift deposits do not hold, throughout the valley, a continuous aggradation level. A distinct grade can be made out for a certalu section
of the valley, but the grade level for one section seems to be largely
or altogether independent of the grade for the sections above and
below. The lack of correspondencein the level between the gravels
about Sand Hills and those south of McAfee, seem to point clearly to
a different time of origin. The 600 to 620-fcot plain three-quarters
of a mile south of McAfee, was probably formed earlier than the terrace farther north, and before the ice had freed the northern part of
the valley. The great mass of kames at bgeAfee (560 feet) cannot
be connected with the aggradation level of the area farther north, nor
does it agree with the well-marked levels at any point farther south.
The general rule seems to be that the gravels in a certain section of
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The ice then retreated farther north, and the section freed by the
retreat bad gravels deposited in it. In the second section, aggradatlon sometimes built up the valley gravels to the height of those in
the section below, and sometimes not. Still farther retreat of the ice
freed a third section of the valley, in which deposits were made.
These deposits in turn may have failed to reach the levels of those
made in other sections at earlier times.
In this valley, as in several others in northern New Jersey, the
uggradatiou level slopes to the southward, while the present drainage
is in the opposite direction. :Northward-flowing drainage was established when the ice finally disappeared from the valleys.
From Sand Hills north to the State line there is relatively little
gravel. At some points, as near Maple Grange, the gravel is confined
to the slopes well above the valley bottom, while at the base of the
slope below the gravel till appears, as shown in Figure 1. This
would seem to indicate clearly that the area where till now occurs
was covered by ice when the gravel was deposited.

::'::.

::':'"

Fig.

I.

Profile illustrating
the cross-section of "Vernon valley, near Maple Grange:
a a,
gravel and sand; bb, till; co, alluvium
and peat (depths
perhaps
too great);
d d, limestone ; e e_ crystalline schist.
Horizontal
scale, about five times as great as the horizontah

scale, 1} inches per mile ; vertical

In the Muscondoong valley.--The gravel below the moraine in this
valley was referred to in an earlier report.* Above the moraine, the
stratified drift is abundant as far as Stanhope. In some places it
takes on the form of kames. In others its disposition is more regular,
though a kame-like habit is somewhat persistent.
Gravel also occurs interruptedly[aloug the valley of Lubber's run,
a tributary to the Museanetcong, which joins the latter two miles
_l_eport

for 1892, page 125.
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below Stanhope. In this valley the stratified drift is far from continuous. Above Roseville it has the irregular form which tells of
deposition against ice. Stratified drift also exists along the valley of
the tributary to Lubber's run, coming down from Wright's pond and
beyond.
In the Pe_tuauncok.Rockaway valley.--In the Pequannock valley,
etratified drift deposits are well developed from Newfoundlaud to
Mooseback pond. The stratified drift of this part of the Pequannook valley is continuous with the narrow belt of stratified drift
which stretches down the Rockaway to the moraine at Port Oram.
This belt of stratified drift is one in origin, although it is now drained
by streams flowing in opposite directions.
:From Newfoundland to Oak Ridge, the stratified drift is disposed
principally in the form of kames. This is especially true north of
the railway. The topography of the kame area is rough, having a
relief of twenty to thirty feet. It consists of ridges and hills composed of coarse gravel and occasional bowlders, alternating with
basins, and trough-llke depressions. South of the river in the same
part of its course, the stratified drift assumes rather the form of a
terrace sloping to the southward, but its surface is interrupted to
some extent by depressions, some of which are occupied by swamps.
Continuing southward, this belt of stratified drift becomes somewhat
complicated, and difficult of classification, in the vicinity of Petersburg. From this point south, the stratified drift is almost continuous
down the Rockaway to the moraine. It has a general southward
gradient amounting to 140 or 150 feet from the vicinity of Newfoundland to the moraine, a distance of twelve miles.
Within this belt, kamse are well shown north and east of Mooseback
pond, at Upper Longwood, at Lower Longwood and at Berkshire
valley. The stagnant ice forms have good development south of
Oak Ridge station, and for a short distance east, south of Mooseback
pond, and at Berkshire valley. The terrace form" is best seen at a
point thrse-quarters of a mile west of Milton, on the south side of
the railway, and from Milton to Woodstock, along the west side of
the valley.
Isolated patches of s_raiified drifl.--Apart from the stratified drift
which occurs along the valleys, there arc here and there patches
of stratified drift of greater or less extent, which are more or less
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isolated. Some of these occur on uplands, while others are at lose
altitudes.
There is a little stratified drift in many of the small valleys,
tributary to the larger ones which have been described. This is true
both of the great Kittatinny valley, and of the highland area to the,
east, as far as the Green Pond mountain range. In these minor
valleys, the stratified drift has the same general character, both as tc.
constitution and disposition, as in the larger ones. The greatest body
of such drift which has not been separately mentioned is found west
of Bear Fort mountain, and a short distance east of Carey's mine.
It has an interrupted linear extent of more than three miles. Its
topography is kame-like, with a relief of ten to twenty feet. Its
disposition indicates that it was deposited against ice which must
have been stagnant or nearly so.
There is also a greater or less amount of stratified drift about many
of the ponds and lakes. The patches of stratified drift about the
lakes are often more or less kame-like, and sometimes assume the
forms of kame terraces. This is true about Sucker pond, and for
about three miles northeast of the same. It is also true about Swartawood lake and Catfish pond, aud about several of the lakes botwee_
the east line of Sussex county and Green Pond mountain.
There are stratified drift deposits of the overwash plain type, edjacent to the recessional moraine which has an interrupted existence
from Long pond to Ogdensburg. Along this moraine, gravel of
the overwash plain type may be seen a little west of Balesville ; also
at Washingtonville, and near Branehville Junction. Inside the
recessional moraine there is also stratified drift to a considerable
extent at various points. This is especially true north of Balesville
and at a few other points.
There are a considerable number of kames about Andover. Over
most of the area in the vicinity where the kamas occur, there is no
trace of an aggradatinn level, and the topography is much more that
of a kame area than that of a kame terrace. In and about Andover
Junction, however, there is an approach to a kame terrace topography,
where the aggradation level appears to be 650 feet.
There are small bodies of stratified drift on high levels not associated with valless. Thus at Culver's gap, on Kittatinny mouotaln_
there is a kame-like accumulation of stratified drift. Small bodies of
stratified drift also occur a mile or so northwest of the gap. Isolated
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patches of small extent are known at a few other points on the range.
It is quite possible that there may be small patches of stratified drift
or kames at other points not known.
The mountain is so generally
covered by forests, and is crossed so infrequently by roads or paths,
that small areas of sand or gravel may have escaped observation.
On Pochuek mountain there are some haines which occupy a sort
of amphitheater two and one-quarter miles northeast of Hamburgh,
and a mile and a quarter east of south of Independence Corner.
From the kames at this point, a splendid view can be obtained of the
crest of the Kittatinny mountain, and the broad, rolliog Kittatinny
valley. There are many other places on the highland area between
Green Pond mountain and the Kittatinny valley, where isolated
bodies of stratified drift occur. These are usually of small extent
and present no unusual features, and do not call for individual mention here.
ESKERS.

Eskers are exceedingly rare in the northwestern part of the State_
even those which exist are ill-developed.
In Warren county there
are two, and in Sussex county there are three ridges of drift which
may be classed in the category of eskers. One of the eskers in
Warren county lies on the northern slope of the limestone hill, nearly
three-quarters of a mile northeast of Walnut Valley.
Its length is
not more than 250 yards, and its width 50 to 60. At its upper end
it thins out gradually; at its lower, it ends abruptly.
Its crest is
undulatory, and nowhere does it rise to a great height above its surroundings.
It is not so distinct but that question might be raised as
to the propriety of calling it an esker.
The other esker-like ridge in Warren county is north of Southtown,
southwest of Glover's pond. Its length is 350 to 400 yards_ and its
width 40 to 50 yards, its height is five to fifteen feet above its surroundings.
At its northern end it terminates sharply at the swamp,
while southward it fades away on the hillside.
Of the three sskers found in Sussex county, the best developed is
in the midst of the kame area southwest of Unionville (N. _".). Tt
begins about a mile southwest of Unionville, a little south of the road
which runs from Unionville to Clove brook. At its northern end,
it is not distinctly eeparahle from the kame deposits about it, but
southward it becomes sharply ridge-like in form, and is bordered on
4
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e{ther side by a swamp, above which it rises steeply for twenty feet.
It is somewhat sinuous, has a narrow top and steep slopes. After a
course of 450 yards, it ends abruptly at the swamp, but after a break
of fifty yards it begins again as a low, winding ridge, not more than
five feet above the swamp. Its height soon increases to twenty feet.
It is again interrupted by the swamp for about 300 yards, but is continued again in the kame area on the south. Here it is a sharplymarked, slightly-slnuous ridge, with steep sides and narrow top, with
undulating crest. At its southern end, it merges again into kame
deposits.
Another small e_ker occurs east of Hainssville, near Averytown.
This is a narrow, sharply-defined, curving ridge, having a height of
from fifteen to eighteen feet through a part of its course. It is well
defined throughout its entire length. Its crest is narrow and its
slope_ steep. It is twice broken by brooks which cross it. Including these gaw, it_ length is about 500 yards.
The third body of drift which approaches an esker in form is midway between Glenwood and De Kays. It is a long belt of gravel,
the length of which in New Jersey is about thrce-quarters of a mile.
It is ill-formed and is made up of a succession of elongate knolls
rather than of a distinct ridge. It is doubtful whether it should be
classed as an eeker.

B.

DRIFT ON THE BEAR FORT, KANOUSE,
POND AND COPPERAS MOUNTAINS.*

GREEN

This series of mountains may be considered as one in this connection. Together they constitute a sort of dividing ridge between the
eastern and western parts of the State, a division which has some
significance from the standpoint of our present study. On the whole,
these mountains are but thinly covered with the deposits of the
glacial period.
I.

TILL.

On .Bear Fort mountaln.--The most conspicuous feature of the
glacial geology of this mountain is its paucity of drift. Outcrops of
*The

following

area farther

stat_men[s

concerning

the drift

ea_ h are based largely on the detailed

of these

moun_ins_

work of Charles
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rock occur by the hundred, perhaps by the thousand. It is probable
that the aggregate area which is essentially free from drift, equals the
aggregate area where the rock is concealed. Drift seems to be least
abundant over the central part of the range. Till is more abundant
on the west slope than on the crest and east slope. For the whole
moantain_ the average thickness of till can hardly be more than five
to ten feet.
Such till as is present is bowldery, and the local rock greatly predominates. Gneiss and crystalline schist bowlders are occasionally
found over the whole mountain, and locally they are abundant.
Locally, also, much shale enters into the composition of the drift.
This is especially true near the outcrops of this formation.
The surface of the exposed rock on Bear Fort mountain is mueh
weathered, and stri*e are rarely preserved, if they were ever abundantly developed, as seems doubtful. In the valley esst of Bear Fort
mountain, outcrops of rock are frequent. The till which secure here
is made up principally of the slate, or sandstone, derived from the
local formation.
On Kanouse moun£aln.--Kanouse mountain has more drift upon
its surface than Bear Fort. Though the drift is thin, the total area
where the rock is concealed, is far greater than that where it is
_xposed.
The till is predominantly of material derived from the mountain
itself, but there is a not inconsiderable amount of gneiss and schist
derived from the region to the northeast.
On Green Pond and Copperas mountalns.--The west faces of these
mountains are very generally till-covered. This is especially true
where the slopes are gentle. Oatcrops of rock occur at Woodstock,
and between Upper and Lower Longwood.
They are abundant
between the latter place and Berkshire Valley.
The steep east face of the mountain is generally free, or essentially
free from drift. Quantities of talus have accumulated at the base of
the vertical ledges. The crests, both of Green Pond and Copperas
mountains, have little drift, rock outcropping frequently.
While the till of these mountains is essentially local, there is more
or less schist, gneiss and shale commingled with material which is
_tr_ctly local.
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The stratified drift associated with the Bear Fort-Kanouse-Green
Pond-Copperas mountain belt is chiefly confined to the valleys
between Kanouse and Bear Fort mountains, and between Green Pond.
and Copperas. It therefore lies mainly on the shale or slate.
There are four principal areas of the stratified drift--1 °, at the
south end of Greenwood lake; 2°, north of Postville; 3°, east and
south of Newfoundland, and 4°, at'the ends of Green pond.
In the first of these localities the stratified drift occupies two levels
more or lees separated from each other. The upper series of gravel
deposits occur at about 740 feet, and seem to have been laid down
against ice after it had lost its motion, or at least to have still rested
against it after it lost its motion, since some of them have the form,
of a kame terrace. This is especially true on the west side of the
valley, where the terrace slopes eastward, becoming undulatory and,
kame-like toward the axis of the valley.
In the second of the localities mentioned above, the stratified drift
consists of a small area of kames, one and one-quarter miles north of
Postville. South of the kames there stretches a plain of stratified
drift, the surface of which is somewhat pitted. It declines from 837
feet to 800 feet in one and one-quarter miles, the mater/al becoming
finer and finer as the surface lowers. The ice edge is believed to have.
stood at the kame area, while drainage from it developed the pitted
plain to the south. North of the kames there are some gravel ridges,
one of which has something of an esker-like form.
At the third locality, east of Newfoundland, there are some welldeveloped kames. They lie one-half mile east of the depot. They
are part and parcel of the stratified drift of the Pequannock valley
already described. These kames are probably contemporaneous with
those of Oak Ridge.
The stratified drift at the north end of Green pond is much more
extensive than that at the south. It has the form of a very gentlyundulatory plain sloping southward, the material becoming finer as
the surface declines. Well data show that the depth of the drift st
the north end of the lake is more than fifty-five feet, although the
pond now drains to the south. Data are at hand to show that if the
drift were removed from the valley, it would be deeper north of
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the pond than south of it, and that the valley, the damming of which
has given origin to the lake, was doubtless a tributary to the Pequannock in pre-giacial times.

C. DRIF_

EAST

I.

OF THE GREEN
TAIN RANGE.

UNSTRATIFIED

DRIFT.

POND

MOUN-

TILL.

On t_ crys_ins highlands.--In this area, the drift does not greatly
mask the pre-glaeial surface. The main topographic features are due
to the rock, not to the drift. Till overspreads almost the whole
of the region, though its continuity is frequently interrupted by the
projection of points and ledges of bare rock. The till is of the type
which is appropriateto the region, considering the nature of the underlying formation. It is made up of just such material as would result
from the comminution of the crystalline schists themselves. Its
numerous stones and bowlders were derived principally from the
gneiss. Other varieties of stony material are present, but are notably
less abundant in the eastern part of the area than in the western.
This shows that the ice carried less material to the crystalline highlands from the Triassic formation to the east, than from the Paleozoie
formations to the northwest.
In the vicinity of the Green Pond mountain range, there is a good
deal of stony material which has been derived from that range. This
includes sandstone, quartzite and comglomerate. The till is richer in
these materials near the mountain than at a distance from it. They
are more abundant at a given distance from the south end of the
range than at the same distance farther north. Thus in the latitude
_f Greenwood lake, Green Pond mountain bowlders make up twenty
per cent. of the stony material of the drift one mile east of the range,
which at the same distance from the southern end of the raoge, the
same mountain has often contributed fifty per cent. of the stony
material which enters into the constitution of the till. Small quantities of material from the Green Pond mountain range extend eastward to the limit of the crystalline schist area, and beyond, as will be
noted later.
Stony material derived from the Hudson River(?) formation,includ_ng sandstone, shale and slate_is of frequent occurrencein this area.
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At the south end of Greenwood lake the till is largely made up of
material derived from this formation, which outcrops close at hand.
Besides the constituents already mentioned, there is an occasional
limestone bowlder, and, especially toward the eastern part of the area,
an occasional piece of Triassic sandstone.
In general the till has been noticeably weathered and oxidized to
an average depth of about two and one-half feet.
The maximum depth of till known in this area is at Bloomingdale, where it has a thickness of sixty feet. The till is thicker along
the Pequannock valley than either north or south of it. In the valley,
the till is known to be thirty to fifty feet deep at many places. The
average depth of till for the whole area probably does not exceed
twenty feet. Throughout the area_outcrops are numerous on the tops
and steep slopes of the higher hills.
.East of thecrystalline scliisthlghlandsand westof thePalisade rldge.m
The topography of the surface in this area is much more largely controlled by drift than in the region just west ; but even here the larger
features are the result of the underlying rock structures. The stratified drift here occupies about one-fourth as much of the surface as
the unstratified. In general the former occupies the lower levels,
especially the valleys, while the latter occupies the elevations and
some of the low plains which are not along drainage lines. The
areal distribution of the till is thus seen to stand in close relationshil_
to the topography. There is also an intimate connection between its
thickness and topography. Where the surface is low and approximately flat, the till is likely to be thick. It is also frequently thick
between ridges, where till instead of stratified drift is ibund in such
positions. Between Second and Third mountains, south of the Passaic, depths of thirty-five to forty feet are not infrequent. In the
trough-like valley between First and Second mountains, the maximum
depth is still greater.
In many places the crests of First, Second and Third mountains
are nearly free from drift. When present at all, it is often no more
than three to five or ten feet deep. The average depth on the crests
of these mountains is probably not more than three to five feet. Oa
the slopes, too_especially on the steep eastern slopes, it is relatively
thin when not altogether absent. The gentler western slopes are
often well covered.
East of First mountain, on the Triassic sandstone and shale, the
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average depth of till for the northern part of the area is probably
twenty to thirty feet, though depths of seventy and eighty-five feet
are known near Norwood and Kinderkamao
respectively.
In the
southern part of the area, the average depth of till is probably a little
greater.
Here, too, the distribution of the till stands in close relationship to topography.
The sandstone ridges extending from Ridgefield Park north to the latitude of Cresskill, and from Harrison to
Hackensack and beyond,
does the till dispose itself
tions of till, which might
in an earlier report.*
The ,onstitution of the

have relatively thin coatings of till.
Rarely
in the form of drumlins.
The accumulapass under this name, have been referred to
_ill.--Within

this region three more or less

distinct types of till occur, the distinction being based on lithological
constitution.
These are 1° the gneissic type, 2 ° the trap type, and
3° the red sandstone type.
As these names suggest, the extremely
local character of the till is often well shown.
The trap type of till
is found especially on the trap ridges, though it frequently covers the
border of the Triassic formation adjacent on the west. This is consistent with the direction of ice motion, which was rather more to the
west of south than the trend of the trap mountains.
The gneissic type of till is confined to the northwestern part of the
area, north of a line drawn through Hillsdale, Ridgewood and Pompton. North of this line, the till is seldom red, and the absence of this
color indicates the absence or. the paucity of the Triassic material.
In most places the Triassic material is present, even where the dominant constituent of the till is gneiss.
Within the area indicated,
seventy to nlnety-five per cent. of the bowlders are of gneiss. South
of this line the till is much less bowldery than north of it.
South of the area defined above, the red type of till predominates,
being derived largely from the Triassic shale and sandstone.
The
Triassic type of till becomes increasingly clayey to the south, where
the formation is more shaley than to the north.
In the southern part
of the area, especially over the lowlands about Rahway and Elizabeth_
the till is often very clayey, and has an unusually level surface.
Its
character and its disposition are such as to have raised the question of
the submergence of this region since the ice retreat.
It is now
thought probable that the region has not been beneath the sea since the
last ice epoch, but that it stood so low during the melting of the ice
*Annual Report of the State Geologist for1891_page 74.
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thatthewaterfailed
toflowreadily
fromit.To thissemi-submergenceunderice-water,
someof thepeculiarities
ofthetill
aretentatively
attributed.
WithinthebasinofLake Passaic
thetill
hascerteinpeculiar
characteristics,
whichhavebeennotedelsewhere.*
In addition
tothematerial
derived
fromthethreeformations
specified,
there
aresomebowldersfromtheGreenPond mountainrange,
from theHudson River(?)sandstone,
and occasionally
fromsome
formation
of limestone
whichliesnorthof theStateflue.Their
source
may be theTriassic
conglomerate
whichlocally
iscomposed
largely
oflimestone.
TheHudsonRiver(?)
constituent
ofthetill
occurs
much moreabundantlyinthenorthern
partoftheareathanfurther
south.Itisfound
especially
westof Montville.Bowldersderivedfromthisformation
weremuchless
welladapted
toextensive
transportation
atthehandsof
theice,
thanthosefromtheGreenPond mountainorgneissformations.The GreenPond mountainconglomerates
andquartzites
have
notbeenseeneastoftheHackensack
valley.Westandsouthofthis
valley
theyhavea verywidedistribution.
They areknown tooccur
atPerthAmboy,andevenon Staten
Islandas fareastasAnnadale.
Bowldersofgneiss
orcrystalline
schist
arenotrestricted
tothearea
wherethegnelesic
typeoftill
prevails.
Theyoccurinallparts
ofthe
area,
andevenbeyondit,
on thePalisade
ridge.
Itistobenoticed
thatthestrike
of theformations
inthisregion
isnortheast
andsouthwest.The line
.ofcontact
betweentheTriassic
formation
andthecrystalline
highlands
tothewesthas a direction
450to50°westofsouth.StriminthisregionshowthatthedirectionoficemovementwasS.10°to20° W. Thisdirection
ofmovementwouldcarrymaterials
from themorewesterly
formations
over
tothemoreeasterly,
butnotmaterials
from themoreeasterly
formationsto themore westerly.
The onlyplacewherethiscouldtake
place is along certain parts of the trap ridges, where their direction
departs from the normal direction of strike of the formations in this
part of the State.
It is to be noticed that there are certain anomalous things in the
distribution of the materials. The easternmost point where Green
Pond mountain bowlders have been seen (on Staten Island) is several
degrees east of south of the easternmost point of the Green Pond
mountain formation in New Jersey. Throughout the whole of the
'_Annual Report of the State Geologist for 1893t page 294.
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intervening area where stri_e have been recorded, the direction of ice
movement was west of south. It is therefore certain that the Green
Pond mountain bowlders found on Staten Island, and in Union and
Middlesex counties, did not come from the Green Pond mountain
range of New Jersey during the last ice epoch. The Green Pond
mountain formation is continued northward into New York, and its
northward continuation is farther east than the range in l_ew Jersey.
It is possible that the bowlders of this formation found in the eastern
part of the area under consideration,came from this northward extension of the formation. This explanation does not seem to be free
from dit_culties, since the bowlders increase somewhat regularly in
abundance as the Green Pond mountain range within the State is
approached. There would seem to be no good reason for this especial
feature of their distribution, if the bowlders at the southern limit of
the ice had been derived from the New York continuation of the
formation.
The other alternative is to suppose that glacier ice affected this
part of the State during at least two distinctly different epochs, and
that during the first the movement was more to the east than
during the second. During the first, the bowlders might have been
carried from the Green Pond mountain range eastward to the Haekensack valley, and to Perth Amboy and Staten Island. During the next,
or any later epoch, the bowlders, if already strewn over the territory
east of the mountain range, might have been incorporated in the new
sheet of drift.
A study of the distribution of the corresponding bowlders in New
York, together with a study of the stri_ in that region, would throw
much light upon this question. If the northward continuation of the
axis of the glacial lobe which lay west of the Palisade ridge be found
to cross the Green Pond mountain formation in New York, it might be
possible to explain the present distribution of the Green Pond mountain bowlders, on the supposition that there was but a single ice
epoch. Otherwise the other interpretation would seem'to be necessary.
Oxidation and weathering.--The surface of the till in this region
does not usually afford direct testimony as to the amount of oxidation
and surfacechange which have taken place since its deposition. The
prevalent color of the till is such that oxidation does not notably
affect it. Where the till is of the trap and gneiss types, oxidation is
more readily seen. The depth to which it has extended corresponds
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in a general way to the depth to which it has affected the till farther
west, viz., two or three feet.
Till on the Palisade rldge.--The till on the Palisade ridge was considered in some detail iu the Annual Report of 1893.* The stri_
on the Palisade ridge point east of south. This direction of ice
movement, taken in connection with the direction of movement west
of the ridge, makes it clear that the axis of an ice lobe occupied
approxlmately the position of the Haekensack valley and its southerly
continuation. West of the axis the movement was to the west ; east
of it, the movement was to the east. As would be expected under such
circumstances, the material from the Triassic formatiou was carried u_
on the trap ridge to some extent. The Triassic material even predominates on the west face of the Palisade ridge for some distance above
the junction of the two formations. While the predominant materials of the till on the trap ridge are always trap and Triassic sandstone_
bowlders of gneiss and crystalline schist are by no means rare. Some
of them are of great size. There is nothing in the character of these
bowlders to indicate that they were not derived from the crystalline
schist highlands of the State ; but considering the direction of stri_
on the ridge, it is more likely they same from the northeasterly continuation of these highlands in _ew York.
II.

STRATIFIED

DRIFT.

On the crystalline highlands.--The stratified drift on the crystalline
highlands east of the Green Pond mountain range occurs mainly in
the valleys, along which it is very generally present. Besides its
occurrence in the valleys, small bodies of stratified drift occur at many
points in the form of kames or of small, unclassifiable patches. _'one
of these minor bodies of stratified drift are of great importance, and
nowhere do they assume forms of especial significance.
In the valley of Green Pond brook, there is a narrow belt of gravel
along the stream from Middle Forge to the moraine at Spieertowm
The gravel slopes gradually to the south, and with the decline the
material becomes finer.
Along Beaver brook, gravel is found from Meriden to Rockaway.
Its surface deel_.neeto the south, though not regularly. The stratified
drift of this valley sometimes assumes a more or less kame-like
*Page

177 et _y.
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topography, suggesting the presence of ice at the time of its deposition. At other points the gravel is disposed as a kame terrace.
In the Roekaway valley, where stratified drift is present, it sometimes has the form of a wide terrace with plane topography, which i_
now and then broken by deep sinks. From Powerville south, the
stratified drift in this valley is remarkable, in that its surface declines
to the northeast, according to the topographic map.
The glacial
drainage was in the opposite direction, so long as ice blocked the
Rockaway.
It is poesible that the present slope was established after
this valley was freed from ice. The gravel along the Roekaway
north of the moraine is really continuous with the gravel o.f the overwash plain which extends from the moraine up the valley of Den
brook, west of Denville, and also east of Denviile, and along the
brook toward Tabor. The level of the gravel in these valleys is
somewhat higher than that of the Rockaway itself, and was probably
laid down somewhat earlier.
The abundant gravel deposits along the
gockaway in the vicinity of Boonton, were connected in origin with
lake Passaic, and have been described elsewhere.*
The other
deposits of stratified drift which were connected in origin with lake
Passaic have likewise been described _ heretofore, and will not receive
further mention here.
In the valley of the Pequannock there is a little stratified drift east
of Butler.
In this direction the stratified drift of the Pequaanock
becomes continuous with the gravel plain of the Pompton

river a_

Pompton.
In the valley of the Wanaque, stratified drift has a very much
more considerable development than in the other valleys in the area
under consideration.
It is more or less continuous from Hewitt to
Pompton.
In addition to the gravel along the main stream, there is
more or less along its tributaries.
This is notably true of the valley
of Ringwood creek, and of the creek which drains Sheppard pond.
Just below Ringwood, and again in the vicinity of Boardville, the
gravel covers very considerable areas. Farther south, in the vicinity
of Midvale and Wanaque, the gravel is somewhat
extensively
developed on the lowlands, both along the immediate course of the
stream, and along the belt of lowland followed by the railway.
As in all valleys similarly situated, the stratified drift along the
_Annual Report of the State Geologist of New Jersey, 1893_pages 277-284.
_Loc. cit., page_277-289.
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Wanaque declines to the southward.
The rate of decline is greatest
just south of Ringwood, being thirty to forty feet for the first mile.
Below this point, its decline is about twelve feet per mile. Except
locally, its topography is not notably irregular.
Topography which
is thought to be characteristic of deposits made against stagnant ice
occurs at a few points, especially, l °, near BoardviUe; 2°, a mile
south of that place; 3 °, half a mile west of Midvale, and for a mile
or so farther south.
The gravel does not decrease in coarseness from north to south with
regularity.
It is relatively coarse at Ringwoed, near Boardville, and
again a mile north of l_idvale.
From all thess places its coarseness
diminishes southward.
In this variation in coarseness is found
another ivdicatlon
sections.*

that the gravel of the valleys was deposited in

The other areas of stratified drift of the crystalline highland area
east of the Green Pond mountain are small, and need not be separately mentioned in this connection.
Oa the Trinssio.--Stratified
drift is very much more abundant in
this area than in any other part of the glaciatsd territory
Jersey.
Between tim Palisade ridge and a line drawn from
to Newark, the total area of stratified drift is approximately
that of till. South and west of the above line, the ratio of

of New
Pompton
equal to
stratified

drift to till is much less. The stratified drift is found along all the
valleys, and occupies much low land which does not border streams.
It occurs at higher levels to the north than to the south.
Its levels
in different valleys are iudependent of each other, especially to the
north, where the several valleys are most distinctly separated.
Near
the northern line of the State, its altitude is ninety feet in the valley
of the Hackenssck, 140 feet in the valley of the Pascack, 240 feet in
the valley of the Saddle, and 300 feet in the valley of the Ramapo.
Traced southward in each of these valleys, the level of the stratified
drift reaches the level of the sea about the area at the head of Newark
bay. It follows that in its decline to the south, the stratified drift in
the various valleys is not regular.
In latitude 40 ° 54', the upper
levels of the valley drift in the above valleys is as follows : Iu the
Hsckemack,
which has received the Paseaok_ forty feet; ia the
Saddle, sixty feet; in the Paesaic, which has received the Ramapo,
fifty feet.
*'See aMe, page_ 45-_.
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It is to be noted that there is much stratified drift in this area
which cannot be called valley drift. The above figures refer to the
latter. The changing gradients of the valley drift are such as to
indicate that it was not deposited chiefly after the ice had receded
beyond the borders of the State, but in successive sections while the
ice was withdrawing. During its withdrawal the ice seems to have
halted at various points. Just below the pasitious of halting, deposition was going on, filling the valleys and covering the adjacent lowlands, establishing there a somewhat definite gradient, or aggradation
level. After establishing a definite aggredation level for a certain
portion of the valley below its edge, the ice appears to have receded
again somewhat promptly for a short distance. In the part of the
valley freed from ice by this recession, deposition took place, and
a new aggradation level was established for this part of the valley,
more or less independent of the one below. Farther recession gave
rise to similar filling in a section of the valley still higher up_and
SO On.

Extra-valley stratified drift occupies the low inter-stream areas
more or less generally. It was not deposited by streams after the ice
withdrew from these areas, but by water as it issued from the ice, or
perhaps even under the edge of the ice as the latter became inactive,
or as it approached inactivity. The stratified drift which occupies
the inter-stream areas is usually coarser than the valley drift, and
occurs at higher levels. It often slopes to the drift in the valleys, so
that there is not usually a sharply-marked topographic limit between
them.
In some of the valleys there are several places where the edge of
the ice seems to have halted in its retreat. These positions are indicated by the behavior of the stratified drift. In some cases the halts
in the various valleys may be correlated with each other with some
degree of probability, though it is far from certain that the edge of
the ice became stationary in all valleys at the same time, even where
it became periodically stationary in each.
The first position where the edge of the ice seems to have remained
stationary in its retreat from the moraine, is marked by the belt of
the moraine-like kamce extending from Waverly to Wsstfield. It is
possible that the moraine-like accumulations of drift in Harrison
should be connected with this stage, though this is not certain.
A second halting place of the receding ice seems to be indicated by
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the semi-moraine-llke accumulation of drift which extends interruptedly from North Newark to Cedar Grove. Below this belt, from
Riverside to Newark, the stratified drift along the Passaic has an
aggradation level independent of that farther up the valley.
In the several valleys of the area there are localities which seem to
mark halting places of the ice for the valleys individually. At these
various points, the ice front seems to have stood for a sufficiently long
time to give rise to some little amount of marginal accumulation, and
to interfere with the regularity of the slope of the valley drift. The
more marked halting places in the several valleys are as follows :
1% In the .Passaic valley, at Delawanna, Garfield and Paterson,
and at the head of the tributary valley which comes down from Van
Winkle, near Paterson. The gradient of the valley drift below
Paterson, seems to be altogether independent of that above. 2°. In
the Ramapo valley, the ice edge seems to have remained stationary in
position for some little time at Oakland, at a point three miles above
Oakland, and again three-quarters of a mile south of Darlington.
From each of these three positions the surface of the valley drift
Mopes southward somewhat regularly, after the fashion of a valley
train. But each of these positions seems to mark the head of a train
independent of the others. A fourth gradient exists above Darlington, the head of which is north of the State llne. 3°. In the valley
of the Saddle river, stationary positions of the ice front are not clearly
marked.
One is suggested by the kames between Areola and
Rochelle Park. 4 °. In the valley of the Haokensack the ice edge
probably lingered for some time near Hackensack, and again in the
latitude of Rivervale. At this point there is a series of kames, from
which there extends to the south a well-defined overwash plain of
stratified drift, which is independent of the valley drift above the
kamee. 5_. In the valley of the .Pascaok, above its junction with
the Hackeusack, a stationary position of the ice edge is indicated by
the kamee at Montvale. From them a well-marked valley plain_
stretching to the south, takes its origin. 6°. In the valley of the
TienekiU, two temporary halts of the ice edge are indicated, the one
at Highwood, and the other at Demarest. At the former place there
are two sharply-marked kames, from which a well-defined gravel
plain stretches to the south at a level altogether independent of the
level of the drift in the valley to the north. The halt at Damarest is
believed to be marked by the striking series of kames in tha_ vicinity.
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A few words may be added concerning the stratified drift of the
_everal valleys individually.
In the Ramapo valley.---Stratified drift borders this valley on one
or both sides meet of the way from the State line to Pompton. The
width of the belt is usually a quarter to a half mile, rarely more. In
some parts of the valley the stratified drift has the form of kames ;
in others it assumes the form of kame terraces, though never sharply
defined, while in still others, it is disposed as a plain. Irregularities
in its disposition occur a mile south of the State line, at Darlington,
especially
westof theriver,
andatseveral
points
betweenDarlington
andOakland.
The moststriking
feature
in thedisposition
ofthedriftof this
valley
isconnected
inorigin
withthehalts
oftheicealready
enumerated.The disposition
ofthegravel
inthis
valley
seemstoshowfive
more or lesswell-defined
halting
places
of theice.I.The valley
plainofgravel
extending
from theStatelinetoa pointnearDarlington
(ab,Figure4,PlateI.)appears
tohavebeenmadeatonetimer
aRertheicehadretreated
northoftheStateline.Ithasa distinct
southward
slope
from290or300feetattheState
line_
to270or280
feet
twoandone-half
milesfarther
down thestream,
nearDarlington.
2. JustbelowDarlington
thevalley
graveloccupies
a higherposition
thantothenorth--about
300feet.From thispoint(o)itssurface
descends
to280feetinonemile(d),
thoughthesurface
isbyno means
regular
initsdecline.
3.Two milesbelowDarlington
thelevel
of
thevalley
drift
isagainhigherthantothenorth.The rise
fromthe
northisaccomplished
by a steepslopeup to a delta-like
bodyof
gravel
(ef) havinganelevation
of300feet.To thesouthitssurfacedeclines
to250feet
withina mile.Justnorthofthisflat-topped,
delta-like
bodyof gravelthereisa kame ata considerably
lower
level,
showingthatthevalley
justabovetheplain
musthavebeenoccupiedby icewhiletheplainwas in process
ofgrowth. 4.A mile
below(twomilesaboveOakland)theheightof thevalleygravel
againrises
inpassing
southward,
attaining
a levelof about280 to
290feet(h).Thiselevation
ismaintained
fora distance
of oneand
one-half
miles,
nearlytoOakland. Alongthisstretch
thestratified
drifthas a topography
characteristic
of material
deposited
against
ice.5.The level
of thegravelinthevalley
againrises
notably
at
Oakland(1),
havinganelevation
of320 feet
inthenorthwestern
part
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of the village. South from Oakland the gravel becomes fiQer and
contains a ]argar percentage of sandy and earthy material.
The constitution of the gravel of the Ramapo valley indicates that
even the stratified drift of the valleys is largely influenced by the
subjacent terrane. North of Darlington the gravel is principally
composed of gneiss. A mile south of Darlington the valley cresses
the trap ridge, and trap enters promptly into the composition of the
valley drift. Farther southward the gneiss and the trap become less
abundant and the Triassic sandstone increases.
The greatest depth of gravel known in this valley is 117 feet.* At
Oakland stratified drift is known to have a depth of eighty feet.
_lralified drift between the RamaTu and the Sadd_ rivers.--Eest of
the Ramapo valley, about Franklin lake, and from that lake to
Crystal Lake station, there are considerable and somewhat unusual
areas of stratified drift. The gravel area northwest of Franklin lake
was probably made when the edge of the ice stood at its northern
border. Its surface slopes to the southeast. Its northern and northwestern slopes are steep, and were probably built against, or out from,
the ice front. The plain is marked by various depressions which are
believed to represent the position of ice blocks when the gravel was
being deposited. Franklin lake occupies one of these depressions."
From this plain a series of kames extends northward to Crystal
lake and beyond, the topography being notably rough at several
points.
About Wyckofl"there is a large area of kamss, having a very rough
topography. The swells are often so ridge-like as to suggest eskers_
and the depressions are correspondingly elongate. South of the
kames proper, a pitted plain stretches to the south for a distance of
two and one-half miles. There is also stratified drift to the southeast,
along the railway from Wyckofl'to Wortendykc, but it has no distinct
topographic form. North of Wyekoff there is an abundance of stratified drift for three or four miles along the valley of the creek tributary to the Ramapo at Darlington. This was doubtless deposited
before the outlet to the Ramapo was open. The gravel here frequently assumes the form of kames. There is also a small esker
associated with the gravel of this area.
In the Mahwah ralley.--Kames and eskers, as well as gravel of no
distinct
topographic form,
occur in the valley of the Mahwah, tribu_
T
*Annual Report of the State Geologist for 1877.
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tary to the Ramapo near the State line. The kames are e_pecially
well developed in the valley south of Mahwah for a mile and a half.
Eskers and esher-like kames occur on the east side of the railroad
from the State line to Ramseys. The eskers are on the east side of
the valley. They are mainly very short, add their courses are
oblique to the slope, their northern ends being higher than the
southern ; nevertheless, instances are not wanting where the eskem
locally ascend (to the south) slopes in some of their windings. E_kers
have some development about Ramesys, as will be noted later. There
is an undulatory tract of stratified drift" at Allendale, and smaller
areas at a few points both north and south of that village.
In the Saddle river valley.--S_ratified drift occupies the valley of
the Saddle river from the State line southward to Garfield. The
gravel has an elevation of 240 feet at the State line. Its surface
slopes to the south, with a generally diminishing gradient. The following figures express its decline for the intervals noted: For the
first mile from the State line, forty feet ; for the next two miles, sixty
feet (average of thirty feet per mile) ; for the fourth, twenty feet ; for
the fifth, ten feet; for the sixth, ten feet ; for the seventh, thirty
feet; for the eighth, ten feet; for the ninth, ten feet; for the tenth,
ten feet. The rapid decline in the seventh mile from the State line
doubtless means that the ice edge made a halt just above this high
gradient, long enough to establish it.
South of Hohokus, the valley belt of stratified drift widens rapidly,
and becomes continuous with the gravel of the Pa_caek and Hohokus
ereeks. Still farther to the south and southwest, it becomes continuous with the gravel of the Passaic, although not covering all the surface intervening between these streams. Here and there swells of
till rise above the level of the sand and gravel.
In the Passaic valley.--From Paterson east and south, the gravel in
the valley of the Passaic haB the form of kames, kame terraces, and
plains. There are also irregular accumulations which cannot be
placed in any one of these categories. As already indicated, several
distinct positions of the ice front are indicated by the deposits of this
valley between Newark and Paterson. The general southward slope
of the valley drift is interrupted at these positions.
In the valley of the paseack.---Stratified drift is found along this
valley continuously from the State line to Hillsdale. Below Hillsdale it spreads out so as to become continuous with the stratified drift
5
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of the Saddle river valley on the west, and with that of the Hackensack on the east.
Between Park Ridge and Montvale, there is a bunch of kames in
the valley from which the gravel plain to the south may be said to
take its origin. The surface of the stratified drift declines regularly
to the south with a continually decreasing slope to Hilisdale and
Westwoed, the material becoming finer at the same time. The topography of the valley drift is often marked by sinks, lees commonly by
kame-like elevations. It is more of a plain than most of the gravel
along many of the valleys of northern New Jersey. It is probable
that stagnant ice occupied the center of this valley much of the way
from Park Ridge to Westwood, while stratified drift was being
_depesited on either hand.
Zn the Haclcensact__u//ey.--Along the valley of the Hackensack,
stratitled drift occurs more or less continuously from the State line
south to the head of Newark bay. The disposition of the sand and
gravel in this valley is comparable to that of the valleys already
mentioned. It declines to the south, but there are notable irregularities in its slope. It is interrupted here and there by kames which
stand somewhat above the general level.
There are a few places where the gravel assumes forms of peculiar
significance and interest. Near the Anderson Street station, in Hackensack, there is a fiat-topped gravel plain having somewhat the form of
a delta. It rises somewhat promptly about twenty feet above the
sand plain about it, though the slopes are not normal delta slopes.
The north elope of the plain falls off abruptly, especially near the
west border. The east slope is gentle. The upper surface of this
plain is essentially level. There is much in the topography and surroundings to suggest that it is a delta plain, but it seems to lack
thedecisive
marks.
Abouta quarter
of a mileeastof theLittle
Ferrydepot,
thereis
whatappears
tobea lowspitstarting
ata height
of twentyfeet,
and
sloping
southward.
In thevicinity
of theHackensackvalley,
thoughnottobeclassed
asvalley
drift
inthestrict
senseof theterm,therearesome notable
kamesandassociated
plains.The mostremarkable
arenortheast
of
Rivervale.Here thereisa well-marked
horse-shoe-shaped
kame
area,
referred
toin theAnnualReportfor 1892.* For thiskame
'_
Page 93.
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,belt the name of kalns, moraine was suggested, beth because of its
moraine-like topography, and because there stretches southward from
_t a gravel plain comparable, in all respects, to an overwash plain out_ide a moraine. This plain connects with the sand and gravel of the
_assack, at Hil]sdaie. It declines regularly to the south, having an
elevation of no more than forty feet at Oradell. It is also continuous with the stratified drift farther south along the Hackensack. It
,is interrupted at intervals between Rivervaie and Randall by till hills
which rise above it. The plain is further interrupted by the considerable valleys of the Passaek and Hackensack.
Below the coalescence of the Paseack, Saddle river and Hohokus
gravel plains, the joint plain has a continuous decline to the southward. It connects with the valley drift of the Passaic at Hawthorn.
The average depth of the"stratified drift in the northeastern part
.of the State, in the broad depressions between the Palisade ridge and
'the crystalline highlands to the west, is estimated to be about sixty
feet. The depth, however, is by no means uniform. At Delawanna, in
the valley of the Passaic, sand and gravel have been penetrated to a
depth of 108 feet, or to forty feet below sea-level, without reaching
rock. At Hackensack, in the valley of tke same names sand and
clay have been penetratedto a depth of 215 feet, or to a depth about
200 feet below see-level. At Oradell, sand and clay are reported to
extend to a level 170 feet below that of the sea. Near Little Ferry_
on the west side of the Hackeusack valley, the surface of the rock
•lies 50 to 100 feet below sea-level. Between Englewcod and High_wood,rock is said not to have been reached at a depth fifty feet below
•the level of the sea. Nearer the ridge, in the same latitude, the rock
_urface is sixty feet below the ssa-level. At Closter, the surfaceof the
rock at one point is known to be forty feet below the sea-level. These
data are sufficientto indicate that the pre-glaeiai valleys of this region
were much deeperthan the present. They tell of an elevation greater
than that of the present at some time preceding the last glacial epoch.
Stratified drift about the borders of the swamp at the head of Newark
6ay.--Thers is a narrow and discontinuous border of stratified drift
along the highlands west of the marsh. It now and then takes on
something of a terrace aspect. At Carlstadt, it is disposed as a terrace
at an elevation of thirty-five feet. It occurs at a corresponding level
_south of Carlstadt, but does not here assume a distinct topographic
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form. At Kingsland the sand and gravel of the Passaic extendingsouth from Lyndhnrst connect with the stratified drift along the"
border of the marsh. At Schnyler's Corners, south of the Arlington.
cemetery, there is a gravel ridge near the marsh, having a height of
six to ten feet, which has the aspect of a ridge formed along the shore
of a body of standing water. It may well be a beach line.
Stratified drift also occurs about the islands in the tidal marsh.
One and one-half miles south of Secaucas, at the point of the.
island, and east of the Erie railway, there is a spit-like ridge having:
a maximum elevation of between ten and twenty feet. Just south
of the Snake Hill station of the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western.
railway there is also a spit-like gravel ridge at an altitude of about
ten feet. It is disconnected from the higher land east of the depot,
from which the material must have been derived, were the ridge
formed as a spit. It is possible that the break is artificial.
About Moonacbie, there is stratified drift up to levels of twenty or
thirty feet. In some places it is terraeiform,while in other placee itsoriginal disposition has been obscured by the action of the wind..
The stratified drift at the west base of the Palisade ridge was
described in the report for 1893,* and further reference to it need,
not be made here.
Decisive evidence concerning post-glacial submergence might have.
been expected about Newark bay. Unfortunately the evidence which
is found is as equivocal as it could well be. The tentative conclusions reached by earlier studies are the best which can now b_
enggested.J" If the sea-water stood higher than now, relative to theland, while the glacier ice occupied northern New Jersey and its surroundings, as seems Imesibl% its rise above the present tide-level
appears to have been slight, and may as well have been due to theattractive influence of the ice, as to sinking of the land. There is
now no evidence at hand to show that it continued to stand above its
present level, after the ice disappeared.
South of Newark stratified drift has little development except in,
the valleys of the Elizabeth and Rahway rivers. It is locally plentiful along these streams.
Between the crystalline highlands and the Palisade ridge there are"_Page 195.
_fAnnual Report of the State Geologist for 1893_ page 208.
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_any notable kames and kame areas. These have already been
¢eferred to at some length in an earlier report.* There are also a
number of eskers in the region, most of which were referred to in the
report just mentioned. The more notable ones were there described
.at some length, and further description will not be given here.
aAnuuM Report for 1893, pages 84-95.
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.Distribution.--Strim occur at intervals throughout the whole of
the area covered by ice during the last glacial epoch. So far as the
record goes, they appear to be distributed very unequally. This
apparent inequality is due chiefly to three causes---1°, the variation
in the frequency of rock exposures, due (a) to the unequal thickness
of the drift, and (b) to the varying frequency of excavations;
2°, the more rapid weathering of some rock surfaces than of others ;.
3°, the difference in the hardness and texture of the different rock
formations, in consequence of which some were more readily striated
than others.
The drift of New Jersey is thickest in the northern part of the
State between the Palisade ridge on the east and the crystalline highlands on the west. This is the area of the Triassic formation.
Within it, the drift is thicker where the underlying rock is sedimentary, and thinner where it is trap. This distribution of the drift is.
due to topography, not to variations in the character of the rock,
though it is the hardness of the trap as compared with the shale and
sandstone, which has given rise to the ridges. On the whole, stri_,
have been least frequently recorded where the underlying rock is the
sedimentary part of the Tri_ic.
This is due chiefly to the fact that
the rock is so rarely exposed. The rock itself is not ill-adapted t_>
receiving strim, and it has been so generally covered by drift since the
glacial epoch, that glacial markings cannot have been obliterated.
On the thinly-covered trap ridges of the same general area, recorded
stri_eare numerous. On the Palisade ridge they appear to be much
more abundant toward the southern end than toward the northern.
This is doubtless because there is a very much larger number of excavations in the former region. Throughotlt the State strim appear
to be much more frequently recorded along the roads than elsewhere.
This is partly because the surface near the roads has been examined
in more detail than intermediate areas, and partly because excavationsare much more frequent in such situations than elsewhere. These
facts illustrate the first point noted above, viz. : that the inequality of
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the distribution of recorded strhe is due in part to the varying
frequency of rock exposures, either natural or artificial.
The effect of weathering on striveis well shown in the limestone
belts. With very few exceptions striveare not found on the limestone
of Warren and Sussex counties. Outcrops are abundant, but the
natural outcrops are, without exception, free from strive. It is only
where recent excavations made by human agency discover a surface
of limestone which had been continuously covered since the glacial
period, that strivehave been found upon it. It must be believed that
strivewere very generally present on the limestone at the outset, since
the rock is admirably adapted to receiving them. The conclusion
that they have been obliterated by weathering in post-glacial time,
except where efficiently protected,seems to be the only one to which
the facts lead.
The surface of the crystalline schist weathers much more readily
than the surface of the trap, the Hudson River formation,or the rocks
of the Kittatinny and Green Pond mountain ranges. Over most of
the crystalline schist area where rock exposures occur, they are natural. This means that the exposed eurface_ have not been protected
since the retreat of the ice, aud any glacial markings they once possessed have largely disappeared. The crystalline schists are less well
adapted to receiving scratches than some other sorts of rock, because
of their superior hardness.
Recorded striveare most abundant on the shale and sandstone belts
of the western part of the State, and on the trap ridges. These formations seem to have been well adapted both to receiving and retaining the strive.
The total number of localities where strivehave been recorded in
Warren countyis 35; in Sussex county, 77; on the crystalline highlands
west of the Green Pond mountain range and east of Sussex county,
12; on the Green Pond mountain range, 7; on the crystalline highlands east of the Green Pond mountain range, 6 ; between the crystalline highlands on the west and the Hackeneack valley on the east,
63, mainly on the trap ridges; on the Palisade ridge, 180. In all
eases the records represent the average direction in the immediate
locality of observation, if all strive of that locality are essentially
parallel. Where there are two or more notably divergent systems of
directions, they are recorded separately. The 380 records of strive
for the northern part of the State by no means represent all that
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have been observed. In many localities numerous closely associated
rock exposures show striae in directions so nearly the same that but
a single record was made for the many.
Directions.--In general it may be said that the striae upon ihe
Palisade ridge indicate that the ice here moved considerably east of
south. West of the Palisade ridge the striae in general have a direction west of south. To this general direction there is a single
locality which constitutes a notable exception to the rule. This is in
the vicinity of lake l_opatoong, where the course of all markings is
east of south. While the strlm over most of the State point somewhat west of south, the amount of westing _ttries greatly.
On the whole, the striae show that the ice was influenced to some
extent by the underlying topography, but that its motion was by no
means strictly dependent upon topography.
This independence
clearly indicates that the thickness of the ice at the time of its maximum development was considerably more than enough to overtop the
mountains of the northern part of the State. The easterly movement
of the ice from the valley west of the Palisade ridge over the ridge
itself, was a movement which must have taken place in spite of the
obstacle which the ridge itself constituted to glacier motion in this
direction. Along the Green Pond mountain range, as also along the
Kittatinny mountain, the direction of movement was not parallel
with the trend of the range. The same general relation is shown
along the Watchung mountains. These several examples clearly illustrate the fact that the direction of movement was measurably independent of topography. The general direction of ice movement is
shown on the accompanying map (Plate II.) The directions here
indicated are considerably generalized, the scale of the map being too
small to show the very considerable deflections occasioned by the
larger topographic features.
In many localities striae are found which are not parallel to each
other. The varying directions may be seen on the tame surface or on
closely associated surfaces. On a given surface, the inharmonious
linings may be arranged iu two or more sots, each of which has a
definite, measurable direclion. In other cases there are striae pointing
in all directions between certain limits, and the degree of discordance
may be great.
Discordant a_td crossing strt'ee.--Sharply crossing sets of striae are
relatively rare, though not unknown. Discordant striae of the other
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• ort are frequently seen. These discordant and crossing stri_ were
_robably made at different stages in the ice epoch, when the ice had
_omewhat different directions of movement. Local topographic
"featureswere much more effective in controlling the direction of
motion when the ice was thin, than when it was thick. The ice must
have been thin in each situation at least twice in the history of an ice
sheet--once while the ice was developing, and once when it was dis:appearing. Between these two periods, the ice was relatively thick.
The apparent lack of harmony in the directions of stri_ at the east
base of the Kittatinny mountain, and in some other comparable situations, is doubtlsss to be explained by the supposition that they were
• aade at somewhat different times, and that each direction recorded
represents a more or less temporary direction of movement.
8tri_ west of the crystalline sohi_t highlands.--The testimony of
_bserved stri_ on Kittatinny mountain and in the Kittatinny valley is
sneh as to allow certain more or less detailed conclusions concerning
the directions of the ice movement to be based upon them. These
vzill be considered geographiea]ly from west to e_t.
1. West of the Kittatinny mountain the ice movement seems to
have been approximately parallel to the strike of the formation, and to
the trend of the more prominent topographic features, that is, about
ft. 40 ° W. So f_ as data aho% deviations from this general dlrec_ion seem referable to minor topographic features.
2. In Pahaquarry township, Warren county, and in the southern
_art of Walpack, where the Kittatinny mountain is only a narrow
¢idge, the ice moved across the top of the ridge in a direction somewhat more southerly than that of the trend of the ridge itself, and
_omewhat more southerly than in the adjoining part of the Kittatinny valley. The stri_ here point from S. 11° W. to S. 25° W.
_corrected),with local variations due to local topography.
3. On the northern part of the Kittatinny mountain, where the
range widens out into a broad ridge or plateau, the direction of movement across the crest was radically different from that farther south.
_tri_e are not accessible over the larger part of the surface, but on the
higher part near its eastern margin, they are abundant. At the
eastern foot of the escarpment they are approximately parallel to the
trend of the mountain, that is, about S. 40° W. Toward the summit
of the mountain, the wssting increases gradually. At the summit it
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increases at a hound, and the strim point, in one case at least, as much
as ]_0° north of west.
Though some of the extraordinary directions may be the result of
local topography, the sudden westerly turning of the strim on the
crest of the ridge is a general fact. Many of the strlm pointing somewhat north of west are certainly not due to local deflection. When
studied in relation to their associations, the stri_eof this part of the
mountain show that the ice was kept from moving so much to the
west as it otherwise would, by the eastern escarpment of the mountain,
and that so soon as it surmounted the crest, it yielded promptly to the
westerly tendency.
4. Along the esstern base of the Kittationy mountain, the ice,
movement was approximately parallel to the trend of the escarpment_
though the strJm are not all harmonious in direction. The base of a
mountain range is just the place where direction of movement was.
likely to vary much during the history of glaciation. East of the
base of the Kittatinny mountain, the westing of the strim le_ens_
and throughout the western half of the valley the movement was
more to the west than in the eastern half. Between the northern end
southern ends of the valley, there is little difference in the direction of
stria in the west half, though the wssting increases very slightly to
the south.
5. Along the eastern and lower side of the Kittatinny valley, the
movement was notably more southerly than over the higher slate hills
along the western side. The average direction of the strim along the
eastern side of the valley is S. 18° to S. 28° W. (corrected). This is a
direction considerably more southerly than the trend of the valley itself,
or than the trend of the steep front of the high laud bordering it on the
southeast. If the strJ_ein the northern half of the east side of the
Xittatinny valley be compared with those in the southern half, it is.
found that the former have an average direction 28° west of south,
and the latter an average direction 20° west of south (the anomalous direction on Jenny Jump mountain not being included). These
figures show that along the eastern side of the valley the motion was
morewesterly
inthenorthern
thauinthesouthern
half.
The diminution
in thewestingofthestri_e
from thewestsideof
theKittatiny
valley
totheeastisstill
further
emphasized
when the
stria
on thehighland
totheeastarestudied.On thishighlandtho
westing]esssn_,
especially
tothesouth,
until
itdisappears
altogether,
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and about lake Hopatcong actually gives place to a slight easting_
Thls means that near its limit, the motion of the ice was obliquely
toward the Green Pond mountain, and essentially at right angles to.
the moraine close at hand.
Stri_s on the crystalline highland area.--The glaciated part of the
crystalline highland area is divided into two approximately equal
parts by the Green Pond mountain range. On the western side of
this range, strim were found at but fifteen localities. Of these, three
were not on the crystalline schist proper, but on the other formation_
which lie at the west base of Bear Fort mountain. They are so
closely associated with the stri_eof the crystalline schist area, that they
are best consideredin this connection.
The average direction of the strize on the crystalline highland area
west of the Green Pond mountain is about S. l0 ° W. The maximum westing is 8. 45° W. at the south end of Clinton reservoir.
The minimum westing is an casting of 27°. This occurs on the west_
side of lake Hopatceng one and a half miles southwest of Hurdtown. l'n the northern half of the crystalline schist highland area
west of the Green Pond mountain range, the movement of the ice
was considerably more to the west than in the southern half. The
average direction of the strim north of the lake is about 20° west of
south, while the average direction south of the lake is about 14° east.
of south. Passing from north to south in this area, the strlm do not
show n nniformly-deereasing wesfiag. Within the northern half of
the area there is very little differencein direction between the eastern.
and western portions.
Withinthisareathere
area fewstri_whichdo notappeartoconformtothegeneral
direction.
The mostanomalous
deviation
occurs.
eastofDnnker'spond,wherethestrim
pointinadirection
S.7° E._.
wherea_ in the immediately-surroundlng region all known strlm point,
considerably west of south. At other points, also, the stri_e depart
from the normal direction. These variations are probably the result,
of the difi_erent directions of movement of the ice in the same place
at different stages in the history of ice movement. Distinctly-crossing strim are found at but one point, viz., at the southwest end of
Clinton reservoir. Here there are three sets with directions of 8. 45_
W., S. 30 W., and 8. 10° W., respectively.
On the Green Pond mountain range itself, including Bear Fort_
Kanouse and Copperas mountains, strim have been recorded at but
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seven localities. Their general course is west of south. The maximum westing is S. 570 W., a mile and a half north of Postville, on
the east side of Bear Fort mountain. The minimum westiug is on
Copperas mountain near the Davenport mine, where the strive have a
direction of S. 3c E. The average direction for the entire range is
about S. 17° W. The average direction for the northern part is S.
23 ° W.,while for the south part of the range it is S. 5° W.
On the crest of the ridge there is a uniform decrease in the westing
from north to south. At the north end, the direction is S. 22 ° W.,
near Terrace pond, while toward the southern end the directions S.
7° W. and S. 3° E. are found. This decrease in westing from north
to south on the crest of the range is in accordancewith the decrease
in westing on the highland region west of the mountain, as shown
above. On the whole, the strive on the crest of the range have a
westing considerably less than the trend of the mountains themselves.
The maximum westing on the crest is S. 22° W., while the trend of
the range imelf is about S. 40° W.
On the west slope of the mountain, stri_e were found in only two
places. These were in accord with each other, their direction being
S. 42° W. The westing in these cases is much more considerable
than that of the striveon the highlands west of the range, and more
-considerablethan that of the range itself. The westward slope of.the
range may be responsible for their apparent excess of westing.
On the east slope, strive were found only north of Newfoundland.
On this slope the westing increases to the south. This is contrary to
the change in d[rectlon along the crest of the mountain, where the
westing decreased to the south ; but the number of strive recorded on
the east face of the mountain is so small that from them it is perhaps
unsafe to generalize. A few of the strive are worthy of note. In the
latitude of Greenwood lake they have a course of S. 5° E. to S. 12°
W. A little farther south ; in the latitude of Cedar pond, the direction is S. 570 W. These recorded striveare on the east slope of the
mountain. In the first locality the direction is less westerly than the
direction of the mountain range, and less westerly than most of the
strivein the same latitude west of the range. In the second locality,
Cedar pond, the reverse is true. Here they have a greater westing
than either the mountain range or the strive on the highlands west of
"therange. No strive were found on the summit in the same latitude,
_with which to compare these directions.
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On the crystalline highlands east of the Green Pond mountain
range, strim were recorded in but six localities. Though frequently"
exposed, the rock is rarelystriated. The average direction is about S.
20° W. The maximum wearing is S. 62° W., north of Montville_
The minimum westing is S. 10° W., one mile southwest of Midvale.
Compared with the average direction on the Green Pond mountain
range, the ice movement was more westerly east of the range than on
it. Compared with the average direction of the strke on the highlands west of the range and north of lake Hopatcong, the movement
had nearly the same direction. On the whole, it would appear that
the westing in this area increased slightly toward the Green Pond
mountain, and that it also increased from north to south.
From a study of the stri_eof the crystalline schist area as a whole,
including the Green Pond mountain range, it seems that the stri_
have rather less westing on the range than on either side of it ; that
they correspond much more nearly in direction in the northern half
of the area, than in the southern ; that in the southern half, on the
west side of the Green Pond mountain range, the movement not only
]eat its wearing altogether, but was actually to the east of southr
toward the Green Pond mountain range itself; that on the east side
of the Green Pond mountain range in the southern part of the area,
the westing of the strke increased. The movement, therefore, seeme.
to have been somewhat toward the south end of the Green Pond
mountain range from either side.
It will be observed that on the west side of the Green Pond mountain range, where the direction of the etrim is east of south, the
latitude is essentially that of the south end of the mountain range.
It is to be noted also, that the maximum westing of strlm found in
the whole area is on the east slope of Bear Fort mountain, S. 57° W.,
a direction notably more to the west than the course of the range
itself, although the general direction of stri_e in the region is [es_
westerly than the course of the mountain range.
Stric_ west of the Palisade ridge and southeast of the _r!/s_allin¢
higMands.--Within this area etri_e are numerous, especially on the
trap ridges. They have been recorded in sixty-throe localities.
They take the form both of minute scratches and well-developed
grooves, though the former are more abundant than the latter. The
average direction in this region, barring deflections which np_
be the result of local topographic features, is about S. 60° W. The
....
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_veating is rather greater in the northern part of the area than in the
southern, a condition of things just the reverse of that which is true
in the highland area to the west. Toward the southern portion of
the drift-covered area, as the moraine is approached, the direction of
the strim seems to shift so as to assume a course approximately at
right angles to the direction of the moraine.
The maximum wearing in this region is S. 78° W., on the summit
of the mountain west of Paterson. The minimum wearing recorded
is due south, at Mountain View, due probably to local topographic
relations. In the northern half of this area there is very little difl'eronce in the direction between the eastern and western portions where
etri_e are recorded, but in the southern half, the wearing is much
greater in the western portion than in the eastern. Indeed, on Snake
hill, some of the strim point east of south. Within this area the
trap ridges had much influence, locally, in determining the direction of ice movement at the time when the recorded strim were made.
Thus at the eastern base of that part of Third mountain lying southwest of Mountain View, the strim have a direction S. 15° to S. 27°
W., while on the west side of the same mountain they range from S.
67 c to S. 620 W. The stri_ on Second mountain have a similar behavior. Snake hill also exerted a diverting influence on the ice, and
the discordant directions on various parts of that hill are doubtless
due to its own deviating influence.
Comparing the etrlm of this area with those farther west, it is
to be noted that the strim southeast of the crystalline highlands
have a westing considerably greaterthan that of the strim on the highlands themselves.
Stri_ on the Palisade ridge.--On the Palisade ridge recorded stri_e
are very abundant. They are found in all latitudes from the northern boundary of the State to Bergen Point. With the exception of
the few stri_ at the western base of the ridge toward the south end,
the strim all point east of south. The easterly divergence is more
toward the north end of the ridge than toward the south. The decrease in casting is from S. 74° E. in the latitude of Closter and
Alpine, to S. 43 a E. in the latitude of Hoboken, an average decrease
of something like 30o. * The stri_enot only change their course from
north to south along the ridge, but their direction stands in some
_"--'---"--*_'r'_or

l:(ll account of the stri_ of the Palisade

for 1893, p_es

ridge see report of State Geologist

61-176.
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relationship to ihe altitude of the ridge. In general the easting
increases toward the top, in which position it is greatest. The
_hange in the direction of strim with increase of altitude, on the west
face of this ridge, is in every way analogous to the change which
has been noted as occurring on the east face of Kittatinny mountain.
Varieties of glacial markings.--By far the larger number of
recorded directions of ice movement are the records of small strim.
Deep grooves are relatively rare. Chatter marks are not frequent.
Smoothed and polished surfaces, which do not tell of the direction of
ice movement, are rather common. The greatest variety of glacial
markings known is found upon the Palisade ridge. This is partly
because this ridge has been studied in more detail than most other
areas with reference to this point, and partly because excavations are
here so frequent that the glacial markings are well exposed. The
various forms of glacial markings which are found on this ridge have
already been described.*
*/.Joe.cit.jp.170jetseq.
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IN DRAINAGE--LAKES--CHANGES
COURSES OF STREAMS.

IN TH]_

With a single exception, the larger streams of the glaciated area of
New Jersey follow approximatelythe drainage lines established before
the advent of the glacial period, or at least before the advent of its.
last epoch. The single exception is the Passaic system. The drainage from this basin bears little resemblance to that which existed
before the disturbing influence of the ice made itself felt.
The reasonsfor the general immunity from change in the case of most
of the streams of northernNew Jersey may be readily pointed out. In
the first place, mcet of the valleys of the glaciated portion of the State
were parallel, or essentially parallel, to the direction of ice movement.
In this position, glacial erosiou tended to emphasize them, rather than
to make them less masked. Had their courses been at right angles to.
the direction of ice movement, or even oblique to it, the disturbing
influence of the ice would have been much greater. In the second
place, most of the valleys were deep. The considerable elevation of
the region, trgether with its mature drainage, had determined this.
point. Deep valleys are less readily obliterated, either by erosion or
by filling, than shallow ones. In the third place, the rock in whicl_
they were cut is, on the whole, hard, and hard rock yields to the
erosion of glaciers much less readily than soft. Deep valleys in soft
rock would stand much better chance of obliteration, other things
being equal, than corresponding valleys in hard rock. In the fourth
place, the thickness of the drift over most of northern New Jersey is
rather slight, so slight as to fail to fill the valleys which pre-glacial
and glacial erosion had excavated. When the ice receded, therefore_
the valleys still remained, and along them drainage re-established
itself. Had the thickness of drift been great, the result might have
been different. The hardness of the rock had something to do with
the paucity of the drift. Lastly, the terminal moraine, which represents the thickest belt of drift in the State, crosses few of the
important drainage lines. For these reasons, the larger pre-glacia_
valleys are also the post-glacial lines of drainage.
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With these general principles in mind, more specific reference may
be made to the existing drainage. In the northwestern part of the
State, all the main valleys, and many of the minor ones, were exca*
vated in pre-glacia! time. In many cases the position of the streams
in the valleys, and in some cases the direction of drainage, is not the
same as before the ice invasion.
The "rifts" in the Delaware probably
indicate, in some cases at least, that the river has been locally shifted
from the center of the rock valley to one side, and thus superimposed upon the rock slopes.
The number of cases in which reversals of drainage can be affirmed,
is small. The best-marked case is in the Flat brook-Mill brook valley,
near Montague.
The valley is here greatly obstructed by morainic
accumulations.*
Just north of the moraine a stream (no nameJ
flowing down the slope of Kittatinny
mountain and crossing the
Flat brook-Mill brook valley nearly at right angles, has cut through
the narrow ridge separating this valley from the Delaware.
The
position of the stream across this ridge was determined by a sag, the
elevation of which was nearly the same as that of the surface of the
gravel deposits in the Flat brook-Mill brook valley.
The stream has
cut a narrow, steep.sided gorge through this ridge to a maximum
depth of forty to fifty feet, all but four or five feet being in rock.
In pre-glaeial time, the streams which flowed down the slope of Kittatinny mountain did not enter the Delaware directly, but joined the
stream which then occupied the axis of the Flat brook-Mill brook
valley.
Through its entire length this valley has been filled to an unknown
depth with stratified drift.
As now, so in pre-g]aeial times, the drainage of this valley was partly to the northward and partly to the southward, a low divide separating the two parts.
In spite of this, it is
extremely doubtful whether the divide corresponded in position with
that which now separates the two streams.
It is probable that it was
farther south, thus increasing the length of Mill brook, at the expense
of Flat brook.
The round-about course of the upper part of Pnulins kill from Newton, via Lafayette and Augusta, is probably entirely post-glacial.
It
is probable that the headwaters of Paulins kill lay to the northeast of
Augusta in pre-glacial time.
The sharp turn of the Papakating
creek_ two miles northeast of Augusta, is probably due to direct
_See a_zte,page20.
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obstructions in the southwest-northeast valley at that point. It is
probable that beforethe last glacial epoch that part of the Papakatlng
creek above the bend was tributary _oPaulins kill. It may well have
been the upper part of the Paulins kill itself. This is, however,
largely hypothetical, as no conclusive evidence is at hand. Judging
from surface indications along the Papakating creek northeast of
Papakating station, and also in the vicinity of Roy's station, it
may well be that the pre-glacial divide between the Paulins kill and
Papakatlng was some miles northeast of Augusta. The drainage
along the valley from Newton to Branchville Junction probably
joined the Pequest system, though by a route which is not now
known.
Along the Pequest river a few changes can be made out. The
winding course of the river northeast of Danville is due to the
obstruction of the valley by the terminal moraine. The pre-glacial
course was probably in a more direct line from a point just above
Danville to Townsbury. The round-about course of the upper part
of this river, from near Hunt's Mills through Bear swamp to Spring°
dale, and then southward, is quite certainly not the pre-glacial course,
although it is impossible to locate definitely the earlier drainage
lines.
In default of borings, it is impossible to say whether the pre-glacial
drainage of the Germany Flats valley was northward into the Wallkilt valley at Hamburgh or southward into the Pequest valley.
Judging by the relative width of the valley in various parts_ the
drainage of that part now occupied by Germany Flats was probably
northward along the present course of the Wallkill.
The pre.glacial drainage of the Wallkill valley was northward.
This is clearly indicated by the increasing depth and width of the
valley in that direction. The same is true of Vernon valley, though
its head may not have been so far south as at present.
In the central part of the State the drainage outside the moraine
was disturbed at a number of points. The area occupied by Budd's
lake is believed to have drained to the north in pre-glacial time.
This northern outlet was blocked by the moraine just north of the
lake, giving rise to the lake, which then overflowed the lowest
point in its rim, and its surplus waters found escape via the South
Branch to the Raritan. The other notable change in drainage
in this region has to do with the Black river. As stated in
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previous report_* the pre_nt course of this fiver is believed to
_, in some sense, post.glaclal. The valley which it occupies is a
pre-glaclal vulley_ but the drainage through it has been reversed.
North from Hacklebarney, two miles southwest of Chester, the
pre-glacial drainage through this valley was to the north, joining
the Rockaway north of Kenvil. Near its point of junction with
the Rockaway, the moraine filled up the valley in such wise as to
obstruct drainage in this direction. The waters which had heretofore reached the Rookawuy were ponded back above the point of
obstruction. They rose until they found escape to the south, in
_vhich direction they have continued to flow. The valley from
Hacklebarney southward was a pro-glacial valley. The divide between
it and the headw_ers of the northward-flowing stream was a low
col, across which the waters found their escape after the moraine was
formed.
On the highland area of northern New Jersey, the changes in
,drainage effeoted by the ice are minor. In some cases the streams
were shifted about to a slight extent in their courses. This resulted
•from the partial filling of the valley bottoms with stratified drift.
The post-glacial streams chose the lowest courses open to them at the
•close of the deposition of the drift, without reference to the position
of the axis of the valley. It is doubtless true that many ravines and
very small valleys on the slopes are filled up so as to give no surface
indication of their existence. The covering of drift in this region is
so slight, however, that no considerable pre-glacial valleys are believed
to be concealed.
East of the highland arca_ data concerning the courses of the proglacial streams are meager. The altitude of the country is here not
great_ and the drift is relatively thick. More commonly than otherwise, artificial excavations have not penetrated so deep as to reach its
bottom, and little can be said, except in a general way, concerning
the course of the drainage before the drih was deposited. It is
reasonably certain that the streams had courses corresponding in
general direction with those now in existence, but the details of their
courses may have been very different.
Robinson's brook, a tributary to the Rahway river, flows through
a valley which is largely of post-glacial origin. The Rahway
_Annual Report of State Geologis_, 1893_p. ]50.
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itself does not follow, throughout all its course, a pre-glacial line of
drainage, though it does so in part.
On the west face of the Palisade ridge many ravines and trivial
valleys
may havebeenfilled
up by drift,
soas to giveno surface
indication
of their
existence.
At a few pointstheirexistence
has,
beenshownby borings.
By far the most important changes in drainage ctFseted by the ice:
and its deposits were in the basin of the Passaic. The extremely
circuitous course of this stream cannot fail to attract attention.
Having its sources at various points from Mendham to Morristown_
the waters of the system flow southward and westward, escaping from
the area of the Great swamp through a narrow gorge across Long
hill, at Millington. After escaping from the Great swamp, the river
follows the depression between Long hill and Second mountain, to
Stanley, where it crosses the line of the moraine. From this poinL
its sluggish waters find their way northward by an irregular course
through Hatfield swamp and Great Piece meadows. Then, turning
east, the stream escapes across the Orange mountains, through gaps
at Little Falls and Paterson. Thence its course is southward to
Newark bay. There is hardly another river of equal size which haa
so irregular and unnatural a course.
It seems probable that in pre-glacial time the headwaters of the
Passaic were in the vicinity of Mendham, as now, and that the drainage flowed thence eastward through the area of Great swamp, across
the present site of the moraine, somewhere between Madison and
Chatham, thence southeastward across First and Second mountains,
via Short Hills and Millburn, and eastward to the sea. The facts on
which belief in this course is based, were stated in the last report,* in
connection with the history of Lake Passaic. As there stated, there
is a deep drift-filled gap across Second mountain near Short Hills,
the bottom of which is known to be not more than 170 feet above
the level of the sea. Between First and Second mountains, in line
with the drift-filled gap in Second mountain and the broad gap in
First mountain at Millburn, the surface of the rock is known to be not
higher than the level of the sea. It is almost certain, therefore, that
the rock bottom of the notch in Second mountain is very much lower
than the figure indicated above. These facts seem to indicate clearly
that in pre-glaeial time the drainage of the Great swamp area fo1AnnualReportof theState
Geologist
for1893_page304.
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lowed a much more direct course to the sea than now. The drainage
from a large part of the area north of Short Hill_ probably joined
that of the stream which found its way to the sea by the Short Hills
and Millburn gaps. It is uncertain whether the Rockaway river
_owed to the south and joined this system, or whether it turned east,
south of Horse Neck, as now, and escaped across the mountains via
Little Falls and Paterson. The latter is the more probable.
One other notable drainage change should perhaps be referred to
in this connection, although it lies altogether outside the glaciated
area of the State. This is in the course of the Raritan river. As
stated in the Annual Report for 1892,* there is much reason to believe
that at some early time the Raritan rive_', following its present course
to a point midway between Somerville and Bound Brook, turned
thence southward up the present valley of the Millstone, following
that valley to its jtmetion with Stony brook, thence up the valley of
_tony brook, and across the low divide which separates it from the
Shipetaukin, thence down the Shipetaukin and Aseanpink valleys to
the Delaware. The date of the reversal of this drainage has not been
_xed. It may have been as late as the last glacial epoch, or it may
have been somewhat earlier. Quite certainly it occurred within the
Pleistocene period.
THE

LAKES

OF

NORTHERN

I_EW

JERSEY.

One of the mcst conspicuous effects of the changes in drainage
due to the ice of the glacial period is to be seen in the great abundance of lakes, ponds and meadows in northern New Jersey. Many
of the marshes and meadows represent extinct lakes. Many of the
lakes, both existent and extinct, came into being as the direct result
of interference with drainage. They may, therefore, be properly
considered in connection with the changes in drainage efl'ected by
the ice.
The lake and pond basins of the glaciated area of the State belong
to several distinct classes. These are as follows: (1) Limestone
sinks; (2)rock basins produced by glacial erosion; (3)basins pro•luced by the obetruction of river valleys by means of the drift ; (4)
_iepressionsin the surface of the drift itself; (5) basins produced by a
• ombination of two or more of the foregoing; (6) lakes and ponds
_Annual

Report of the State Geologist,

1892, p. 124.
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produced by artificial means. The fourth class, as specified above,
may be subdivided into two or three divisions, vlz., (a) depressions in
the surface of the terminal moraine; (b) depressions in the surface oF
the ground moraine; (o) depeescions in the surface of the stratified'
drift. Since the stratified drift in which the lakes of this last subclass lie is largely in valleys, it would not be altogether inappropriateto class them with the third group specified above.
In some cases it is not possible to say with absolute certainty that
the basin of a given lake or a pond belongs to one or another of the
foregoing classes. It frequently happens that available data are too
insufficient to make it po_ible to determine all elements involved in
the origin of a given basin. Neverthelees, most of the lakes and
ponds of northern New Jersey can be classified in one or another oF
the foregoing groups with a reasonable degree of certainty.
1. Limestone sinbs.--In northern New Jersey there is one small,
pond which occupies a depression caused by the collapse of an underground cave in limestone. This lies three-quarters of a mile northeast of Blairetown, near the point where a road tarns south to.
Panlina. The pond is very small and shallow. As a body of water
it is insignificant, but it has some interest as a representative of one
type of lake basin. The basin occupied by this little pond has been.
deepened in post-glaclal times. The bottom of the sink is fully sixty
feet below the highest point at its rim. Five or six feet from the.
bottom, the slope of the sink changes abruptly, becoming very steep
below. This would seem to indicate a sinking of the bottom of the.
pond to the extent of five or six feet since the ice departed. Sinkholes of like origin are occupied by marshes at various points.
2. Rock basi_s produced by glacial erosion.--A second type of lake.
basins which finds representationin northern New Jersey is the rock
basin produced by glacial erosion. It cannot be affirmedthat there
is more than a single representativeof this class of lake basin in 1New
Jersey, though there are several lakes which may possess such basins.
In these cases the uncertainty is due to the fact that decisive data are
not available. It is often no easy matter to prove that a lake occupies
a rock basin, even when such is the fact. To establish a case beyond
doubt, it must be shown, either by outcrops or by borings, that the
rock rises at all points about the lake higher thao the deepest part of
its basin. Where the drift is thick, and especially where borings are
wanting or few, it is often impossible to make this determination.
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Even if a rock basin be demonstrated, it may be very difficult to
prove that it is the result of glacial erosion. A rock basin may be
produced by local subsidence, or by deformation of the strata in
which it occurs. Between rock basins so formed, and those formed
by glacial erosion, it may be impossible to distinguish, in a region
which is heavily covered with drift. A rock basin may be greatly
deepened by having its borders built up by drift. In such eases it is
often difficult to determine to what extent the basin is really a
rock basin, and to what extent it is a basin hemmed in by surface
accumulations.
Sand pond, on Hamburgh mountain, quite certainly has a rock
basin. This pond lles two and one-half miles east of Hamburgh.
It is triangular in shape, and on three sides is surrounded by high
hills where ledges of rock are so abundant as'to preclude the possibility of a drift-filled outlet. At the western end, the bordering
surface is lower, and here the pond has its outlet. Along this outlet
the outcrops of rock are so abundant, and so disposed, as to show
that solid rock occupies a level higher than the bottom of the lake.
The maximum depth of the pond is probably not morethan forty feet,
and its average depth is probably not more than half this figure.
Sand pond, west of Coleville, may have a rock basin, but this is
not beyond question. At its southern end there is so great a body of
drift that, in the absence of borings, certain determination of the
nature of the basin is impossible. Cedar lake, near Blairstown, is
closely hemmed in by high rock ledges on either side. It may occupy
a rock basin, but there are considerable masses of drift at either end
of the lake which greatly deepen the basin, even if not entirely
responsible for it.
3..Basins produced by lhe obstruction of river valleys by means of the
dTi/t.--The basins of the larger number of lakes in the glaciated
part of _Tew Jersey were formed by the obstruction of river valleys.
To this class belong the following :
In Warren county.--kllamuehy pond, Glover's pond, Cedar lake
(possible rock basin), White pond, Sunfish pond, Catfish pond,
Shustsr pond, Mud pond (Hardwick township) and Sand pond.
Here also may belong Silver lake and Mud pond (Hope township),
though they may belong to the next class.
In 8usse:_ eounty.--Catfish pond, Sucker pond, Quick pond, Mud
pond (Stillwater town_hlp), Swartswood lake, Hunt's pond, Little
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pond and two unnamed ponds northeast of it, Long pond (Fmnkford
township), Culver's pond, Sand pond, near Coleville (possible rock
basin); Long pond (Walpsck township), Round pond, Mashipasong
pond, Lake Marcia, Decker pond, Roe pond, Mud pond (Vernon
township), Wawayanda lake and Laurel pond. It is altogether possible that some of these lakes may have rock basins, but there are
none of them which, in the light of present knowledge, may not be
accounted for by the drift, filling which blocks one or both ends of
the more or less elongated valleys in which they lie.
In Morris eounty.--Green pond, Lake Kinnelon (Stickle pond),
Budd's lake, Split Rock pond and Lake Hopatcong.
In Passaic eoun_y.--Hank's pond, Macopin lake, Terrace pond,
Greenwood lake, and Negro pond. It is very probable that some
other small ponds belong to this category, and there are other lakes
which may owe their origin in part to the blocking of valleys. If so,
the valley-blocking does not appear to play the most conspicuous part
in the formation of their basins.
The drift which blocks the valleys, giving origin to the lake
basins, is sometimes stratified and sometimes unstratified. Many of thQ
valleys are blocked at oneend of the lake only, while others are blocked
at both. North of the moraine, one lake only appears to owe its
existence to the blocking of a river valley by the moraine itself.
This is Green's pond, in Warren county. Outside the moraine, there is
likewise a single lake which owes its origin to the damming of a valley.
This is Budd's lake, in Morris county. Though the lake now drains
to the south, its site is believed to have drained to the north,
before the last glacial epoch. Blocked by the moraine just above the
lake, water accumulated in the valley above, until it overflowed
the divide to the south, finding its escape in that direction. The
lake's northern shore does not reach the moraine, though it does reach
the stratified drift outside it.
4. Lal_a in drift depressions.MTbe number of lakes and ponds
occupying depressions in the surface of the unstratified drift is not
large. To this cla_ can be referred with confidence only a few
_mall ponds which have not individual names. The pond east of
Llewellyn Park and south of the railroad, Essex county, appears to
belong to this class. Here also belong some of the small ponds on
Palisade ridge, in H:udson county. At various points along the
terminal moraine there are small ponds which likewise belong to this
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category, but they are too small to merit separate mention in this
connection. Some of the lakes elsewhere referred to may belong to
this category, as already noted.
There is a very much more considerable group of lakes which
might, with almost equal propriety, be put into the class of lakes
occupying basins formed by the obstruction of river valleys, or into
the class of lakes occupying basins in the surface of the drift. The
lakes of the group here referred to lie in depressiong in drift which
is for the mo_t part stratified_the drift itself being in valleys. The
lakes of this sub.class are believed to represent the sites of huge
blocks of stagnant ice, which liogered in the valleys after the edge of
the main ice sheet had retreated some little distance beyond them to
the north. Stratified drift was deposited in the va]hys about these
ice blocks, while glacial drainage still coursed through the valleys.
After glacial drainage had ceased to flow through the valleys concerned, the ice blocks melted, leaving depressions to mark their
former existence. Such lake basins are due to the presence of stagnant ice masses, about which were lald down the deposits which now
constitute the sides of the basins.*
The lakes which are thought to belong to this class are the
following:
Ia 8_sex eo_nt_/.--Buckmire pond, Turtle pond, Muck,shaw pond,
Stickh pond, Davis pond, White's pond, Hewitt's pond, Long pond
(Andover township), Iliff's pond, Howell's pond, Drake's pond,
White lake (Sparta township), Mud pond (Sparta township), Lake
Griundl (Lane's pond), and Wright's pond.
In .Pa_aie county.--Franklin lake, the ponds west of Wyckotf,
and the pond near Preakness.
In this connection, especial mention should be made of the chain
of lakes, ponds and marshes in 8uesex county, which extends from
Turtle pond, near Huntsville (Green township), almost continuously
to Lake Grinnell, a distance of eleven miles. The Lehigh and Hudson River railroad follows the chain of depressions between these
points, and from it good views of the depressions can be had. It is
4_elieved that a succession of huge ice blocks lay in this valhy while
the main ice front was a little farther north, and that drainage from
the main ice sheet to the north coursed through the valley, depositing
sand and gravel about and among them. In some eases the ice masses
*Annual Report of the State Geologlst for 1893, page 154.
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were doubtless completely buried. They probably persisted until
glacial drainage ceased to flow through the valley, that h, until the
ice sheet had retreated beyond its head. Their melting then gave rise
to basins, the larger of which are now occupied by ponds or ]akes_
while the smaller gave origin to marshes only.
Many of these lakes contain more or less white shell marl, the
result of the accumulation of shells, mainly of snails. The white
marl is known to occur in at least seven of them, viz, Bnskmlre
pond, Turtle pond, Davis pond, White's pond, Drake's pond, Mud
pond and White lake. In some of these the marl can be seen from
the shore, but its extent and depth are generally unknown.
5. Comblnalion types.--A very considerable number of lakes ocenpy
depressions which do not fall into one or other of the foregoing:
classes. They are depressions which are partially bounded by drift,
and parfially by rock. They are due to the disposition of the drift
with reference to rock elevations. It is poasible that they are i_
many eases produced by the obstruction of valleys by means of the
drift, but if so, this relationship does not clearly appear. To this
type belong the following lakes '.
In 8u_ex oau_y --Stag pond, Morris pond, and Losee pond.
In Passalo vounty.--Tiee's pond, Rotten pond, Mud pond, 8heppard's pond, and the pond on First mountain, south of Paterson.
In Morri* county.--Dixon's pond.
6. Lakes formed by human ageacy.--There is a very considerable
number of lakes or ponds or reservoirs produced through human
agency, by the obstruction of natural drainage lines. In this elasa
fall Clinton and Oak Ridge reservoirs, Hopewell pond, Petersburg
pond, Durham pond, Denmark pond, Cranberry reservoir and Stunhope reservoir.
A considerable number of the lakes which have been mentioned in
the foregoing pages, have been increased in size by the raising of the
outlets, as for example, Lake I=IopatCong. The aggregate area occupied by the natural lakes and ponds within the glaciated area of New
Jersey, including also Budd's lake, which is just outside the moraine,
is about sixteen square miles.* Of the total area, Lake Hopatcong
occupies about one-fourth, and Greenwood and 8wartswood lakes
nearly another fourth.
The average depth of the lakes of New Jersey is not great. Morris
_ Vvlmeule.
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pond has a depth of 110 feet. Long pond (Andover township) and
Wawayanda lake are reported to have maximum depths of about
100 feet each, but their average depths are considerably less. By
far the larger number of lakes have depths of less than fifty feet, and
many of them much le_s.
In altitude, the lakes vary greatly. Aside from the artificial lakes
and ponds, and aside from some very small ponds which have not
individual names, the lowest lake is Cedar lake, in Sussex county.
This has an altitude of 384 feet. The highset lake is Lake Marcia,
which has an elevation of 1,574 feet. The lakes of northern New
Jersey, therefore, have a vertical range of nearly 1,200 feet.
Many of the lakes which had a temporary existence, but which
have now become extinct, have been referred to in connection with
the stratified drift deposits of the earlier part of this report. Heremay be mentioned--1 °, the Peqoest lake; 2°, a long, narrow lakewhich probably had a temporary existence in the valley of the Black
river from Kenvil to Hacklcbarney; 3°, Lake Passaic, which at.
the time of its maximum expansion had an area twelve to fifteen
times as great as that of all the existing lakes of the State; and 4°,
the several shallow lakes which occupied the deeper part of the basin
of Lake Passaic after that lake was drained. These lakes have been
referred to in another connection* and need not be disenseed here.
Many smaller lake_ or ponds had a temporary existence and have left
slight records of themselves.
*Annual Report of the State Geologist for 1893, page 317.
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The amount of post-glaclal erosion which has been accomplished in
northern New Jersey is, on the whole, exceedingly small.
In many
places the streams appear not to have lowered their channels at all,
while in other places they have affected more considerable results.
The irregular disposition of the drift, which nearly filled the valleys
at certain points and left them nearly free from drift at others, gave
occ_mion for these variations in their subsequent work.
Where a
body of drift was deposited across a valley, drainage through the
valleywas ponded behindit. As the ponded drainageoverflowed
thedriftbarrier,
ithad high velocity
and quicklycutdown thedam.
On thewhole,however,the surface
of northernNew Jerseyremains
very much as it was at the timeof the retreat
of theice. A few
words may be added concerningthe erosionalong the various
valleys.
Ato_9 theDdr_ware.--Post-glacial
erosion
inthevalleyof theDelaware has been much more considerable
than in any othervalleyof
northernNew Jersey. In generalitmay be saidthat the riverhas
cut itschannel from the levelof the highestgravelterraces
to its
presentbed. In the narrow partsof the valley,
as at the Water
Gap, where the terraces
areabsent,
post-glacial
erosion
has beensufficient
to remove allthe graveloriginally
deposited
there. At Columbia,thevertical
erosionhasbeenaboutseventyfeet;atBrowning,
about sixty-five
feet; below WaIpack Bend, about eighty feet.
Above D_ker's Ferry,gravelterraces
occur100 feetabove theriver,
but as thereare some indications
thatstagnanticelay here while
thishigh-level
gravelwas being deposited,
erosionmay not be so
greatas would be indicated
by thisfigure.It is,however,at least
more than fortyfeet. At Walpaek Center,post-glaclal
erosionhas
been more than 100 feet;at Dingman's,about 120 feet;west of
Haiaesvil]e,
about I00 f_et; below Montague,about 120 feet
; oppo-
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site Mashipaeong island, about sixty-five feet; near the State line,
about eighty feet.
The width of the flood plain is in some sense a measure of the
width of the passage cut in the drift-filling of the pre-glacial valley
in post-glacial time. In several places on the Jersey side, the flood
plain has a width of half a mile. Where it is wide on one side of
the river, it is commonly narrow or wanting on the other. Above
Walpack Bend, the width of the post-glacial valley would average
from half to three-quarters of a mile. Below the Gap the trench i_
much narrower. The height of the flood plain is often from twenty
to thirty feet above the river.
The erosion in the Delaware valley below the moraine was referred
to in the Annual Report for 1892.
Jn the valley of the .Flat brook.--The amount of cutting done by
theFlat brook in post-glacial time, is very variable in different parts
of the valley. As the ice retreated, the irregular filling of the drift
gave origin to local lakes and ponds along the valley, and drainage
through it has removed the obstructions between these lakes and
ponds, giving rise to an uninterrupted stream. The amount of cutting between the ponds and local lakes depended on the height of
the drift barriers. Where these barriers were low, the cutting has
been slight. Where they were high, the amount of erosion has been
considerable. In places near Flatbrookville, the amount ot cutting
(vertical) may have been as much as sixty feet ; near the first bridge
above Flatbrookville, seventy feet; a quarter of a mile below the
second bridge, forty feet; while at the second bridge above the village, the cutting has not been more than eight feet. From this point
to Peters Valley, the stream meanders on a broad, flat plain, formerly
a swamp or lake, which the stream has actually been silting up.
Here, therefore, there has been no post-glacial erosion. Midway between Peters Valley and Laytoa, the stream has cut a trench seventy-five yards wide, and more than twenty-five feet deep across the
barrier of gravel which separated two large depressions in the valley.
Above Layton, the maximum cutting has nowhere been more than
thirty feet, and in general it has been much less.
Along the Mill brook.--In the Mill brook valley there has been
practically no erosion in post-glacial time. The stream, on the contrary, has been silting up its marshes throughout most of its course.
In the valley of _aulins kilL--As in the Flat brook valley, the
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amount of post-glacial erosion along this stream varies greatly within
narrow limits. In a few cases only is there positive evidence &even
a moderate amount of erosion. Jacksonbnrg creek, below Blairstown, has trenched the Paulins kill gravels to a depth of twenty-five
feet, the trench having a width of about 2'25 feet. Along Blair's
creek, above Blairstowu, the vertical cutting has been as much as
forty-five feet in some places. Above Paullna, the kill has cut thirty
feet into the till, and a mile and a half above stlnwater, a small
tributary has eroded a channel in the gravel deposits to a depth of
twenty-five feet. Below Emmons station, the kill has cut thirtyfive feet, and at Balesville the morainehas been incised to a depth of
forty feet. In many other places, as above and below Stnlwater, and
at Yard's creek, near Hainesburg, there has been practically no
erosion, but filling instead.
Yn the Vernon valleg.--There has been little post-glacial erosion in
the Vernon valley. The creeks draining the valley have been
engaged rather in filling up the marshes through which they find
their way.
In the .Papakaling vallsy.--Along the Papakating there has been
very little erosion. Here and there the stream has cut a few feet.
Where the Little Papakating crosses the high Papakatieg terrace
southeast of Woodlmurne, it has excavated a trench 80 to 100 feet
deep and 200 yards wide. This it was able to do because of the
great height of the terrace above Papakatlug.
North of the Woodbourne school house, the stream has trenched the terrace to a depth
of fifteen to eighteen feet in some places, while in closely adjoining
parts of it_ course, it has done no cutting.
Along the Wallkill.--This stream has done some little erosive work
in post.glacial time. The only point where any eoosiderable lowering of the channel seems to have been et_eeted_is at Ogdensburg, in
connection with the remarkable gravel ridge at that point. This
has already been referred to.*
Along the Pequest.--The greatest amount of erosion to be found
along the Pequest or its tributaries, is where the stream crosses the
moraine, between Danville and Towosbury. The maximum vertical
cutting is about forty-five feet. Above this point, the Fcquest and
its tributaries have done little or no eroding since the ice departed.
*A_fe, page 39.
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In the Rockaway valley.--There has been a very considerable
amount of erosion in the Roekaway valley at eerlain points, notably
from Powerville to a point somewhat below Boonton. Here the river
has lowered its valley in the till as much as I00 feet in some places.
Elsewhere it has done little erosive work since the deposition of the
drift.
fn the Pequannoek vaUey.--From Copperas mountain to Butler,
the Pequannock river has sunk its valley in the till to a depth of
_twenty to forty feet. Elsewhere its work has been slight.
In the Wanaqus and Ramapo vaUeys.--These 'streams have done
tittle eroding since the glacial epoch. The Wanaque has cut a trench
in the gravel and sand fifteen to twenty feet in depth, from Pompton
to a point above Wanaque. The Ramapo has likewise locally out a
_rench t_enty to thirty feet deep, and in places below Oakland, it
may possibly have cut more ; but on the whole, the erosion of these
streams has been very slight, and has been confined chiefly to the removal of the barriers of gravel which separated the depressions left
by the ice.
Along the Pomp£on valley.--The Pomptou river has lowered its
channel about fifteen feet in the gravel and sand plain about Pompton.
South of Pequauac, it has done little or no cutting.
The Passaic valley.--Above Little Falls, the Passaic has done little
erosion. Only here and there, as at Stanley, has it lowered its
channel notably. For a coneiderabh distance above Little Falls, it
wanders throughout a wide extent of land which it has been unable
to drain. Below Paterson, the river has lowered its channel thirty
or forty feet locally, though this is much above its average.
The _addle r/ver.--The amount of erosion in the Saddle river is
comparable to that in the valleys of the Wanaque and Ramapo.
.In the Haekensack, Pascaek and Tienekill valleys.--From the Slate
line to its junction with the Paseack, the Hackeasaek river has
lowered its channel, on an average, less than fifteen feet. In many
places no cutting at all has been accomplished. South of the junction of the Pascack_ the channel has been lowered ten to thirty feet.
The erosion in the valley of the Pascack is in keeping with that of
the Hackens_k.
The Tienekill has done no erosion, and is still
wandering about in a marsh which was left when the ice disappeared.
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Most of the streams of northern New Jersey are bordered by"
alluvial deposits of greater or less extent. These are coarser where
the streams are swift, and finer where the streams are more sluggish.
The alluvial deposits have considerable development in many of the
low fiat lands or marshes where lake basins failed of development,
on the melting of the ice. This is conspicuous along many of the
valleys, where the flood plains are very variable in width. The
flood plains are now narrow, representing the width of the channels
cut since the glacial epoch, and now wide, representing the areas over
which the streams have simply deposited thin layers of silt, on the
low lands left as the ice melted. Nothing is more striking in connection with the rivers of northern New Jersey, and especially of Sussex
and Warren counties, than the fact that their flood plains are of such
unequal widths in closely.assoclated parts of the valleys. This iswell shown along the Wallkill, from Sparta to Ogdensburg, and
along the Flat brook valley in the vicinity of Peters Valley, and
several miles below. The broad alluvial plains which border some
of the streams of the basin of Lake Passaic, are hardly of fluvial
origin. They have merely been silted over by streams.
If the Delaware valley be excepted, alluvial plains hate, on the
whole, least development along the streams which have done the most
cutting, and along such streams they have the least development
where the cutting has been most extensive.
The height of the alluvial deposits above the present flood plains
is variable, depending upon heights to which the floods reach. The
highest are perhaps in the Pequest valley, near its junction with the
Delaware. The alluvial deposits here reach an elevation of about
thirty feet above the ordinary water-level in the Pequest. In general_
the height of an alluvial plain above the stream it borders is greater
along a large stream than along a small one. In some of the valleys
there are alluvial plains which are on the point of becoming terraces.
In such cases the streams have sunk their channels so far below the
alluvial plains that they are flooded only during extreme high water.
The streams are still eroding, and will presently have cut their channels so low that the alluvial plains will cease to be flooded at all, and
will then pass from the category of flood plains, into the category of
terraces.
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East of Warren and Sussex oouuties, the larger streams often have
alluvial plains of variable width. These plains are usually more or
lees discontinuous. In general they are not the results of the streams'
own work, but rather the result of the flooding of flats which were
left when the ice retreated. Bat little material has been deposited
upon them by the streams since the ice deserted the region. On the
other hand, the streams have been too sluggish to cut channels in
them to such depths that they are not flooded annually.
PEAT

AND

MARL.

The flood plains of many of the stream are swampy, as they have
been ever since the ice left the region. Along many of the valleys it
is often difficult to differentiate the alluvial plains from the peat and
humus deposits. Indeed, along many of the valleys, alluvium and
peat are commingled in all sorts of proportions. This may be seen
in the Pequest meadows. Before draining, these meadows were distinctly marshy. Since draining, cultivation has shown that the material of which the soil is composed is by no means wholly organic.
This meadow shows all possible gradations from alluvium to humus.
Similar conditions exist in the valleys of the Pasmlc and Rockaway
above the Watchung mountains, and to a less extent along the Saddle,
Pascack, Hackensack and Tienekill valleys farther north.
Peat bogs of some slight extent occur, but there are very few
that are free from sediment washed in as the vegetable material
accumulated.
Marl deposits arc known to occur in many of the ponds, and beneath the humus and silt of many of the streams of Warren and
Sussex counties. These deposits were carefully studied many years
ago under the direction of Professor Cook, and somewhat full notes
upon them were published in the Annual Report of the State Geologist for 1877, aud in the Annual Report of the New Jersey Board of
Agriculture for the same year.
CHANGES

OF LEVEL.

The basin of the Passaic has been deformed since the water
stood at its maximum height. The highest point of the shore line
of the maximum slage of the lake is near the northeast end,
7
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while the lowest point in the shore line of the same stage is at
the southern extremity of the lake, the respective figures being 412
and 345 feet.* The departure of this shore line from a horizontal
position is more than can be attributed to the attractive influence of
the ice on the water of the lake. Furthermore, the shore line does
not rise steadily to the north, as would have been the case had the
attractive effect of the ice been the cause of the departure of the shore
line from horizontality. There is no doubt that the basin of the lake
has suffered deformation, the northern end rising, relative to the
southern. It should be noted that the northward rise is relative
only, so far as the direct evidence derived from the shore line is concerned. This evidence gives no criteria for deciding between the following propositions: 1°, the whole basin of the lake has risen, but
the northern end more than the southern ; 2°, the northern end has
risen, while the southern has remained in the position it occupied
during the life of the lake ; 8°, the northern end has risen, while the
southern has been depressed ; 4°, the northern end has remained as it
was while the lake existed, while the southern end has sunk; 5°,
the whole basin has been depressed, the northern end less than the
southern.
The phenomena of other parts of the glaciated territory of the continent indicate pretty clcarly--1 °, that the surface of the land was
depressed by the weight of the ice sheet, and that as a rule the depression was greatest where the ice was thickest ; and 2°j that as the ice
sheet melted, the surface which it had weighed down recovered from
its depression, rising most where it had been most depressed. Following this line of argument, it is probable that the first or the second
of the above propositions represents the fact.
Elsewhere in the glaciated area of the State, positive evidence as to
post.glacial changes of level ave wanting.J"
"Annual

Report

;Annual

Report of the State Geologist

of the State Geologist

of £New Jersey for 1893_ pages 320, 321.
for 1893 t pages 208-210.
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The Beacon Hill formation does not belong to the Pleistocene
period of geological history, but it so closely concerns the later formations of central and southeru Jersey, that the study of the latter has
_ecessitated the study of the former.
The general stratigraphic relations of this formation were set forth
in the Annual Report for 1893.1" These relations are still further
exhibited in the accompanying diagrams, Figures 1 and 2, Plate III.,
where the formation is seen to be unconformable upon the Raritan
clay and the Middh marl. Farther south it overlies the Lime sand
and Upper marl, so that its unconformity upon the Cretaceous is not
open to question.
8outh of the Triassic area, its dip appears to be e_eatially the
same as that of the Cretaceous beds. The floor on which it was
deposited seems to have been nearly plane, though evidence is not
wanting that it had here and there some relief. This is indicated
rather by the data from certain deep borings in the material of the
formation, than by contacts actually seen. The surface on which it
rests has a gentle slope to the southeast, the direction in which all
post-Triaeslo formations dip. In addition to this general slope, there
seems to be also a southwesterly slope in the western part of the State
and an easterly slope in the eastern part. The axis between these
elopes has a general southwesterly course from the Mount Pleasant
hills. These subordinate slopes are indicated by the following facts.
In the Mount Pleasant hills the base of the formation has an altitude
of about 360 feet; at Pine hill, near Perrinevilh, fifteen miles to the
southwest, about 270 feet; at Amey's mount, twenty-two miles
farther southwest, about 120 to 150 feet; at the mouth of Pensauken
creek, about eighteen miles west of south of Arney's mouu h about 30
feet. These figures demonstrate the slope to the southwest along this
line. The decline of the base of the formation northeast of the Mount
Pleasant hills is shown by a comparison of the altitude of its base on
*l_Ir.Knapp'sworkllas furnishedmanyof the factsembodiedin this and the
followingsections.
1"Pages39-52.
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the Mount Pleasant hills (360 feet), and at the east end of the Navesink highlands, where it is about 180 feet above sea-level. The single
remnant of the formation thus far identified on Staten Island--on the
bluff between New Dorp and Garretson's--has an altitude of 170 to
180 feet.
The remnant_qof the formation farther north (the sand hills north of
Monmouth Junction), are somewhat lower than those in the Mount
Pleasant hills, showing that the base of the formation does not continue to rise northwest of the latter hills.
It would thus appear that if the base on which the formation was
deposited was originally plane, or nearly so, it has undergone deformation since that time. The relations of the isolated portions of the
formation to each other, and to the continuous area farther south, are
such as to indicate that deformation has increased the dip of the
formation south of the Mount Pleasant hills, and that the uplift was
greatest in their vicinity. It is probable that a belt north or northwest of the Navesink-Mount Ple_ant_Clarksburg belt, including the
Sand hills region, suffered relative depression at the same time.
As it now exists_ the formation thickens to the southeast. It is
not known how far this is the result of the greater erosion to the
north, incident upon the greater altitude of the tbrmation in that
region ; hut it is probable that the formation was thicker to the south
at the outset, and that it has also suffered less erosion. It is no_,
eesentially continuous, though often concealed by later formations_
south and east of a llne drawn from Asbnry Park on the northeast
via the Hominy hills (five miles north of Farmlngdale), Charleston
Springs (eight miles south of Euglishtewn), Prospertown, Wrightstown, Clemeaton and Pitman Grove, to Alloway.
The edge of the continuous body of the Beacon Hill formation is
usually marked by a distinct and more or less abrupt rise of surface,
as seen from the northwest. The edge of the continuous body of the
tormation lies a little to the northwest of the above line, where high
land runs northwest of it, and to the southeast, where low land
stretches in that direction.
Constitutian.--Something was said concerning the constitution of
this formation in the last annual report.* Little will here be added
concerning this point. The formation is pre-eminently siliceous, being
composed mainly of quartzose sand and gravel. On the whole, it is
*Pages41_15.
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true that its lower part is more satuly than the upper, while the
latter carries more gravel, but to this general statement there are
many exceptions.
The constitution of the formation changes somewhat from north to
south.
So far as the sand is concerned, it is coarser to the north,
where it is often coarse grit and becomes finer in the opposite direction.
To the south, where it is fine, it often assumes a phase which
has been described as "fluffy."•
As the adjective suggests, it is not "
compact, but is in a physical condition which suggests sponginess or
ashiness, so far as sand can. This phase of the sand is always fine,
ihough it sometimes carries a few small pebbles of quartz, and is
often interbedded with layers of coarse, gritty sand. It is often delicately streaked or mottled with pale shades of brown, or yellow or
salmon.
The mottlings are more or less irregular, but.are usually
elongate in the direction of the bedding planes. They are as delicate
in size, shape and arrangement as m color.
In exceptional localities
the sand is so fine as to approach a loam, and may then stand in
vertical faces after the fashion of loess.
The fine sand may be seen to advantage at the west end of Arney's
mount (pit), in the railway cuts southeast of Clementon, in the 181foot hill five miles southeast of Haddonfieldj a mile northwest of
Proeser's Mills (five miles northeast of Glas_boro), and at the south
end of the lake at Millville, in the bluff faces. It is also exposed at
scores and hundreds of other places in road and railway cute. The
glass sand in the vicinity of South Vineland doubtless belongs here.
The fluffy phase of the sand has nowhere been seen along the more
northerly outcrop of the formation.
The fluffy sand is frequently associated with tenacious clay, which
has a yellowish or pinkish color, often grading toward salmon. The
*lay sometimes occurs in the form of beds one to four feet thick, but
more commonly as laminm, a fraction of an inch in thickness.
It
frequently contains small pebbles of quartz, which range in size up
to half an inch. This clay is known at many points from Asbury
Park to Millville.
The fluffy sand, as well as some of the sand which does not possess
the quality denoted by this adjective, often has a peculiar pinkish
,2olor, which has been seen in none of the later formations of the
State.

In some places this color is especially

concentrated in the
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cemented or semi-cemented portions, where it sometimes assumes
purplish east.
Another phase of the Beacon Hill sand is hardly less characteristic,
though less easily defined. It is coarse, or at least contains many
coarsegrains. It at first seems much more coherent than the fluffy
sand, and layers of it associated with the latter are likely to stand out
in exposed faces almost as if indurated. But of induration there is
really nothing. If a piece of it be detached, it can hardly be handled
and preserve its integrity; but instead of crumbling into its constituent grains, it breaks into a number of smaller pieces. Each of
these behaves in a similar manner. That is, while there is some
small measure of cehesion, the sand, especially when wet, is excessively
brittle. It is "wet short." This phase of the sand very commonly
carries pebbles of quartz of small size. It may be well seen in the
railway cut at Fountain Green, four miles northeast of Pemberton,
and in the road cut two or three miles west of Asbury Park.
One of the most characteristic features of the Beacon Hill sand a_a whole, is its cleanness. Locally it contains a notable amount of
white mica, in very tiny scales. This is perhaps one of the causes of
its fluffiness.
The gravelly portion of the formation seems not only to be better
developed at high elevations than at low, but to be more conspicumm
the more isolated the elevations. The isolation is due to the gravel
rather than the gravel to the isolation. The gravel is too coarse to
be easily handled by surface drainage, and is so porous as to allow
water to sink through it readily. It therefore serves as a protectio_
to the hill on which it rests. It creeps down the slopes more or lees,
and thus protects their upper slopes as well as their tops. Like the
sand, the gravel grows finer to the southward. The coarse material
and the fine are occasionally mixed, large pebbles now and then
occurring in the fine sand.
In the regions where only isolated remnants of the formation
remain, the gravel consists of something like sixty-five per cent. of
quartz, thirty per cent. of chert and five per cent. of sandstone.
Where the quartz has been exposed to surface weathering, some of it
is commonly etched into columnar forms which, in a further state of
weathering, break up into splinters. Such quartz may well have
come from the vein material of the Hudson River sandstone in the
northern part of the State. The chert is often fossiliferous, and ia
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often so far decomposed as to have the texture of chalk. The proportion of quartz increases to the southward. The gravel is as
notable for what it does not contain as for what it does. Granite,
gneiss, trap, shale of all sorts aud Triassic sandstone are conspicuous
by their absence.
The question is still an open one whether the upper and more
gravelly pert of the formation is separable from the lower and more
sandy part. Nothing has yet been seen which makes the subdivision
necessary, but various things have been seen which would not be inconsistent with such division. It is certain, on the other hand, that
gravel ranges through the entire thickness of the formation, as it is
often pre_ent in small quantity at the very base of the formation,
where it comes in contact with the marl. This has been noted at
many points in Salem and Gloucester counties.
The formation is frequently cemented by iron oxide to such an
extent as to become important as a source of building stone. Cementation is most prominent at the contact of the coarser and finer layers.
The sand immediately beneath a gravel bed is especially likely to be
indurated. The cemented portions are therefore generally sandstone,
instead of conglomerate, though conglomerate layers are by no means
unknown.
While iron oxide is the commoner cement, the sand is here and
there bound together by silica instead. Fragments, and even considerable massesof sandstone,
orevenof vitreous
quartzite,
of this
typemay beseenon thecrest
ofthelittle
hill
(255feet)
a milenorthwestof Clarksburg,
andatthewestendofthemarshalongthecreek
a quarter
of a milefarther
north.Occasional
pieces
of thismaterial
aremetwithinthelater
formations.
Inthevicinity
ofWoodstownandAllowaytheBeaconHillformationisseentooverlie
the"Astringent"
clay(Cook),
and tounderlie
thePen.caukeu.
Itisknown tocontain
fossils
at a pointnearl_illville,
and atanothernearMullicaHill. At thelatter
place,
the
fossils
arefoundina layerofclaywhichliesbetweenbedsoffluffy
sand. The sandstone
nearBrldget,
on,whichcontains
fossil
leaves,
is
almostcertainly
a partof thisformation.
FiguresI,2 and3,Platel-If.,
indicate
better
thandescription
can,
theamount of erosion
which theBeaconHillformationsuffered
before
thedeposition
of thePensauken.Thereissome indication
thatthepre-Pensauken
erosion
of theformation
isto be referred
to
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two stages more or less distinct, the one proceeding to a certain stage
while the land stood at a given level, while the other was carried on
after it had soflhred further uplift. Such evidence as is in possession
concerning this point is drawn from many bench-like terraces about
the hills of the Clarksburg-Perrineville region.
It seems certain that the formation which is here described under
the name of Beacon Hill, is to be correlated with formations which
Professor Clark has classed as Miocene.* It is said to have much
physical resemblance to the Chesapeake formation farther south.
Indepemlent of the correlation of the Beacon Hill formation with Dr.
Clark's Miocene, there is evidence that it is to be so referred, as will
appear later.
The name Beacon Hill was adopted in the last
annual because, at that time, its Miocene reference was still an open
qaestion. Now that the formation is better known through a wider
range of territory, it is probable that a better name may be found.
For the present, however, the name already used is retained.
The formation is known to occur at Media, Pennsylvania, where
it may be seen at the bottom of the sand pit in the northeastern part
of the city, near the reservoir. Only the fine white sand, beneath the
coarse, more or less arkose aud highly colored sand, belongs here.
_"Annual

Repor h 1892, page 210.
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A broad, shallow topographic trough crosses the State in a northeast-southwest direction, from the Delaware river to Raritan bay.
The southwest end of this trough lies between Trenton and Burliogton, and the northeast eud between New Brunswick and Matawan.
Its width varies from ten or eleven to sixteen miles, being widest to
the southwest. Its axis occupies the belt along which the lower
members of the Cretaceous series outcrop. It appears to have been
produced chiefly or wholly by erosion after the Beacon Hill period.
Triassic shale forms the northwestern side of the trough, while the
Lower marl and the Red sand formations occupy the southeast slopes.
The general relations of the trough in croes-eectlon are shown in
:Figure 1, Plate III.
Within this broad trough, the surface of which
nowhere rises much above 150 feet A. T., the extra.glacial formations of the State, younger than the Beacon Hill, are well developed.
Within this trough the surface formations are separable into at
least three divisions, which were recognized in the last report.* The
oldest of these formations is the Peneauken, named from a locality
where it is typically developed, well exposed and easily accessible,
viz., the mouth of the Pensauken creek just below Palmyra. The
_eeond formation is designated the Jamesburg formation, the name
being derived from a locality where it is well exposed and likewise
easily accessible. This formation forms the subject of the next section. This third formation was early named the Trenton gravel. It
has long been recognized that the Trenton gravel is of late glacial age,
being the deposit made by the glacial drainage which coursed through
the Delaware valley at the time the ice was developing the terminal
moraine near Belvidere.
In the southwestern part of the State, along the lower course of
the Delaware, the Trenton gravels and sands are covered by stratified
loam, grading from clay to sand, which, as its characterproves, was
deposited after the Delaware river had ceased to bring down glacial
detritus, or at least after such detritus failed to reach the latitude of
*Annual B.eport of the State Geologist, 1893, pages 52-65.
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Burlington. This loam correspondswith the surface formation about_
the eastern and southern borders of the State, reaching the altitudes
of forty to forty-five feet. It is probable that it should be regarded
as a fourth formation, though the measure of its distinctness has not
been definitely fixed.
As stated in the last report, the basis for the subdivision of these
surfaceformations is found in their topographical, geographical and
stratigraphical relations, as well as in their physical and lithologieal
constitution.
The Pensauken formation was defined in the Annual Report for
1893.* Since that time considerable study has been devoted to the
areas where it is developed, and a somewhat fuller statement of its
characteristicsand relations is now possible.
Topographical relations.--Within
the Bordentown-Raritan Bay
belt, the Peneauken formation consists of beds of sand and grave]_
which occupy chiefly the divides between the streams. Where ereaio_
has proceeded so far that the ridges between the valleys have been
much dissected, the Pensanken formation occurs in isolated patches
only, on the higher hills which are the remnants of dissected ridges.
Where the stream valleys are shallow, and have no tributaries, or
only very shallow ones, the formation is continuous over larger areas.
In any given locality the base of the Pensauken is at a nearlyconstant level. This level varies in different parts of the trough.
In the vicinity of Trenton it is about 80 feet; near Bordentown, 90
to 100 feet ; south of Burlington, 60 to 70 feet. The altitude of the
surface on which the formation rests rises slightly to the cast, being
110 to 120 feet at Hightstown and Old Bridge. Still farther northeast it declines again, having au elevation of 90 to 100 feet in the
vicinity of South Amboy. Toward the southeastern margin of the
trough, the altitude of the base at different points is slightly different;
thus at Kinkora the bottom of the formation has an altitude of about
85 feet; at Busthtown, 75 feet; at Georgetown, 100 to 110 feet; at
gobetown, I00 feet; near Arneytown, 130 to 135 feet; near Disbrow's hill, about 170 feet, and near Eoglishtown, about 180 feet.
The last two localities are near the border of the trough.
The surface on which the formation was deposited is therefore a
little higher near the center of the trough than at either end. The
variations in altitude may have existed when the formation was laid
Pag_52-60.
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down, though they seem to be due, in part at least, to subsequent
deformation. The differencesin altitude along the axis of the trough
are not sumcisntly great to interfere with the truth of the general
statement that the surface on which the Pensauken formation was
deposited was a peneplain.
To this general statement there are a few well-marked exceptions.
One of the most striking is at Kingston, where the base of the Pensauken has an elevation of no more than 40 feet A.T. The relations
are such as to suggest that at the time of its deposition there was here
a well-marked valley, considerably below the general level of the surface on which the formation lies.
Geographival diatrib_ion.--Conaidered
with reference to its
geographical distribution within the general area specified, the Yen°
sauken formation is found to be best developed along the axis of the
trough, or a little northwest of it. Along this line it consists of
more extensive and deeper beds than elsewhere. Along the north°
west margin of the trough, it occurs as patches only, resting on the
shale slope of the trough, or rarely, as at Kingston, filling valleys.
Toward the southeastern margin of the trough, as the marl series is
approached, and as the surface rises slightly, the formation is represented by isolated patches, smaller and smaller in extent, capping the
higher divides and occasional isolated hills.
It may here be noted that isolated patches of the Peneauken occur
outside the trough to the northwest, while both isolated patches and
considerable areas are found outside the trough to the southeast. On
the north side, remnants occur at several points as follows : 1°, about
five miles north of Monmouth Junction, aud one to three miles northeast of Griggstowu, several small areas, at elevations ranging from
130 to 150 feet ;_2°, just west of Rocky Hill at an elevation of about
150 feet ; 3°, a mile west of Harlingen, at elevations ranging from 120
to 150 feet ; 4°, just west of Flagtown, near Neshanic station, at an elevation of about 140 feet ; and 5°, north of Raritan at a slightly higher
level.
On the south side of the trough the Peneaukeu has a wide distribution. Near the Delaware river there is a belt where it is mainly
wanting. Farther east there is a belt running through Blackwood_
Mullica Hill and Woodstown, where it occurs in isolated patches,
capping the higher hills. Still farther east it becomes continuous.
In any limited area the base of the formation has a tolerably con-
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etant level, but this level changes from point to point. In general it
declines to the west and south, and rather more rapidly in the former
direction than in the latter. At Fish House, on the Delaware river,
the upper surface of the formation can hardly be higher than 15 feet
A.T. This is the lowest position which the formation is known to
occupy. It here lies beneath the Fish House clays, the age of which
has been in dispute. It is certain that they are pest-Pensanken.
In
the vicinity of Woodstown and Mnllica Hill, the region of isolated
patches of the formation_ its base has an altitude of 110 to 130 feet, but
at Riddleton, five miles south of Woodstown, it has declined to 75
feet. Two and one.half miles southwest of Marlton, and nine miles
sontheast of :Fish House its base is at 150. To the southeast it
becomes continuonsj or essentially so, along a line which corresponds approximately with that already defined,* as marking the
northwest limit of the continuous body of the Beacon Hill formation.
The eastward extension of the formation has not been determined,
but it is reasonably certain that it covers most of the State southeast
of the line referred to. It is wanting, however, on the low lands
bordering the shore.
From its topographical and geographical relations, it would seem
that the Pensauken formation once covered nearly the whole of the
aonthern portion of the State, lapping up far on to the Triassic area,
and in places even reaching the crystalline schist highlands. It
seems to have been accumulated on a plain or peneplain, in which
there were a few well-marked valleys.
The formation, together with the plain on which it was deposited,
appearstohavebeensomewhatdeformedsinceitsdeposition.
The
elevation
seemsto have beengreatest
alongan axiscorresponding
essentially
withthatalreadynotedin connection
withtheBeacon
Hillformation
(page99).
Subdi_ido_ of the formation.--Wherc the Pensauken is best de-:eloped, along the central llne of the trough, it consists of two more
or leas distinct members. The lower of these is composed principally
of ark_e loamy sand, and the upper more largely of gravel. Both
parts are stratified, and grade into each other through alternating beds
of sand and gravel. The basal or sand member is more evenly stratified than the upper. In the former, the stratification planes are oRen
nearly horizontal_ and the layers thin. Cross-stratificatlon, however,
*See ante, pa_e 100.
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is often well developed, and after a fashion which is rather peculiar
to this formation. The gravel member is more irregularly stratified,
and the gravel beds are frequently lens-shaped, as seen in cross-section.
They are frequently cross-stratlfied, and the planes of dip are often
high.
Constitution of the formalion.--This formation has among its constituents all sorts of materials which the Miocene beds contain,
including Miocene conglomerate. It also contains materials from the
Cretaceous beds which underlie the Miocene, and which had been
exposed by the erosion which followed the deposition of the Miocene
and which preceded the deposition of the Pensauken. The Pensauken
also contains fragments of shale and sandstone from the Triassic
formation, as well as fragments of trap, gabbro, gneiss, granite_ chert,
Medina and Oneida sandstone and conglomerate, and probably fragments from the Green Pond mountain conglomerate. This last
element is in some doubt, since small fragments of this conglomerate
are not always to be distinguished with certainty from bits of Medina
and Oneida. Thus it will be seen that the Pensauken formation is
llthologieally very much more heterogeneous than the Miocene.
Stated in more detail, the basal or sandy member of the Peneauken
consists of coarse, angular or sub-angular sand. The grains are often
an eighth of an inch in diameter. Individually, they are generally
transparent internally, but are stained by iron oxide on the outside.
The result of this staining is to give the formation as a whole n
yellow to orange color, sometimes grading towards reddish-brown.
Wherever exposures of any considerable depth are found, there
may be seen frequently small bits of decomposed feldspathic material.
They do not occur within three or four feet of the surface, their
absence being due apparently to the effects of weathering. These bits
of kaolin are a quarter to a half inch in diameter. They can hardly
be said to be abundant, yet in the area under consideration they are
almost never absent. Associated with the sand, often coating its
grains and sometimes eo abundant as to make a considerable part of
the matrix, there is a white or pale yellow, kaolin-like substance the
real nature of which has not been determined; where this material is
plentiful, it gives to the whole a sort of arkose appearance. Together
with the iron oxide which coats the sand grains, it gives to the formation a considerable degree of compactness in many places, and enables
it to stand in vertical or even hanging faces, ten fQet or more in
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height.Exposedfacesoftenhardento suchan extentas to be
difficult
tocutorbreakthrough.
At somepointsthePensaukenformation
contains
a smallamount
ofmarl. Thismay be seenat Jamesbarg,
and at numerouspoints
farther
southastheoutcrop
ofthemarlseries
isapproached.Nevertheless,
when theformation
isconsidered
asa whole,thepresence
of
marlgrains
istheexception
rather
thantherule.
The basalor arkosesandmember ofthePensaukenformation
is
present
throughout
thecentral
partofthetroughfromSouthAmboy
to theDelaware.It isbestdeveloped
somewhatnorthwest
ofthe
axis.Still
farther
tothenorthwest,
outside
thetrough,
whereremnantsonlyofthePeneaukenarefound,
thismember isnotconspicuous. Along thesoutheast
sideof thetrough,thearkosesandis
absent,
beingreplaced
by sandymaterial
which appearsto have
beenderived
chiefly
fromthecommingling
ofmaterials
fromthevariousmembersoftheCretaceous
and Mioceneseries.
Throughoutits
entire
extent,
thearkosesandmember of thePensaukenmaintains
essentially
constant
characteristics.
SouthoftheRaritanbay-Bordentown
belt,
theformation
isless
clearly
divisible
intothetwomembersnotedabove.The graveland
the coarsesand aremore uniformlycommingled,
thoughitstill
remains
true,
thatthemoregravelly
portion
oftheformation
islikely
toheabovethemoresandypert.In thesouthernpartoftheState,
too,thecolor
ismorelikely
to be redorreddish
thanfarther
north.
Occasionally
thecolorisnothigh. When thisistruethereislittle
loam associated
withthecoarse
sand. Thisphaseoftheformation
may be seennearRiddleton
and atBig Manningtonhill,
southof
Woodstown.
The upperor gravelmember of theformation
isheterogeneous,
both physically
and lithologieally.
In diameter,
itsconstituents
rangefroma halfinchtofourfeet,
thoughbowlders
oflargesizeare
rare,
and bowldersfourfeetindiameterespecially
so. In spite
of
thegreatrangeinsize,
thereisusually
a standard
size
foraeygiven
locality
towhichmostof thematerial
conforms.Thus inoneplace
a halftothree.quarters
ofthepebbles
may fall
betweenthediameters
of oneandtwoinches.Therearelikely
toben fewcobbles
threeor
four or five inches in diameter associated with the smaller pebbles,
and perhaps an occasional bowlder.
To this general characteristic there are a few notable exceptions.
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In one ease, namely, at Kingston, the material ranges in size from a
foot in diameterdown to sand, and no one size can be said to be dominant. Where bowlders or large masses of rock occur they are
usually not well worn, their forms often being those of slabs rather
than those of bowlders proper.
The lithological range of the material is wide. The following
types of rook occur, arranged approximately in the order of their
abundance :
1. (_uartz is always present, generally in the form of pebbles one
to two inches in diameter, rarely as oobblse and very rarely as small
bowlders. Much of the quartz appears to be such as might have
been derived from quartz veins in crystalline rock. Some of the
quartz has a distinctly columnar structure such as characterizes the
quartz veins of the Hudson River formation in the northern part of
the State.
2. Chert is always present. In size its fragments correspond in a
general way with those of quartz, though bowlders are wanting. The
cherts are often soft from decay.
3. Water-worn bits of iron_tone are almost always present along
the Raritau bay-Bordentown belt, but almost always absent south of
that belt. They are generally small, thin, chip-like fragments, an
eighth to a half inch thick and a half inch to six inches broad, but
without sharp corners and angles. Their proportion varies greatly.
Locally they are more abundant than any other material, but ordinarily they do not constitute more than one or two per cent. of the
whole.
4. Bite of crystalline rock of such types as occur in northern New
Jersey are always present within certain geographical limits. Here
are included bits of granite, gneiss, schist, syenite, gabbro, trap, etc.
These crystalline materials range in size from a half inch to four feet in
diameter, though pieces more than four or five inches across are rare.
The crystalline material is much more abundant north of the axis of
the trough, and disappears altogether along its southwestern margin.
Crystalline material of another type, derived apparently from the
Philadelphia gneiss, occurs in the formation in the southwestern part
of the State.
5. l_ed ehale aud_red and grey sandstone derived from the Triassic
formation to the north are always present where material derived from
the crystalline rook formation is found. This class of material in-
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clude3 pieces of arkose congIomerats such as occurs at many points in
the Triassic formation of western New Jersey.
The constituents of this cla_s range in s_ze from minute bits to
pieces three feet in diameter, the large pieces being generally unworn.
These Triss_ic fragments are found as far to the south as Tuckahoe,
and have been noticed in the vicinity of Millville, Hammonton,
Coha_sle, Alloway, Woodstown, Marlton and Fish House. They
constitute one of the nest characteristic marks of the formation.
The remaining cocstituents are of little importance quantitatively,
though otherw_ significant. Their distribution is for the most part
more local than that of the preceding types.
6. A type of sandstone and quartzite distinguishable from the following is widely distributed, though usually not in great quantity.
It is especially present in the form of bowlders, varying in texture
from loaee sandstone to hard quartzite, and is often conglomeratic.
These bowlders correspond in kind with those which are common in
the extra-morainic glacial drift. They are the type of bowlders most.
common over all the extra-glacial region of New Jersey. So far as
lithological character is concerned, they might well be derived from
the Paleczoic (Cambrian) eandstone formations of the northern part
of the State.
7. The Oneida conglomerate and sandstoneand quartzite are generally represented by a small amount of material, in the form of
cobbles.
8. Pebbles and cobbles of red sandstone are found in small
numbers, which may well have come from the Medina formation,
though their identification is perhaps not beyond question.
9. A peculiar sort of sandstone is frequently found in pieces of
some size, which has peculiarities which seem to distinguish it from
the other materials, although it cannot be referred to any definite
formation. Their peculiarity is in their form, which is columnar.
They frequently seem to be sections of five or six-sided prisms, the
prism faces being often well defined, and the ends sharp. The bedding
planes of the sandstone are often distinctly seen in the columns, and
make an angle of seventy to ninety degrees with the columnar faces.
The texture is firm, and varies from medium to fine grain. The
sandstone is light brown in color, often somewhat resembling the
sandstone derived from the :BeaconHill formation.
10. Cobbles and small bowlders are frequently found which may
be referable to the Green Pond mountain formation. These are
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more abundant in the region south of New Brunswick than elsewhere. Bowlders from the Green Pond mountain range are by no
means rare in the Jamesburg formation in this vicinity. They are
not to be mistaken for those in the Pensaukem
The composition of the Pensauken is such that it makes good road
material at many points. This is especially true where its matrix is
loamy or clayey, and where its content of ironstone, or of decomposed
rock bits, such as chert, granite, etc., is large. Where the matrix is
sand, and where the gravelly constituents named are absent or nearly
so, the material is too loose to pack readily in the roadbed.
Geographical variability of physical character.--The material of
the gravel member varies in size from place to place. There are
variations which are only local, and variatioDs which are more than
local. A line drawn approximately parallel to the outcropping edge
of the Lower marl, and about three miles northwest of it, would
mark the southern limit of the area within the Raritan bay-Bordentown belt, where materials having a diameter of more than one
foot are common. Southeast of this llne, also, the average size of the
material is much less than that to the northwest. South of this belt
bowlders of considerable size occur, even to the limits of the formation, as at Millville. Northwest of this line, bowlders are especially
abundant in three localities. These are as follows: 1°, east of
Trenton, within five or six miles of the Delaware river ; 2°, south of
the gap in Rocky l:Iill where the Millstone crones it ; 3°, south of
Raritau bay, and along the valley of Lawrence brook.
Geographical variability of lithologleal eharaoters.--Geegraphieal
variations in the lithological character of the material correspond in a
general way with the geographical variations in its physical character.
The minor constituents of the gravel are the more variable in their
distribution, while the more abundant materials are more widespread.
Thus, while quartz is always abundant, the crystalline material of
northern origin is much more abundant along the axis of the Raritan
bay (Bordentown depression), and northwest of it, than farther to the
south. Southeast of the axis of the depresfioe, but still within its
limits, as the outcropping edge of the marl seriss is approached, the
lithological character of the formation changes to such an extent that
three miles or so from the marl series, the granitic or goeisslc and
Triassic materials are essentially wanting, and there remain only
quarlz, chert, ironstone, and a small but variable amount of sandstone,
8
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as constituents of the gravel. Farther south, as already noted, the
Phi]adelphia gneiss made its contribution, and it is suspected that the
Triassic material of the southern part of the formation may also have
come from Pennsylvania.
Within the northwestern part of the trough there are three localities where the crystalline materials are more abundant than elsewhere. These three localities are the localities where the bowlders
are most abundant, viz., 1°, near the Delaware river ; 2°, south of the
gap in Rocky Hill through which the Millstone passes ; and 3°, the
region of Raritan bay.
Decompositiou.--Throcghout the whole area of the Pensauken,
the crystalline material is largely decomposed, and in most instances
thoroughly so. It is nothing rare to find granitic bowlders two feet
in diameter so thoroughly decomposed, even to their centers, that a
trowel can be as easily thrust into them as into a bed of clay. The
trap and gabbro bowlders are decomposed in like manner, but seldom
so completely. Large masses of these materials generally have a core
of firm rock. The Triassic shale, sandstone and conglomerate are
usually so thoroughly decomposed that it is difficult to remove a
piece of any size from a section where it occurs without having it fall
to pieces.
Source of the material.--The lithological character of the material
gives a clue as to its origin. There is but one known source whence
the Triassic material could have come, namely, the Triassic formation
to the northwest. Much of the gneissie material in the formation
near Trenton appears to have come from the Trenton gneiss, and
farther south from the Philadelphia gneiss. The other crystalline
materials seem to have come from regions farther north. The trap
doubtless came from the trap formations of the State. Certain gabbro
bowlders have been found, the source of which is not known. No
rock formation i_ known in the State which would have given origin
to them. At South Amboy, bowlders of crystalline schist, full of
garnets, have been fomJd, the source of which is not known. The
Medina, Oneida and Green Pond mountain materials speak for themselves. There can be no doubt that they came from the corresponding formations in the northern part of the State or beyond. The
quarlz and the chert may have been derived originally from the
crystalline schist, and limestone formations of the northern part of
the State, or from adjacent areas in New York and Pennsylvania ;
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but as constituents of the Pensauken, they were probably derived
very largely from the Beacon Hill formation, which had been wholly
removed from the trough under consideration before the deposition of
the Peneauken. In the southern part of the State the material of the
formation came largely from the Cretaceous and Miocene formations
_)f that region.
Method oJ orlgin.--From the structure of the Pensauken, a
aubaqueous origin is inferred, especially when the nature of the
stratification is considered. The distribution of the gravel constituents points to the conclusion that'in "thenorthern part of the area
under consideration,they were largely contributed by the Delaware
xiver, by the river which then flowed southward through the gap at
Rocky Hill (the Raritan), and along a third line of supply which
may well have been the Hudson river, or the stream which came
down the west side of the Palisade ridge.
While the Pensauken was being deposited, the State seems to have
been submerged to such an extent that the low belt between the Delaware at Bordentown, and lqarltan hay, wasconverted into a sound. At
the same time Delaware bay was greatly enlarged, reaching to Trenton
and beyond. Into this bay the Delaware river is believed to have
emptied just above Trenton, and the materials which it brought down
were spread as far as the waves and currents could carry them. To
this hay, also, the Schuylkill doubtless made important contributions.
With reference to the second line of supply, it may be said that
there is the best of reason for believing that the Raritan river formerly
flowed southward from Somerville up the present coarse of the Millstone, through the gorge at Rocky Hill, to the junction of the Millstone with Stony brook. Thence the Raritan seems to have followed
.up the presentvalley of Stony brook to Port Mercer,thence across the
low divide to 8hipetaukin creek, thence down that valley to the
Assanplnk, and thence to the Delaware. During the Pensauken
_ubmergence, the Raritan emptied into this sound at ]Kingston. From
that point the material which it brought down was spread in all
directions, giving rite to an abundance of arkose and crystalline
material in this vicinity.
The third source of supply is believed to have come down the
Hudson or the Hackensack valley, and to have been deposited south
of Newark bay. The material from this source has been less well
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studied, but it is clear that the materials contributed along this line
were somewhat unlike those contributed by the other two streams.
The presence of bowlders, even large ones, in the Pensauken formation, as far south as the limit of the State, is suggestive of unusua_
conditions of deposition. The fact that some of them, especially
those in the eastern part of the State, seem to have come from some
source far beyond the northern border of the State, is also suggestive.
Not less significant than the great size of some bowlders, and the
great distance whence others have come, is the physical character of
certain others. Ma_es or slabs of'red Triassic shale a foot and mor_
in diameter occur thirty, forty and fifty miles from their nearest
po_ibie source. It is not of so much significance that these masses
are soft now, as that they were almost surely soft at the time they
were deposited as constituents of this formation. This is believed to
be true from the fact that very much of the Triassic shale seems
never to have been so bard but that, when wet, it could be readily
cut by a knife. Many of the Triassic slabs in the Pensaukeu belon_
to .just that phase of the Trias which seems never to have been hard.
When the distance which they have been carried is remembered, it,
seems almost incredible that such masses of shale could have bcea
carried from their parent formation by water alone. Even if this
were poesibie, it is difficult to see how they could have journeyed so
far and have still preesrvcd this angular form. It is not easy to see
how even the small bits of shale could have been transferred by
water the necessary distances, along with the hard quartz pebbles
with which they are associated. It would seem that, in the proee_
of transportation, they would speedily have been ground to powder.
The foregoing considerations seem to point to floating ice as a
co-operating agency in the production of the formation. Whether it.
was river ice, or icebergs is still au open question. It should be
noted, however, that no striated bowlder or stone has been found in
the formation.
Thlckness.--In thickne_, the Pen_auken varies from nothing to
fifty feet. So great depths as fifty feet are known in but two places,
and in both these the material appears to fill valleys somewhat below
the general level of the peneplain on which the Pensauken was
depoeited. No figure can be given which represents very accurately
the average thickne_ of the formation. Depths of ten to twenty feet.
are common, and depths of thirty feet can hardly be said to be rare.
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It is to be remembered that the formation, as now known, consists
only of remnants, but these remnants are often in such positions and
•elations as to make it probable that their depth represents approximately the original thickness of the deposit at the points where they
vccur. In the broad trough, the formation seems to be rather thicker
along the axis than toward the margins.
Age of the Pensauken.--There eau no longer be any doubt that the
Pensauken is the equivalent of the Lafayette formation of the south.
This conclusion was reached tentatively more than a year since.
Recently, Mr. McGee was kind enough to spend several days in the
study of the formation at various points, from Millville to Kingston,
and at the close of his study expressed his conviction, without qualification or reservation, that the Pensauken and the Lafayette are one.
If the ice which co-operated with water in the deposition of the
Pensauken was berg ice--emanating from glaelers -it is believed that
it belonged to a glacial epoch antedating any which has heretofore
been recognized in North America.
F_zrpesures.--The following is a list of some of the good exposures
of the Pensauken ; they show different phases of the formation:
1°, the roadside pits south of Ransocns, where the base of the formation is much below its usual level ; 2°, a pit two and one-half miles
south of Burlington, on the south side of the ninety.foot hill ; 3°, the
gravel pit in the 106-foot hill, one and one-half miles due east of
Deacon's station (one of the best sectians) ; 4°, the gravel pit threequarters of a mile west of north of Jacksonville, in the 103-foot hill;
5°, a gravel pit three.quartera of a mile north of east of Bustleton
church ; 6°, a gravel pit one-half mile southwest of Busthton church;
7°, a gravel pit two miles west of Columbus, on the Columbus-Burlington road; 8°, a gravel pit at the cornerof the road which turns east,
one.quarter of a mile north of the church,at Mansfield ; 9°,a gravel pit
south side of the Mount Holly pike, one mile northeast of Jobstown ;
10°, agravel pit at the cornerof the roadsone-quarterof a mile south of
Georgetown; 11°, a gravel pit oneandthrce-quartere miles northwest of
Chesterfield; 12°, east of Bordentowu, on the north side of the Bordentown-Chesterfield road,one-half a mile northeast of thereservoir ; 13°_
a gravel pit above the clay pit one-half mile west of Crosswlcks---west
bank of creek; 14°_ a gravel pit three-quarters of a mile southeast of
Davis station ; 15°, a gravel pit three.quarters of a mile southeast of
£NewSharon; 16°,agravelpitjustnortheastofNewtownstation;
17°,
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a gravel pit one.quarter of a mile south of the corner near the church, at
White Horse; 18°, gravel pits one-half to three-quarters of a mile
northwest of the.above corner, on the road to Trenton ; 19°, a gravel pit
just west of the mceting of five roads near Mereerville; 20°,a gravel pi_
one-half mile northeast of Lawrence station, at roadside, forty rods
south of the corner ; 21°, gravel pits one and one-half miles southeast of
Lawrence station ; 22°, a gravel pit one-quarter of a mile southwest of
the above station ; 23°, a gravel pit three-quarters of a mile north ol"
Half Acre; 24°, a gravel pit, near the top of the hill, one and one-half
miles northwest of Englishtown ; 25°, the railway cut one-half mile
southwest of Jamesburg; 26°, agravel pit three-quartersof a mile south
of Jamesburg station ; 27 °, gravel pits and quarry one-half mile north
of the canal lock at Kingston ; 28o, a gravel pit oneand three-quarterstotwo miles northwest of Spotswood, east side of the road; 29°, the railway cut at Hardenburgh Corners ; 30°, a roadcut in the hillside, above
the hotel, at Old Bridge ; 31o a gravel pit oneand one-half miles northwest of Old Bridge, and just east of the Middlesex driving park ; 32_
the railway cut of the Raritan and South Amboy railway southeast of
New Brunswick, near Lawrence brook; 33°, at very numerouspoints
about South Amboy, in railway cuts and gravel pits, especially in the
pit in the 147-foot hill ; 34°, a gravel pit at Bonhamtown ; 35°, a sand
pit one mile north of Raritan.
South of the be',t iu which the foregoing exposures are situated,
the formation may be well seen at the following points, at most of
which there are pits where the material is dug for road purposes :
36 °, the 181-foot hill two and one-half miles southwest of Marlton ;
37 °, two and one-half miles northwest of Berlin ; 38°, a railway cut
and pit just north of Pitman Grove; 39°, one mile northeast of
Wcodstown; 40 °, two miles south-southwest of Alloway; 4i °,
half mile south of Daretown ; 42°, at Cohansey ; 43°, at two pits
one and one-half and two and one-half miles, respectively, south of
]_Iillville, on the west side of the river ; 44°, at the railway cuts a mile
and a half southwest of Hammantou (Miocene at bottom); 45°, at
the railway cut near New Germany (Miocene at bottom); and 46°,
at a railway cut aud pit three miles or s_ nor_hwast of Tuekahoe.
This by no means exhausts the list of exposures. The fact that so*
many of them are gravel pits tells its own story as to the value of the
formation, for purposes of road construction. The more sandy par_
of the formation is in demand in foundries.
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The Jamssburg formation, which next succeeds the Peneauken, is
disposed as a sort of mantle over all the formations of greater age in
central and probably in southern Jersey. South of the north line of
the Cretaceous beds, only a few of the higher points appear to be free
from it, except where its absence is due t(_ subsequent erosion. It is
altogether possible that the deposits which have been grouped under
this name should be subdivided. At any rate, both the formation and
its history are complex. Although studied independently, and its
relations fixed without reference to work which had been done eleswhere, there can no longer be any doubt that the Jamesburg of New
Jersey corresponds to the Columbia of the south as defined by McGee.
Not only this, but it is also clear that there have been referred to the
Jamesburg, deposits which correspond in a general way with the
"high-level" and "low-level" Columbia. The relation of these two
subdivisions to each other has not yet been fixed with certainty, but
will receive attention in the immediate future. It has not yet been
found possible to draw a sharp line of division between the two
phases, but there is some reason for believing that this may be done.
The areas which promise the best results in this line have not yet
been studied in detail with this in mind. From a slight knowledge
of the formation in the south, it is believed that the Columbia of that
region has been made to include even more than has been included
under the name Jamesburg in New Jersey.
Distributlon.--The Jamesburg formation occurs throughout most
of the trough-like depression referred to in connection with the Peneauken formation, and extending from Trenton and Burlington on
the Delaware, to Raritan bay. It not only covers the bottom of the
trough, but laps up onto its sides both to the northwest and to the
southeast, and apparently somewhat higher in the latter direction
than in the former. Although most of the southern part of the
State has not been studied in great detail, it is believed that the
Jamesburg is there essentially continuous, the higher hills and ridges
only being above its level. North of the trough referred to, it has
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little development. There are some isolated deposits up the valley
of the Delaware, which may belong with the Jamssburg, but this
correlation cannot be looked upon as beyond question. The geographical distribution of the Jamssburg formation is quite as wide as
that of the Pensauken. Within the general area of its occurrenceit
is much more nearly continuous, being wanting only on surfaces
whicharesosituated
astofavorerosion.
Insomeplaces
theJamesburgformation
doesnotappeartorise
so
high asthePensauken.Thus alongthenorthwest
borderof the
depression
referred
to,theupperlimit
of theJamesburgappears
to
be ingeneralabout130feet,
whilethe'Peasaukenreaches
a somewhatgreater
altitude.
At onepointonly,nearPennington,
doesthe
Jamesburgseemtorise
notably
above 130 feet,
and eventhereits
identification
isnotbeyondquestion.
The contour
markingthelevel
referred
to(130feet)
istheapproximate
northwest
limit
oftheJamesburg,fromtheDelawaretothemoralnej
thoughnearthemoraineit
iscovered
by sandandgraveloflate
glacial
age.
_he stratigraphic rela21ons.--The Jamesburg formation is unconformable on the eroded surface of the Pensauken ard older formations.
It covers the remnants of the Pensauken in many places, and in closely
associated localities rests on various members of the older formations
from which the Pensauken had been removed before the deposition
of the Jamesburg. Apart from the broad unconformity thus suggested, there are minor irregularities of the underlying surface, which
may be seen at many points. These are of various sorts and are of
varying significance. Many of them denote stratigraphic unconformity_ others arc the result of the upturning of trees which sent
their roots through the Jamesburg into the Pensauken beneath.
Con_titutian.--The constitution of the Jamesburg formation is as
variable as that of the Pensauken, or perhaps even more so. Its
character is influenced by subjacent and adjacent formations, to a
large extent. Within the area where the Pensauken is well developed,
the material of the Jamesbnrg is of such a character as to suggest that it
was derived principally from the former. The most conspicuous
point of difference between the two lies in the fact that the Jamesburg never contains the soft, decomposed materials of the Pensauken.
The granite, gneiss, etc., which arc especially characteristic of the
Pensauken, are never present in the Jamesburg; neither are the soft
bits of red shale, or soft pieces of decomposed chert. The action of
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waves or of running water upon the Pensankeo would give rise to a
product very like the material of the Jamesburg. Such action would
¢educe the decomposed materials of the former to the condition of
loam, sand, etc. In keeping with this suggestion, it is to be noted that
the Jamesburg material is often much more loamy than the Penseuken,
and is sometimes rather clayey. At some points it would seem that
some contribution of clay-loam must have come in from some other
source, if the bulk of the Jamesburg was derived from the Peasanken.
Locally the Jamesburg is sandy. This is especially true where the
underlying formation is Miocene send or gravel, or an unusually
sandy phase of the Peasauken. The Jamesburg is never arkose, even
where the Pensauken beneath is notably so.
Along the northwest side of the trough, the Jamesburg may be
said to be a gravelly loam. The loam predominates above, and the
gravel is relatively more abundant below. This is shown at the
brickyards about Trenton, and the same relations have been observed
at many other points where exposures are le_sgood or lees accessible.
It contains bowlders, along with smaller stones. The bowlders are
occasionally glaciated, and those which bear the marks of ice are
_o-extensive with the formation, so far as it has yet been studied in
detail. The bowlders are almost wholly of sandstone, such as are
abundant in the extra.morainic glacial drift. They are much more
abundant along the northwest side of the depression referred to, than
farther southeast.
Along the southeast side of the trough the character of the Jamesburg changes, and changes in a significant way. The Pensauken
formation was more largely removed from this region than elsewhere,
before the deposition of the Jamesburg. It therefore made less contribution to the latter, while the contribution of the underlying
Cretaceous and Miocene was correspondingly swollen. Thus green
sand becomes much more abundant in the Jamesburg as the marl belt
is approached. Its prevalent character is that of a marly loam. To
the northwest the glanconitio material does not extend more than two
_)r three miles from the line of the marl outcrop, except along the
valleys coming out from the marl belt. Along these the presence of
green sand extends farther from its source. The proportion of
glanconite decreases with increase of distance from the marl belt.
On the south side of the depression heretofore referred to, the
Jamesburg takes on a significant phase. Even on the higher lauds
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sDuth of the marl outcrop it contains a considerable amount of gree_
sand, and that at levels considerably higher than the outcrops of the
marl, showing clearly that green sand from the marl was lifted by
the depositing waters and finally dropped at levels considerably
above its source. In such situations the Jamesburg is a green loam,
containing at its base more or less gravel derived from the bed on
which it rests. This green glanconitic phase of the Jamesburg i_
well shown in the railway cut at Fountain Green (top of section). It
may also be seen resting on Mioeene_at an elevation of 214 feet, two
miles east-northeast of Cream Ridge, and at an elevation of 180 feet,
three miles southwest of Marlton. Its presence may be said to be
rather general along the southeast side of the line of marl outcrop.
The hlgh-level Jamesburg is ofmn very thin. Where it re_ts o_
the Pensauken it frequently has the appearance of being but the
weathered part of the ]utter, so that it is often very difficult to distinguish between them on lithological grounds. So true is this thab
study had been long in progress before the existence of the "highlevel" Jamesburg over the higher areas of the Pensanken was
regarded as demonstrated. The great body of facts now in possession,
however, has put the existence of this phase of the formation beyond
questiov.Thisstatement
is madewithfullrecognitlou
of thefact.
thatgood olxervers
mightseescores
of sections
of Jamesburgand
Pensauken,
theoneovertheother,
withoutsuspecting
a subdivision,
unless
attention
was especially
directed
tothematter.Even thenit
isprobable
thatninesections
outoften,
orperhapsforty-nine
outof
fifty,
wouldfailtobeconvincing
on lithological
grounds.Bat the
tenthsection
or thefiftieth
isconclusive,
and carries
theothernine
orforty-nine
withit.
As willbe pointedoutlater,
thereis,independent
of lithologisal
considerations,
sufficient
reason
inthetopography
oftheregion
where
theJamesburgiswelldeveloped,
todemonstrate
thesubmergence
of
theareas
whereitispresent,
subsequent
totheerosion
whichfollowed
thedeposition
ofthePensauken.There are,therefore,
two independentlines of evidence, either of which is believed to be quite
sufficient for the recognition of the high-level Jamesburg as distinct
from the Pensankcn, and both of which, taken together, do not leave
roomforquestion.
Nevertheless
thenatureoftheevidence
iumost
places
isnotof sucha character
astocarryconviction
atsight.
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The low-level Jamesburg is not less variable than the high-level.
At low altitudes it commonly rests on formations older than the Pensauken, and is so far unlike them lithologically as to be dietinguishe@
as a separate .formation without difficulty. As compared with the
high-level portion of the formation, it seems to contain materials
gathered from somewhat wider sources. This is especially true in
valleys, where the nature of the formation at any given locality may
be influenced by all formations which lie above it along the line of
drainage.
8tructure.--The Jamesburg formation is less well stratified than.
the Pensauken. Where exposures can be found which go below the_
frost line, stratification is shown more or less distinctly, even tbougt_
crude and irregular. The stratification lines are often much contorte_
and bent upon themselves. In some cases the contortion reaches such
a degree as to strongly suggest that some shoving or thrusting or
kneading action has taken place. This irregularity and contortiov,
of stratification are among the anomalous features of the formation_
and for them no adequate explanation has been found.
Another point in 'thestructure should be mentioned. The formation is composed of gravel, sand and loam, and the gravel is rather
more abundant below than above. Nevertheless the pebbles are, on.
the whole, rather evenly distributed throughout the other materials,
instead of being concentrated in definite belts and layers.
Topographic relatlons.--The high-level Jamesburg is known to
reach an altitude of 214 feet, but it is not known that this is its
maximum height. The low-level phase is sometimes not more than
forty feet above the sea-level.
Occasionally the formation is dispose_ in the form of rude terraces.
It is possible that such parts, as well as the covering of some of thebroad fiats along valleys, are of sub.a_rial origin.
One of the most striking characteristics of the Jamesburg formation is its relation to the pre-Jamesburg topography. From the
higher points within the area where the Jamesburg and Pensauken
formations are distributed_frequent views can be had which show the
existence of well=developed systems of valleys, which are altogether
out of keeping with the existing streams in the matter of size.
Some of them, indeed, are not occupied by streams at all. The main
valleys of these systems are broad and shallow, and their tributaries_
have a similar character,indicating that the streams which made them_
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had a long history. The forms of the valleys show that the streams
which cut them were not rapid streams, and that the surface of the
land was not high during their excavation. Clear as it is that these
systems of depressions are river valleys, examination of the details
of their topography makes it clear that there are many minor features
which are not the result of erosion. The slopes to these broad
valleys are not always erosion slopes_ so far as the details of their
enrfaces are concerned.
Topography of the formation.--The Jamesburg formation mantles
the valleys and the low divides between them. It is superimposed
upon an erosion topography, but disposed with sufficient irregularity
to give rise to certain distinctly non-erosion features. Quite apart
from its topographic distribution, then, the Jamesburg formation has
a topography of its own, which is not its least significant feature.
The topography of the formation, as distinct from its topographic
relations, is the topography for which the disposition of its material is
cesponsible, independent of its base.
There are two types of topographic features, due to the irregular
disposition of the Jameeburg material. These are---1 °, low curved
_idges, and 2°, saucer-shaped depressions. The little ridges are three
¢o ten feet in height, have a width of twenty to forty feet, and a length
of forty rode or less. Cross.sections of them have been seen now
and then, and they have a concentric structure, the center of which
is not in the center of the ridge, but on its concave side. These
ridges are by no means co-extensive with the formation, and are much
more commonly developed along the pre-Jamesburg valleys and slopes
than elsewhere.
The other topographic feature, the sinks, is much more widespread.
They are often associated with the ridges, but occur at many points
where the ridges do not. Indeed, they are essentially co-extensive
with the formation itself. Certain points in their distribution will be
_oted farther on.
The little ridges ofLen run out from slopes into the valleys, or on to
the lower land adjacent. Several of them are sometimes associated,
forming tangles of ridges, which then inclose shallow, undrained depreseious. Where the ridges and intervening depressions are abundantly developed, the topography sometimes takes on an aspect whioh
suggests the topography of weakly-developed moraines. Analysis of
the topography shows that it really differs from that of a moraine,
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chiefly in that there is a certain system in the arrangement of the depressions. They also appear to be somewhat definitely related to each
other in the matter of size. This arrangement often stands in a
definite relation to the arrangement of the valleys, and to the erosion
topography beneath the Jamesburg.
The following features and relationsoccur with sumcient frequency
to be designated as general characteristles, though they are not to be
seen everywhere : 1°. In any restrictedarea where the depressions are
abundantly developed, they have an approximately constant depth.
Thus, in any region where a depresslon is three fast deep, the adjoiuing deprsssiens will be found to depart but little from this depth. 2°.
There is a general relationship between the depth of a depression and_
its diameter. A depression three feet deep is usually three or four
rods wide, while one ten feet deep is fifteen to twenty rods wide. 3°.
A line may be drawn connecting any two of these basins without possessing significance; but if three basins be found to be lineally
arranged, other basins are likely to be found in the same llne. In
such a linear series the individual depressions are likely to grow progrossively larger from one end to the other (a partial exception to 1°
above). In the direction in which the depressions increage in size,
the series is likely to connect finally with some gully or small valley.
In regions where the deprsssiens are few and single, nearly all of
them are found at the heads of small valleys. 4°. Where the ridges
are numerous and have various courses, undrained depre_ions are
nece_arily formed by their intersections. Many depressions, how°
ever, have no relation to the little ridges. They frequently occur _m
plains and along valleys where the ridgesare absent. The depressions
are likely to be found in cols across divides which separate considerable drainage systems. 5°. The ridges are especially well developed
along the line a little northwest of the center of the BordentownRaritan bay trough. This is the line where the Raritun clay occuss,
and it is also the lowest line along the trough. The latter consideration is probably the one which has determined their presence. 60.
Within this area, the ridges are best developed along lines marking
changes of the slope from a higher to a lower level, and especially on
the slopes to broad valleys. They often run out into valleys, and
some¢imes entirely cross them, thus interfering with drainage and
giving rise to marshes. 7°. In some instances there seems to be a relationship between the little ridges and the angle of the slope from
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which they project. So far as such relation can be said to exist, the
ridges seem to be longer on the gentler slopes, and shorter on the
steeper ones. 80. Where the small ridges are developed, they are usually
even-crested, narrower and higher at one end, and lower and broader
at the other. Besides being curved they are often hooked at the
lower end. Branches are sometimes given off from their convex
sides. The secondary ridges are never higher than the point at which
they leave the main ridge. 9°. The material of the ridges generally
resembles the material of the higher land from which they jut, more
closely than the material of the formation immediately beneath them.
_hlckness.--The thickness of the formation varies from nothing
to thirty feet. Nowhere does it attain so great a thickness as that
represented by the latter figure, except where pre-Jame_burg valleys
have been filled with it. At the higher levels, its average thickness
can hardly exceed five feet, and in many places it does not exceed
three.
The origin of theforraation.--Until the whole area of the formation has been studied with care, all conclusions concerning its origin
must be regarded as tentative. It seems certain, however, that the
formation was produced during the submergence of the area which it
covers. There seems to be no other explanation of the high-level
portion of the formation possible, and submergence of the areas where
the high-level portion of the formation is found must have involved,
necessarily, the submergence of the areas where the low-level portion
is found.
It will be recalled that the Jamesburg is locally a glauconitin loam,
mingled with gravel, and that this phase of the formation is found at
the highest levels where the formation is known. The association of
gravel with the loam make3 it certain that it is not an eolian deposit.
The fact that the gravel contains, in some places, water, wm'n bits of
iron. stone, derived .from the indurated Tarts of the underlying .Pensauken, shows that water was the agent concerned in its deposition.
Locally the stratification of the deposits is clearly such as water alone
could produce.
The little ridges which have been noted are confidently believed to
represent the work of waves and shallow water currents. It is not
easy to see how otherwise they could be built out across valleys, or
how they could be built half way across them.
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There is,furthermore,
the singular
phenomenon of well-developed
systemsof erosionvalleysoutof allkeepingwith the streamsthat
<)ceupythem,and insome caseswithout streamsof any sort. These
valleysweredevelopedafterthe Pensauken deposition,
as shown by
theirrelation
to thatformation. These valleys,
as well as the interveningdivides_
aremantledby theJamesbnrg. The depressions
and
|ittle
ridgesreferredto oftenaffectthese valleys,
some of which
appear never to have possessedstreamssincethe Jamesburg was
deposited.
Itwould be poesihle
to thinkof the shallowdepressions
as being
due to thesubjacent
formations,
e.9'.to itsunequalsettling.In this
connectionitmay be recalled
thattheyare bestdevelopedover the
Raritanclayand claymarl formations.But similardepressions
do
vaotaffect
the surfaceof theseformations
where the Jamesburg is
absent,and similardepressions
are presentwhen the underlying
formationsarenotRaritanclayor claymarl.
The ridges,
on theotherhand,do notappeartostandin any other
than an accidental relationship to the underlying formations.
In
many eases the ridges are responsible for the sinks_ as already noted_
and the more rational conclusion seems to be that the two features
have a common origin.
If the formation was produced by submergence of the area which
it covers, there were two epochs, one during submergence and one
during emergence, when each part of the surface was at sea-level.
Effective wave action on the surface at any given level was limited
to the time when the water was shallow.
In the case of the broader
• hoals, the effect of the waves would be to develop them into flats,
bearing the material cut off from these surfaces to the deeper water
about them, thus enlarging by deposition the flat produced by plaoation.
If some such action as this has taken place_ the time involved
being short, it would have left the surface very much as we find it.
From. the shoals, waves and currents would have built bars and spits
here and there.
These are believed to be represented by the ridges
referred to in the foregoing pages, although their constitution does
not always seem to necessitate this conclusion.
At certain stages of the submergence, and again at corresponding
stages of emergence, the cols along the divides were converted into
little straits connecting the larger bodies of water on either side. At
these stages the higher hills and ridges were islands.
Through these
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little straits the tides and waves worked with more or less force, anc_
might have given rise to the phenomena which are found in these
positions.
Examination of the coast survey charts of various parts of the
Atlantic coast shows the existence of topographic features which
seem to be similar to those of the area under consideration, in the
shallow water off shore. 8o far as can be made out from the data of
these charts, there appear to be low, ridge-like swells, often curved iD
form, associated with, or sometimes even inclosing basln-llke depressious_comparable in all respects to those which affect the surface of
the land area.
As seen on the coast survey charts, these depressions are often eight
to ten feet deep. They are especially well shown on chart 180, ov
the west side of the peninsula of Florida, but they may be seen in
greater or less development on almost any of the charts from New
York south, where there are small islands connected by shoals.
Topographic features of this sort affect the coastal plain area in
various localities far south of New Jersey. The sinks, the ridges,
and the undulating topography to which their association gives rise,
are wall seen in some parts of Delaware and Maryland, and perhaps
still farther south.
A further reason for believing that the formation was laid down
during submergence of the area it covers, is found in the presence of
glaciated bowlders, in positions which glacier ice did not reach_ and
in positions to which streams could not have carried them. The only
agent which seems competent to account for them is floating ice, and
floating ice means submergence. The period of submergence must
have been short, since the thickness of the formation is so slight.
While submergence would seem to account for the phenomena of
the Jamesburg formation, there is a difficulty in accounting for the
absence of certain phenomena which, under this hypothesis, it might
be thought should be present. Here may be mentioned the fact that
distinct shore lines for the Jamesburg sea are wanting, and the further
fact that marine fossils have not been found in the formation. The
absence of fossils from the high-level part of the formation at least, is
not strange. The deposit is so thin that surface-weathering might
easily have destroyed them. The absence of shore lines was long
regarded as an almost fatal objection to the submergence theory ; but
the growing body of evidence has led to the conclusion, concerning
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which no doubt is longer entertained, that this is the real explanation
of the origin of the formation. It may be that the absence of distinct shore lines needs explanation, but this must be found in some
other direction than by denying the submergence.
Where the pre-Jamssburg erosion had advanced so far as to develop
broad low-level fiats, Jamesburg material must have been deposited
on them at the same time that the hlgh-level Jamesburg was being
deposited. During the emergence of the land which followed the
deposition of the high-level Jamssburg, sedimentation must have
been continued over the lower surfaces after it ceased on the higher.
A part of the low-level Jamesburg is therefore quite certainly contemposaneons with the high-level part of the formation, while another
part of it is younger. How much younger is not now known.
Neither is it known whether all which is classed as low-level Jamesburg was really continuous iu origin, following on from the date of
the high-level portion of the formation. It is possible that the lowlevel Jamesburg of the valleys, especially that which is disposed in
the form of terraces, was deposited by streams and not by the sea.
It is very probable that definite subdivisions of this formation may
yet be established.
Age of the Jamesburg.--The amount of erosion accomplished since
the deposition of the Jamssburg is slight. This is shown not only
by the various facts already mentioned respecting the undrained
depressions along the axes of valleys, hut also by the undissecte_i
fiats of this material even where in close association with considerable
streams. Perhaps the most notable of these is the uneroded surface
northeast of New Brunswick, toward Bonhamtown. Either the
formation is very recent, or conditions since its development have
been most unfavorable for erosion. In many places the constitution
of the formation is such as not to facilitate erosion, since it is so
porous as to allow precipitation to sink beneath the surface rather
than to force it to flow off over it.
The presence of glaciated bowlders in the Jamesburg formation
seems to connect it with some stage of the glacial period. The
bowlders are of the type which belong to the extra-mosainic, and not
to the morainic drift. This would seem to place it before the last
glacial epoch. Its relation to the Trenton gsave_s points in the same
direction. Yet the small amount of erosion which it has suffered
seems hardly consistent with its correlationwith the earliest glacial
9
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epoch. The presence of the "old" drift type of bowlders might be
accounted for, if it be supposed that the old drift was already in
existence when the Jamesbarg was developed. The exact age of the
Jamesburg, in terms of the glacial period, is one of the questions
which awaits solution, so far as New Jersey is concerned, though it
is not believed to be insoluble.
The time relations of the low-level Jamesburg are even more
uncertain. It seems'certain that this portion of the formation is in
part younger than the other, and some of it may be much younger.
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Along the valley of the Delaware, reaching up to elevations of
about sixty feet in the vicinity of Bordentown, but declining gradually to the southward, there is more or less sand, gravel and loam,
which is later in origin than the Jameeborg formation. The following section at Edgewater Park, at an elevation of forty feet, indicates
the character of the later formations as seen at various points :
4. Two to five feet of yellow sand--probably eolian.
3. Five feet of dark-colored clay, somewhat resembling certain subdivisions of the Clay Marl series, but unlike the clay marl in that it
does not carry iron pyrites or glanconite. It is greasy to the touch in
some places, and gritty in others. It is horizontally bedded, and in
places laminated, the laminm being somewhat irregular.
2. Ten feet of sand, the upper half quite like that at the surface.
The lower half contains many bits and grains of shale and greywacke,
which strongly suggest its correlation with the glacial gravels and
sand of Trenton.
1. Two feet of gravel, in which quartz greatly predominates. The
other materials are not such as to be altogether unequivocal, but they
strongly suggest the correlation suggested by the sand.
The type of gravel found at Edgewnter Park is seen at other
points along the Delaware river, from Edgewater Park to Florence,
.on the north, and to Philadelphia, on the south. The gravel some°
_imes appears in the form of little knolls without covering of other
material. More commonly it is overspread by sand containing the
greyish materials noted above. Much of this sand may perhaps be
of eolian origin, but it appears to have been derived from the Trenton
gravel material.
At several points along the Delaware, clay loam is found having a
chocolate.brown color. This may be seen a mile and a half southwest of Kinkora, where it is used for brick ; at Kinkora, where it is
stripped off from the surface of the main clay pit ; a mile southwest
of Fie]dsboro, at Graham company's clay pit ; and a mile and a half
_orthsast of Bordentown. At this point, the section is as follows :
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3. Five feet of dark-colored clay loam, more or less mottled with
yellow.
2.Two feet
of sandandgravel.
I.Cretaceous
clay,
ClayMarlseries.
Thissurface
loamandclayloamalongtheDelawareseemsto be
dispo_ed
on a plainwhichgradually
rises
from aboutthirty
feetat
EdgewaterPark,toaboutsixtyfeet
atBordentown.Southof Florence,
thisclayloamoverlies
sand,theconstitution
ofwhichindicates
thatitistobecorrelated
withtheglacial
gravels
ofTrenton.NortheastofFlorence
theclayloamismorecommonlyunderlain
bygravel.
At HolmesburgJunction,
Penna,sixto tenfeetofstratified
sandy
loamoverlie
sandandgraveloftheTrentongravel
series.
Thereissomeindication
thatthevalleys
of thestreamstributary
totheDelawareriver
fromCrosswicks
creek,
southtoRancocas
creek
werefilled
up toaboutthehveltowhichthisclayloamrises,
atthe
timeitwas deposited.
The eilect
of thisfilling
can be _
up,
thesetributaries
fordistances
varyingfromthreetosixmiles.The
evidence
seemstopointtothecorrelation
ofthisloam withthelast.
stage
ofthedeposition,
of whichtheTrentongravels
arethefirst.
The correlation
of theseyoung formations
borderingthe lower
course
oftheDelawareriverand Delawarebay,canonlybe finally
made by carrying
thestudyfarther
south,
and determining
itsconnectlons
in thatdirection.
It iswell-nigh
certain,
however,
thatit
willbefoundtoconnect
withwhatwasdescribed
asthefourthphase
ofthe"yellowgravel"formation
intheAnnual Reportfor1893.
Thiscovers
thesurface
of theeastern
and southern
portions
of the
State
up toanaltitude
offorty
tofifty
feet.Itispossible
thatapart
ofthelow-level
Jamesburgofthevalleys
of SouthJersey
isto be
correlated
withthisformation,
occupyingthe lowlandsaboutthe
coast.Inthateventitisclear
thattheJamesburgmustbesubdivided.
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IX.

MATERIAL.

From the standpoint of road construction, the State may be divided
into five un(qual areas. These are--1 °, the area east of the hlgh]ands and north of the moraine ; 2°, the highland area ; 3°, the area
west of the highlands as far south as the border of the Triassic area ;
4 °, the Triassic area outside the moraine ; 5°, the area south of the
Trine. While the regions thus defined are not always very distinct,
still the problems and the difficulties presented are somewhat different
in these several tracts, and somewhat similar within the limits of each.
1. In the northeastern part of the State the surface material is not
well adapted for roadbeds. This is the region where stratified drift
is most abundant, and the stratified drift is usually too sandy to make
good roads. Where the drift is of the other type (till), it is often
too clayey for road purposes, so that good highways ran be secured
only by the use of some material which shall be free from the
disadvantages both of clay and of sand.
Much attention has already been given to the construction of roads
in this part of the State. The inexhaustible supply of trap rock,
_vhlch furnishes material admirably adapted for roadbeds, has already
been drawn upon to a large extent. The results speak for them•elves. Where this material is available, nothing else is likely to be
extensively used.
2. The highland area (crystalline schist) of the State is much less
densely populated than the preceding, and, in consequence, less attention has been given to the construction of roads. In many parts of
_his region, the nature of the soil and surface material are such that
fairly good roads have been secured without the expenditure of great
labor. There is an abundance of gravel, though it is less well distributod than could be desired. On the whole, it is too loose, too
free from binding material, to give the best results. A slight admixture of some substance which would help it to pack, such as clay,
loam, shale or trap, would add greatly to its value. It is probable
that a judicious use of the materials at band would obviate the necessity of importing crushed rock or anything else.
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3. In the Kittatinny valley the drift is composed largely of shale
and slate, and is, in consequence, of such composition as to make
road construction an easy matter. Even where the drift is thin, or
eseentially absent, the problem is not more difficult, since the slate
itself gives a roadbed which leaves little to be desired. Where the
driR does not give a good roadbed directly, and it is sometimes too.
sandy, shale or slate gravel is usually within easy reach. The
problem of good roads in the northwestern part of the State presents
ne serious difficulties, so far as proper material for roadbeds is concerned.
4. Throughout most of the Triassic area south of the glacial drift,
the shale and the products of its decay affords roadbeds which are
fairly good most of the year. In many parts of the tract, trap is
accessible if anything needs to be added, and in a few places there is
gravel of excellent quality. It is only where the surface is too fiat
for good drainage, that the construction of fairly good roads is likely
to be difficult or expensive. Throughout much of the area it is true
that the addition of trap to the roadbed would be an improvement,
and an improvement which would be notable especially during times
of excessive moisture or drought.
5. South of the red shale area, the road problem is a much more
serious one. In this, the largerpart of the State, the surfacematerials
are of such a character that they do not usually give good roadbeds
directly. Much of the surface is so sandy that even passably good
roads can be had only by the addition of foreign material. Where
the surface is gravelly, the gravel is often so free from binding
material that it will not pack. Throughout most o{ this area, road
beds must be made_ if roads are to be in good condition at all seasons
of the year, and in all conditions of moisture and drought.
There is no local source of trap in this part of the State. Neither
is it so connected by railways or canals with the region where trap
occurs, as to render the importation of this material inexpensive. It
follows that any local supply of good material for the construction of
roadbeds is of especial importance. Fortunately, there is an abundance of gravel, some of which is of such a character as to be admirably adapted for immediate application to the roads. To be adapted
for immediate application, gravel must have the proper degree of
coarseness, and must have either 1°, a matrix which will cause it to
pack or "bind " in the roadbed; or 2°, it must contain some
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physical element which will crush under traffic, thus furnishing the
material which will act as a matrix. Gravel of both these types is
found in abundance in many localities, but it is by no means distributed
over the total ar_a under consideration.
Gravel of the first type is found in many places where the Pensunken is well developed. In a few places gravel is found with so
much iron oxide coating its pebbles, that this takes the place of a
matrix. This sort of gravel occurs at Shark River.
So far as concerns gravel of the second type, v_z., that which contains physical elements which will crush under traffic, attention may
be called to two constituents which are often present. The_e are-1e, bits of ironstone, which ere sometimes very abundant in the Penseuken and Inter formations, and 2°_ bits of decomposed chert_ which
are found especially in the Beacon Hill and Penseuken formations.
As constituents of the Peneanken and later formations, the bits of
ironstone are derived chiefly from theindurated layers or lamin_ of
the Cretaceous and Beacon Hill strata. As constituents of the Jamesburg, they are derived from the same formations, and from the Pensunken besides. In the Jamesbnrg formation, gravel Of this sort is
often found in valleys which have their sources in Cretaceous hills,
which are capped with remnants of Beacon Hill material. The
streams have carried down the iron crusts from both formations,
along with quartz pebbles from the upper one, and have deposited the
two together.
The gravel, of which the ironstone is a constituent, is by no means
confined to valleys. While it is widespread, it is found abundantly
only in those regions where there were hills and ridges composed of
the Cretaceous strata at the time the Pcasauken formation was deposited. This general principle defines the area where the ironstonebearing gravel is pleatifn]. It is found especially along a belt southeast of the trough referred to in the preceding pages--that is, along
a belt extending from the :Nave.sink Highlands, on the northeast,
through the Mount Pleasant hills and the Clarksburg hills, to Arney's
Mount, on the southwest. Within this area, gravel which is composed largely of ironstone, is of frequent occurrence, and gravel which
has enough ironstone to allow it to pack, is still more widely distributed. Nevertheless, the supply is limited, since it often occurs in
small beds only. The ironstone is mainly in the form of flat chiw,
a fraction of an inch thick, but always water-worn. These chips
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break and crush easily under the wheels, so that their presence iu
proper quantity constitutes the gravel containing them an excellent
road material.
There are several other classes of material which are, or may be,
used directly with more or less success for the construction of roadbeds. There is 1°, a variety of coarse,more or less arkose sand, such
as often forms the matrix of gravel in the Pensanken formation. It
is found in the Pensauken formation, at many points, constituting,
indeed, its sandy or loamy member. 2°. Gritty marl. This is referable to one of the formations later than the Beacon Hill, mainly
Jamesburg. It consists of Cretaceousmarl, worked over and mixed
with more or less coarse sand. This type of material may he seen a
short distance northwest of ]STewEgypt. 3°. Bog iron ore, which
crushes readily and gives a hard roadbed, occurs in considerable
quantity in various marshes. One locality, where it is abundant, is a
mile or so northwest of Perrineville. It will probably be found to
exist in many marshes where it has not yet attracted attention. 4°.
There is, in many places, an abundance of gravel which has too little
matrix, or too sandy a matrix, to give roads of the highest excellence,
but which is still much better than nothing, for use upon the
highways.
While all the materials mentioned in the preceding paragraph have
been n_ed to greater or less extent, their possibilities have by no means
been exhausted. While each of these materials, taken by itself,
will serve to improve bad roads, it is probable that the greatest value
of each will be found to be in combination. The gritty marl, the
bog ore, and the arkoea or mealy sand, will each be better in combination with gravel than alone; and since gravel is so much more
abundant than the others, economy of material would urge their combination. This ran be etfected easily where the various sorts of
material occur in closely associated localities. This is sometimes,
though unfortunately not usually, the case. Where the gritty marl,
the bog ore, and the arkoss sand are wanting, there is frequently clayloam which might be combined with the gravel advantageously. It
is well-nigh certain that intelligent experimentation in the way of
combining accessible materials would abundantly repay the cost
involved.
In the more enterprising communities many excellent roads have
been constructed of the local material derived from the Peusaukan
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formation, roads which are second only to the trap roads of the northeastern part of the State. Many of the roads about Vineland,
Bridgeton, Millville, Woodstown, as well as many country roads in
the belt of rich agricultural land a few miles back from the Delaware,
in the southern part of the State, are sufficient testimony to the excellence of the material. In judging of the qualities of this sand and
gravel,
forroadpurposes_
fromtheroadswhereithas beenused,
accountshouldalwaysbe taken--1
°,of thecarewith whichthe
£oundation
was preparedforitsreception;
2°,of theamount of
material
usedinthefirst
place;3°,ofthecarewhichtheroadhas
received
since
thematerial
wasfirst
applied
;and4°,ofthelength
of
_ime during which the road has been in use. Where the material to
be used on a road is cheap_ there is always a tendency to make poor
t_reparation for it--and to take little careof it after it is once applied.
Brief reference is here made to some of the localities where road
material is found available either in its present condition or in com4)ination. The references are by no means exhaustive, as much of
the southern part of the State has not been studied in detail. Fuller
data are at hand concerning the southern part of Mercer and Middleeex counties_and the western parts of Monmouth and Burlington,
than for other regions.
Southern Middlesex co_tnty.--The available road material of
_outhern Middlesex county consists of gravel, with a loamy or arkose
matrix, and a small amount of bog iron ore. In many places, the
gravel has a matrix such that it packs well in the roadbed, as taken
from the pits. In other cases, the matrix is of such a character or
quantity, that combinations of material might be madeadvantageously.
Some of the more important localities where available road material
occurs are s_ follows : In the vicinity of South Amboy, much that
is good for immediate application, and much arkose sand that would
.be improved by the addition of gravel ; in the vicinity of Old Bridge,
especially to the northwest; at several points northeast of I_[illtown,
within a mile or two of the village; one and one.half miles northwest of Spotswood; in the southwest portion of South Brunswick
•township, as, for instance, a mile southeast of Fresh Ponds ; a mile
and a half southeast of Dayton, and northwest of the same place; at
Kingston ; north of Red Tavern (Monroe township) ; south and west
of Old Church, especially on the hill-tops; about Half Acre, and
thence southeast to Gravel Hill ; south and southwest of Jamesburg ;
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at various
pointson thehighlands
betweentheStateReformSchool
andEnglishtown
;onsomeofthehighinter-stream
areas
ofCrenbary
township;
andalongsomeof thestream-fiats,
asa halfa milebelow
Cranburymill.Most ofthegravelherereferred
to belongs
tothe
Pensaukenformation,
thoughthatalongthestream-fiats
isyounger.
Southern
Mercereounty.--At
various
places
in thepartof Mercer
countyunderconsideration,
thecharacter
of thesurface
material
is
suchastoafield
moderately
goodroadbedswithouttheaddition
of
anysortof material.
Therearerelatively
fewareaswherethesupplyofgoodroadgravel
isabundant,
thoughthere
aremany local
beds
of gravel, which are sut_cisnt for local needs. Mention may be made
of the arkose sand at Hightstown, which would bear admixture
with gravel, and of gravel at various points in Hamilton township_
in the vicinity of Hamilton Square, Mercerville (Sandtown), Dogtown, White Horse and Lawrence station. The road material of
theselocalities
belongsto thePeusaukenformation.Much of it
contains
constituents
whichcrushreadily,
andsosupplythematerial
forrendering
theroadbed
compact.
The northwsstera par_ of Burlington county.--That part of Bur°
lington county which has been studied in detail, has an abundant
supplyof roadmaterial.
While much of itisof sucha character
thatitcanbeapplied
totheroadsdirectly,
moreof itcouldbemixed
advantageously
withmaterial
which would helpitto pack more
readily under trafile. Even this latter class of material must be
regarded as available for the construction of roads. The road material
of this county may be grouped as follows :
1°. Gravelly loam.--In this c]ass of material it frequently happens
that loam and gravel arc associated in about the right proportions to
make good rcadbeds. It is also common to find the gravel without
sufficient loam, or with none at all. In such cases a slight admixture
of clay or marl will supply the deficiency. The matrix of the gravel
is sometimes sharp sand, associated with some white, kaolln-like aubstancej which helps the whole to pack under the wheel, When the
same sort of sand occurs alone_ as is sometimes the ease_it often packs
well in the roadbed, but does not appear to be very durable under
heavy traffic. The materials classed under this general heading sometimes vary too far in the direction of coarseness, containing considerable quantities of cobbles, which need to b.e removed before application to the roadbed.
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Areas where gravelly loam occur are mostly near the Delaware,
especially on the higher lands between the tributaries to this stream.
Tracts of greater or less extent within which this type of material is
abundant, occur east of Bordentown, and between that city and Creeswicks; a mile southeast of Crossw!cks; northwest of Mansfield
Square ; between that place and Fieldsborough ; a mile or less east of
Kinkora ; about Bnstleton ; a few rods northeast of Deacon's station ;
half way between Deacon's station and Burlington, on the south side
of the railway; in the vicinity of Rancocas; and two miles south of
Burlington.
All of these areas of gravelly loam are remnants of the Pensauken
formation which have escaped destruction by erosion. They are all
at elevations ranging from 70 to 100 feet, the lesser figure belonging
to the areas farthest to the southwest. The total area of these several
patchesamountstosomething like sixteen _q_are miles, and the
average depth of material is probably about ten feet. It is not to be
inferred, however, that all the gravelly material to a depth of ten
feet within the tracts noted is good for road purposes. Rather should
it be understood that in these various areas there are considerable
beds of loamy or sandy gravel capable of furnishing materials which,
either in themselves or in combination, are valuable for the construction of roadbeds. Gravel pits have already been opened in all the
places mentioned, and in many eases experience has shown that the
material, as taken from the pits, is of excellent quality.
lron_tone gravel.--Another type of gravel which is avaiiable for
the construction of highways occurs in limited patches over a belt of
territory somewhat farther east, lying between Ellisdale and Wainford on the northeast, and Jobstown on the southwest. This second
type of gravel consists of bits of ironstone, together with small
pebbles of quartz. The gravel frequently has a matrix of marly clay
and sand. The especial excellence of this type of material inheres ia
the abundant pieces of ironstone, which crush readily under the wheel
and afford an excelhnt matrix for the other constituents of the gravel.
Unlike the'preceding type, this gravel rarely contains stones which
are so large as to be objectionable, and a much larger percentage of it
is in such a condition as to make it available without the admixture
of foreign ingredients.
A number of points are known where this sort of material occurs,
but unfortunately beds of it are often extremely local. It is probable
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that it exists at many points where not exposed, but its distribution
is so fortuitous as to make its discovery difficult without actual excavation. It is known at the following places: Three-quarters of a
mile south of Walnford, three quarters of a mile west of Arneytown ;
at several points just east of Chesterfield within the distance of a mile ;
at several points between Chesterfield and Georgetown, a mile northwest of the latter placej and on several summits south and southwest
of it, within the distance of a mile or two; at Mansfield, at a point a
mile and a half west of south of Jobstown, and a mile east of north
of Juliustown.
Like the preceding type, this gravel occurs mainly
on summits and divides, and at similar elevations. Like the other
also, it belongs to the Peneauken formation. The ironstone gravel is
much less extensively developed than that of the preceding type, but
most of it is immediately available.
Quartz gravel.--The third type of gravel consists principally of
small quartz pebbles. In itself it does not always pack well, hut
with a slight admixture of the proper sort of binding material, much
of it would make excellent roadbeds. Some sort of marly loam
would supply its inherent deficiency. This type of material is found
at intervals from Arney's Mount to Arneytown. It occurs in Arney's
Mount, in the ridge south of Juliustown, on the summits north and
south of :Fountain Green, between Wrightstown and Springfield;
short distances southeast and also west of Sykesville, and on several
ofthesummitswithina miletothenortheast,
northand northwest
ofthatplace.Itappears
againjustnorthofJacobstown,
andbetwcen
Jaeobetown
andArneytown,
aswellasa halfmileeastofthatplace.
Thisclass
ofmaterial
belongslargely
totheBeaconHill(Miocene),
thoughsomeofitistobereferred
tothePensauken.
Gritty
marl.--Ashortdistance
northwest
ofNew Egypt thereis
an areawhere marlyclayexists,
containing
a veryconsiderable
amountofsharp,
coarsesand. Ithasnot beensufficiently
usedto
establish its merits as road material, but temporary results from its
use seem to be good. Similar gritty clay is found at various points
from Juliustown to Springfield Church, and thence to Georgetown,
but it has not been brought into general use. Northeast of New
Egypt this type of material is common along the border of the
pines, and in that region it IS often the only available road material.
Geologically, this material belongs to the Jamesburg formation.
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tVestern Monmouth eounty.--In the western part of Monmoutk
county (that part which appears on sheets 8 and 12), there is an
abundance of road material of variable quality, but it is not altogether well distributed. In some considerable tracts there is no
gravel, while in others it is abundant, but unfortunately not assoclsted with loam or anything else which gives it the packing quality.
Millstone township is much better supplied with material which
can be used for roadbeds than any other portion of western Monmouth county. Within this township lie the Perrineville-Clarksburg hills, in which there is an abundant supply of gravel, though
much of it has too little matrix to make it immediately serviceable.
There is here a considerable amount of gravel, however, which has
the proper sort of matrix in proper quantity. One of the best exposures of gravel of this sort occurs in the hill-top a mile east of PerrinevUle, and about eighty rods north of the road, while another pit
of excellent material is situated a mile northeast of Clarkshurg.
Nearly all the hills from Pine hill southwest to Clarkshurg are
capped with gravel (Beacon Hill)to a greater or less extent. Oa
• the slopes of thsee hills also, and on the benches against their elopes,
there is frequently a sufficient accumulation of gravelly material to
be workable.
The gravel on the slopes (Penseuken) does not_
generally pack so well as that upon the hill-tops, chiefly because it is
essentially wanting in the decayed and easily-crushed chert, which is a
constituent of the high-level gravels. In some localities, on the other
hand, the low-level gravels contain a considerable quantity of ironstone in small pieces, and this serves the same purpose as the chert.
A mile northwest of Perrineville there ara a number of marshy
areas where bog iron ore occurs in considerable quantity. This ore
is likely to prove one of the mo_t important local sources of road
material. Its most economical use will probably be found to be in
association with gravel, for it will supply the proper binding material
for a large body of gravel which otherwise would be of little value.
Aside from the bog ors just referred to, there are a number of swamps
and marshes in this township where considerable quautities of similar
material are known.
The hilly eastern portion of Upper Freehold township has road
material comparable to that of Millstone township in kind, quantity
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and distribution. Here, as there, gravel is found upon the hill-tops,
as well as on their slopes. The latter is often better than the former,
because of its abundant content of ironstone chips. Outside the
hilly part of the township, gravel of good quality is found in many
places, hut beds of it are not extensive, and considerable tracts have
llone.

Other arsas.--There are many localities outside the area which has
been studied in detail where road material of good quality is known
to occur. The following list of localities where pits for road material
have been opened, while not exhaustive, may serve to show how
widespread available material is. In many localities the gravel is of
high grade and ready for application to the roadbed, as taken from
the pit. Ocean county, 1°, two miles south of Lakewood; 2°, east
and northeast of Toms River, where inditrerent material has been
used so as to make fairly good roads; 3°, near Statfordville. In
]_udinylon county, in addition to localities heretofore specified, 1°, at
Woodmansie. In Camden county, 1°, two miles southwest of Marlton ; 2°, at various points two and three miles northwest of Berlin.
In Gloucester county, 1°, near Pitman Grove; 2°, at Jefl-ersonville, a
mile or more northeast of Mullica Hill. In _z_em county, 1°, at
Woodstown ; 2°, a mile northeast of Woodstown, at Point Airy ; 3°,
near Daretown ; 4°, at points near Richmanville ; 5°, two miles
south-southwest of Alloway, near the triangulation station, Burton ;
6 °, at Cohansey. In (7umberland eouuty, 1°, at several points west
of Bridgeton ; 2°, one and one-half miles northeast of Bridgeton ;
3 °, a mile northeast of Millville depot ; 4°, west of the river at
Millville; 5°, several points neRrVineland.
At most of the places here mentioned, the material is from the
Pensanken formation. It is safe to say, that wherever this formation
is present, there are good possibilities in the way of road material.
Hundreds of places could be located, on the basis of present geological
knowledge, where good road gravel may be found and easily obtained.
There are many large areas where good roads are almost unknown,
where excellent material is close at hand, and could be had for little
more than the cost of the labor involved.
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X.

EXPLANATION
OF THE GEOLOGICAL
MAP OF
SURFACE FORMATIONS
OF THE VALLEY
OF THE PASSAIC AND SURROUNDINGS-SHEET
6.

THE

The geological map accompanying this report, and covering the
area of sheet 6 of the topographic atlas, is a preliminary map of the
surface geology of a eonsiderable section of northeastern New Jersey.
The surface formations are those which lie at the surface, without
regard to their age. They do not belong wholly to any one period of
geological history. Some of those repre_uted on the map belong to
an early stage of that history, and they appear on the map because
they are not overlain and concealed by other formations of later age.
Complex as the map may seem at the first glance, a few general
statements will suffice to make its leading features clear.
In the eastern and northeastern portions of the map the dominant
color is green. This color represents the area where the surface
formation is unstratified drift till* deposited by glacier ice during the
last glacial epoch. The ice advanced from the north-northeast, and
the southwestern limit of the green color (dots and circles) represents
the limit of its movement. A generalmap of the State, accompanying
the Annual Report of 1893, shows the total area of the State covered
by ice during the glacial period, and reference to it will make clear
the relations of the glaciated area of sheet 6, to the glaciated areas
farther east and west. While all the green of the map (except the
yellow-green lines in the southeastern corner) represents glacial drift
of the last ice epoch, it is to be noted that a belt of green, darker than
that of most of the map (dots instead of circles), extends from Perth
Amboy on the southeast to Rockaway on the northwest. This
darker green represents a belt of thick drift, marking the position
where the edge of the ice stood for a considerable period of time.
This belt of thick drift is the terminal moraineJ"of the last ice epoch.
*See Annual Reports of the State Geologist for 1691, page_ 66-71, and 1892,
l)age 28.
t See Annual Reports of the State Geologist for 1891, pages 61-S ; 1892, pages 39,
and 73_8; and 1893, pages 124-151.
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It does not represent the outermost limit which the ice ever reached,
but it marks the position where the terminus of the ice lay for a
period sufficiently long to accumulate a very considerable thickness of
drift. Outside the terminal moraine, that is, to the west of it, there
are a few small areas of glacial drift, also represented by green, which
are believed to have been deposited by the ice of the last glacial
epoch, which, at some stage in its history, advanced a little beyond
the position of the moraine.
A special phase of the till is differentiated from the main body,
and designated drumlins.* Drumlins are not numerous. Such as
exist within the area covered by this map are to be found north and
northeast of Newark. The legend indicates the manner in which
they are represented.
Associated with the green color on the map, there are many areas
of yellow. These lle partly on one side of the moraine and partly
on the other. They represent the stratified drif_ deposits made by
the waters resulting from the melting of the ice. When the edge of
the glacier occupied the position of the moraine, the waters produced
by its melting, and flowing from it, carried sand and gravel far
beyond. This is especially notable in the area extending from Plainfield to Bound Brook and beyond, and in the area south of Morristown_where l_,be Passaic lay when the ice edge stood at the moraine.
As the ice melted back to the northeast, the waters arising from its
wastage deposited more or less sand and gravel along the lines of
drainage, thus giving rise to stratified drift northeast of the moraiae_
and represented on the map by the yellow-colored areas in that
position.
The stratified drift assumed different forms in different positions.
Outside the moraine it was sometimes deposited in the form of plains
(overwash plalm),l" as from Plainfield to Metuehen, and sometimes in
the form of narrow belts along valleys (valhy traius) _ Within the
area covered by the ice, it sometimes assumed the form of hillocks
(kames),§ especially where the water issued from beneath the ice.
* See Annual Report of the State Geologist for 1891, pages 71-5.
1 See Annual Reports of the State Geologist for 1891, pages 95-9 ; and 1892, pages
4)-1 and 96-102,
Se* Annual Reports of the State Geologist for 189L pages 96-8; and 1892, pages
40-1 and 102-4.
See Annual Reports of the State Geologist for 1891_pages 92-5 ; and 1892, pages
42, 84_ et ,_¢_.
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The kames are represented on the map as distinct from other phases
of stratified drift, as shown in the legend, but it is sufficient here to
emphasize the fact that all the areas colored yellow are covered by
stratified drift deposited during the last glacial epoch. Within the
moraine the stratified drift deposited by glacial waters often overlies
and conceals the drift which was deposited by the ice itself, at a
slightly earlier time.
To the stratified drift of the last ice epoch belong also the few
eskers* represented by the narrow belts of red dots, such as that running from Alton to Hanover. The eskers are in all cases narrow
ridges. Their origin has been elsewhere discussed.
The special significance of the terms used to designate the several
phases of drift may be ascertained by referring to the recent annual
reports. The volumes and pages where the terms are defined are
given in the accompanying foot-notes.
It is to be remembered, then, that the green dots and circles represent the deposits made by the glacier ice of the last ice epoch, and
that the yellow dots and circles, and the small red dots arranged in
narrow belts (eskers), represent the depceits made by glacial drainage
during the same epoch. With this in mind, it is to be noted that in
the southwestern portion of the area covered by the map, the colors
are such as to throw this part into sharp contrast with the area
covered by the glacial drift. Barring the yellow, which has already
been explained as belonging to the drift, there are three principal
formations represented in the southwestern part of the map, marked
by the brown dashes, the blue lines and the red checks respectively.
There are also two subordinatedevices, viz, the orangedots, especially
in the western and southwestern portions of the map, and the red
circles in the southern and southeastern part. All areas marked by
these devices were beyond the reach of the ice of the last glacial epoch.
The brown dashes, covering the area west of l_orristowu, represent the schist and gneiss formation of the crystalline highlands,
where the same is not concealed by inter formations. The schist and
gneiss underlie some of the glacial drift in the northern part of the
area covered by the map. Within the area marked by the brown
dashes, the surface soil and subsoil were produced chiefly by the
decomposition of the underlying rock. While the schist and gneiss
*See Annual Reports
pages 41-2 and 79-83.

of the State Geologist for 1891, pages 89-92; and 1892,
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areveryold,thesoiland subsoil
whichcoversthem,andwhichwas
producedby their
decay,
may berelatively
young,sofarasitspresent
condition
isconcerned.
The redchecksrepresent
thetrapridges
known asFirst,
Secondand
Thirdmountains_
orcollectively
astheWatchungmountains,
together
withsome minorareas
of thesame sortof rock. It istobenoted,
however,
thatthered-checked
areas
represent
onlythesouthwestern
endsofthemountains
named. The northeasterly
continuations
ofthe
sameridges
werecoveredby theiceofthelastglacial
epoch,
andthe
traprockistheregenerally
concealed
by thedeposits
whichtheice
made. Nevertheless,
thebodyof drift
on thenortheastern
portions
ofthesemountains
isnotgreat,
and inmany places
thetraprockis
butthinly
covered.Locally,
indeed,
itisnearly
bare.The attempt
hasbeenmade torepresent
thefactthatthecovering
ofdrift
isoften
verythin,by letting
th_redchecks,
representing
thetrap,
and the
greencircles,
representing
thetill,
appeartogether.
Thisisshownat
Livingeton_
atvarious
pointsnearLittle
Fallsand Paterson,
andin
thevicinity
of Whitehall.Where glacial
driftcompletely
conceals
thetraprock_itislargely
made of material
derivedfrom theridges
themselves.
The areasmarkedby bluelines
represent
theshaleand sandstone
of Triassic
age--theNewark formation--where
the same is not
covered
by anyyoungerdeposit.Like theschist
and thetrap,
this
formation
underlies
much of thedrift.A map showingthesurface
geology,
however,represents
itonlywhere itliesat thesurface,
unconcealed.
Where theTriassic
shaleand sandstone
formation
is
coveredby glacial
drift,
the latter
is composedverylargely
of
material
derived
fromtheformer.
The orangedots,
suchasappearsouthof Rockaway,aboutMend°
ham,and atvariouspointsbetweenBernardsville
and Somerville,
represent
glacial
drift
whichisbelieved
tobe much olderthanthatof
theareas
colored
green.Thisisthedrift
whichhasbeenreferred
to
in preceding reports as extra.morainic.* Its occurrence in patches
only, is believed to he doe to the fact that much which was originally
deposited has been removed by erosion. The scattering dots of this
color on the crystalline schist area represent seatterisg bowlders of
drift.
The red circles in the southern and southeastern portion of the
* See Annual Report._ of the State Geologist
60-72 ; and 1893_ pages 73-123

for 1S91, pages 102-8 ; 1892, pages
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map represent areas where some phase of the "yellow gravel" series*
is found.
All formations of this series, from the Pensauken on,
are represented. Where the circles are scattered over the area of
Triassic shale, they represent a thin covering of the gravel, too thin
to conceal the shale beneath. The yellow gravels were deposited
during submergence of the areas where they occur. The isolated
remnants near Hillsborough, Clyde, etc., show that much erosion has
taken place since the deposition of the Pensauken. The Peneauken
formation is shown at the pit at Bonhamtown. It is the oldest of
the yellow gravel formations of the area covered by the map, and is
usually covered by a thin layer of the Jamesburg, the next succeeding formation. The red dots covering the low lands about Rurltan
bay are of relatively recent origin, and correspond with the fourth
stage of the yellow gravels, as set forth in the Annual Report for
1893 (p. 68).
The yellow-green lines which appear at a few points in the southeastern corner of the map, represent areas where the Cretaceous
formation is not covered, or where it is but ill.concealed. Many of
these areas are large clay pits, where the Cretaceous has been artificially exposed.
Wherever two or more colors or devices occur together on the same
area, their association means that the two formations represented
by the devices separately, occur together, so far as the surface is concerned. Thus in the southwestern part of the map, at the bases of
the trap ridges, there is a commingling of the red checks, representing
trap_ and the blue lines, representing shale. This means that trap
talus has descended the slopes of the ridges, and is mixed with the
residual material arising from the decay of the shale or sandstone.
The alluvial plains along the streams are designated by a separate
color, as shown in the legend, as also are swamps and marshes, and
areas covered by wind-blown sand. When the latter is thin, as in
the vicinity of Millstone, the dots representing the eolian sand are
associated with the devices representing the next underlying formation,
which, in this case, is red shale.
The heavy brown lines in the central part of the map represent the
outlines of Lake Paseaic.t Within that part of the basin which lies
*See Annual Report of the State Geologist for 1893, pages 53-72; also the
sections of this report on the Pensauken_ the Jamesburg and the lx_t-$amesburg
formations.
/-A map of Lake Passaic accompanies the Annual Report for 1593. For discussion
of the lake, see Annual Reports for 1892, pages 126-144 ; and 1893 pages 225-328.
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outside (west of) the moraine, there are occasionial small green circles,
which represent bowlders, or small patches of drift, which ere believed
to have been carried to their present position by icebergs which floated
out on the lake during the last glacial epoch.
It should be noted that the base on which the geology is represented
is a topographic map. The contour lines are somewhat obscured by
the colors, but in most areas they can be made out with little difficulty.
Attentive study will bring out many interesting relations between
the topography and the geology of the region.
EXPLANATION

OF

Plate

PLATES.

1.

Figure 1.--Prnfile of the gravel deposits and of the stream in the Flat brook valley.
Line o b e d represents the aggradation
level of the kame terraces to the recessional
moraine (d) above Layton.
The line * f represents the aggradation level from the
Layton moraine to the moraine (f) near Montsgue.
The line g h represents the
aggradation
level above the latter moraine.
The gravel does not at all points readh
the lines which here represent the aggradation leve_s, as the kame terraces are not
continuous.
The llne h i shows the present slope of the Flat brook.
Figure

2--Profile

of the

gravel deposits

and streams in the _ub-valley

extending

from Columbia to Deckertown (Paullns kill).
The line a b-h shows the aggradation
level of the terraces, kame terraces, and kames from Cohlmbia to the recessional
moraine near Balesville.
The terraces do not at all points reach this height.
They
are at lower levels or wanting in many localities.
The more notable interruptions
are indicated between b and c, between d and e, and between f and g. At i the Balesville moraine crosses the valley.
Line k I shows the slope of the low gravel terrace
along the Paulins kill and its tributary from near the moraine to Branchville.
The
line k m shows tile rise of this terrace in the main valley to the moraine northeast of
Augusta.
The line f: ,_ represents the gravel terrace along the Paulins kill as far as
Lafayette.
The line ,, p shows the aggradation level in the valley northeast of Frankford Plains ; q ," shows the sggradatlon
level of kames in the Papakating
valley northe:t_tof Roy'sS:ation.
The brokenlinepristheextenslonof
theaggradationleve]I
o 1' to the high terrace_ at the mouth of the Little Papakating;
s t shows the gradient
of the P_tullns kill from the Delaware to Lafayette.
The line just below and parallel
to k I show_ the gradient of the Branchville
tributary t_ the Paulins kill.
The llne
,* shows the gradient
to near Deckertown.

of the Papakating

creek from the divide

northeast

of August_

Figure 3.--Profiles
of gravel deposits and present _treams along the sub-valley
from the moraine at Danville (Peque_t),
through
Germany Flats to Van Sickles,
northeast of Deckertown.
Line a b ¢ d shows the aggradation
level of the stratifiedP
deposits from the moraine to a point above Huntsville.
The line e f shows the
aggradation

level

from

Brighton

to the moraine

dotted line a o shows the poorly-defined

(f)

aggradation

north of Germany

Flats.

Th_

level of the Hamburg-Decker-
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{own kame-belt, the short lin_ below showing the heights of the principal kames.
The dotted line p q shows tile aggradation
level of tile kame-belt northeast of the
Deckertown delta i)lain, the fnll llne just below it showing tile surface of the karae$.
g h shows tile gradient of the Pequest river from the moraine to Huntsville
; h i the
gradient of the tributary along which this profile is taken.
The lines j k show the
gradient of the small streams draining part of Germany Flats, and the line l m the
gradient
Franklin

of the present
Furnace.

drainage

through

White

lake

and the Wallkill,

as far as

Figure 4.--Represents
in profile the relation of tile stratified drift along the valley
of the Ramapo.
a b represents the gravel aggradation
level flora Pompton to Oak|and.
Between these point deposition
seems to bare been continuous
and uninterrupted.
From b to e stagnant ice forms are developed with a nearly constant upper
level,
e f represents a deha-like
body of drift,
g h represents a stretch of gravel
deposited while the ice edge stood at h i. i j ret)r_ents
another section of valleyfilling, the deposits being made when the edge of the lee stood at some undetermined
point north of the State line.
It is not to he understood
that the gravel reaches the level indicated
Iff these
i)rofiles

at every point.

The profiles are intended

to express

general

relations

only.

Plate 2.
This plate shows the general direction of ice movement in the last glacial epoch,
as recordedJby the stri,'e. The directions are necessarily generalized_ and the local
deflections due to the more prominent topographic features are not adequately represented.
The arrows are in the positions of recorded
stri_e, though the)- represent
but a small proportion of those which have actually
xepresents the approximate
position of the moraine.
Plate

been observed.

The

heavy line

3.

Figure L--Is a section from a point on the Millstone river, above Griggstownj
to
Pine hill (a mile northe_ast of Perrineville)
and beyond.
It is e_entially
in the
direction
of the dip of the strata involved.
It shows the disposition
of the pc_tCretaceotts formations and their relations botb to the older formations
and to each
other.
The section especially shows the great amount of erosion which took place
after tha deposition
of the Beacon Hill formation before the Pensanken
was laid
down.
It likewise shows the relation of the Pensauken to the Jamesburgj
as well
_he amount of erosion which intervened between them.
Figure 2.--Is a cross _eetion from Arney's Mount to Pine hill apl)roximately
in
the direction
of the strike of the several formations.
The relation of tile Beacon
Hill_ Pen._auken
are shown.

and Jamesburg

formations

to each other

and to the older formations

Figure 3.--Is a section from Rancocas creek to Crosswick's creek, approximately
along the line between
the villages of the same names.
The section illustrates
especially the peneplain character of the Cretaceous surface on which the Pensauken
formation was deposited, and by inference_ the great amount of erosion which followed the deposition
of tile Beacon Hill formation before the deposition
of the
l)e_sauken.
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ARTESIANWELLSIN SOUTHERN
NEW JERSEY.
BY

LEWIS

WOOLMAN.

INTRODUCTION.

Commencing with and including the year 1889, the writer has
contributed to each successive annual report papers concerning the
development of artesian wells in southern l_ew Jersey, and showing
the persistent extension, one beneath the other, of various waterbearing horizons. The facts thus presented have abundantly demonstrated that water may with certainty be obtained by artesian borings
atanylocality
withinthisportion
of theState.Whiletherehave
beena few failures,
and in factveryfew in comparison
with the
entire
numberofsuchwellsputdown,thewriter
isconvinced
thatin
nearly
everycasesuchfailure
has beendue,nottoabsence
of waterbearing s_rata,but to other causes, such as the passing and shutting
off"of the water-producing horizons, the collapsing of the easing or
some other mechanical mishap, while in some cases discouragement
has caused the discontinuance and abandonment of the work just
before reaching the water.yielding sands.
The various wells are comprised in three groups :
1. Those associated with Miocene strata--these are necessarily
located upon the ocean side of the State, but may cover a wide belt,
which reaches inland along the railways from Atlantic City as far as
the neighborhood of Winslow, if not farther.
2. Those associatedwith Cretaceousstrata--these are located along
a belt fifteen to twenty miles wide, bordering the Delaware river, and
also bordering on the east a line extending from Trenton to Woodbridge, N.J.
Wells so located cannot possibly draw from Miocene
(153l
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horizons because Miocene deposits are mostly entirely absent from
this belt, while on the contrary wells within the Miocene region may
be continued entirely through such Miocene deposits and reach waterbearing sands within the underlying Cretaceous.
3. For convenience we classify under a third division wells in
strata, both newer and older than those in which the wells of the tw_
previously-defined groups are bored.
The wells in the newer strata draw from thd Pleistocene or other
Quaternary sands and gravels that rest nearly horizgntally upon the
beveled edges of the more steeply-dipping Miocene and Cretaceous
beds, while those in the older strata obtain their supply either from
the Triassic rocks or from the much older crystalline rocks.
The Pleistocene beds being mainly superficial, wells therein may
be found located anywhere in the area under consideration. The
wells, however, now reported in the older soiidified rock deposits are
situated either on the western margin of the Cretaceous belt, or a
short distance beyond its border.
It may be here stated that no mention is made in the above olagsificatlon of the Eocene, which certainly exists between the Miocene
and the Cretaceous in this State, but we have no artesian well to
report at this time that draws from beds of this age.
Wells belonging to the first and second classes, if located upo_
ground not more than ten feet or thereabouts above sea-level, will
genesaliy overflow, or if situated upon higher ground, the water will
rise to ten feet or more above tide. In some cases, however, the rise
is considerably more, as in the region about Marlton, where it averages
at least fifty feet above sea-leveh
The details of wells published at this time emphasize the persistent
extension of three of the most important water horizons of southern
New Jersey, viz., one in Miocene strata some distance beneath the
great 300 to 400-foot diatomaceous clay bed, and having a thickness
of about sixty feet, one in Cretaceous strata, beneath the Middle
Marl bed, from which it is separated by a crust, only a few feet thick_
which contains belemnites and shells of the Gryphea, an extinct oySter. This horizon has a thickness, at least in Salem county, of
about eighty feet, and has probably a similar thickness in Cumberland county. The other horizon is at the base of the Cretaceous dsposits, and, in fact, at the base of the entire series of the coastal plain
sediments in New Jersey. It consists of a very coarse quartzose
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gravel, often containing large cobbles. The thickness of this deposit
has not yet been determined, but it holds an abundance of water.
It should be here stated that previous annual reports have demonstrated the occurrence of another valuable artesian horizon intermediate between the last two horizons named, viz._ at the base of theLower Marl bed. This horizon supplies wells at Freehold, Red,
Bank and Rumson's Neck, and also a number of wells at Asbury
Park and Ocean Grove.*
There are, therefore, four marked water horizons beneath southern,
New Jersey, each of which is capable of furnishing a large quantity
of water.
There has also been noted by the author in the Annual Report for"
1899. five other water horizons higher than the four above named.
These five horizons are either interbedded in or are closely associated with the Miocene diatom clay bed. Most of these higher horizons furnish but little water, as compared with the four lower one_
defined above. The two lowest of these upper horizons will probably
answer, and do now in some c_es answer, the requirements for watersupply beneath the beaches where the amount needed is not large,
while inland all o/the five may possibly be utilized for a moderate.
supply. In fact, inland there are reasonswhy some of these horizonsmay beexpected to yield u greater, and perhaps a considerably greater_
amount of water.
The following shows in order the stratlgraphlnal position of eacl_
of the minor and the principal water horizons :
MINOR WATZR HOalZO_S.
No. L,In sands about 75 ?eet above the great diatom bed..............
2. In sands immediately beneath tbe top of the great diatom
t_d

...............

, .........

, ........

, ........

, ........

, .................

,

3, In sands near the middle of the great diatom bed...............
4, In sands near the base of the great diatom bed .................
5, In sands immediately below the great diatom bed...............
GREATER

OR

PRINCIPAL

_VATER

In
Miocene
Strata.

HORIZONS.

No. 6. In a 60-foot sand bed about 100 feet beneath the great diatom
bed.......................................................................
J
7, In an 80-foot sand bed beneath the Middle Marl ...............
]
In
8, In a sand beneath the Lower Marl ..................................
l_. Cretaceous
9. In a heavy gravel at or beneath the base of the Plastic /
Clays.....................................................................
j

Strata.

_Many dug wells in eastern _Ionmouth county also get excellent water in Otis
sand bed.
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For more information respecting the first five horizons, the especially-interested reader is referred to the report for 1892, pages 298 to
80|.
We now present, in the order 'above named, details respecting the
wells belonging to each of the three groups under the following
headings :
Artesian wells in Miocene strata.
Artesian wells in Cretaceous strata.
Supplement to report on artesian wells.
Under the latter tide, hesldes the walls belonging to the third
group, there are also included reports upon a few wells in and near
New York City and Brooklyn and at one locality in Connecticut.
These are published, because being contiguous to the Stere of New
Jersey, they have in consequence a bearing upon its geology, both
economic and otherwise.
A few of the wells herein noticed were sunk previous to the year
covered by this reporh but the records are introduced either because
such records have not previously been printed, or, if so_ there are
recently, a_certained facts to publish.
ARTEBIAN

WELLS

IN MIOCENE

STRATA.

Numerous wellsin Miocenestrata
have beenpublished
in past
annualreports.We have,however,
tonotice
inthisreport
butfour
wellsin bedsof that:age--these
arelocated
at Cape May Point,
Wildwood and Atlantic
City,N. J.,and at Crisfleld,
Md. An
account
ofthewellatthelast-named
locality
isintroduced
because
its
record
isessential
to therevelation
of geological
structure
in New
Jersey.The wellatCape May Pointwasnoticed
some yearsagoin
these
reports,
andisnow againreferred
tobecause
of somenew facts.
The wellat Wildwoodpresents
themost important
section
thathas
beenrevealed
by boringsincethecompletion
ofthedeepest
of the
wellsputdown atAtlantic
City(1,398feet),
and reported
intheyear
1889.Forthis
reason_
this
wellatWildwoodisnoticed
atconsiderable
length
and withmuch minuteness
ofdetail,
and isillustrated
witha'
carefully-prepared
andaccurate
vertical
section
and a plate
ofcertain
microsc3pie
fossils
foundin theborings.Thereisalsointroduced
a
skeleton
vertical
section,
showingtherelation
and correspondence
of
thebedsherepassedthrough_
withthosepenetrated
atAtlantic
City.
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For comparison, there is also in,erred a similar section of the well at
Crisfield, Md., showing, likewise, considerabh correspondence. In
fact, the borings at Crisfisld (1,140 feet), at Wildwood (1,244 feet)
and at Atlantic City (1,398 feet), present important and typical sections of the Miocene strata of the Atlantic coastal plain.
The well herein reported at Atlantic City is the tenth suceeesfu_
artesian well that has been sunk at that resort.*

ARTESIAN

WELL

AT

CAPE

MAY

POINT.

An unsuccessful boring to the depth of 456 feet was made at Cape
May Point, and recordett by Prof. G. H. Cook in the annual report_
for 1885, page 140. It is now again noticed because of geologiea_
facts that have been recently learned respecting it. This well was
visited by the writer a year or two after it was pat down and before
the drillings therefrom had been cleared away. On turning over the
dump a considerable number of fossil shells were obtained.
The well was sunk by the use of the drill and sand pump--a
method which furnishes specimens of the strata unmixed and more
nearly in their natural condition than either of the hydraulic
processes very often employed.
Specimens from this well were placed at the time in the collections
of the Survey, and are now preserved in the State museum.
The specimens, both those in the museum and those obtained on
the spot by the writer, have recently been examined, both macroscopically and microscopically, with the following result :
Specimens
as marked

Character.

Notes.

Near the surface...Sand
and sandy clay .............
No. I. Oray sand ............................................
2. Yellowish sand .....................................
3. Gray sand ..........................................

Fossil diatoms and sponge spiculca
Ccecum and sponge spicules.
Sponge spicules and a few diatoms.
Ccecum.

320 to 360 feet, a Gray sand ..............................

A few diatoms.

"

"

b

"

"

¢

"

"

d
_

"
"

clay.
sand.

f

"

clay.

"

"

...............................

Shells,

St. 5Iary's fauna.

(Seenotesbelow.)

*As this goes to prinb the bering of the eleventh
completed, the depth being 809 feet.

well at this locality
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The depths, as may be observed, were not marked on the specimens above 320 feet. Prof. Cook states that "the first 270 feet were
in beach sand, when thin beds of clay began to be found in the
sand," and that "from 320 to 360 feet many broken shells were met
with." No specimens of the borings below 360 feet are found in
the museum, though a depth of 456 feet was reached, as before
stated. The shells obtained by the writer undoubtedly came from the
horizon of 320 to 360 feet. They are as follows :
Crepidula .,p. ? fra_ment,_.
Cardium sp. ? fragment_.
Venus mercenaria Linn.

Turritella
Turrltella
*Pleurotoma

Mactra

Conrad, young.

* Terebra

Conrad.

* Terebra simplex Conrad.
*Ptychos_lpinx,
probably
Conrad.

modicella

Arca pp. ?
Peeteu _p.?
Lucina crenulata

Melanop6is Marylandica
_*assa (Tritia) trivittata
Solen fragment.
Eulima sp. ?

Conrad.
Say.

plebeia Say.
variabills Conrad.
limulata Conrad.
inoraata

Whitfield.
Multimgata

*Corbula, probably nasuta Say.
*C_ecum glabrum Mont.
Trochita sp. ?
Barnacles _ Balanm.

The specimens marked with an asterisk (*) were identified by Dr.
W. H. Dall, who states that "the horizon of nearly all these species
is that of St. Mary's county, Maryland, of the Chesapeake Miocene."
In the identification of the remaining forms the assistance of Prof.
Angelo Heilprin was had.
By far the mcet numerous of all the molluscs was the Melanopsls
of a species which is especially characteristicof the St. Mary's bed.
This same specific form of Melanopsls has been again discovered the
present year at a little greater depth in a well put down at Wildwood
on Five-Mile Beach. See page 173.
A workman was recently seen who assisted in boring the first 270
feet of this well, and who says that, at that depth, they were in a white,
marly clay, with green lumps in it; that mud was found at the
depth of twelve feet, salt water at thirty-five feet and wood at 125
feet. The depth of 270 feet probably marks the top of the Miocene.
From the sands and clays around the mouth of the well there
were extracted a considerable number of diatoms.
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Its Geology and Paleontology.
Coarse gravel at ........................................
Four diatomaceous
clay beds.
Three Miocene fossil molluscan horizons.
Ear bones of fishes (Otoliths).
Diatoms, sponge spicules, foraminifera,

215 feet and at 309 feet.

cnccoliths

Eocene (?) Greensand Bed .................................
Ten thin bands of rock strata.
Elevation of surface ......................................................

and coral.
1j104 to 1,245 feet.

Fresh water flowing 7 feet above the surface at ..................
Salt water flowing above the surface at .............................
Total depth attained by boring .....................................

8

"

887
1,085
1,244

"
"
"

In the annual report for last year (1893), pages 399 to 401,
appeared a notice of a well at Wildwood, on Holly Beach, about
seven miles north of Cape May. That well reached a depth of 215
feet, but as water of satisfactory quality was not found another well
was drilled the present year, the work being contracted for by Uriah
White, whose superintendent in charge of the work, and by his
instructions, courteously furnished a full series of specimens of the
various sands, gravels, clays and marls penetrated, together with
complete notes respecting the same. The boring reached a total
depth of 1,244 feet.
A. strong overflow of water occurred at the depth of 1_185 feet,
which, however, was quite salty; for this reason the well was finally
finished with a depth of but 931 feet, drawing a supply of fresh water
from a sand bed about forty feet in thickness next below the depth of
887 feet. The water flows over the surfaee_and will rise above it seven
feet. The elevation of the ground is about eight feet above tide.
The well was cased with an 8-inch iron pipe to ninety-eight feet,
and then with a 6-inch pipe to 519 feet. A 4½-inch pipe was then
introduced and continued to 793 feet, after which a 3-inch pipe was
sunk to the depth of 1,004 feet. The boring was prospected beyond
this without being cased.
We here insert a columnar section drawn to scale. On the left is
a detailed recordand description of strata, in which the minutest beds
are shown. On the right these strata are grouped into larger
divisions, having certain broad characteristics, the fossiliferous and
other geological features of which are noted.
The salient facts learned from a careful study of the preceding
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section_and an examination of the borings both with the microscope
and with the unaided eye, are the occurrence of two rather coarse
gravel horizons just at or below the depths of 215 and 309 feet, four
beds of diatomaceous clays, three noticeable horizons eontaining
Miocene fossils, mainly molluscan, and a bed of green sand, probably Eocene in age, beginning at the depth of 1,104 feet, and continuing to the base of the boring.
°
Both the diatoms and the molluscs throw light upon the ages of
the strata penetrated. The diatomaceous beds will be first considered,
after which the facts respecting the gravel horizons, the molluscan
strata and the greeusand bed will be noted, including also lists of
fossils, both microscopic and otherwise.
DIATOMACEOUS
CLAy BEDS.
The first or uppermost diatomaceous bed is seventeen feet thick,
and occurs between the depths of twenty-nine and forty-six feet.
The diatoms in this bed are exclusively marine.
The second diatomaceous bed is about 100 feet thick, and is found
between the depths of 78 and 181 feet. The peculiarity of this bed
is that both marine and fresh-water diatoms are intermingled therein,
the freeh-waterforms presenting an unusually large number of species
and preponderating in individual numbers over the marine.
The third bed is over 400 feet thick, and occupies the interval
between the depths of 370 and 793 feet. The diatoms are exclusively
marine.
The fourth diatom bed is probably not over twenty feet thick,
and occurs between the depths of 1,040 and 1,060 feet.
These four beds will now be separately treated, and the features
peculiar to each pointed out in detail, commencing with the uppermost.
Diatom bed No./.--The
uppermost bed extends from the depth of
twenty-nine feet to that of forty-six feet, and represents geologically
a very recent marine mud or clay. This bed seems, so far as our
present knowledge indicates, to underlie that portion of the ocean
border of the State that has a low altitude, one which does not exceed
about forty-five feet above tide. It is found at tide-level, or a few
feet below at Absecon, Belmar and Long Branch. Inland it gradually rises above sea-level, and is so found at Mays Landing, Bridgeton
and Bnckshutem, below Millville.
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The occurrence of another species, Polymyxua coronalls, in this
bed, is also unique, since it has heretofore only been known from the
mouths of the Para and the Amazon, where it now lives directly
under the equator, subject to much warmer climatal conditions than
at present prevail in New Jersey.
C. 8. Boyer says it is certain that this diatom does not now exist
along the coast of the United States, and suggests the possibility of
the prevalence of a different climate in this latitude at the time this
bed was put down.
Both to the geologist and the diatomist this is a remarkably interesting and unique bed.
Three eleanings of the diatoms in this bed, from the matrix containing them, have been separately made for the writer by C. L.
Peticolas, C. S. Boyer and John A. 8chulze. All of these cleanings
nhowed the two unique forms mentioned.
C. L. Petieolas has also established as a new species another
diatom closely allied to 8urirella 9emrna under the title of "Surirella Wonlmaniana."
C. S. Boysr has published in the Bulletin of the Torrey Botanical
Club the following 152 species from this bed, and says that eighty of
these are exclusively fresh-water forms, and forty-seven exclusively
marine, while twenty-fi.ve inhabit either fresh and brackish, or brackish and marine waters.
It may be remarked, however, that the preponderance in individual
numbers of the fresh-water diatoms over the marine is greater than
the above figures would indicate.

MARINE

AND

BETWEEN
WOOD_

N.

FRESH-WATER
THE
J.

DEPTHS

DIATOMS
OF

AS IDENTIFIED

FROM

181

78

AND

BY

CHARLF_

A

UNIQUE

FEET_

AT

S. BOYER_

BED
WILD-

A.M.

.Aahnanthes J=/udson/_ (}run.
A. inflaLa (Kfitz.) Grun.

Amphora otvdis (Br_b.) Kutz. var. graciliJ
(Ehr.) V. H.

A. su_sessilis Ehr.
Actinoeydus Ehrenbergii
A. subtilis Greg.

Aulaeodi_eus Argus Ehr.
Auliseus pruino_.um Bail.
_Biddulphia Rhombus Win. Sin.

Ralfs.

Aetinoptychus
hdlopelta
Grun.
forma
minor.
Only one specimen has been

Brebissonia Boeekii (Kfitz.) Grun.
Campylodls_s ezhenels Ehr.

noticed,
A. undulatus Ehr.
.4. v,dgar/_ Sehum.

Cerataulus Ioevis Roper.
Coeeonei_ plaeentu!a Ehr.
Ooseinodlscus Argus Ehr.
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C. i_e_nl, ietc. Ehr.

C. ,]/tt_etdu8 conaricta (Br6b.) V. H.

C fa_dc,lat_,s A. Scbm.
C. m_rffia, te _ Ehr.
C. rnb_o,- Ehr.

C Sore* (Kiitz.) Kunze,
C. Zebra (Ehr) Kunzo.
Eunotia Arc_ Ehr.

C mlidMv-_ _;re_:
C Oeuha_-IrMis Ehr.

E. diodon Ehr.
E. finpre_a Ehr.

G. radiatus Ehr.
C subtilis Ehr.

E meier (W. Sm.) Rab.
E. tmrallda Elm

C_jclot,fla h"tz;ngiana Thw.
C,jmbdla file, is Kutz.
C. ei_tda (Hempr)
Kirebn.

E. p_tinalls (DIIIw. ?) Bab.
E. prc_rupta Ehr.
E. robu*ta Rails.

C c_pidata Kutz.
C. ¢ymblfo_mls Ehr.
C E_,+_z_b_rgilKfitz.

E. tttraodon Ebr.
E. tHodon Ehr.
Gompbon_na acumlnatum

C. 9adroi&:s Kutz.
C. lmw_olata (Ehr.) Kirchn.
C t,mida (Brfib.) V. II.
Eneyoaeraa ren rieo_um Kutz.

G.
G.
G.
G.

_ttopleura
(Epitheuda)
Argus (Ehr.)
Km)ze.
An abnormal form with flexnose outline has been noticed.

G. laneeolatura Kfitz.
O, olivaum'n (Lyngb,)
G. lurgldttm Ehr.

C. g&ba (Ehr,) Kunze.
C gibberv;a (Ebr. ?) Kunze.
C. Mms*uluS (Kutz.) Kunze.
HYDROSERA (TF.RPSlN_?)

Augur Ehr.
¢apitatum Ralfs.
geminatum (Lyvgb,)
gracile Ehr.

coronatum E_r;

Ag.

Kiilz,

O. Vlbrio Ehr.
ttyalodi_us
eMliger Bail.
H.. _ubtili8 Bail.
NOV_I_-C_=_ARE_ Boyer, n. sp.* (See Plate

Mdosira granulata (Ehr,) Ralfs,
2Vot,i_u_aacrospbtrria Rab.
N. af]iais Ehr.
_V.Americana Ebr,

_V.Libel linearls (Grnn.)
_V. llmosa Kfitz.
N. Lyra Ehr."
_V, major Kfitz,

_". bleapitata Lagerst.
N. Bomb,s (Ehr.) Kutz.
,V..Brebi_,_nii Kiilz.
,%:colu.maris Ehr.

N.
.N.
,V
,V.

iV.
.\',
.V.
.\:
N.

N paebyptera Kiltz.
N. permagna (Bail.) Edw.
zV. peregrina (Ehr. ?) Kfitz.
N. placentMa IEhr.) Kfitz.
_\r polyonca _r6b,

('_abro (Ehr.) Ktitz.
Dartt+tua Elm
Dttrlana A. Sehm.
dem_rren,_ Kate.
dL¢o_ ;W, Sm,_ Ra]£,_

V. H,

raesolepta Ehr.
mesolepta nodota Ehr.
mesostfla Ebr.
nobili* (Ehr.) Kfitz.

N. , fliptlva Kutz.
.\\ F_'scberi A. Schm.

_\_ pvMlla W. Sin.
_V.rhomboidc_ Elm

,V. t;_r_,,_-aI;reg,
,V. 9ibba Ehr.
._,: Hitcheoekii Ehr.
:\; ],:Imero_n B_b,

N.
:V.
=\r
N.

A: lridis trmphirt_yncus Ehr.
N tfam,_rthenMs Grun.
A; latissiraa Greg,

AT.termitina Ehr.
A r. trinodis inflata Sehultze.
N, dridis (Nilzseh) Kiitz.

,Y L* ,,,,/ann

ATtzsehia 6hmpeaeblana

Grey.

sph,,rophora Kutz.
,._mlthii Br_b.
slattroptera part_ Gram.
labellaria Kfitz.

_Balh.tm of the T_rrey Botanical Club, Vol. XXII.. page 265.
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R. -Rhombus Ehr.
Stauronels acula W. SIn.
S. graeilis Ehr.

.AT.
sea/ntis (Ehr.?) W. Sin.
._: Sigma (Kiitz), W. Sin.
-h: tryblioadla ra_x;raa Grun.
Odontldium mu_abil_ ge_minum Grun.

S. Phomic_nteroa Ehr.
Surirella anita
Kfitz.
S. biseriata (Ehr,) Br_b.
8. eru_iata A. Schra.

Plag_ograrama tes_,latum Grey., rare.
Plcurosi_taa eximium (Thw.) Grun. and CI.
P. Sdota_
Sulliv.
P. Sp¢acerll (Quek,) W. Sm.
Polyrnyxus coronalis L. %V.Bail.
p_eudaulf_cusradioAus
Bail.
peeud_unaia
flezuosa (Br6b.) Grun.

S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S,

J_haphoae/_ amphieeros Ehr.
-_. Bdg/ga Grun.

S. _triat. a Turp,
S. tener, _,reo.c,

¢rumeaa Br_b.
degans Ehr.
Febigerii Lewis.
oblongs Ehr.
oralls Br_b.
orol_ Ot'ata (Kulz.)
sple_dida Ehr,

V. H.

T_. gcmmlfera Ehr.
SURIRELLA _VOOLMANIANAPe_xcolas_ n. 8p.*
Syaedra delieatissima
S. invealiens W. Sin.

W. Sin.

T. lacustris Ral f_.
Trieeratium alternates Bail.

Terpsin_a Am_rlcana (BaiL) Rails.
Tetraaydus emarginatgs (Ehr.) W. Sin.

T. favus Ehr.
T. sculpture Shadb.

In addition to the forms above listed, Dr. D. B. Ward calls attention iu a letter recently received to auother seen by him in this bed,
viz., iVavic_ala Delawarensis Grunow, which he says "is a recentlydiscovered form stated by Cleve to be now living in the mouth of the
Delaware river and along the Connecticut shore."
Dr. Ward also
says it occurs sparingly at tbe latter locality, b,t "abundantly
in a
semi-fossil state in some brackish.water peat along the Hudson river
in the vicinity of Poughkeepsie, N. Y."
.Diatom bed .No. 3.--The third bed above enumerated as containing
diatoms, is one of the most remarkable and also most extensive
diatomaceous beds in the world.
It has been traced by means of outcrops from Asbury Park, N. J., to the Virginia-North
Carolina
border, south of Petersburg, underlying the entire coastal plain east
of the line of outcrops. This is further proven by its occurrence in
well-borings at the following localities, viz. :
].

At
"
"
"
"

ALONG

THE

COAST,

Asbury Park, N. J., betweet_ the deptbsyf
16 feet and 94 feet.
Barnegat,
"
at
"
" 120 feet,
Beach llaven,
" between
"
" 290 feet and 543 feet.
Atlantic City, "
"
" 380
"
670 "
Ocean City,
"
"
" 370
680 "

*Bulletin of the Torrey Botaulcal Club, Vol. XXIL, page 265.
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2. I_LAND.

At Wildwood,

N. J., between

the depths of 370 feet and 793 feet.

Plea._ant Mills, N. J., at the depth
Weymouth,
"
"
May'_ Landing,
" between
"
Port Norris,
at the

of 45 feet.
" 40 "
" 54 and 176 feet.
" 200 feet.

Clayton, Deh, between
('ambridge,
Md., "
('ri_field,
"

" 100 feet and 150 feet.
" 192 "
" 335 "
" 365 "
" 771 "

"
"

The outcrops either of this bed, or of the fourth bed, as known at_
Wildwood, occur near Asbory Park and near Shiloh, N. J., at Brentford, Del., and at Claiborne, Md. ; also along the shores of the Chesapeake from Fair Haven southward; along the Pathxent from the
vicinity of Lyons creek and Nottingham, southward ; along the Potomac upon the north side at Pope's creek, and upon the south side in
Nomini Cliffs. It is also found outcropping along all the eastwardflowing streams in Virginia as far southward as the Meher,'in river,
where that stream crosses from the last-named State into North
Carolina, nearly south of Richmond and Petersburg. The bed probably extends farther southward. Its length, so far as now known,
is about 300 miles, while its maximum thickness, as shown by the
above table, is fully 400 feet.
At Wildwood, as noticed above, it occupies the interval between
the depths of 370 and 793 feet. Specimens of the borings were taken
every twenty feet or thereabouts, and carefully examined under the
microscope. Marine diatoms were revealed in almost every instance,
sometimes only sparingly and again very abundantly. The diatoms
were absent where the strata were sands or gravels--they were less
numerous in sandy clays and more numerous in fine and nearly pure
clays. The decided molluscan horizons were generally in the coarser
deposits. The following are the author's notes made at the time of
of the examination :
Spet:_m_I2s.

370 feet to 389 feet.
399 "
409
409
42u
44S
46_
487

428
448
_,6_
,IS7
509

50'._
528

528
535

Bluish

clay, a few marine

diatoms,

plenty

_and and gravel, plenty of molluscan
clay, diatoms.
"
and sponge spicules.
"
"
"
"
"
very rich.
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535 feet to 554 feet.
554
566
566
586
607

586
607
627

627
655
675

617
675
694

094
713
720
732
744
764
784

713
720
782
744
764
784
" 793
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Bluish clay_ a few sponge spieules_ no diatoms seen.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"

sponge spicules and a few pyritized diatoms.
diatoms, a few.

very sandy, a few sponge spicules.
clay, diatoms and sponge spicules.
"
"

Brownish

Lighter-colored
clay, diatoms and sponge spicules.
Brownish clay, sand and molluscan fossilsj no diatoms.
Dark-brown clay, a few diatoms_ clay very sandy.
"
"
"
eomminuted shells pleat)..
Bluish clay, diatoms_ shells plenty at 750 feet.
"

"

"

Separate cleanings of the diatoms from this division were made for
the writer by C. L. Petieolas from "specimens covering each of the
following intervals: 370 to 448 feet, 528 to 535 feet, 732 to 744
feet, and 744 to 793 feet. Time and clreumstanees have not permitted the listing of the species found in these eleanings, but nearly
if not quite all the characteristic and other associated form_ that have
been found in the same bed at Atlantic City have been seen here.
The specific forms obtained at Atlantic City have been identified
by C. Henry Kaio and E. A. Schultze. The list, which includes a
number of new species, was first published by them in the Bulletin of
the Torrey Botanical Club,* the new species being also figured therein.
This list, slightly revised, was afterward printed as part of another
paper by the present writer in the proceedings of the Academy of
Natural Sciences of Philadelphia.t
This list is introduced below as
rendering this paper more complete :
The forms from the richest portions at Atlantic City at the depths
of 400, 5'25 and 625 feet, were most carefully observed under the
microscope and identified.
There are determined 149 species, which are distributed among 49
genera. There will probably, however, be a few forms yet to add.
Forms marked rare are of rare occurrence in the well and not
necessarily so elsewhere.
"_Vol. XVI._ pp.
XCIII.
t Proceedings

71 to 76, and pp. 207 to 210;

Plate_

LXXXIX.,

1890, pages 136 to 140.
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FI_)M

CEOUS
BY
.l,'ri_._jd._

BED

THE

GREAT

400-FOOT

OF THE ATLANTIC

C HENRY
F.h..abe_gii

K&I_

IN

MARINE

COASTAL

BORINGS

Rails.

OF

FROM

MIOCENE

DIATOMA-

PLAIN t AS IDENTIFIED
ATLANTIC

CITY;

Cocconema laaceolalum Ehr.

Rare.

_4_Am,Jcyel*_ _&bh., /(]rev.) Ralfs.
Mrtlnorydu_ int,rp_tnete, tu_ Bright.
Rare.
Acthtocycl,,._ R,dJ_ii W. Sin.
.'|etillodi_cu_ AIInatie*t,
n. sp _ Kain &

Coscinodiscus
Cbscinodiscus
Coseinodiseus
Coseinodisc_ts

_hultze.
Aetinoptychus ar.datus Ehr.
Actlm±ptydtta_ Grun,tb_rl A.S.
A cti . ,,ptyeh tt_ _ph'ad*',__(Ehr.) Grun.

Coscinodisc_ dongalus Grun.
Coseinodiseus excaralus Grey.
varieties.
Cosci_wdiseu8 gigas Ehr.

Acti.optychr_s u:Mulataa Ehr., var. Jlalion_.- Grun. Several varieties.
ActlnvpIyrb.._
r,dyqris
Schuman,
var.
I'ir_finiea (_run.
Several varietie_
Amphitctra._ .dnuta Grey.
Rare.
Amtulus birostratt_ Gr_m.
Very rare.

Coscinodiseus
C_scinodiseu8
Ooseinodiscus
C.oscinodi_cus
Bare.
C-osdnodiscus

A_t.rubrmpra .][aryfandi_ _ Ehr.
Aufacodisc_*_ ('ruJ" Ehr. Two
Aulaeo tiscu_ p,:terdt Ehr.

C._scinodiscu_ perforatu8 Ehr.
Co_cinoqiscusradiatu*
Ehr.
C_seinodiscus rhombieus Castracane.

A _d,lr_disc_s £bllitti_n,t_
Atd;.._:,_ C lbalh A.S.

varieties.

Norman.

N. J,

Ary_ Ehr.
Asteramllhalu_ EIlr.
coneavus Ehr.
eecentrieus Ehr.

isoporus Ehr.
Lcwlsianus Grey.
lineatus Ehr.
A'ottinghamensis

Several

Rare.

Oculus Iridis Ehr.

Caseinodiscus robtta_s Grey.
Ooscinodiscus _enarius A. S.

A_,li._c_z o,:at*_ Bailey.

Co_cinodiscu_ sy_nmetricus Grey.

Auli._r_s pt.b_ozus Bailey.
.t .d_se_ (Ghjphoai_eu._?) gpinosu_ Christlau.

Cestodisetts oralis Gre_.
G_stodis¢_ rhombicu_ Grey.
Oheeloeero_ (dldymus? Rhr.)

RiddMphia aurlta (Lyngb.) Breb.
]¢,idd,dpMa algernaaa Christian.
Jl;d,!,,_phia B, dl,yi W. Sai
Jbddalphia
I1,'itt,miano, n. sp., Kaln
Schultze.

C,'aspedodiseus eoseiaodiscus Ehr.
Craspedodiscus
coscinodiseu_, var.
koorensis, Grun.
Cyclotdla opercMata Kiitz.
C_matopleura solea W. Snl.

]lid,ltttp_t_
Schultze.

(bokier, o, n.

R;,]ttdphia
Schultze.

lV,_l,no:tii,

sp._ Kain

n. sp.,

Grun.

Kaln

&
&

Dicl,Mia eapreolus Ehr.
Discoplea phy_oldea Ehr.

&

Dimereyramma
.3"ova _t_are%
Kain & Schultze.

A'an-

n.

sp.,

Ri, l l_lti_.tffqd,e;p[, q_t;rurl.
Rare.
J_l,],l_llh,_iO
t!*fftl:_¢,t,'t
tlrev,
J_itllllt_l,]*i'_l
I)rttc,t_,ql,|
(;ray.
Rare.
l_;,bl,lp]No ,-homhu_ i Ehr.} W. Sm.
JL/,I,_!:A ;, _. ¢. ,,l..,, t _r,_t_.
Jg.i,I,;:Ai
T, ,m,:_; B:tliey.

Dimeregramma .Nora C¢_area var. obtusa,
n var., Kain & Schnhze.
Dim,_regrammafuleum
(Greg) Rails.
J_'pithemia Gibba (Ehr.) Kluz.
Rare.
Ethnwdiseus ? sp. ? Ca_tracane.
Eue:tmpla Virginiea Grun.
Rare.

J_,d,hdphi_ t,,rvl,tt, I Bhr.) W. Sin.
lli,: l.!piJa :,,,,2;>l, a., Grun
J_,.h/,,.'t,l, in 1I',_-.¢,.,. ; Grun.

Eltnotia monodon Ehr.
Eunotia robusta (Ehr.)
varieties.

t_,-,,t,,,;_ _t;,!:f,.,.7.,..

Eunotia Am*ricana, n. sp., Kain &

Kain & Schultzc.

var.), n. sp.,

Schultze.
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Eupod_us
Argus Ehr.
Eupodiseus radiatu_ Bailey.
Eupodiseus
Rogcrsii
Ehr.
with 3, 4 and 5 processes.
Eupodiseus sp. ?
Gmilotheeium obtusum Ehr.
Goniotheeium

Varieties

odo_tdla Ehr.
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Rhaphoneis amphieeros Ehr.
3?haphoneis Belglea Grun.
l_haphoneis flumlnen_is Gruu.
Rh_phoneis sealaris Ehr.
RMzosoknia A mericana Ehr.
l_Mzosolenia stfliformis Bright.
Sceptroneis caduceus Ehr.

Goniotheeium llogersii Ehr.
Grammatophora
serpentina
Rare.

Ehr.

var.

lfemlaulus a_nis Grun.
t[oniaulu_ bipons (Ehr.) Grun.
.Hemiaulus polgeistinorum Ehr.
Huttonla 3?eichardtii Gran. var.
IIgalodiseus 16eviaRhr.
HgalMiseus
Stelliger Bailey.
maculata W. Sin.)
Liradi_eus minutus Grey.

Sceptronei_ gemmata Grun.
Stephanogonia Aetb_optgdlus Ehr.
Stephanogonia polygona Ehr.
Stephanol)yxls opieulata Ehr.
Stephanopyzisferoz
(Grey.) Rails.
Slephaaopgzis Corona (Ehr.) Grua.
Stq)hanopyzi8 Grunowii Grove & Sturt.

(Podosira

Stephanopyzis limbata Ehr.
Rare.
Stsphanopy:cls Tuttis (Grey.) Rail's.
$lietadiseus Buryanus Grey.
Stielodiseas Kittonianlts Grey.

a_Iastogonia Actinolyehus Ehr.
Mdoslra zuleata (Ehr.) Kfitz.
_tVarieula erabro Rhr.

Surirella Febigerii Lewis.
Tabulina tesludo J. Brun.
Terpsin_ interraedia Grun.

.Narieula didgma Ehr.
-Narieula De Wiltia_m Kain & Sehultze.

Triceratiurn
Trieeratium

Americanuln Ralfs.
c_deeorum Bright.

_avieula elliptit_ Kfitz.
.hrarieu2a enlomon Ehr.

_icerotium
Triceratium

Ehrenbergii
Ehrenbergii

JVav/eu/a
.NavieMa
Navieula
-Navleula

lata Ehr.)
Triccratium Fisherii A. S.
_'ieeratium
Heilprinianum,
& Sehultze.

foreipata Grey.
9raeill's (Ehr.) Kutz.
Henl_fyi
W. Sow.
Le_wisiana Grey.

-h'avieula Lyra Ehr
.Navicula maeilenta Ehr,

_'avieula (pinnularia) major Kilts.
_'arieulapemnagna
Rail.
_'av&ula practexla Ehr.
-Navieula Smithii Breb.
-55tvieula viridis Ktitz.

Trlceratium
Trieeratium

Rare.
Rare.

Rare.

Scllultze.
Trieeratium

var.

Grun.
(Diseoplea

uadu-

n. sp., Kain

Kainii, n. sp._ Sehultse.
indentatum, n. sp, Kain
I(ainii

Sehultze,

vat.

&
¢on-

stricture Kain & Schultze, n. var.
_13"ieerati_m Marglandieum Bright.
Trieeratium obtusum Ehr.

Plaglogramma Gregorianum Grey.
.Pleurosigma Virginiaeurn Peticolas.

_l_'ieeratium robustum Grey.
Trieeratlula semieireularc Bright.

Pleurosigma sp. ? Fragments
of a very
large form allied to/_. angulatum.
-P_ue,d-auliscus radiatuz Bailey.
,Pttxidicula crueiata Ehr,
Rhabdonema Atlantieum_ n. sp., Kain &
Sehultze.

dia Brighlwellii Rails.)
Teieeratium spinosum Bailey.
_'ietratium Solenoee_os Ehr.
Rare.
q_'ieeratium te,_sdlaatm Grey.
Trieeratium undulatum Ehr.
T,'ybliondla lIantzsehiana Grtm.

.Raphidodlselts Febigerli T. Christian.
.Rhaphm_eis gemmlfera Ehr.

T_Tbliouella seutellum W. Sin.

_

(Euo-

Diatom bed No. $.--The fourth and lowest diatom bed penetrated
in this well is estimated to be probably about twenty feet in thickness.
It occurs between the depths of 1_040 and 1_060 feet.
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Most of the species above enumerated as having been found in the
third bed occur also in this, with at least one additional form,
Actinoptyehus .Heliopelta Grunow.
This is a notable and geologically characteristic form, and will be
again referred to.
GF_NI_.RAL

REMARKS

UPON

_IOCENE

THE

DIATOMS

FROM

THE

BEDS.

The species found in the third and the fourth diatom beds are almost
exclusively marine, there being seen only occasionally a fresh-water
form such as may have been carried to the deposit by currents from
the neighboring fresh-water streams of that time. Both these beds
contain a number of diatoms that are not found in either the first or
the second beds, and, vice versa, they do not contain certain other
diatoms which do occur in the two upper beds. Such forms in either
case may be considered as characteristic of the bed in whiel_ they
occur, and when seen in deposits from any other locality, at least
along the Atlantic coast of the United States, they may be used in the
identification and correlation of such deposits.
One of the distinguishing forms of the third bed is Coscinodlscu_
ezcavatu_ (seePlate VI.)--a fine, large, circular discoid diatom having
in the center three and sometimes more elevations or excavations called
proceeses that look somewhat like the reticulated eyes of inescts. Ithas
likewise been found in this bed elsewhere in borings from Beach Haven,
Atlantic City, Mays Lauding and Ocean City, N. J., and also in
borings from Cambridge and Crisfield, Md., and from Fortress
Monroe, Va.
Actinw2tychus Heliopelta (see Plate VI.), the diatom already mentioned as having been found in this boring only from the fourth or
lowest diatom bed, is like the Cosclnodizcus just noted, also a beautiful
large discoid form. It has a perfect star in the center, the points of
the star varying somewhat in number in different specimens.
Specifically it is appropriately named Heliopelta, which means
sun shield.* Simply as Heliopelta it has long been endearingly
"Originally
gave to each

this diatom was generically
named Hdiopdta,
by Ehrenberg,
who
specimen, showing a variation
in the number of rays, a dillhrent

_pecific name.
As this form, however, clearly belongs to the previously-established
genus, .lctinopI_d_u._, and as Ehrenberg's
species are generally
regarded
ovly
varieties, Grunow ha_ constituted
Ehrenberg's
generic name its specific
has likewi*e relegated his specie_ to the grade of varieties only.
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known to diatomists, wha will probably continue to thus familiarly"
refer to it rather than by the more full and acenrately-eorrect technical nomenclature given above.
This diatom is especially characteristic of the base, and the baseonly, of the Miocene diatomaceousclay deposits of the Atlantic coastal
plain. Wherever it has so far been found, it always has this stratigraphical position. It so occurs in this well at the depth of 1,040 to.
1,060 feet, and in borings at Asbury Park at the depth of forty to
ninety feet; at Clayton, Del., at the depth of 100 to 150 feet, and at
Crisfield, Md., at the depth of 780 feet.
In the same stratigraphical position it occurs in outcrops near
Ashury Park, and near Shiloh, N. J.; also at Clalborue, eastern.
shore, Md. ; at Nottingham and vicinity, western shore, Md., and at
Petersburg and Bermuda Hundred, Va.
In the Nottingham region, within, hut at the very base of the
Htliopelta stratum, the writer has seen such characteristic Miocene
Molluscan fossils as .Eephora quadrioostata and _PeetenHumphreysii_
while not more than six inches lower could be seen some twenty feet
or thereabouts of a greensand bed that has been referred to the
Eocene by the United States geologists, which bed, if properly correlated, outcrops three miles northwest, at Marlboro, where the writer
has collected such characteristic Eocene fossils as Ostrea compressirostra
and TurrlteUa Mortonl.
It has already been stated that this diatom occurs at the depth of
780 feet at Crisfield, Md. According to N. H. Barton, this depth
marks the division between the base of this bed and the top of a bed
seventy-five feet* thick, consisting of a dark olive-grsen argillaceous
and glauconitic sand which he refers to the Pamunkey formation,
i. e. the Eocene.
In this Wildwood well, a short distance below the Hellopelta
horizon, namely, at the depth of 1,104 feet, we reach the top of a
140-foot bed of glauconitic grsensand marl, probably the equivalent.
of the glanennitic sand at Crisfield. This bed will be noticed in
detail farther on.
It is interesting thus to observe the occurrence of Heliopelta at the
three localities of Wildwood, Crisfield and Nottingham, and that at
each place it is either at or near the base of the Miocene and above
the Eocene.
*The author makes this portion
page 184. Also see Plate VII.

of the section

at Crisfield
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The general assemblage of forms found in these Miocene diatom
beds is shown on a plate in the report for 189].. Fifty.six forms
are figured thereon, or about one-fourth the number that has been
observed in the entire bed at all its various localities.
We insert reproductions on Plate VI. of photographs made through
the microscope of Actinoptychus Hellopelta, Goseinodiscus excavatus
and Triceratium favua, and a similar reproduction of a drawing likewise made through the microscope of Hydrosera (Terpsin_.f) Bov(_
C_sartcs. The A. ltellopelta are twice enlarged from the original
negative. The numbers below each form indicate the linear enlargement, thus, 880 X means magnified 880 diameters.
We will now consider the two gravel strata, the three shell horizons
and the greensand bed, taking them in the order of their occurrence
_eromthe top downward.
GRAVELS

AT

THE

DEPTHS

OF 200

TO 215

FEET

AND

309 TO 328 FEET.
Considerable gravel, whitlsh-gray in color, was reported 1893 from
the first well at the depth of 200 to 215 feet. In the second well
(1894) a considerable quantity of gravel, also quite coarse, was
obtained from the depth of 309 to 328 feet. The color of the second
gravel is quite different from that of the first, and in comparison may
be described as of a dull grayish-yellow.
The size of the gravel as obtained by the boring process employed
was as large as peas, though possibly larger pebbles might have been
contained in the bed, but these would not have been brought up without greater hydraulic pressure than was used. The average size of
the pebbles in the first bed is about double that of those iu the
second. The latter were obtained by a different process.
Considering the great similarity in the color and general appearanee of the gravel at 309 to 328 feet, with gravels elsewhere that are
believed to be Miocene, the writer would refer this bed thereto.
The upper bed, that at 200 to 215 feet, the writer considers bears
an equally striking resemblance in color and appearance to gravels of
later date, and that belong to some phase of the various Quaternary
gravels in the State which are now being elaborately treated by Prof.
R. D. Salisbury in these reports. Which phase, however, this
<leposit represents, we leave for future interpretation.
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PLATE
DIATOMS_

ARTES[AI_

WELL_

WILDWOOD_

M 380.

N.

VI,

J.

_' _80.

TRICERATIUM FAVU$ Ehreuber_',
Diatom Beds Nos. land ?,

IIYDIIOSERA (T_IIP'3II:_) NOV_
C.
Boyer.
New species. DltttomBed No. 2.

X 220.
COSCXNODISCUS _XCAV^TUS Grevllle.
DIRtom Bed No. 3.

M 20O.

M 20O.

ACTINnI'TyCHUS iIELIOPELTA (_rllnO_*V.

AC_rINOI_Ty_IIUS}IEI,IOPELTA GrlIDOW.

With fivc-I_Jlxlted star.
Dia_m Bed No. 4,

With slx-pohtted
star.
l)l_iomBed NO, I.
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HORIZONS.

Below the base of the second gravel, that is, below the depth of"
328 feet, and extending to that of 1,104 feet, are 775 feet of strata_
mostly of solid clay, dark in color, with a bluish-green tinge when
wet, as when brought out of the well, but which becomes gray when
dried.* Small frsgmente of shells began to make their appearanco in
this bed at the depth of 370 feet, from which point downward the
borings for this interval frequently showed, more or ]e_ spareelyj cornminuted ehell--a condition probably produced by the grinding of the
drill. There were,however, three marked shell beds where mollusca_
fossils were e_pccially numerous. These were at the depths of 409 to
428 feet, 705 to 732 feet and 887 feet. Theee three horizons will
now be separately considered.
Moll_sos $09 to 6e8feet,--By
a careful examination of the cornminuted shell at 409 to 428 feet, undoubted fragments of a univalve
shell, Mdanopsls Marylandioa, were identified. Associated with this
form were a considerable number of other small shells, both univalves and bivalves, but these had been ground by the drill into such
minute fragments that their identification ee to species is impossible.
The following genera may, however, be safely stated to be present :
Nassa (plentiful), Terebra, Turbonella, Asslminea and Yoldia.
A comparison of this fauna with that listed on page 158, from the
depth of 320 to 360 feet, nine miles southwest, at Cape May Point,
would indicate that the same bed is represented in both wells,
especially when we consider that the most numerous fossil at either
locality is the Melanopsls, a shell that does not occur in either of the
two lower horizons in this wel]_ nor has the writer seen it in a very"
considerable collection of Miocene fossils that he has msde from
asverel wells northward along the New Jersey coast.
As was stated in the notice of the Cape May Point well, thi_
horizon is the same as that represented by outcrops at St. Mary'st
Md., where also this Melanopsls is a distinguishing fossil and which
locality is upon the upper part of the Chesapeake Miocene.
Molluscs at 705 to 732 feet and at 887 feet.--Judging from the_
specimens furnished, there are within the interval of 705 to 732 feet
twoshell beds between the respective depths of 705 to 713 feet and
¢_Included
previously

within

these 775 feet of strata are the third

and the fourth diatoms

described.
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at 718 to 732 feet. These may be practically viewed as a single
horizon, the second from the surface. The third noticeable horizon
is at the depth of 887 feet, and is reported to be about one foot
_hiek. The shells were very numerous. From this depth to that of
960 feet a greater or less number of molluscs were brought to the
surface. It is thought, however, that those from the lowest depths
were really contributed from the bed at 887 feet, having dropped
down as the boring proceeded and before being followed by the casing. A study of the specific forms, however, indicates that whatever
may have been the actual depths from whence these specimens were
brought up, but one faunal horizon is practically represented.
With the assistance of Prof. Heilprin and C. W. Johnson, the
species occurring at 705 to 732 feet have been identified; while C. W.
Johnson and the writer together carefully identified those from the
depths of 887 feet (and lower ?).
The following tabular arrangement exhibits the fossils occurring at
each horizon. It also shows at a glance those found only in the
upper bed, those found jointly in both the upper and the lower of
these beds, and likewise those found only in the lower bed. In
nomenclature we have mainly followed Prof. R. P. Whitfield in his
"Mollusca and Crustacea of the Miocene of New Jersey : "*

FOSSIL._

OBTAINED

FROM

THE

UPPER

HORIZOIq

-" 705 TO 732 FZ_r.
Azi_a
(Pea.ncutus)
CentiJbrm_ Conrad ......................................
Diode Sayana Conrad ....................................................
Peach sp ....................................................................
Mel_

Nl_olohens_ Whhfleld

............................................

Amyela (Columbella ) eommt_ni_ Conrad ................................
9
611d_d
._ sp ..................................................................
Dentalium sp. ?..............................................................
Dr/Um 8ub_ez.o_a Whitfield .............................................
.Fo_cwlaru_ s _...............................................................
Turrltdla sea_ Conrad ..................................................
"
plebeia Say .............................................
Troehita k_rarmata Conrad ..............................................
Bryozoa .......................................................................
* United States Geological

Survey,

Monograph

XXIV.
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FOSSILSCO_t,_[O_
TO BOTH_Oa[ZO.WS_-705 TO732 FEET
AI_D

887

FEET

(AND

LOUVER?)*

Astarte Thoraasii Coumd.................................................
" dista_ Conrad.
.Ar_ (Barbatla) _[aryland_a Conrad.................................
•CorOtda subconlraeta Whitfield ......................
Dasinea sp.?.
L_ina Or_ulata Conrad..
Jfactra (sehizodesma) ddurnbis Conrad
.Peewn Madisoniw Say ...................................
" Humphr_sii Conrad ............................................
Venus latilirata Conrad
.Bttsycon sealarispira Conrad ..............................
DriUia (Pleuratoma) pscudeburaea Heilprin ........................
Nat_ (._an.atia) hem_cr_ptaGe.hh.............................
Turritella Cumberlandia Conrad.....
__'assa(Tritia) Trivlttitoides Whitfield ............ :.............
Terebracurvilirata Conrad.............
Crustacean (Barnacle) = Balan,vs proteus Conrad ................

X

X

X
X
X
X

FOSSILSFRO._LOWERHORIZON_8$7 FEirr (A_D LOWE_?
Astart_ _neiformis Conrad ...............................
_arbula inequalt Say .............................................
"
elcvata Conrad ....
"
idonea Conrad .....
_rastatd/a mcl_,a Conrad .....................................
Dosinea (Artemis) Aeetabulum Conrad................
f__cina tri_dcata Conrad................
Maetra ( Mulinla !) lat_atis Say
Neva,ita duplieata Say.............................................
_uvala prozima _ay _ obl_qutt(Say) Heilprln
periploma alta Conrad
,_%lcnsp. ?..........
Nassa ( Tritia) bidemata Emmons ...................
Tdlina prod_ta Conrad ............
_Tu_a
_que_trlata Conrad.........................
Ven_ Dutatdli Conrad ................
Vener_eard/a (Otrdi_¢) 9ranttla(a Say
Sea urchin ----Eehlnus ..............................................
Fish ear bon_ _ Otollthus (Sdanidarum) dongatus Koken .....
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There are listed above 50 fossil life forms, 46 of which are molluscs.
Of these molluscs, 13 were observed only in the upper horizon, and
17 only in the lower horizon, while 16 were found in both horizons.
Otoliths at 900 ]est.--Associated
with the molluscan fossils, at about
this depth, were a considerable number of Otoliths, or the small ear
bones of fishes. These Otolitbs were all of them exactly alike, and
therefore probably represented but one species.
Ernest Koken, a
German author, has written an admirable monograph upon Orslithe, and figures therein a form from Tertiary deposits of probably
about the same age in northern Germany, which is identical with
the one occurring here. He gives ft the technical name of Otollthus (Seianidarum)
elonga2us.*
These small car bones are those
of a fish belonging to the family of the Sdanidce, which includes the
weakfish and the Cape May goody.
We thus have had preserved,
for our inspection to-day, portions of the remains of possibly the
aucestorsof
the identical fishes now swimming in the waters of our
COaSt.

• Immediately
below this shell bed occurs the water-bearing sand
from which this wel], after having been continued deeper, finally
obtained its supply.
This will be again referred to under the head
of water horizms.
FOR&MIN1FERA,

At various depths within the 775 feet of Miocene strata now being
described, Foraminifera were observed by the writer while making
microscopic examinations of the borlugs.
A careful listing of tlJe
various species found in this well was not made. It was very observable, however, that they were generally identical with forms
studied by the author in the year 1889 from the _ame bed at Atlantic
City, when the following genera were then noted,J" viz., Nodoaario,
Deatallna,
CrlsteUaria, Robulina,
Nonionina,
Rotallna, Rosalina,
.Bulemina, Uvigerina) AmpMstiglna,
Ot(ltulina, Bilocullna, 2_rilocttlina and Texlularia.
Many of the forms closely resemble species described in 1846 by d'Orbigny from the Miocene clays around Vienna,
Austria.
*Zeitsehrift
figure g.
t Proceedings

der

Deutschen

Acad..N'at.

Geologischen

Sci., Philada,

Gesellsehaft,

1890, page 143.
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In the clays at the depth of 1,040 feet were a number of minute
microscopic calcareous objects which have been named coccoliths by
Huxley. They are lees in size than most of the smaller diatoms, and
require a magnificationof about 200 diameters to be seenat all satisfactorily. In shape when seen edgewise they much resemble a collar
stud, and consist of a small, circular or oval disc joined by a shaft to n
slightly larger disc, also circular or oval, as the case may be. In the
last or seventh edition of "Carpenter's Microscope and its Revelations," by Dolhnger, it is stated that they are "from _r_l_-_
to
of an inch in diameter," and that they are "now very extensively
diffused over the deep-sea bottom, being especially abundant in the
globlgerina mud."
According to Dana, coceoliths are also abundant in the Cretaceous
of the eastern slope of the Rocky mountains. The writer has also observed them in Cretaceous outcrops in New Jersey.
CORAL.

Several fragmentary specimens of a cup coral (Phaooc_athus) were
obtained from the lower portion of the boring, but whether they came
from the top or the base of the Eocene (?) greensand next described
is not certain. This same coral was also found in the borings at
Atlantic City.
GREENSAND

MARL,

EOCENE

(?).

1,104 m 1_244 feet.

The interval from the depth of 1,104 feet to the bottom of the
boring at 1,244 feet is escupied-'by what is practically one bed of a
clayey glauconitic green sand. This deposit is stated by the welldriller to have been of a clayey nature because of the behavior of the
drill while penetrating it. Its clayey nature may also be inferred
from the fact that the walls of the well stood open without being
cased. The hydraulic process used in drilling so washed away the
finer clay particles that the specimens are mainly of clear sand,
consisting of a mixture of white quartz grains and of glauconitic greensand grains, the latter often showing beautifully the divisions of the
foraminiferal chambers within which the glaueonite was cast.
12
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An open sand seam not more than ten feet thick occurs midway in
this bed, namely, at the depth of 1,185 feet. This furnished a copious
overflow of salt water.
On comparing this greensand bed with a very similar deposit
occurring between the depths of 771 and 900 feet at Crisfield, Md., of
which the writer has specimens, and also with a more arenaceous,
though at the same time a largely glauconltlc deposit encountered
between the depths of 955 and 1,095 feet at Atlantic City, and considering the relative position of the greensand bed at the three
localities, the writer is much inclined to the view that the same bed is
represented at each place. N.H. Darton, in "The Transactions of the
American Institute of Mining Engineers," February, 1894, describes
the bed at Crisfield as a "dark olive-green argillaceous sand with a
large proportion of glauconite," and refers it to the Pamunkey formatlon--the local name for a bed generally regarded as of Eocene age.
This view of the age of the bed is strengthened by a comparison of
the clays below the green sands, both at Atlantic City and at Crisfield.
Specimens of these clays from both places are in the writer's possession and are lithologically very similar. A pen-and-ink note written
by lq. It. Darton on the margin of the leaf of a copy of the abovenamed paper, which he sent to the writer_ states that at 970 feet at
Crlsfield there were "clearly.defined
the Cretaceous.
The well-boring

at Wildwood

Severn clays "--these

belong to

is said to have been discontinued

upon the top of a clay bed. Of this no specimens were received.
was probably the same Severn or Cretaceous bed.

It

WATER HORIZONS,
In sinking the well small overflows of fresh water

were observed

at the depths of about 625 and 843 feet, while a much larger flow
was obtained just below the shell bed that occurs at 887 feet. All
these flows were from sands interbedded in Miocene clays. A strong
flow of salt water, as already stated, was had midway of the Eocene (.9)
greensand at 1,185 feet.
The well was finally finished with a depth of only 931 feet and
draws a good supply of fresh water by means of a fifty-foot strainer
from the interval between 887 and 931 feet, which interval is occupied by a fine gray sand.

This water horizon is probably the equlva-
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lent of that at the depth of 750 to 800 feet at Atlantic City_ Longi_ort and Ocean City.* It may_however, be noted that this water_nsaring stratum at the three last-named localities consists of a
brownish, rather coarse sand, while at Wildwood the sand, as above
noted, is gray in color aud quite fine.
ROCK

eTRATA.

In the boring of wells in Miocene beds to the northward of Wildwood, solidified rock strata have either not beenencountered at all, or,
if found, but a single such stratum has been met with. On the contrary, such solidified deposits are quite frequent at Wildwood--ten such
strata having been passed through, varying from eight inches to six
feet in thickness. Their respective positions are shown in the accompanying vertical section. Plate V. These rock strata consist of a fine
sandstone, at least only in part cemented by limej since if pieces of
the same be placed in acid they effervesce slightly, retain their shape,
and do not disintegrate or become loose sand.
The Miocene sediments at Wildwood were generally much finer
¢han at Ocean City, Longpert and Atlantic City_ but not so fine as at
Criefield.
The relations of the strata at Atlantic City and Wildwood are better
<lemonstrated by the accompanying vertical sections (Plate VII.) of
the wells at the two localities. These sections, as drawn, show practically a cross-section between the two places, although the rate of dip
cannot be stated for the reason that we do not yet know the exact
strike of the strata in Cape May county.
For correlation, we add on the right a columnar section of the wells
at Crisfield, Md. On comparison of the latter with the Atlantic
City to Wildwood section, it will be seen that the non-diatomaceous
clays and the iaterbedded water-bearing sand which intervene in blew
Jersey between the base of the 300 to 400.foot diatom bed and the
top of the Eocene (?) greensand marl are absent at Crisfield; also,
_hat the great Miocene diatom clay bed thickens southward from
Atlantic City.
As this paper
again
again

goes to press we learn

opened by a well recently
brown in color.

that tim same water-yielding

finished

at Brigantine,

N.J.

sand
This
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The reference now made of the beds at Atlantic City, below the
depth of 955 feet: to the Eocene and the Cretaceous, is at variance
with the identification made by the writer in the Annual Report for
1889, where the view was entertained that they ale wholly Miocene.
This view was then held because two or three Miocene shells were
found in the specimens of these lower clays. It now seems to the
writer quite possible that these were accidenlaUy introduced from
above.
If the lowest clays at Atlantic City--that is, those from the depth
of 1,095 to 1,398 feet--belong to the Severn and Magothy divisions
of the Cretaceous, it still remains an interesting question what are the
relations of these to the Middle Marl bed--that is, are the true greensand marls of the Middle Marl bed of New Jersey beneath these
clays, or are the marls replaced by these clays?
ARTESIAN

WELL,

ATLANTIC

MASSACHUSETTS

AND

CITY,

BALTIC

AVENUE,

CONNECTICUT

BETWEElg

AVENUES,

Thorns B. Harper, of Jenkiutown, has put down at the above location au artesian well for the Citizens Ice and Cold Storage Company'.
The well has a depth of 805 feet. An eight-inch casing was put in
to the depth of 450 feet ; below this a six-inch casing was continued
to the depth of 790 feet. A four-and-a-half-inch strainer was then
put in to the depth of 805 feet. The water, which is of excellent
quality, flowed seven feet above the surface at the rate of 40 gallons
a minute. The well has been pumped 125 gallons a minute, the ful_
capacity of the pump, without apparently reducing the supply.
The water stratum developed is the same as has been opened by the
Knickerbocker Ice Company's well, a few blocks southward, and
which reached a total depth of 800 feet, and by the second well put
down at Ocean City, ten or eleven miles southward_ and which also
has a depth of 800 feet. The same stratum is also probably opened
at Wildwood, near Cape May, the depth there to the top of the waterbearing sand being 887 feet, and to the base, 931 feet. See report of
this well, page 178.
The wells of the Consumers Water Company at this place, stated
in past annual reports to have a depth of 760 feet, may possibly draw
from this same horizon.
The water-bearing sand at this point and at Ocean City is brownish,
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in color* at the top, and changes to gray at the bottom. At
Wildwood the entire thickness of the stratum is gray in color.
The following is the record of this well, as furnished by Thomas
B. Harper, with some additional notes in brackets by the writer. As
should be expected, it is substantially the same as has been published
in previous annual reports respecting other wells at this locality :
Sand ..............................

surface

Clay and marl ..................

48 feet_

Sand
[Fine
[Floe

22

and gravel ...............
whlteclay
at 88 feet.]
white clay at 187 feet ]

Sand and clay ...................
Black clay .......................
.[Brackish waterat 430 feet.]
Coarsesand,bracklsh
water..

to

2(} feetto

20 feet.
68

"

90

"

"

_--- 48 "

to

320 "
150 "

_
90 "
_410
"

to 410
to 5{}0

"
"

to 570

"

to 778

"

10

"

_fi6fi

Clay with four sand seams... 208
'[Coarse sand at 7{}3 feet] ....
_Wood and shell at 765 ft.]

"

_570"

Wood and clam shells ........
Venus mercenaria.] Leunen.
[Artemis aeetabulum. 3 Conrad.
Tough,
dark clay, under- ]
laid by coarse_ brown I
sand, with some_grains l

4

"

_77fi

"

to 782

"

23

"

_782

"

to 805

"

large as
bearing.

peas,

water-

"

Recent and
Pleistocene_
275 feet.

Miocene,
530 feet.

I
J

Thomas B. Harper also furnished specimens of clays from different
depths. Those at 88 and 187 feet seem from color and character to
belong to the Pleistocene. No fossils, microscopic or otherwise, were
found in them. The clays from 400 to 700 feet are richly diatomaceous, in keeping with all other borings from the same interval at this
place, and sgain prove the great thickness sad persistence of the
Miocene diatomaceous clay bed of the Atlantic coastal plain of the
United States. The speciesof diatoms belonging to this bed arc listed
on pages 168 and 169.
ARTESIAN

WELLS

AT CRISFIELD,

MD.

During the years 1892, '93 and '94, threeartesian wells were sunk
at Crisfield, Md. These will be designated as wells No. 1, No. 2 and
No. 3. Well No. 1 has a depth of 1,006 feet. Well No. 2 r_ached
* Since the preparation

of tl_is paper

a well has been put down at Longpott

to the

same depth of 800 feet, and finding Ille same brownish sand, with an abundance
waterj the flow from a six-inch pipe being 175 gallons a minute.
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a depth of 1,060 feet, and draws its supply of water from below 1,04@
feet. Well No. 3 has a depth of 980 feet, at which point further
boring has been temporarily suspended. Wells Nos. 1 and 2 were
put down for an ice manufacturing company by J. H. K. Shanahau,
who has kindly furnished an excellent set of specimens of the borings,
with full information respecting them. Well No. 3 was put down
for the Crisfield Water Company, under the supervision of it_ proieetor and President, J. H. Buxton, who, appreciating the value of
geological investigation, courteously and carefully preserved two ful]_
series of the borings, one of which he furnished to N. H. Darton and
the other to the writer.
Wells Nos. 1 and 2 were drilled by the hydraulic or jetty process,
which somewhat mixes the material and also washes away the finer
particles, so that care has to be exercised in interpreting the meaning
to be learned from the specimens. Well No. 3 was put down by the
use of the ordinary drill and sand bucket, which method brings up
the material in a condition nearly the same as that in which it occurs_
in the beds. For this reason the specimens obtained from this well
are particularly valuable.
The deepest of the wells put down at Atlantic City--that reported
in 1889, and which has a depth of 1,398 feet--was also put down
with the drill and sand bucket. As these two borings are the only
ones of nearly so great a depth so far sunk by this process in the
Miocene strata of our Atlantic coast, the specimens therefrom, both of
which are in the State collections, are especially valuable for comparison and correlation, not only with each other, but also with borings
already in hand from numerous other deep wells that have been put
down by the other or the jetty method. They serve also as a check
against drawing wrong conclusions from the latter.
N. H. Darton has already published in the "Transactions of the
American Institute of Mining Engineers," at their February meeting, 1894, at Virginia Beach, a minute record of the strata passed
through by well No. 3, with notes of fossils, and draws therefrom
some geological conclusions. Previously, however, to the appearance
of this paper, the writer had carefully examined the specimens received from wells Nos. 1 and 3, and compared the same with information obtained respecting all three of the wells, and had compiled
the following record, which differs from N. H. Darton's in that the
consecutive specimens, which are separataly noted by him, when of a
very similar character, are grouped in beds of considerable thickness,
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thus making the record more simple and comprehensive.
The references, however, of the lower portion of the section to the Eocene and
the Cretaceous is upon the authority of N. H. Darton in the paper
alluded to :
ThickneSs.
Sand and loam ..................

15 feet.

Total d_pth.

Gravel .............................
Bluish clays and sandy clays,

5

"

20

"

described as tough ...........
Gray sandy clays_ with Mio-

32

"

52

"

cene shells, ....................
Greenish
clay ....................
Clay with flinty stones, I inch
in diameter ....................
Clays and sandy clays_ with

58
25

"
"

110
135

"
"

5

"

140

"

100

"

240

"

l0

"

250

"

scattering

greenish

grains,

d

15 feet, "

¢q
_52feet
Recent.

-_
¢J

,_

d
:9
._

Miocene fossils at 135, at 190
to 215 end at 233 feet.
Diatomaceous
greenish clay,
Greenish clay, with silicious

molluscs

310 and

313 feet of Mio- :
cone

limerock
ooncerelions;
_ower2feetsolldrock
......
Greenish
clay, described
as
hard ...........................
Miocene

_

20

"

270

"

75

"

345

"

strata,

oon-

taining molluscan
and a few other
fossils.

at 290 to

328 to 330 feet,

tile latter a decided shell
bed 2 feet thick.
Argillaceous
sand ...............
Miocene molluscs at fit5, at

_

20

"

865

.v
._
"d

"

352 to 370 and at 375 feet.
Layers of sands and greenish
clays, the latter slightly
diatomaceous ...................
Alternations
tomaeeous
toraaeeous

25

"

390

_

"

of sand% dinclays and dinsandy
clays,

mostly light greenish-gray
in color .......................
Decidedly

=d
._

i
_
._
105

"

495

"

dialomaeeous

_

clays,
light
green
and
greenish-gray
in color ...... 115
Sand and comminuted
shell,
10
Richly
dialomaeeo_
greenish clay ........................
100
Fine sand, slightly clayey...
10
Extremely
rich dtatamaeeous
clay, light colored and very
light in weight ...............

u
"

610
620

"
"

"
"

720
730

"
_

406 feet of Miocone strata, diatomaeeous throughout, and representtrig the great go0
-400.foot
Diatom
bed cf the Atlantic coastal plain.

41

"

771

"
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Thlckness.
GL_cc,,nhie indurated rock..
(,reens_nd
m rl .................
t_ray

clI_y_ Ii_ht

_reeai_h_

eonslderalde
green sand.
mixed, and a large humher i,f Foram;,l;Jera
and
C,weoLtlt_ ......................
Dark

greeni-h-gray

clay ......

TotM depth.

4 feet. 775 feet. )
75 "
850 "
_
I

50

It

000

tt

i_
:
]
[
J

30

"

930

"

]

(;reensand
marl with large
foramlnifera
_ = n,_losaria.
t_e...............................
Dark greenlsh-gr_y
day ......
Light bruwnish clay ...........
Dark brownish clay ............
Black clay ........................
Light-_ ok*red clay ..............
Fine _and .........................
Alternate layer_ of saud amt
stiff clay 1 to 4 feet thick,
tile clays predomin_.ling...
Sand ................................

OF

_
7

933
940

20
8
2
5
30

960
968
970
075
1,005

40
15

"

g
c_
129 feet
Pamunkey

(?)

I
[
I
I
_-_---75 feet Severn

(?)

[
I
[
]
"L

" 1,045
" 1,060

"
"

"_
._-

[ _ 85 feet
[
Magothy

(?)

/
J

The first fifty-two feet of the above record are undoubtedly geOlogically recent, certainly not older than Pleistocene.
It includes a
five-foot bed of whitish quarlzose gravel, many of the pebbles of
which arc the size of shellbarks.
The next 719 feet, or from the depth of 54 feet to that of 771 feet,
belong to the Miocene, as is evidenced by the characteristic Molluscan
fauna and by the oecurrcoce in the lower half of a rich assemblage of
marine dlatoms_ several of the species of which belong only to the
great Atlantic coastal Miocene diatom bed.
This Miocene section of over 700 feet of strata is naturally divided
at the depth of 865 feet into an upper division about 300 feet thick,
containing throughout a considerable Molluscan fauna, and a lower

division about 400 feet thick, containing an abundanceof microscopic
fossil diatoms, and but few molluscs.
The relative thlcknesscs of these various divisions

may be seen by

referencesto the sectionof this wellon the right of Plate VII.
The two
considered.

subdivisions
UPPER

of the
PORTION

Miocene
OF THE

will

now

be separately

MIOCENE.

In the interval between the depths of 52 and 375 feet the following
fossils occurred at the particular depths named.
The list includes a
few reported by Darton,
These are marked N. H. D.
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The identification of the fossils in the author's hands, both in this
and in the lower section, was made by C. W. Johnson :
At

52
80
13
lfi0

to 60 feet, Nucula obllqua Say. = pro_:ima Say., _[actra (fragos_ ?) Conrad.
feet, fragment of large clam (not identifiable.)
to 100 feet, shell fragments
N.H.D.
to 110 "
"
N.H.D.

110 feet greensand
120 "
"

grains,
"

130
135
140

"
'_
"

_cattering.
still scattering
but more plentifill.
many shells.
N.H.D.
Vcaer&ardia (Curdlta) granulata Say. ; also Perna and Arcs
shells.
N.H.D.

145
t77

"
"

greensand grains again.
shell fragments.
N.H.D.

185
190

"
"

fragments ofPerna.
shells.
N.H.D.

190

"

Pecten Madisoaius
Say.

215
233

u
"

Balanus
"

235
245

"
"

shell fragments.
marine diatoms.

fragments.

_. H. D.
Say., Ostrea sp. ? Mactra loteralis Say, TurriteUa plebda

proterls Conrad.
"
"
_. H. D.

240 to 268 feet, fragments of lignite.
N.H.D.
285 feet_ shells.
_. H. D.
290
" Turritdlaple.beiaSay.,_Va_a(Tritia)peraltaconrad.
Amyda(Columbdla)
Communis Conrad.
Venerlcardia ( Cardita) granulata Say.
310
310

"
"

Lignite and shell fragments
D_ntalium
altenualum Say.

_. H.D.
Tarrhella

plebela Say,

Polyn¢.¢_

(Natl,)

perspectira Rogers.
328 to 330 feetp a decided shell bed two feet thick containing
Turri_l/a
plebeia
Say. (numerous),
Scala*pits struT*insure Conrad, Venevicardia
(Card/La) granulata Say, Vvaus ah.eata and fragments of a
large clam not identifiable.
345 feet, shell fragments.
1',:.IC D.
345 " Turritelia ptebeia Say.
352 " Is_ardh
!$1arka'J Conrad, Pecten Madisonius Say., Balanus proteus Conrad.
350 to 360 feet, fragments of Pecten Madisonius
370 feet, pectea Jeffersonius Say.
_. H. D.
375
" Pecten llTadi*oniu_ Say.

Say.

N.H.D.

LOWER PORTION OF THE MIOCENE.
From thedepthof 365 feettothatof 771 feet,
few molluscanfossilswere found,but almosteveryfootof thisentiredivisioncontains
numerous microscopic
fossils
known asdiatoms,
assochtedwithwhich
are alsoothermiscroscopic
foesils_
viz,sponge spicules,
foraminifera
and polyeistina.
The followingshows the results
of the author's
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examination of specimens from each of the various depths named.
N. H. Darton's notes for the same interval are also introdacd,
marked N. H. D. :
A! 3d5 feet, diatoms and sponge spicules.
375
"
356 "
390
400

"
"

410
420

"
"

From 420 to 465 feet, no specimens were secured.
At 460 feet, shell fr_gment_.
N.H.D.
465
,4 diatom,,.
466 to 470 feet, shells.
469 feet, shell fragmentg.
475
diatom-.
585
490
595
500

N.H.D.

:md sponge

spicules.
"

510
515

Turrlte{_a p!ebei¢_Say.
diatoms.
(Diatomaceous.

520
520
5BO
535

Tart#ella plebia Say.
diatoms plenty, some sponge spicules.

545
550
555
565
575

diatoms plenty, Drill& limalula Conrad.
,tetinoeyelus.
IDiatomaceous
_N. H. D.)
and sponge spicules.
(Turritella plebeia Say.
Trie_ratlum Marylandiea, also Aetlnoeyelu_.

dlatomaceous.

600

N.H.D.)

N.H.D.

and sponge _picules.

_05
rich, also polycimina
and foraminifera.
600 to 605 feet, dlatomaee_us, also !ffaeoma. N.H.D.
610 feet, shell fragments.
N.H.D.
620 "
"
S.H.D.
620
" dlatom_ _c_nty, _and and shell.
640 to 650 feet, diatomaceous.
N. It. D.
640 feet, diatoms and a few foraminifera.
650 "
rich.
660 "
"
:rod n few foraminifera
660

"

diatomaceous,

als_ ,][aeoma.

N.H.

670 " dlatom_ not plentiful, _ndy.
675 "
and sponge _picules.
6_0
"
,ponge spicules, pt)lyelstina
575 t() 690 feet, diatomaceous.
.N.H.D.

D,

and foraminifera.

710 feet, diatom_ very rich.
(Diatomaceous.
N. H, D.)
720
"
also large glauconite grains.
730
'
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"
760
"
"
"
765 "
medium.
790

"

"
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dark buff. _. H. D.)
light gray.
N.H.D.)
darker gray.
N.H.D.)

tIdiopdta.

It may be here stated that among the greensaad borings at the
depth of 790 feet, and therefore just below the point whmh htholog cally marks the divisions between the Miocene and the Eocene, there
was found a diatom, Hellopelta, always elsewhere characteristic of the
base of the Chesapeake Miocene. It may be that there has been some
mixture in this case, either of the borings, or possibly when the
diatom bed began to be formed some of the Eocene green sands were
worked over sgaln and deposited simultaneously with the diatom
clays. That there has been some mixture, however, is favored by the
fact that the specimens examined were from well No. 1, which wa_.
put down by the jetty method.
From n preparation of diatoms from the upper portion of this bed_
the author made a strewn mount upon which C. Henry Kain, a_
authority, readily recognized the following forms, thirty-one in number. This is probably not more than one-sixth the number of speoie_
occurring in the beds. The list, however, is sufficient to demonstrate
to diatomists thug the forms here assembled must have come from
the great Atlantic-coastal.fossil-diatomaceous deposit first dhcovered
about 1840 by Rogers, at Richmond, Va., which city it underlies,
and where it is well exposed along the high and steep banks of"
Shokoe creek, which cuts across that city on its way to the James
river :
Coseinodi_eus aplculat_ Ehr.
Coseinodlseuz robust_ Grey.

Stephanopyxls limbata Ehr,
Ilattonia Reiehardtii Grun.

Goseinodiscu8 marginatus Ehr.
Coseinod lseus radialus Ehr.
Coscinodi_cus excaratus Grun.

Eupodiseua Rogersii Bailey.
Mdosira _,_uleata(Ehr.) KtRz.
Maneula didyma ]_hr.

Coseinodiseus oculus irldis Ehr.
Coseinodiscus lineatus Ehr.

pteurosigma Virginiaeum
Sgstephania corona Ehr.

Coseinodisevz perforalus Ehr.
Coseinodiseus symraetrieus Grey.

Systephania dladema Ehr.
Puzilla Americana (Ehr.)

Actinoeydus
A ctinocydus
A ctinoptgd_
Actinoptydus

Didadla eapreol_s Ehr.
ltgalodiaeus *ubtills.
Goniotheeiura odontdla Ehr.
Goniotheeium Rogersii Ehr.

Ehrenbergii Ralfs.
-P.alfsii W. Sin.
vulgaris Schuman.
undulatus Ehr.

Aetinoptydus areolatus Elm
arlhaphoneis amphieeros Ehr.
Stephanopy'zi_ tuttis Grey.

Peticolas.

Grun.

Stephanogonia polygona Ehr.
Triceratium 3[arglandieum Bright.
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AotinoTtyehus Heliopella, previously mentioned as oeeuring in the
borings from this wel], does not appear in the above enumeration of
forms, because it8 position is lower down in the bed than the point
from which the material was taken which furnished the forms listed.
This diatom may be considered to be just as distinctively characteristic of the base of the Chesapeake Miocene as the molluscan fossil
Melanop_s Marylandioa is of the St. Mary's or upper division thereof,
or as Turrltella Mortonl, another mollusc, is of the Eocene.
The next division occupies the interval between the depths of 771
and 900 feet, and is separated from the diatom bed above by about
four feet of indurated rock, showing on fresh fracture one mass of
beautifully bright-green grains of glauconite. This division is a twofold one_the upper two-thirds, or from 771 to 850 feet, being almost
wholly of pure green sand, while the lower one-third, or from 850 to
_}00feet, is very largely composed of a light-greenish clay of very fine
texture containing many foraminifera and Coeeoliths with a considerable sprinkling of green sand.
We refer this division to the Eocene on the authority of N. H.
Darton, who says: "The coarse highly.glauconitic sands beginning
at 780 feet are typical of the Pamunkey formation [----Eocene] and
the siliceous stratum [771 to 775 feet] and scattering grains of
glaueonite chasaeteriz_ the base of the Chesapeake in surface outcrops
west of Chesapeake bay."
A similar siliceous stratum has been observed by the writer between
the base of the Miocene diatom bed and the top of the Eocene green
sand along the bluffs of the Patuxent river near Nottingham.
The following are the author's notes of the microscopic examination of this section. There are also introduced N. H. Darton's notes :
771 feet t_) 775 feet, rock t_'ith |_,rge gralr, s of glauconlte.
780
'" glau,-onlIe olive green ; also foraminifera.
790
"
and diat.ras_ tteliopella.
_00 "
dark green; also foraminifera.
._00 feet, glauvonlte,
fine grains.
" Hhell,oyster.
S'20 " glaueonlte,
coarser grains.
815
_25

" gIauconlte_
_

durk green_ foraminifera.

_t2
_60

'
"

:frJin,,

:_75
990

"
"

N.H.D.

]b
H. D.
/_ N.
I

also eoecoliths.
and coccoliths.
and coeeoliths.
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The next general division, that from the depth of 900 feet to that
of 975 feet_ is made up of peculiar tough e]ays that cut like cheese
when wet, and that vary in color, being dark green, light gray, light
and dark brown, and even quite black. The microscopic examination presents for different depths the features noted below :
At 920 feet, coccoliths.
930 to 933 feet, glauconitej
fragments.

foraminifera

(_Nodosaria)

Balanu_

and

shelD

This is a stratum three feet thick, of nearly pure greensand grains,
mingled with which were some fragments of shell, and also of barnacles_
Balanus proteus Conrad. Especially notable, however, was the presence of a large foraminifera, a Nodosaria identical with a form occurring in strata immediately over the Middle Marl bed of New Jersey.
At 940 feet, coccoliths.
955 " no micro-organisms.
968 "

From the lowest section, that from 975 to 1,060 feet, but few
specimens of strata were received, and these were sands from the
upper part, which, excepting small fragments of lignite at 980 and
1,005 feet, showed no fossils microscopic or otherwise. The description noted above, "alternate layers of sand and stiff" clay, one to four
feet thick, the clay preponderating," was taken from a letter from
contractor J. H. K. Shaaahan.
These two lowest divisions are respectively referred to the Severn
and the Msgothy divisions of the Cretaceous,also on the authority of
N. H. Darton, who, in a copy of his paper read before the America_
Institute of Mining Engineers, which he furnished the writer, and
which he revised with pen and ink, says (after revision): "It is
possible that the water bearing sand [at 1,006 feet] is at the base of
the Severn formation and is probably in th_ Magothy sands."
For a more graphic correlation of this well section with sections at
Wildwood and Atlantic City, N. J., the reader is referred to the
engraved sections, Plate VII.
ARTESIAN

WELLS

IN CRETACEOUS

STRATA.

We now reportwellsinCretaceous
strata.Included
withtheseis
onewelluponthePennsylvania
sideoftheDelawareriver,
butwhich
drawsfrombedsthatbelongtoand aredirectly
connected
withthe
New Jerseyseries.Thesewellswillbe presented
in theorderof
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their geographical position, commencing at the southwestern end of
the Cretaceous belt, and continuing to the northwestern end, excepting, however, that a group of twenty-one wells in the region of Marlton and Medford will be reserved for special consideration, following
the others. The wells to be reported are located at Bayside, Greenwich, Quinton, Harrisonville, Wenonah, Magnolia, Pavonia, Philadelphia, Riverside, Bordeatown, Hightstown, South Amboy and the
region around Marlton and Medford.
With these records there are inserted two vertical cross-sections,
one illustrating the wells and the stratigraphical structure of the
region about Marlton and Medford, and the other showing the same
for a much wider belt--being a section from Mullica Hill to
Millville.
Both these sections show the depth beneath the surface at various
localities of the water-bearing sand immediately below the Middle
Marl bed. Such depth is indicated at a number of places where there
are, as yet, no artesians reaching the Cretaceous ; among these are
Bridgeton, Hammonton and Vineland.

ARTF_IAN

WELI_

AT BAYSIDE

AND

GREENWICH.

Notice of an artesian well at Greenwich, with a depth of 690 feet,
was made in the Annual Report for 1885, and of one at Bayside with
a depth stated at 160 feet, was made in the report for 1889.
During the past year, upon the re-arrangement of the collections of
the Survey in the State Museum, at Trenton, specimens from the well
at Greenwich, from the depth of 360 feet downward, were discovered.
An examination of these specimens, microscopically and otherwise,
results in some addition to our knowledge. The former report was
void of information respecting the strata above 360 feet ; this is, in
part, supplied by the record of the well at Bayside, one and one-half
miles southwest, and nearly upon the line of strike of the strata.
The Bayside well records the first 190 feet, leaving an interval of 170
feet between the depths of 190 and 360 feet of which we have no
description.
The following combined record of facts respecting the two wells,
describes the stratigraphical structure of the region so far as known.
The record of the Bayside well is taken mainly from the report for
1889, but also includes some additional information that was recently
furnished by Maskell Ewing, of Greenwich.
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SECTION.

WELL AT BAYSIDE.
33 feet. Marsh mud .......................
2 "
Hard clay
..............

to
33 feet "

Salt _ater ..........................
(Flowed 18 inches above tbe
level of tbe marsh and
probab v 2 feet above high
tide )
Salt water ago n ..................
30

"

(Very salt, cold and clear.)
Hard clay .................

33 feet.
35 "

at 100

"

" 140

"

160

"

to 190

"

Interval, on record ........................
190
_andy clay .................................
360
Clay
containing
_tul.aria*
and
other foraminifera ......................
400
3IJcaceoussandyeiay
.....................
460

"
"

" 360
" 400

"
"

"
"

" 450
" 525

"
"

"

" 550

"

Recent•

Miocene.

(This clay came up in little,
blue chunks almost as hard
as chalk.)
WELL

AT

GREEZqlVIOH,

Age not determined.
]
[

I
I

I

Greensand_
with shells _ G_?]phea,
also Te.xtularia and other foraminifera ........................................

525

_| Middle

marl.

I

Green
and white sand, greensand
grains and Coecollths_" ................

650

"

" 5g0

"

_

Green and white sand similar
at ..............................

550

"

" 5S0

"

I
]

to that

=_

Textu/ar/a and Coccollths ...............
Greenish sand. Ccccoliths, Textulorla
and greensand grains ..................
Greensand, with Gryphe, a shell .........
Greensand ................................

580

"

" 600

600
626
642

"
"
"

" 625
" 642
" 650

"

I

Black

660

"

" 675

"

! Lower marl.

Black micaceous sandy clay ............
675
Sandy
clay t somewhat
lighter
in

"

" 690

[

at 690

J

micaceoas

color, contains
*Teztularia

sandy clay ............

Coccoliths ............

P _'For

a description

of Coccollths,

I

I

is one of the genera of the foramlnifera

animal life with calcareous coverings.
out the aid of a microscope.

J

which

The forms occurring
see page

than the Textulari_ above noted, and require
• to see them eatisfactorily.

177.
about

They

are minute

forms of

here are invisible
are

six times

much
greater
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Directly in the village of Greenwich, at a slightly higher elevatio_
than that where Job Bacon's well is located, there occur lo_se in the
soil fragments of rock containing silicifisd casts of shells. Similar
silicified rock with the same shell casts was encountered in digging a
well close by with a depth not greater than ten feet. These shells
are of Miocene age. A number personally collected by the writer
were submitted to C. W. Johnson, of the Wagner Institute, who
identified the following species :
O_trea (pererassa t) Conrad.
Venu_ mereenar/a Linnets.

_'assa peralta Conrad.
Peeten sp. ?

Maetra sp.?

Turritella z_riabilis Conrad.

We are also informed that this stone was at one time quarried t_
the vicinity at the edge of a meadow bordering a creek.
These facts considered in connection with the relative position of
this locality with that of the Miocene shell marls to the northward_
near Shiloh, and not more than six miles distant, indicate that the
Greenwich well entered almost immediately beneath the surface into
Miocene strata. The hard days described in the Bayeide well probably represent the great Miocene diatomaceous clay bed of the
Atlantic coastal plain. The upper part of the undeseribed interval_
between 190 and 360 feet, is also probably Miocene, but the lower
portion possibly represents the transition from Miocene through the
Eocene into the Cretaceous.
The remaining portion of the Greenwich boricg, viz., from 360 to
690 feet, is undoubtedly Creiaceous, as is evidenced by the fossil
shells (Gryphea) and the succession of strata.
The absence of any record or any specimens of the lime sand that
elsewhere overlies the Middle Marl bed leaves the occurrenceor nonoccurrence here of this marked stratum yet to be demonstrated.
The specimens in the Slate Museum corroborate the statement made
by Prof. Cook in the report for 1885, that "the Middle Marl bed_
with its characteristic fossils and grecnsand, was passed at 550 feet,
and the Lower Marl bed, with its equally characteristic fossils and
greensand, was passedat 650 feet." Below the latter depth the boring
was continued into the clay marls.
Neither the well at Greenwich nor the one at Bayside was successful in obtaining water. It is, however, probable that a reliable .
well-driller, by the aid of the improved methods more recently in use,
coupled with the knowledge gained by experience during the years
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_s seen some finely-comminuted shell, probably from the Terrebratula
layer,,that is so generally shown m"outcrops of the same marl.
The lowest ten feet of the lime sand and all the underlying strata,
lgos. 6, 7, 8 and 9, correspond with beds penetrated by the wells at
Woodstown, between the depths of 8 and 134 feet. No. 6, however,
shows a difference in composition--here it is a thin clay seam, there
it becomes a correspondingly thin cemented shell rock or coquina.
"The water, both at Woodstown and Quinton, is obtained from a
pure, clean sand, _o. 9 in above record, showing at both localities a
thickness of eighty feet. This is the equivalent of the so.called red
sand bed that occurs below the Middle Marl. At outcrops its color is
frequently reddish, but in these wells it changes to gray.
"This water horizon has also been opened by a well one and threequarter miles southeast of Mullica Hill, and is doubtle-_squite extenrove. It is probably identical with the one at Asbury Park below
the Middle Marl or at the depth of 425 feet from the surface. The
bed, however, seems to thicken in this more southern region, where
it furnishes a large supply of good water. The yield at Quinton is
stated at about fifty-five gallons per minute, and at Woodstewn at
about sixty gallons. The wells at both localities have u diameter of
six inches. The elevation of the surface at Quinton is about ten feet,
and the water rises to within one foot thereof. This sand bed should
be expected to yield a good supply at Glassboro and eastward and
southward therefrom."

ARTESIAN
Elevation,

WELL

120 feet;

AT

HARRISOI_VILLE.

depth, 122 feet;

diameter_ 1½ inches.

During the summer of this year a well was put down by Charles
H. Leach for Joseph Cheeseman, one mile east of Harrisonville, the
_levation of the surface being 120 feet.
The father of Joseph Cheeeeman had formerly a dug well on the
same spot with a depth of eighteen feet which answered for watersupply until the surrounding woodland was cleared off, when it
_vecamenecessary to deepen the well, which was done by digging to a
depth of fifty-five feet from the surface. The most of the interval from
eighteen to fifty.five feet was through what is described as a "badsmelling blue clay." The present boring, which has a diameter of
one and a half inches, was commenced at the bottom of the fifty-five"foot well. The record of strata compiled from the information furnished respecting both the dug and the drilled wells, and after com"_parisonwith specimens of the borings from the latter, is as follows :
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Superficial gravel, with pebbles large as walnuts
and larger, some streak_ of yellow clay at the
b"ttom ..................................................

OF

18 feet,

Blul-h ,lay .................................................
"Blui._h-_reen, muddy, marly clay" ................
White quartz_e sand, wilh greensand grains ....
Alteraation_ of lime sand and lime rock, ecruposed largely of Bryozoan and foraminifera....
Quartzcse sand, rrater....................................

37 "
25 "
10*t"
'2.8 "
4 "

Pleistocene-.
55 fe,et. _ Miocene (?).
80
t
90 "
[f Cretaceous.
118 "
I
122 " J
1

There Js said to be plenty of water ia the four-foot stratum of san¢_
at the base. The supply evidently comes from a sand interbedded
within, but probably near the base of the lime sand that overlies the
Middle Marl bed. This lime sand but a few miles to the eastward
has probably a thickness of 100 feet, corresponding with that revsale_
at Quinton. See rage 194.
ARTESIAN WELL8 AT WENONAH.
Elevation, l0 feet ; depth, 196 feet.

Daring the year, two wells, each three inches in diameter, were
bored by Kisner & Bennett to supply the water works at Wenonah.
Each well has a depth of 196 feet. They are both located upon the
flood plain of a small tributary of Mantaa creek, at an elevation of
about ten feet above sea-level.
These wells are about one-half mile northwest of the well reporte_
last year as having been put down by Orcutt Bros., at the Wenonab
Hotel, to a depth of 345 feet, the elevation of the surface being about
seventy feet.
The wells now under notice missed, in consequence of their lower
position, the fifty-two feet of superficial loams and gravels of Quaternary age passed through by the previous well. This gravel has been
eroded by the stream from the locality of this well, but is beautifully
shown higher up in the railroad cut made through the hill which
forms the west bank of the small valley occupied by the stream.
The record of each well is as follows :
Marsh mud.............

8 feet =

0 feet to

Green rand .............
2 " =
8 "
Bluish day ............. 164 " = 10 "
Sand with water ...... 22 " = 174 "

8 feet.

" 10
" 174
" 196

"
"
"

Recent.
_"Clay marls--Cretaceous.
j

_The thickness of this stratum is estimated; it may possibly be thinner. Its
occurrence is known from a specimen taken at the depth of eighty feet, said to be
next below the "bluish.green marly clay."
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The water rises to within six feet of the surface. This water
_aoriz_n is higher stratigraphically than that opened by the well of
last year. It is a bluish-gray, coarse sand within the clay marls and
is doubtless the equivalent of the thirty-five feet of strata described in
the well of last year as "gravel in streaks" between the depths of
245 and 280 feet. The lower water horizon described last year as
"coarse sand and gravel," between the depths of 318 and 341 feet, is
probably at or near the base of the clay marls.
The relations of these wells and of the one bored last year to each
vther and to the well at Sewell, reported in the year 1891, are shown
,in the annexed section.
ARTESIAN
• Elevation,

9t feet ; depth,

91 feet.

WELL
Water

AT

ItIAGNOLIA.

rises to within

36 feet of the surface.

An artesian well was put down near Magnolia station, on the
Reading Railroad Company's route to Atlantic City, at a distance of
.eight miles, in a direct line, from the ferries at the foot of Federal
,and Market streets, Camden.
The following record, copied verbatim, was furnished by W. R.
Kelly :
_-'ellow clay and sand ............................................
Blue marl ...........................................................

4 feet _
32 " _

Coarse white sand, wlthwaterlnit
..........................
.Coarse white gravel, with water in it .......................

5
15

"
"

_36
_ 41

"
"

" 41
" 56

"
"

3
15

"
"

= 56
=59

"
"

" 59
" 74

"
"

l0
7

"
"

_-74
_- 84

"
"

" 84
" 91

"
'_

Hard [stratum]
like lime, with shells;
these shells
had ridges on them;
the edges were scalloped ........
Black sand, with marl grains .................................
43ray sand and shells cemented together, with a substance like lime;
the strata would change about a
foot apart .........................................................
"Very dark, gray sand, with plenty of water ...............

0 feet to 4 feet.
4 " " 36 "

W. R. Kelly remarks that the shells found in this well are different
from those near the bottom of the well at Laurel Springs, and which
belong to the Middle Marl bed. These probably represent the
Lawer Marl.
&RTESI&N

WELL

AT

PAVONIA.

h six-inch artesian well was bored by W. C. Barr, at the Camden
Pumping Station on the Delaware river. This well is located on the
_neadows at the corner of Delaware avenue and Union street, aad
meat the foot of Fulton street.
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W. C. Burr furnished specimens of the borings and also the following record, which we supplement with our own notes upon the right =
B'.aek river mud ................

39 fever. 39 feet.

Yelh*w and red mottled pinstic clay ...............
, ..........................
Red c,ay

10

"

49

"

23

"

72

"

_ PIastic

6
5
2

"
"
"

78
83
85

"
"
"

j
"p
I
i

White
Large,
White
(Water

_and ......................
coarse grovel ...........
sand ......................
in this rises to within

diatoms.

]
clays.

I

1_ inches of the surface.)
Gravel and hand ................

4

"

89

"

V, h'te clay .......................
Large grave] .....................

1 "
8 "

90
98

"
"

104
119

"
"

(Water in this gravel, which
only rose to _vithln 34 feet
of the surface.)
Gravel, el_y aud sand ........
Soft [disintegrated]
r_ck ....

Recent--contains

16
8

"
"

Cretaeeous_

]
i
_ Potomac

gravels.

Then hard rock was encountered and the boring was dlscontinueff.

ARTESIAN

WELL

CORNER
OF LAUREL
PHILADELPHIA.

AND

BEACH

STREETS_

gunk through the base of the Cretaceous series of _ew Jersey.

W. C. Rarr furnishes the following interesting record of a well
bored at the corner of Laurel and Reach streets, near Shackamaxon
street ferry, Philadelphia, and about one and ihrte-quarter miles
slightly north of west from the well just reported at Pavonia :
('_ ar_e gravel and _:md to ........
Red cLLV.....................
G_vt_I ................................
R.ck t-lay...........................
Drilh',t

iut_,lid

r.Lk ............

58 feet.
16 "
4 "
2 "
228

"

Pleistocene.
74 feet. "t
78 "
Pot omac gr avels--Cretaeeous.
80 " )
308

" andobtainedasupplyofgcodwater.

After a personal interview with W. C. Barr, when he explained
more fully the nature and color of the sixteen feet of red clay noted
above, the writer is satisfied that the red clay and underlyiug gravel
belong to the basal strata of the New Jersey Cretaceous plastic clays
and their underlying Potomac gravels.
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RIVERSIDE.

into crystalline rock, depth, 92 feet ; and eight other wells, delah 36
to 40 feet; diameter of eacb, 6 inches.

Dorieg the summer a test.boring was made by Kisner & Bennett
tot the Riverside Water Company. By the co-operation of the
officers of the company and the contractors, specimens of the borivgs
were obtained, accompanied by notes respecting the strata.
The following is the record, with some notes added by the writer :
Yellow clay and pebbles surface to..........................
Sand and gravel_ orange color .................................
Gray qnicksand_ contains fossil Pinnularla
and other
fresh-umterdiotoms .............................................
Gray quicksand, witb water .................................

5 feet _
2:4 "
6 ,t

8 feet.
$ feL-tto 13 "

_13
= 36

"
"

" 36
" 42

"
"
"

White sand and white clay mixed ...........................
Sand and black mica (when wet the latter resembled
graphite) .........................................................

6

"

_ 42

"

" 48

10

"

=48

"

" ,58 "

Disintegrated
rock, vcrymicaceous,
blackmica
Hard, mlcaceolls rock .........................................

17
17

"
"

=58
_ 75

"
"

" 75
" 92

.........

"
"

Further work on this well was abandoned. Subsequently the
same contractors put down eight other wells, each six inches in
diameter, to an average depth of thirty-six to forty feet, developing
the water-bearing sand indicated above, between the depths of thirtysix and forty-two feet. From these collectively, we are informed,
there is obtained 250 gallons of water per minute.
It is interesting to note how near the surface the crystalline rocks
are found at this point. Slightly south of west across the river
and almost directly in the line of strike of the crystalline rocks in
Pennsylvania, the same rocks rise to the surface and are extensively
quarried at the Philadelphia House of Correction, near the mouth of
the Pennypack. The white sand and white clay noted above at fortytwo to forty-eight feet are indicative of a thin stratum of the plastic
clays of the Cretaceous. In one of the other wells a thin stratum of
red clay, alike characteristic of the plastic clays, was also found.
These wells are situated at the edge of the upland facing the Rancocas creek, near its mouth. The strata above forty feet are comparatively recent geologically. The gravels near the surface have
been probably worked over from higher ground and redeposited upon
the quicksands which overlie the water-bearing stratum.
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B_RDE_TOWNo

Leach Bros., of Glassboro, report the following r(cord of a well
put down by them at a boat-house at Bordentown :
S_r f._ce ..................................
S:md, waterat

4 feet.

lSfL_ct ..............

Whitc tl,y ..............................
Fine ,and ...............................
Bhw ,_aml, w;th lignite;
r,:_:_...................................

1S

"

1,q "
25 "

"
"

25
57

'
"

57

"

"

64

"

I

6i

4,

"

8.t

"

! Clay marls--Cretaceous.

"
"
"
"

" 90 "
" 102 "
" 107 "
" 121 "

,,zt, r

Aitaml
ernations
L.f Ihln seam_ of cla) s
_an,l_ .............................
_J, hi_e _:,nd,
Aiternation,_
_'hlte saud,
C_m},a_tclay

4feetto

)
I

u,_t¢'r ;_v.y ..............
S4
of _andsand clays...90
_:at.'r irony ..............
102
...........................
107

I

t
J

At this depth the boring was stopped. This well probably entered
the top of the plastic clays, at whose base good water may be expected.
The water-yielding sands penetrated are impregnated with iron by
the clay marls which immediately overlie them, and which do not
furnish a good quality of water.
ARTESIAN
Well So. I. l':!ev:,tion
"
N,,. 2.
"
No. 3.

WELI_

I0_ feet_ depth
lo"; "
86 "

AT HIGHTSTOWN.

76 feet.
500 " (Enteredcrystalline
428 "

rockat

482 feet.)

At tiightstown there have been drilled three wells for the Peddle
Institute, the elevation of the surface and the depth of each well being
as stated above. Well No. 1 was put down some years since, and is
located at the building of the Institute.
Of this well we have not
been able to obtain a record. Well l_'o. 2 is likewise located at the
Institute building. It was drilled by Uriah White the present year
(189-1),and was prospected to the crystalline rocks, which were found
at the depth of abJut 482 feet. At 500 feet the boring was discontinued. Well No. 3 was subsequently bored by the same contractor
and finished at the depth of 428 feet, finding a supply of water in
-_me coarse gravels and sands that occur near the base of the plastic
clays.
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From the evidence afforded by a series of specimens of clays, sands
and gravelsj taken at various depths from Well ]No.2 and kindly
furnished by the contractor, it may be stated that aRer passing the
superficial sands this well penetrated the base of the clay marls, and
at a depth, as near as may be judged, of about 200 feet, passed into
the plastic clay series, in which it continued until the crystalline rock
was reached at 482 feet, as already stated. Some coarse sand and
gravel were found below the base of the clay marl and a short distance beneath the top of the plastic clays, and between the depths of
240 and 255 feet.
Still coarser gravels and sands were found at or near the base of
Che plastic clays at depths ranging from'385 to 435 feet. It is from
this stratum that Well No. 3 draws its supply.
Some lignite oocurred at the depth of 175 feet. The crystalline
rock showed much white quartz, some mica and a few small garnets.
A thin film at the surface of the rock at the depth of 482 feet was of
an iron-rusty color.
ARTF-_IA_;

W_'LL

AT SOUTH

Elevation,

A_dBOY,

25 feet.

W. C. Barr, of Camden, forwarded the following record of a well
put down by him at South Amboy for the Pennsylvania railroad.
He also furnished specimens of the borings :
Top

sand, dark, surface

to ............

Yellow gravel ............................
Red sand ...................................
Blueclay

...................................

.Red, firm sand ............................
Black clay .................................

2 feet.
5 feet _
9 " _-

2 feet to
7 " "

7
16

"
"

6

"

_16

"

"

22

"

_ Plastic clays--

27
56

"
"

_22
_49

"
"

" 49
" 105

"
"

j

Cretaceotts.

An examination of the specimens shows that all below sixteen feet
and possibly all below seven feet belong to the plastic clay series at
She ba6e of the Cretaceous.
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FROM

NEAR

HAMMONTOIq,
THE

DEPTH

MIDDLE

MULLICA

VINELAND
TO

MARL

THE

REPORT

HILL
AND

TO

OF

WINSLOW,

MILLVILLE_

WATER-BEARING

SAND

BRIDGETO_
ILLUSTRATING,

BENEATH

THE:

BED.

Upon projecting and plotting to a vertical scale along a commun_
northwest and southeast section line and at their proper relative
distances apart, the boriogs at Woodstown and near Harrisonville
upon the northwest, and at Glasslmro and Qninton upon the southeast, we have presented a complete vertical section, two miles in
horizontal extent, showing consecutively the beds from the Pleistocene gravels at the surface through the Miocene clays and the various
lime, marl, sand and clay marl strata of the Cretaceous to the top of
the plastic clays that form the basal division of the group of beds
belonging to the last-named age in New Jersey. Such a section showsa dip of thirty-seven feet per mile southeast for the shell and helemnite crust or rock layer that separates the base of the Middle Greensand Marl from the top of the quartzose water-bearing sand beneath.
Upon extending the section to the northwest, so as to include the
wells at l_i-arltonand Medford, and continuing upward in that direction the line marking the shell and belemnite crust, it is found to
coincide at the proper depth with the shell crust above the waterbearing sand in the last-named region. Continuing again the sectionin the opposite direction, to the southeast, and plotting thereon the
boring at Greenwich, and extending at the same rate of dip the line
marking the shell crust, said shell crust likewise coincides at the
proper depth with the shell stratum reported by Prof. G. H. Cook as
associated with the Middle Marl in the well at the last-named place.
Such a section as that just described has been constructed and is here_
inserted. It shows for a distance of thirteen miles a regular and perslstent dip of about thirty-seven feet per mile.
The section commences at the locality of Thomas Borton's wei]r,
near Mullica Hill, and continues sontheastwardly across the strike of
the strata, aed indeed includes a somewhat wider belt than that above
defined, being extended on the southeast so as to take in the localities
of Winslow, Bridgeton, Hammonton, Vinelaud and Mi]lville, at each
of which places, as marked on the section, a dotted vertical line is
projected downward to meet the line of the before.mentioned
belemnite and shell layer, and show at each of these localities the"
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probable depth to the top of the slxty-foot
below the Middle Marl.

water-yielding

203
sand nex_

The earliest deep artesian well in the State is at Winslow, but it,
stops in a higher sand, and therefore does not reach this stratum_
while the deepest of the two unsuccessful borings made a few years
since at Greenwich and noticed in this paper, passed through this
horizon, and probably failed to develop it from causes not then to be
overcome, but which may now be controlled.
Artesian

Wells

in the Vicinity

of Marlton and Medford.

In the vicinity of Marlton there have been bered_ during the last,
two decades, a considerable number of artesian wells, mcet of which
are within three miles to the eastward, though a few are within the
same distance to the south and southeast.
There are also a few bored wells at Medford and within a distance
of two milesnorth and northeastthereof.These latterwellsareso
situated
as tobe directly
in thelineof strikeof thestratawith those
nearMarlton. Bat few of thesewellshave beenheretofore
reported
in thepublications
of theSurvey. Allthathave come totheknowledgeof thewriterin thisregionaredescribed
in thefollowing
pages,.
includingthoseto which reference
has been made in pastannual
reports.In thesecasestheplaceof such reference
isnoted.
Wellsin thisregion,
afterpassingthrough a greater
or lessthickneesof superficial
sandsand gravels
of Pleistocene
age,and in some
instances
alsoof some underlyingdepositsbelongingto a somewhat
earlier
period,
penetrate
entirely
throughtheMiddle Marl bed and a
crustoffossil
ehel].s
atitsbasetwo tosixfeetthick,beneathwhich is_
found a gray sand with a plentiful
supplyof excellent
water. The
shellcrustcontainsthevalvesofan extinct
oyster(E'z:og_/ra
co8to2c_
Say.)which has a twistedor curved beak, and alsocertain
cigarshaped fossils
calledbelemnites(technically,
]_elemnilella
muerona_
Schlot.)These two fossils
arecharacteristic
of theLower Marl and
itsoverlyingsand, the so-called
red sand bed,describedin the
Geology of New Jereay_1868. The crustis evidentlyon top of
thewater-bearing
sand and forms an imperviouslayerthatprevents
thepercolation
intothissand of theunsatisfactory
waterheld in the
overlyingMiddle Marl bed. The qualityof the water is said
varyin thedifferent
wells,but thewriterbelieves
thatif theeasi_
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are properly put in, so as to completely shut off contamination with
water from the sands and marls above the shell crust, that the supply
will be found uniformily good and desirable.
A cross-section of this region, drawn to scale, is here introduced.
Plate X. It shows the relative position of these wells to each
other across the strike of the strata, the section line being drawn
from northwest to southeast through Marlton. It also shows the
elevation above sea-level of the surface at each well, and likewise the
depth of each and the beds passed through. Three wells to the
southwest of Marlton, viz., at Woodstown, Gibbsboro and Harrisonville, are also projected in their proper position among these wells.
The section shows very graphically that, except in four instances, all
_he wells draw from the same water horizon, and that the dlp of the
_rust is about thirty-seven feet per mile to the southeast.
The four wells excepted are those of Mrs. John Wilkins and Isaac
W. Stokes, which extend deeper_ and those at Gibbsboro and Harrisonville, which stop higher up.
Mrs. John Wilkins' well draws from a sand some 200 feet deeper,
near the base of the clay marls.
I. W. Stokes' well is supplied from a sand about 100 feet deeper
than the shell crust_ but which horizon the writer would consider as
practically the lowest stratum of the same water-bearing (red?)
_and bed.
The wells at Gibbeboro and Harrisonville are furnished from loose
strata within the alternations of lime sand and llme rock next above
the Middle Marl. It is doubtful if this lime sand will furnish
everywhere a eatisfactory quality of water. Such wells should probably be continued some sixty or seventy-five feet deeper to the sand
beneath the shell crust. The close approach to this sand can be surmised, when sinking wells, by the appearance of the before-mentioned
belemnites in the borings.
At Joseph Evans' a first and unsuccessful boring was proieeted a
considerable distance into the clay marls.
Specimens from Joshua S. Wills' well, and from the wells at
Woodstown and Quinton, show the occurrence of the lime sand that
overlies the Middle Marl bed. This lime sand can be recognized by
.peculiar perforated, elongated, flat, calcareous bodies called J3ryozoa.
At Qainton this sand is over 100 feet thick, while in this region the
thickness is about twenty-five feet.
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The wells of this region will now be reported in detail. They are
situated at twenty-one localities, and are all bored wells except those
at Locust Grove, which are dug wells. The wells are reported in
the order of their occurrence upon the dip of the beds, those first
noticed being farthest back upon the dip.
DUG

WELL8
OF

TWO MILES

WEET OF

ELLWOOD

EVANS,

Elevation_

MARLTO._i'_ ON THE

AT

LOCUST

FARM

GROVE.

90 feet ; depth, 32 feet.

Ellwood Evans states that upon his farm, near Locust Grove station, there are five wells with depths varying a foot or two, more or
less, from thirty feet, according to the elevation of the surface.
One of these wells is very nearly upon the ninety-foot contour liner
and has a depth of thirty-two feet. At thirty feet a stony erust_
about six inches thick and containing belemnites_ was encountered.
There was no water just above this crust, but in a reddish sand
immediately below_ there is an abundant supply and of cxosIlent
quality.
This belemnite crust represents the same stratum that is noted i_
the pages immediately following as having been passed through near
the base of all the wells in the region under consideration_ of which
we have full and authentic records.
The relation of this crust to the base of the wells is graphically"
shown in the accompanying vertical cross-section. The water.supply
comes from the so.called red sand bed, as described by Prof. Geo. B.
Cook in the Geology of New Jersey, 1868.
ARTESIAN

WELL

AT

MARLTON

N.

J _ AT

THE

RESIDF_--_°CE

OF C, B, CHEW.
E]evatlon_ll0feet;

dlameter,

5_inches;
depth_$6
feet of the surface.

feet.

Water rises within

24

The following is copied from the Annual Report for 1885, page 131 :
"At Marlton, in Burlington county, an artesian well has been
bored for Charles B. Chew, Esq., by Mr. Goldsmith Wilmot, of
Haddoofield. The well is eighty.six feet deep and with a bore of
five and five-eighths inches, and has been sunk through the Middle
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Marl bed and down into a sandy layer in which the well ends.
Unfortunately the notes in relation to the successive layers of material
passed through are lost. In genera], however, they may be described
as follows :
Loam and gravel to the marl .............................................
20 feet _ 20 feet.
Black marl ..................................................................
6 " _ 2g "
Green_nd
marl ..............................................................
15-20
" _ 46 "
Chocolate marl ...............................................................
6 " _-52
"
Thin stony crust ............................................................
Chocolate marl ...............................................................
6-7 " _59
"
Hard, black sand, which gradaally
grew lighter, until it
became white.
Ah_,ul 2 or 3 feet from the bottom struck a
very bard boulder, end drove the casing through it.
Total depth .........................................................
86 "

"The water rose within twenty- four feet of the surface. The well
was then tested with a pump driven by a steam engine, and the water
was not lowered an inch after running the pump steadily for eight
hours. The quality of the water is good ; its temperature is fiftythree and one-half* degrees."
The so.called "bard boulder" near the base is undoubtedly the
_ame shell crust containing belemnites that is noted in most of the
following records of wells in this region.

ARTF._IAN

WELL

IN

MARLTON_

SAMUEL
Elevation,

110 feet ; diameter,

AT

THE

RESIDENCE

OF

LIPPINCOT'r.

5 inches; depth, 105 feet.
feet of the surface.

Water

rises within 18

The following record is furnished by W. C. Barr :
Top _oll ..........................
Yellow sand ....................
Black mud .....................
Gray marl ......................

15 feet _
6 " :_
2 " _
3

"

15 feet.
21 "
23 "

:=

26

"

_

Green marl .....................
Chocoiate marl ...............

22
32

.....
" _

48
80

"
"

_ :
)

Gray sand and watt.r .........

25

"

-- 105

"

Limesaad.
_Iiddle

_ l_ed sand.

l_Iarl.

_ Cretaceous.

!
J

The writer has been shown an internal east of a small oyster, probably Gryphea Brya,ti Gabb., that was obtained from this well and a
number of nodular specimens of the mineral vivianite. These have a
cast, and on a freshly-fractured surface present a metallic
_The

temperature

is now 58 degrees.
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appearance. Chemically they are a phosphate of iron. Both the
oyster and the vivianite undoubtedly came from the Middle Marl bed.

ARTESIAN

WELL

IN

MARLTON,
AT THE
HENRY
BRICK.

Elevation,

RESIDENCE

OF

110 feet; depth_ 86 feet;

This well wag bored by Stothoff Bros. It is located upon the
main avenue in Marltoa, aud near the eastern end of the village_ and
about two blocks from the well of C. B. Chew. The ground has the
same elevation, 110 feet, and the well the same depth_ elghty-slx feet,
asC.B.Chew'swell.
No details
ofstrata
forthiswellhavebeenreceived.
Thereare,
however,
still
preserved
specimens
oftwospecies
of oysters_
Exogyra
co_tata Say, and C-rypheavesiculari_ Ixamarek, that, judging from their
iron-rusty color, probably came from the shell crust that is noted as
occurring above the water-bearing sand in most of the records of the
wells in this region. There is also a specimen of another oyster,
Gryphea vomer Morton, that may possibly have come from a somewhat
higher level. It is not so rusty in appearance and the shell has some
of the greensand matrix attached. Specimens of vivianite, a mineral
quite common in the Middle Marl bed, have also been shown to the
writer.

ARTESIAN

WELL

ON THE
Elevation,

THREE

PROPERTY

MILES
OF

SOUTHWEST
_IES.

JOHN

130 feet ; diameter, 5 inches ; depth, 316 feet.
about 22 feet of the surface.

OF MARLTON

I

WILKINS.
Water rises within

This well was noted in the Annual Report for 1885, page 1337and
erroneously stated to be "southeast of," instead of southwest of
Marlton, from which it is distant about three miles. It is upon the
property of Mrs. John Wilkins_ and is very nearly on the line of
strike of the strata with the wells of C. B. Chew, Samuel Lippincott
and Henry Brick_ in Mar]ton.
W. C. Barr furnishes from memory the following general description of strata :
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Top soli _nd rlulcksaT_d, inclndlng 2 feet of iron crust .............
Marl, im'lu,ling 4 feet of c_arse _ud, with ,rater not good ........

30 feet _
30 feet.
78 " _ 108 "

(_recn quicksand .............................................................
Blue clay ........................................................................
Coarse yAlow _and and gravel, with plenty of good water.

ARTESIAN

WELL

NEAR
OF

Elevation,

100 feet;

MARLTON,
AMOS B,

N.

J.,

120
98

"
"

ON THE

_ 22_
_316

"
"

FARM

WKLLS,

dlameter6inches;
depth of wel184
within 22 feet of the surface.

feet.

Waterrlses

In the spring of 1890, Stothoir Bros. put down an artesian well
on the property of Amos. B. Wills, five-eighths of a mile south of
Marlton. A supply of water was obtained at the depth of eightyfour feet. No specimens were preserved, and no record kept of this
well. It, however, probably draws its supply, in part at l_a_t, from
above the shell crust that covers the top of the red sand bed, since
the water is quite irony. The well next described, which is scarcely
one-quarter of a mile distant, furnishes good water, probably because
communication with the water above this shell crust is completely
shut off.
ARTESIAN

WELL

ON
NEAR

Elevation,

120 feet;

THE

FARM

MARLTON_

OF
N.

SAMUEL

J.

EVES_

J.

diameter_ 6 inches; depth t 114 feet.
40 feet of the surface.

Water rises within

About the year 1891 or 1892, an artesian well was drilled by Stotthoff Bros. on the farm of Samuel J. Eves, three-quarters of a mile
south of Marlton.
Mr. Eves recently furnished from memory the following description of the suece_slon of strata, but without notes as to the respective
thickness of each stratum :
No. 1. Between
2.
3.
4.
5.

a light and a heavy

loam.

Gravelly soil.
Quicksand.
Dark material, somewhat llke marl.
Broken _hell_, like oysters.

6. Salt-and-pepper
sand, with good water and plenty
Tot_l depth, 11t feet.
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Specimens ef the salt-and-pepper
sand at the base show white
quartz grains, glauconite or greensend grains, fragments of belemnitss
and a few foraminifera of Rotaline forms such as have been found
in the Cretaceous elsewhere.
The water is of excellent quality and.
undoubtedly comes from the red (.9) sand bed beneath the shell crust
thatseparates
thatbed from theoverlyingMiddle Marl bed.

ARTESIAN

WELL

EAST

OF

OF

Elevatlon_ 70 feet;

J.

MARLTON
W,

diameter,

2 UPON

THE

FARb_

BARR,

3 inches;

deptlb g$ feet.

W. C. Barr writes that he has sunk the past year a three-inch
well for his brother, J. W. Barr, on the road from Green Tree
(Evesboro) to Medford, and about two and one-half miles southeast
of the first-named locality, and about two miles cast of Marlton.
He
sends the following record :
Soil and green clay ...................................
Conrsesandaudgravel
..............................

10 feet _= 10 feet.
l0 " _=20
"

Black and green

14

"

_- 34

"

-_

30
4

""

64
_-_ 68

""

IMiddle

marl ...............................

Chocolate
Shell
crust, marl
with.......................................
bdemnitcs ..........................
Sandj

water-bearing.

.................................

marl:

Red sand bed.

Specimens of this last stratum were also thoughtfully
furnished.
It is made up ef grsensand
grains (glebigerina
casts) and white
quartz grains with a large mixture of broken fragments ef shells.
Among these are fragments of some ponderous oyster, doubtless.
from their stratigraphical positien, either an E_cogyra or Gryphea ; or
possibly beth.
There are also fragments of a Pe_ten and unmistakable fragments ef behmnites,* a cigar-shaped fossil
These fossils show that the water horizon is at the top of the socalled red sand bed and beneath the Middle Marl bed.
_+Bdemnltella mucronuta

Schlot.
14
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WELL
TtIREE
MILES
EAST-1WORTHEAST
ON THE FARM OF JOSIAH BALLEI_OER.
70 feet;

diameter, 6 _nehes; depth, 76 feet.
almut l0 feet of the surface.

OF

MARLTON_

Water rises to within

This well was put down in the fall of 1889, by Stotthoff Bros.,
from whom we learn that after passing about forty feet of marl in
different layers they " found at the depth of seventy feet shells and
little stems," the latter undoubtedly belemnites. The well was drilled
to the depth of seventy-six feet, stopping in a clean, whitish sand.
The water rose in the well to within about ten feet of the surface.
It is of good quality.

ARTESIAN
Elevation,

WELL

BORED

FOR

?5 feet ; deptl b 183 feet.

ISAAC
Water

W. STOKES,
rises within

AT

MEDFORD.

17 feet of the sffrface.

This well was noted in the Annual Report for the year 1892, but as
it presents upon the aeeompauying vertical section the feature of an
additional water horizon stratigraphically lower than that shown by
any other well in the vicinity, it is again brought to notice.
The following is taken from said report_ page 302 :
"This well wa_ bored in 1889 (see report for that year, page 89)
to a depth of seventy feet, but was continued the past year to 183
feet. The record is made up from the former annual report to seventy
feet and below that from notes and specimens of the earths furmshed
by I. W. Stokes. The continuation of the boring was done by Stothoff Bros.
Sand and earth ...........................................................
Marl ...........................................................................
Sand, v_rying ..............................................................
Shelly layers .........................................................
C_*ar_e gray sand Orote_-irony) ..........................................
( Depth of fin, t well.)
{2) Green marl ..................................................................
Blaekquleksand
...........................................................
[3) Marl .........................................................................
Quicksand ...................................................................
(4) Marl (fourth stratum), at ................................................
Sand, some clay ...........................................................
Sand, some clay (water good l ............................................
Sand ...........................................................................
(Cased to 179 feet)

(1)
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15 feet.
30 "
15 "
4 "
6 "
15
25
11
35

,c
"
"
"

5
2
6

"
"
"

45 feet.
60 "
64 "
70 "
85
110
122
157
170
175
177
183

"
"
"
"
"
"
_'
"
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" Isaac W. Stokes writes that _the water is first-class, and rises to
within seventeen feet of the surface,' and that cthe supply seems
inexhaustible.'"
Quite recently I. W. Stokes again writes that "the flow (supply)
¢.ontinues unlimited and the water unsurpassed. Excellent."
The irony water noted at seventy feet probably came in large part,
at least, from the gceensands just above the shell crust that separates
the Middle Marl from the red sand bed.
The water horizon at 179 feet, now utilized, is probably near the
top of the clay marls.
ARTESIAN

WELL

TWO

FARM
Elevation,

MILES

EAST

OF BENJAMIN

OF

MARLTON,

ON THE.

COOPER.

60 feet ; diameter, 6 inches; depthj 77 feet.
4 feet of the surface.

Water rises within

This well was recently brought to the writer's notice by J. W.
Burr, who bored the same, and who states the depth to be 77 feet.
This well was reported in the Annual Report for 1885, page 132, but
its depth is there given at 70 feet. It is quite probable that the
casing was driven to only 70 feet, and that the drill penetrated to the
depth of 77 feet. The following, written by Prof. Geo. H. Cook, is
taken from the report for 1885 :
"At the farm of Benjamin Cooper, two miles east of Marlton, in
Burlington county, an artesian well has been sunk, which supplies a
large quantity of exceptionally.good water. It is located over the
Middle Marl bed, but the water is evidently drawn from a sand bed
underneath that bed of marl. The materials passed through, as reported by Mr. Cooper, are-Upper soil ........................................................................
Ironstone (sand and oxide of iron) ..........................................
Greensand marl ..................................................................
Ironstone ...........................................................................
Greeasand
marl, black and chocolate
marl (no accurate account
kept of each) ..................................................................
Clean black sand_ with white specks .......................................
Stopped in open coarse sand [wbitish],
with belemnltes .............
[_aterbearlng
sand ........................................................

28 feet _ 28 feet.
3 " _-- 31 "
1 " _ 32 "
1 " _33
a
19 "
14 "
4 "
"

_52
_- 66
_ 70
_77

"
"
"

"The well was tubed with a 6inch pipe, and the water rose in it to
within 5 feet 7 inches of the surface, and remained at that point until
The words in brackets

are intrott_lced

by the present

writer.
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the water was pumped freely, after which it rose to 3 feet 10 inches
from the surface.
The water is clear and i3ot't, and of excellent quality for all household purposes.
Its temperature is 5.4 degrees.
Mr.
Cooper has erected over the well a 12.foot turbine windmill.
After
running the pump for three days, with a good wind during the day,
at no time was the water lowered more than three inches, though the
pump was showing a steady inch stream."
In a recent interview
the level of the water_
rained. He also states
water from the various

with Benjamin Cooper we were informed that
the temperature and the quality are still mainthat there is a difference in the quality of the
wells near Marlton and Medford ; that some

of the wells have not been continued and cased deep enough, but
were stopped within the above-described
"black sand with white
specks_" which was entirely cased off in his well. This black sand,
he says, does not furnish as good water as the whitish sand below it.
In proof of the difference in character of the two sands and their
influence upon the quality of their contained waters, he instances the
fact that at the time of the occurrence of the earthquake, in the year
1884, the water in a well that was stopped in the blaok 8and was
made inky, while the water in his own well was made milky in appearance.
ARTESIAN

WELL

NEAR

MARLTON I N,
AMOS

E',evation_ 70 f_et ; diameter,

J,_ ON THE

FARI_I

OF

E_'ENS.

5 inches ; depth, 83 feet.
feet of the surface.

Water

rises wlthin T

Some years since a well was put down on the farm of Amos Evens,
near Marlten.
The data at the heading above were f,lrnished by W. C. Barr.
The well draws from the same water horizon as the other wells in
this region.
ARCEE_IAN

Elevationj

WELL TWo
RESIDENCE

55 feet ; diameter_

MILES
EAST OF MARLTON_
OF WLLLIA M" B. COOPER.
5 iache_; depth_ 77 feet.
the surface.

AT

THE

_Vater rises very near

W. C. Burr informs that he drilled a five-inch well at William B.
Cooper's.
This well is northwest of Benjamin Ccoper's well a distance of one-eighth of a mile.
In both wells the black sand with
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white specks was met with and cased off. This sand is said to much
resemble the black sand formerly used for sanding freshly-made
writing before the introduction of blotting paper. In both wells the
same depth of seventy.seven feet was reached and both furnish the
_samequality
ofespec_aIly.good
water.
ARTESIAN

WELL

NEAR
WM.

Elevation_

100

feet;

MARLTONj

ON THE

FAR_

OF

J. EVANS.

diameter, 5 inches;
depth, 121 feet.
within about 20 feet of the surface.

Water

rises

W. C. Barr furnishes the following record :
'Depth of well when boring

commenced

.......

24 feet.

Pleistocene.

Bla_,k marl ...........................................
16 feet = 40 "
White sand erust ....................................
10-"
_- 50 "
Black marl and shell ...............................
30 " _
80 "

Upper Marl(?)
Limesand.

'Green clay marl .....................................
Chocolatemud
.......................................
Shell crust .............................................

6
28
3

"
"
"

=
86
_114
_117

"
"
"

_Middle

"Gray sand, trater .....................................

4

"

_- 121

"

/ Red sand bed.

)

_,larI.

/

The water is obtaiued from the top of the "red sand bed."
ARTESIAN

WELL

SOUTI_
OF

OF MARLTON,

BOWMAN

AT THE

RESIDENCE

S. LIPPIECOTT.

]'_levation, 85 feet ; diameter, 5 inches ; depth, 105 feet.
16 feet of the surface.

Water

rises with[n

The boring of this well was commenced at the bottom of a dug
'well, with a depth of 18 feet. W.C. Barr furnishes the following
record :
Depth of dug well .................................
Black mud .............................................

20 feet _

White sand crust ....................................
Black sand marl ....................................
Ironstone ert_st .....................................
Black sand ......... ...................................

12
4
1
2

Black marl ............................................
•Green clay mar/ .....................................
Fine dark sand .......................................
Chocolate
marl .......................................

"
"
"
"

6 "
8 "
2 ,t
22 "

18 feet.
38 "

_ 50
==- 54
_
55
= 57

"
,t
"
"

Lime sand.

=
_
=
_

63
71
73
95

"
"
"
"

Middle

S el crust .......................................

3

"

_

98

"

"Green sand ............................................
White sand ............................................

2 "
5 "

=
_

100
105

"
"

hlarl.

_ Red sand bed.

)
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There were obtained from this bed, probably from the Middle
Marl, numerous well-preserved though fragmentary specimens of
Terebratula,* and a few small but perfect Exogyra.* From near the
base were obtained a considerable number of fragmentary specimens
of belemnitss. The Bryozoa so characteristic of the lime sand over
the Middle Marl bed were also seen among the specimens.
ARTESIAN

Elevation,

WELL

NEAR MARLTON, AT LEVI
ON THE ELMWOOD
ROAD.

60 feet ; dlameter_ 5 inches; depth, 82 feet.
14 feet of the surface.

T. BALLINOER'S,

Water rises within

The following record was received from W. C. Burr ,,
Top soil and clay ......................................
Gravel :rod quicksand ................................
Black

marland

5 feet.

_hell .................................

25

Green clay marl .......................................
Chocolate marl .........................................
Shell crust and bel_J,mi,,as............................
_,_hlte .and, wattr ......................................

15 feet.
20

"

45

]

4
27
4

"
"

49
76
80

i Middle
J

2

"

82

} Red sand bed.

Mart:

A series of specimens of the borings was preserved by L. T,
Balliuger. These showed, at the depth of 3'2 feet, indurated, irony,
red.colored casts of Gryphea_ and other shells. Attached to the casts
were crystals of vivianite. This shell layer exactly resembles indurated casts of shells to be seen at Stratton's pits, near Mullion Hill.
At 65 feet were some fragments of an oyster, not in a condition that
would admit of determination.
At 80 feet were fragments oF
belemnitee.
ARTESIAN

WELL_
ON

TWO MILE9
THE

FARM

EAS_-SOUrHEAST
OF

J08EPH

OF MARLTON,

EVANS.

FJevafion,
129feet. Ore.successful
welljdlameter,
Sinches; depth,155feet;
one ,msucce_sfu[
well,deptth,
365 feet

A successful
wellwasputdown withina fewyears,
ofwhichRichard Houseman furnishes
thefollowing
recordof materials
passed
through.'
* Technically,
Ter, brat,,h, ][ar/a.i
f {;ritphea reMe_laris l,amark.

Morton, ]'.'_vgyra ¢ostata Say.
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20 feet.

50

"

_

20

"

"

70

"

Upper

Sand
Crust ....................................
...................................

14
9

""

__

70
84

""

""

84
93

""

} Limesand.

Green marl ..........................
Sand ....................................

27
27

"
"

_
_

93
120

"
"

': |20
" 147

"
"

_ ,_[lddle Marl.
)

26

""

__

147
149

""

"" 155
149

"

} Red sand bed.

Shell crtlst of oyster

Marl (?)

and other

shells sand
...............................
White
with water. ...........

An uusuecessful boring had been made some years previously to a
depth of 365 feet. Of this well we are furnished with the following
general description of strata below the first 155 feet, to which depth
the well above noted furnishes correct information :
Grily mlcaceous
Blue clay--clay

sand from .......................
marl from .......................

Large oyster shells

ARTESIAN

155 feet to 220 feet.
220 *_ " 365 " "_jClay Marts.

were foatxd at abuut 300 feet, and also sharks'

WELL

TWO
FARM

Eievatlol b 60 feel ; depth,

MILE8
OF

EAST

JACOB

98 feet.

L.

OF

teeth.

MARLTON_

ON THE

F.VE_S

Water ri_es within

6 feet of the surface.

There is a well on the property of Jacob L. Evens that obtains at
the depth of ninety five feet a supply of exceptionally good water.
From a series of specimens preserved by the owner the followiug
da_a were obtained :
Yellowish

marly _aud ..........................................
,c
,

Saml_ with Bryozoa ............................................
Marl with Terebratlda
.......................................
Gryphea .............................................

at 20 feet.
" 2.5 c_
" 30
" 40

"

Lime

" 45

"

Belemnites_
Bele_,itella
...................................
)furl ............................................................

" (657)"
" 80 "

............................................................
Water-bearlng
sand ..........................................

" 90
" 9S

"

sand.

I
I_ Middle

Marl.

j
Red sand bed:

The water rises within about six feet of the _arface.
The Terebratula and Gryphea above noted were well preserved r
nearly entire specimens retaining the shell in its original white
calcareous condition. From the records of the other wells, the writer
is inclined to think that the be]emnite_ noted at slxty.five feet are
wrorgly marked_ and were probably obtained at the depth of about
eighty- five feet.
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ARTESIAN
FOR
Elevatlon,

WELL

THREE

A. W. LOFLAND_
60 feet;

diameter,

MILES
ON THE

EAST

OF

OF

DAVIS

MARLTONj
ROGERS

5 inches; depth, 102 feet.
7"feet of the surface.

BORED

FARM.

Water

rises within

While this report was in preparation the following record was
received from W. C. Barr of a well put down at the above locality_
which is about three miles east of C. B. Chew's well :
Top roll

quicksand

and pebbles .........

15 feet =

15 fLet.

Black marl .............................
15
_
Stone crust and gray marl or lime sand.. 28
_

30
58

Green marlmarl
....................................
Chocolate
.................................
Shell crtlst

66
95

......................................

Gray open sand and water .................

298

_=

5

= 100

2

_

102

Upper marl.
Lime sand.
-_ Middle

"_
]

Marl.

/

/ Redsandbed.
/

I

Io

)

There were obtained from this boring the following fossils : Bryozoa from the lime sand, Terebralula from the Middle Marl, Belemnitella from the shell crust, Peelen probably also from the shell crust,
and small but perfect Ezogyra, the exact horizon or depth of which
we have been unable to ascertain. The water obtained is of good
quality, and rises within seven feet of the surface.

ARTESIAN

Elevatloa_

WELL

NORTHEAST
OF AND NEAR MEDFORD,
BORED FOR JOSHUA
S. WILLS.

63 feet _ depth, 126 feet•

*Water rises within

N.

J._

25 feet of the surface.

This well, which was bored by Stothoff Bros. was reported last
year, but as some additional information has since been received, it is
againnoticed.
ThiswellisuponthefarmofJoshuaS.Wills,
aboutoneand threequarter
milesnortheast
of Medfordstation.
A setofboringswas
exhibited
forawhileina drugstore
at Medford,
and afterwards
forwardedto thewriterthroughtherecommendation
ofa geological
friendwho chancedtoseethem,and who rightly
appreciated
the
.value
ofthespecimens
totheSurvey.
By correspondence
withJ.S.Wills,
theelevation
of thesurface
is
learned
tobesixty-three
feet.Aftercareful
examination
ofthevariousspecimens
thefollowing
recordhasbeenmade :
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_'o. 1. Soll .........................................
2.
3.
4.
5.

2 feet.
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2 feet.

Clay, yellow sand ......................
3 "
5 "
l_inegray sand with greensand grains...
5 to 15 "
Coarse graysand withgreensandgrains...
15 to 23 "
Olive-colored marl_ at ..............................
30 "

'6. Dark-green

marl, at ................................

7. Lime sand and foraminiferaj
Bryozoa, at ......
g. Green marl withshell .........................
}
/
Gryphea and "_rcbrat Is, at .................

35

_'

50
70

"
"

Bottom
Upper l_Iarl,
of
I Lime sand.

I

_[iddle Narh

9. Pare greensand,(larkcolorjat..................
76 "
10.
11.
_12.
13.
14

"
"
"

"

light color, at ..................
dark color, at ..................
chocolate color, at ...........

80
91
104

dark green, at ...................

120 "

Gray s,'tud with greensand

grains

,,

"
"
"

and shell,

&c., sand
Exogyra
belemnites_
at ...............
15. Gray
and and
watcrj
at ...........................
This water rises to witlfin 25 feet of the surface,

124
126

""

I Red sand bed.

J. S. Wills writes that "water was found at the depth of seventy
feet_ but that it was not good_and that after reaching the depth of
_27 feet we had an excellent flow of good water."
In the Annual Report for 1892, page 302, and also in this volume,
lmge 210, a record is given for a well bored for I_ac W. Stokes, one
amd one-half miles almost due northwest on ground elevated about
.seventy.eight feet. The relative position of these two wells is almost
.directly across the line of strike of the strata. I.W. Stokes' well, as
_tated last year, was deepened from a water horizon at about seventy
feet to one at 175 to 183 feet. A comparison of the records and
,specimens o£ the two wells shows conclusively that the upper water
horizon at slxty-four to seventy feet in I. W. Stokes' well is the same
:as that at 126 feet at the bottom of J. S. Wills' well.
The waterofinferior
quality
notedaboveat seventyfeetrepresents,
ofcourse,
a still
higherhorizon.J.S.Willsalsoremarksthat
"the different
strata
we wentthroughareverysimilar
tothosepassed
"throughby JosephEvans." (Seepage 214.) Thislatter
wellis
loomedsixandone-half
mileswest-southwest.
The distance
between
,twoparallel
northeast
and southwest
lines
of strike
drawn through
,the
two wellsisone and one-tenth
miles.The shell
bedinJoseph
Evans'well_
at147 to 149 feet(seepage214),istheequivalent
of
that in J. S. Wills' well at 120 to 12t feet. Making allowance for
,difference in elevation of the surface, a calculation shows this shell
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bed to dip slightly over thirty-seven feet per mile. The section for
this region is constructed on a basis of thirty-seven and five-eightlm
feet per mile, that amount of dip being the average presented by thevarious wells and harmoniziog best all the ecndit_ons.

ARTESIAN

WELL

Elevation,

IN MEDFOED) N. J.) AT
OF J0_EPH
HINCHMAN.

60 feet ; diamete h 3 inches;

THE

RF_,$IDENCE

depth, 150 feet.

About five years since a well was put down in Medford at the residence of Joseph Hinchman, who has furnished information from
which the following record has been compiled :
Sell and gravel ....................................
Clay ..................................................
Marl .........................................
Blue clay .........................................
Lime saud .........................................
Then altemathm
of sand_, marls, gravels,
&e., to ............................................
Belemnlte_ near the ba,e

12 feet.
5 "
35
5 '_
16 "

12 feet.
17 "
52 ':
57 _"
73 "
150

"

_Pleistocene.
=Miocene
(?).
_ Upper Mar|.
= Lime

sand bed.

_ =: Middle Marl and,
/
red saud bed.

Water was found at 17 feet, at 90 feet, and at 140 feet. The
water at the lowest horizon only was utilized ; this rises to within
about 18 feet of the surface. The well is cased to the depth of 140.
feet, though the boring was continued to that of 150 feet. By reference to the section, it will be seen that this well draws from the same
horizon as the other wells in the region of Marltou and Medford.
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SUPPLEMENTTO REPORTON ARTESIAN
WELLS.
ARTESIAN

WELLS

AT

PLAINFIELD.

P. H. & J. Conlin inform that they have sunk four wells for the
Plainfield Water Works. The average depth is about fifty feet.
Clay was found at about eight feet from the surface, below which
fine quicksand was encountered to a depth of forty feet, at which
depth occurs a coarse water-bearing gravel.
"The first well was tested alone and produced on twenty-four
hours' test 7fi0gallons of water per minute. The others were tested
collectively and produced a similar quautity. The_e wells had
_eculiar strainers put in thhm, as previous wells put down had to
renewed on account of the sand getting in the strainers and clogging
them."
P. H. & J. Conlin also furnished samples of strata from wells
Nos. 3 and 4.
The water-bearing gravel, and especially the clay overlying it are
decidedly reddish in color and have evidently been derived from the
Trias. 1'finnyof the pebbles in the gravel are as large as walnuts
and butternuts, aud are more or less rounded and water-worn. Most
of them are apparently made from Triassic shales and sandstone_.,
though among these are a few of trap-rock, some of which show
amygdaloidal cavities.
ART]_tIAN

WELLS

AT

NEWARK

AND

VICINITY.

P. H. & J. Conlin forward the following account of various wells
put down by them at Newark and vicinity :
"At C. Roberts & Co. Rubber Works, Newark, well 8 inches in
diameter. Struck rock 20 feet from surface. Drilled into rock 200
feet. Well produced, on pumping, 50 gallons of water per minute.
The rock was of the red shale formation."
i219)
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Herold Smelting aud Refining Co., situated on the meadows,
about half way between Newark and Waverly. The first 20 feet
was black mud, then alternate layers of clay and quicksand. Clay
beds did not vary over one foot in thickness. Rock was struck at a
depth of 175 feet from the surface; the balance of the well, to the
depth of 220 feet, is drilled through red shale. Well produced, on
twenty-four hours' pumping, 100 gallons per minute."
'tAt Smith's tannery, Newark, we drove well to a depth of 195
feet. Nothing but clay, intermingled with fine sand, was met with.
At the above depth a water-bearing gravel-was found, and produced,
on ten hours' test, 60 gallons of water per minute."
Smith's tannery is one-half mile from the meadows adjoining Newark, and one-half mile from the Herold well, the latter well being
.*_hefarthest out.
"The Newark Licorice Works has a 10-inch well. Rock was encountered at about 32 feet from the sarfaee. The rock is of brown
sandstone character, of hard quality. Well 220 feet deep. Well
produced, on ten hours' continuous teat, 150 gallons of water per
minute."
"At W. Eoglehart's residence, Harrison, N. J., we sunk a well to
a depth of 127 feet. From surface to water.bearlng strata nothing
'but fine sand. There was a moderate supply of water found."
Harrison is on the opposite side of the Passaic from Newark. This
well and the wells above noted at Smith's and Herold's are all located
.upon practically the same meadow land.

2kRTF_SI&N

WELLS

IN
AND

NEW

YORK

CITY,

BROOKLYN_

VIC[NITY.

P. H. &. J. Conlin report as follows :
Wells in New York C_ty.
"In New York City we drilled a well for the Manhattan Life
Insurance Company. Rock was encountered at fifty-five feet from
cellar bottom. The formation of rock was granite. There was no
visible supply of water until a depth of 800 feet was reached. At
that depth a small supply was found. At a depth of 1,056 feet.the
well produced on seventy-two hours' continuous test seventy-five
.^_'allousof water per minute."
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Wells in Brooklyn, N. Y.
"Ten wells, put down for the city of Brooklyn on Long Island,
fine sand was met with from surface to a depth of sixty feet, at which
depth a water-bearing stratum was found. The wells produced collectively five million gallons of water per twenty-four hours."
This boring is evidently either in glacial morainic drift or in the
overwash plain on the south side of Long Island.
Well at Noroton, Conneotleat.
"We have drilled two wells in Connecticut on the sound near
_loroton. Drilled one to a depth of 700 feet, but no water. Drilled
another well about half a mile from first one; we are down about 900.
feet, with only four gallons per minute; the formation of rock is
granite; we expect to drill the wells deeper io the spring, with the
expectation of getting the needed supply. The rock has not changed'
in character from the surface. We have drilled several other wells
in Connecticut with very good results."
Wells at Mount Vernon, Port Cheaterand lVhitsons.
"We have drilled wells in Mount Vernon, Port Chester, Whitsons,
&e., all within thirty miles from New York City. They are all in
close proximity to the Long Island Sound. Rock was met with not
over five feet from surface, and was of granite formation. The wells.
varied in depth from 100 feet to 300 feet."
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REPORTON FORESTRY.

In accordancewith a supplementary act of the Legislature, passed
at its last session, and approved May 1st, 1894, the State Geologist,
under the direction of the Board of Managers of the Geological Survey, (1) "shall make an investigation to ascertain the extent, character
and location of the wild lands of the Slate which are suited for permanent occupation by forests rather than by agriculture," and (2)
"shall report the remlts of such investigation to the Legislature,
together with a statement of what part or parts of such lands would
be suitable for a State forest reserve," and (3) "the advantages as regards the timber-supply, water-supply, scenery and climate of theState which would accrue from the conservation of existing forests by
the establishment of such reserve, or otherwise ;" (4) "the investigation so to be made shall determine the extent to which forests of
timber of commercial value now exist in the State, and include a study
of the localities and areas which are specially adapted to the growth
of designated kinds of timber of commercial value;" (5) "it shall
also include an examination as to the presence or absence of forest
cover upon the slopes and summits of the more important watersheds of the State, and a study of the effect of such conditions as now
exist upon the maintenance of the streams therein and the regulation
of the freshets thereof;" (6) "the report to the Legislature shall state
the arguments touching the beneficial effect upon climate and rainfall
attributable to the presence of forests, and shall likewise present an
outline of the policy and legislation of other States and countries for
the preservation of forests and their regulation for public ends, so far
as the same may be applicable to this State."
The work indicated in this legislative enactment may be summarized under the following heads :
1. A survey to ascertain the extent, location and character of the
" wild lands" or forest lands of the State, and the advantages of their
retention in forest.
15
(225):
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2.A surveyofthemoreimportant
water.sheds
or drainage
basins
and theirforested
ares_,
withreference
to theprotective
measures
neededtosavethisforest
coverand thereby
maintain
thepurity
of
thewater,
aswellaspromotethemore equableflowof thestreams.
3.A studyof therelations
offorests
asclimatic
factors,
and particularly
totherainfall.
4. A compilation of the forest legislation in other States and
countries in so far as it may be applicabh to conditions in New
Jersey.
From thestandpoint
of our presentknowledgeof theforested
landsintheState,
thefollowing
large
divisions
arerecognized
:
I.Kittatinuy
mountain.
2. Kittatinny
valley
andthevalleys
intheHighlands.
3.The Highlands.
4.The Red Sandstone
plain.
5.The Southern-0entral
belt.
6.The Southeastern
orCoastal
belt.
In this scheme the Upper Delaware valley is not given, except as
it is included in the Kittatinny mountain slope to the Delaware.
The trap.rock
ridges
alsoareomitted,
astheyconstitute
an inseparablepartof theTriadicor Red Sandstone
belt.The coastal-dune
rangeorsea-beaches
alsoareomitted,
inasmuchastheforest
on them
isofinconsiderable
extent,
andisdestined
togiveway to thegrowingtownsandseaside
resorts.
The large
forested
areas
of theStatewhichareof su_cient
extent
todeserve
consideration
as forest
reservations
arein thesoutheastern
belt, and in the Highlands and on the Kittatlnny mountain. In the
Kittatinny and other northern valleys the Porcentage of area not
cleared and in farms is comparatively small, and the wood-lots are
the property of individual farm-owners.
In theRed Sandstone
plainthere islittle
woodland,
excepting
on
thetrap-rock
ridges,
which arelargely
wooded. Deforestation
has
gonetoofarinsomepartsof thiebelt,
and theeffects
of thegeneral
clearing
areseeninthetorrential
character
ofthestreams
andinthe
sweepanddestruction
ofthewinds.
In themarland claybelt--or
asabovenamed,thesouthern-centralbelt---there
isa fairproportion
of forest
tofarm land,and the
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<listribetion is favorable to the preservation of equable climatic conditions. Nearly all of the woodland in this belt, as in the Red Sandstone belt and in the Kittatinny valley and the Highlands valleys,
is in small lots or tracts and in farms. As thus locally distributed, it
is valuable for domestic or home consumption, and is not of extent
to command attention or public consideration as a part of a general
forest reservation under State control. The possible exception to this
general statement is in that class of valley slopes in the Highlands
drainage basins, where the character of the stream-flow may be
affected injuriously by the too general clearing of these lands, and
the exposure of the steeply.sloping surface to the wash of the rains.
The survey of the forests in the more wooded divisions of the State
includes the gathering of statistics of forest fires and the study of ways
in which the destruction of valuable timber lands may be averted, and
the obstaclss to profitable timber-culture be set aside. The problem of
public care of the woods and the prevention of fires must be investigated and solved for the southeastern or pines belt, and also in the
Kittatinny mountain range. In the Highlands the dangers are not
great, and the ownership control is fairly efficient in protecting its
forests. In the other belts this question is not of importance, on
account of the small size of the wooded tracts, their distribution
among the cleared areas and their isolation. The individual owners
of the many small lots care for them and protect them against the
ravagss to which large tracts are more exposed.
The importance of tlmber-eulture or the value of wood as a crop,
and the climatic relations of forests, are broad questions, which are
not limited to belts or topographic divisions of the State, but arc
applicable to all. These questions affect the agricultural economy of
the State also, and are therefore of general interest to the rural population. The farmer is interested in wood-growing and in the climatic
_onditions favoring good crops. The cities also are affected favorably"
_ar unfavorably, since they are exposed to the sweep of these forces,
which dominate both town and country.
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REPORT ON FORESTRYIN THE NORTHERN
PART OF THE STATE.
BY

C.C.

VERMEULE.

During the past autumn surveys and examinations have been made
of the forests of the northeastern part of the State, including practically the Highlands and Red Sandstone plain, between the New York
llne and a line drawn from the head of Newark bay through Boonton
to Ogdensburg. The work included a survey of the outlines of all
areas of forest of sumcient size to be shown on a scale of three inches
to the mile. The inquiries covered the size and quality of the growth,
classed
asfollows:
I.Brushorstumplaud,toinclude
noareasintended
tobecleared
:andcultivated.
2.Old clearings
formerlycultivated,
but now growingup to
timber.
3. Young growth, in which class was included all timber less than
six inches diameter, the approximate age, size and height being noted.
4. Large timber, including all over six inches in diameter, the
diameter and height being noted as before.
Without attempting any strict botanical classification, the varieties
of timber have been designated as follows :
1. Deciduous, with the prevailing varieties indicated.
2. Coniferous, classified as pine, cedar, hemlock, &c.
3. Mixed deciduous and coniferous.
Notes were kept of the general character of scattered growth over
lands under cultivation, also of the general condition of the forested
.areas, and of any remarkably large trees, any original forest, planted
gimber, brush land which seems incapable of producing timber, the
(229)
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suceession of growth, &e. information was also collected as to the
product of saw-mills, kindling-wood factories, &e., and notes were
made as to the value per acre of stump land of twenty-year or thirtyyear growth, and all heavy timber of various kinds ; also of the testimony of reliable persons as to how the amount of timber now standing compares with that of previous periods, and of how the growth.
on slopes
ofhills
compares
withthatin thevalleys
oron thetopof
plateaus.
Itwillbenotedthattheinquiries
wereof themostpractical
kind,
anditisbelieved
thattheinformation
obtained
willbe of valuein
reaching
an understanding
oftheactualeconomiccondition
of our
forested
areas.Thus fartheyhavedeveloped
thefactthattherehave
beenno important
changes
either
inthelimits
ofcultivated
land,or
in theproportion
offorested
and cultivated
areas,
sincethetopographical
surveyswere begunin 1877. There have beenminor
changes,
anda fewoldclearings
ofsmallareahavebeenallowedto
grow up,theareasthusaddedtotheforests
beingjustaboutoff_et
by thatwhich hasbeenbroughtundereultivation_
likewise
insmall,
scattered
parcels.
The topographical
maps showedforested
landsas distinguished
fromthose
undercultivation.
They made no attempt
toindicate
the
varieties,
sizeorcondition
ofthetimber.Thereisverylittle
]andin
theStatewhich,ifleftuncultivated,
doesnotspontaneously
produce,
in a few years_
a fairly
good growthof timber;consequently,
the
landrepresented
as forest
on.themaps,forwhichthesurveys
were
completedin 1887,rangefrombrushtogoodtimber,
offrom forty
tofifty
years'
growth,
and forthemostparteverygradation
ofgrowth
isrepresented
indueproportion.
The examinations
madeduringthe
pastyearhaveattempted
todifferentiate
thisgrowthintovarieties
of
trees,
ageandsize,
aswe haveexplained.
Like almosteveryotherphysical
feature
of theState,
theforests
may be classed
broadlyintofivedivisions
corresponding
withthe
geological
formations_
and eachof thethree
northern
divisions
must
be subdivided
intoglaciated
and unglaeiated
districts.
Thereisa
marked difference
in theproportion
of forest
area,
and alsoa les_
marked difference
in thevarieties
of timbernorthand southof the
moraineline.Consequently
we can mostconveniently
consider
the
forests
by theseveral
topographical
divisions
adoptedandfollowed
i_
the"Physical
Description"
oftheState,
published
in1888.
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MOUNTAIN.

It will be a surprise to many to learn that this ridge, so near to the
large cities and in the most populous section of the State, is so well
wooded. From the State line south to Edgewater, a distance of thirteen
miles, aud for a width of one and one-half miles back from the bank of
the Hudsou, practically 90 per cent. of the whole area is well timbered.
The forestecvem an unbroken tract of 11,000 acres. Beginning at the
State line and extending to one mile below Huyler's landing, we
have, on the talus slope along the river, a mixed deciduous growth,
mainly chestnut and oak, from thirty to sixty feet high, varied with
pine and hemlock near Huyler'a lauding We give here, ea elsewhere, only the prevailing timber, but in reality this whole Paligades
forest includes a large number of varieties. Further down to Linwood the growth on the talus is more irregular,containing a fair proportion of oak and chestnut of good size, with scattering hemlock.
From Liuwood to Fort Lee the talus is well wooded, some good white
pine being found, hut oak and chestnut prevail. From Fort Lee to
Edgewater the river slope of the ridge is well timbered, hut a strip
of land along the river at the foot has been cleared and occupied by
residents. On the fiat top and upper portion of the western slope of
the mountain from the State line to Edgewater, if we except some red
cedar near the State line, the growth is practically of mixed deciduous
varieties, mostly oak and chestnut. This timber ranges from undergrowth to trees forty, sixty and eighty feet in height. Diameters of
from twenty to thirty inches, and heights of from sixty to eighty feet,
are not at all uncommon, especially from Huyler's landing to Edgewater. Taken as a whole, there are not many finer belts of timber in
the State. The laud is largely held in such a way that there is comparatively little danger of wholesale deforesting, but this beautiful
forest has almost as good a claim to future preservation a_ the
escarpment of the Palisades. South of Edgewater the ridge is prec.
tieally a city to Bergen Point, and entirely deforested.
HACKENSACK

VALLEY* _.

The Red Sandstone country lying between Palisades mountain on the
east and Ramapo and Orange mountains on the west, was designated by
us, the Hackensack valley,
in the" Physical Description." TopographNEW JERSEY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
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ically
itisallonevalley,
although
notalldrained
bytheHackensack
river.Itincludes
allofBergenandHudsoncounties,
Passaic
county
southeast
of Paterson,
and thenortheastern
cornerof Essexcounty.
It contains
a largeurbanand suburbanpopulation,
and itseems
somewhatanomalousthatitshouldalsoincludesome of thebest
timberof theStat_.The valley
asa wholehas30 percent.
of ils
uplandareaintimber_
or,in otherwords,61,000acresin a total
of
180,000acres
of upland.Bergencountyhas39 percent.
intimber,
Hudson countyonly5 percent.,
thePassaic
countyportion
9 per
cent.,
and theEssexcountyportion
20 percent.In topographical
position
thistimberislargely
confined
to theslopes,
levelvalley
bottomsandplateaus
beingmainlyundercultivation.
Thesecultivatedportions,
however,
havea veryliberal
allowance
ofseatteriog
forest
trees,
orchards
and otherplanted
trees,
sothatin lookingover
thevalley
fromau elevation
itappearstobe verygenerally
wooded.
The really
forested
portion
ranges
throughallconditions,
froma very
limited
amountof brushand stumplandtoheavytimber.Very
little
of itisnow cutoffentirely,
mostof thecutting
beingselected
trees,
sothattheconsiderable
amountoftimbertakenouteachyear
isscarcely
missed.Thereisno wastefulness
apparent
asa ruleinthe
handling
of theforests.
It isgenerally
a mixeddeciduous
growth_
withoak predominating
inthe lowerlandalongtheHackensaek,
whilechestnut
prevails on theh_gherridges westward,
and softer
woods,suchasgum, whitebirch,
beechand maplein theswamps.
Here and thereare a fewscattering
hemlocks.From Closter
to
Eaglewoodthereismuch redcedar.The timberisusually
inrather
small_
isolated
areasnotoftenreaching
I00acres
inextent.Thereis
u tract
ofsome500 acresalongtheHackeneackneartheStateline.
Proceeding
southward
fromtheStatellneacross
thewholewidthof
thevalley
thereisa gradual
decrease
intheamountoftimber.The
growthinthevicinity
of RamseystoWyckoffisrather
mixed,consisting
ofoak,chestnut,
maple,beech,
elm,whitebirch,
redcedar,
&c.,
inallstages
ofgrowth,frombrushtotrees
eightyfeet
inheight,
but
thereisa notable
absenceofstump landor new clearing.
Near
Paterson
thecountry
isquitedeforested,
the9 percent.
offorest
in
thePassaic
portion
ofthevalley
consisting
mainlyofsmallpatches
of
oakand chestnut,
preserved
inconnection
withfarms,and onlycut
occasionally
and sparingly
as needed.Most of thegrovescontain
much finetimber_
and aregenerally
wellearedfor. Proceeding
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_outhwest into Essex county the wooded area is increased to 20 per
cent. and is somewhat similar to that described, although the timber
is, as a rule, not so good. There are some quite large timber areas
north of Be]leville. In this Hackeneack valley, as a whole_ the
timber is probably as well eared for as in any other equally large
section
of theState.Itisthrifty
andhealthy,
and suffers
comparatively
little
fromfires.
The valueof thelandhereis,ofcourse,
generally
much toohigh
forprofitable
forestry.
In mostwell-located
places
itisworthfrom
_400 to $1,000 per acre where it is still sold by the acre instead of
by thefoot.In a fewout-of-the-way
places
itrangeslower,
butis
inanyeaselargely
independent
ofthecharacter
ofthetimber.From
inquiry
itwas estimated,
however_
thatthetimberalonewas worth
from $80to$50peracrefora thirty-years:
growth,and in proportionforyoungertimber,
butoldtimberof mixedvarietie_
isworth
from$I00to$150peracre.Swamp landtimberissaidtoberarely
worthmore than$20 per acre.In thevicinity
of Wyckofl
_ we
obtainedthefollowing
general
prices:
Swamp land,$5; twentyyears'
growth,$15 to$25; thirty-years'
growth,$25 to$35; large
-oakand chestnut,
$75 to $100 peracre.About Oakland_stump
land,$3; twenty-years'
growth,$'20
; thirty-years'
growth,$30
largemixedgrowth,
$60. In suchinquiries
asthisitbecomesquite
evident
thatmany of theestimates
givenarebasedontheprevailing
rulethattimberwillproduceonecordofwood peracreforeachyear
thatitisgrowing,
and thatthiswood isworthabout$Ipercordon
thestump,aswas determined
bya large
numberofwritten
inquiries
neatoutby theSurvey,theresults
ofwhichwerepublished
in the
AnnualReportfor1885. Thisruleseemsto prevail
alloverthe
State,
butitisquiteevidentthatitcannotbe equally
fairforall
sections,
although
probably
a goodworkingaverage.
A few tracts claimed to be original forest were noted in the Hack• essek valley. One is half a mile east of Hilledale, containing about
thirty acres of oak, fifteen to twenty-elght inches in diameter and
about seventy feet high ; a small piece of oak one-half mile south of
Rivervale,
another,
onemilewestofEnglewood_
containing
oakfrom
_fteentothirty
inches
indiameter
andfromsixty
toeighty
feethigh,
and another
piece
ofoak,onemilenorthwest
ofOradell,
on theridge.
Itisnoticeable
thatallofthesetracts
areofoak.
Severallargetrees
werenotedthroughout
thevalley.At Hoho-
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kus, a fine elm fifty inches in diameter and eighty feet high, with u
spread of branches of about 100 feet ; one mile southwest of Etna, an
oak forty-six inches in diameter and sixty feet high ; in an old clearing one mile northeast of Saddle River, two chestnuts each sixty
inches in diameter; on the estate of the late Hen. W. W. Phelps, at
Teaneek_
two oaksfortyinches
in diameter
;atRidgewood,
a chestnut sixtyinchesindiameter;atHaworthja chestnut
eighty-four
inches
andanother
seventy-eight
inches
indiameter;
northofArcola,
a chestnut
seventy-two
inchesin diameter;
atOverton,
a chestnut
seventy-six
inches
indiameter.Mostofthesechestnuts
areonlyremarkableforgirth,
but nearOradellthereisa finechestnut
tree
sixty-three
inches
indiameter
andfifty-five
feethigh; attheforksof
theroad,a little
overone-half
of a milenorthofRamseys,a chestnut sixtyinchesin diameter
and fifty
feethigh;another,
threequarters
of a milenorthwest,
sixtyinches
in diameter
and forty-five
feethigh. NearCampgaw we noteda chestnut
sixty-two
inchesin
diameter and sixty feet high, and two others sixty-six inches in
diameter and fifty and sixty feet high; north of Wyckofr, a large
whitewood thirty-six inches in diameter and eighty feet high ; near
Wortendyke, a chestnut forty-eight inches in diameter and sixty-five
feethigh. Near Paterson
chestnuts
werenotedthirty-six
tosixty
inchesin diameter
and sixtyfeetin height;also,
two largeblack
walnuts,
neartheriver,
northeast
ofPaterson,
forty-two
inchesin
diameter
andsixtyfeethigh. The total
consumption
ofsaw-mills
in
thisdistrict
was ascertained
by iacluiry
to amount to practically
2,400,000
feet,
boardmeasure,
of lumber,
and besides
thiskindlingwood factories
consumedthe timberfrom abouttwenty-five
acres
annually.The wholeconsumption
by thesemillswould therefore
probablynot exceedthegrowthfrom eighty-five
acresannually.
Besides
thisuse,however,
thereistheconsumption
forrailroad
ties,
telegraph
and telephone
poles
and fuel,
theamountofwhichhasnot
yetbeenascertained.
As regards
thesuccession
ofgrowth,thegeneral
opinion
seemsto
be thatitisof thesame kindas thatcutoff,
althoughsomeclaim
thatwhiteoak and hickory
arefollowed
by a more mixed growth.
Itisevident
thatsince
thecutting
offentire
ofareas
of timberseems
tohavebeenlongagoabandonedin thisvicinity,
and thatmostof
thecutting
is,
aswe haveremarked,
by culling
ont_therecannotbe
much reliable
dataobtained
onthispoint.At Moonachi
b mapleis.
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said to have succeeded oak, and at other places the succession has
been chestnut. There is no room for doubt, however, that as a rule
abandoned clearings grow up in red cedar, although this is occasionally accompanied by, or replaced with, white birch.
Groves of planted white pine may be seen on the estate of the late
William Walter Phelps, and also one mile east of Saddle River, south
of the read from Ridgswood to New Milford.
WATCHU_G

MOUNTAINS.

The detailed surveys have extended over the trap ridges above
Campgaw, Goffic and Preakuess mountains, and the First and
Second mountains southward to Caldwell and Verona. North of
Campgaw there is an unbroken tract of about 2,000 acres of timber
covering the trap hill. It is principally chestnut and oak, about fifty
feet high and from six to twelve inches in diameter in the northern
portion, and from twenty to forty feet high and three to eight inches
in diameter in the southern part. From Campgaw, by Sicomac to
the Goffic,the timbered areas are more scattering and also more varied
in character, but oak and chestnut are still predominant. Over all
these trap ridges red cedar prevails, springing up spontaneously and
persistently in abandoned clearings. It is generally less than twenty
feet in height. The Goflte has some good oak and chestnut timber
fifty to seventy years old, from fifty to seventy feet high and ten to
fourteen inches in diameter. On Prcakness mountain and the ridge
just west the growth is largely mixed with red cedar, and is of an inferior size and quality on the trap, being much better on the red
sandstone portion of the eastern slope near the foot. Near Pompton
lake there is considerable good hemlock, this last being a rather unusual growth for this part of the State. Second mountain about
Caldwell and northward has some fair oak, chestnut and hickory.
First mountain is not so well timbered, and has more red cedar.
Abandoned clearings are quite frequent, and the whole of the growth
is irregular and patchy. Most of the timber is also younger than
that in the Hackensack valley. There is a noticeably greater prevalence of hickory on the trap than on the red sandstone. In general,
it may be said that the timber on the trap is decidedly inferior. This
whole region of trap ridges has from forty to sixty per cent. of its
area in forest, and there is a tendency tn increase all forest areas.
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VALLEY.

Detailedsurveyshave onlycoveredPompton plainsand thetownshipof Caldwellinthisvalley. Pompton.plains
isthemost sparselywooded sectionof the valley. Generallythe proportionof forest
areaisfrom twentyto fortypercent. Oak from tento twentyinches
in diameterand sixtytoeightyfeethigh iscommon enough to indicatetheability
of thesoilto produceheavy timber,but the prevailtoggrowth ismuch youngerand lighter.It isquiteirregular
both
in _izeand variety.The softerwoods,such as gum, maple,willow,
&c, prevailin the wet ]and. The valleyhas a largenumber of
scattering
trees,
plantedforest
trees,
fruit
trees,
&c.,overitscultivated
p_rtlons,
and most of thesetreesareof largesize,
so that a general
view from any commanding pointgives the impressionof a wellwooded country. Riker hilland Hook mountain containtimber
similarto thatof theWatchung mountains_with a largeamount of
redcedar. Swamp-land timberisestimated
to be worth,on an average,about$50 peracre,and upland$I00,ifmostlyoak and hickory.
Stump ]andisvaluedat from $20 to$40 peracre_but thisestimate
evidently
doesnotconsider
swamp lands,which areless,
ifthetimber
iscutoff. As in other portions
of theState,
theprevalent
tendency
i_to estimate
forthirtyyears'growth a yieldofthirtycordsperacre,
and about one cord peracreforeach year that the timberhas been
growing. We may here remark that observations
seem to indicate
thatmost of thetimbergrows lessrapidlyafterreachingaboutthirty
yearsold,and generally
forthenorthernpartof theStatethelargest
yieldisobtainedby cuttingataboutthisage,especially
ifthegrowth
islargely
chestnut.
HIGHLANDS.

In the Highlands the detailed surveys have covered practically the
water.sheds of the Pequannock, Wanaque and Ramapo rivers.
The
percentage of area in forest ranges from sixty to eighty, and generally
averages about 75 per cent.
The plateau bounded by Bearfort mountain, the New York line,
Vernon valley, and the New York, Susquehanna and Western railroad has about 80 per cent. of its area in timber_ consisting mainly
of oak and chestnut, a considerable portion of which is from thirty-
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five to forty years old, and only a few acres older, the remainder
being younger, ranging down to five or ten years. The growth from
thirty to forty years old ranges from six to ten inches in diameter,
and from thirty-five to forty-five feet in height. The more accessible
portion of the timber is said to be cut at twenty years. Timber is
believed to grow as rapidly as in earlier years. The only wastefulhess apparent in cutting comes from the tendency to cut at too early
an age, and this practice seems to be just about at the point of reform
owing to a change in demand for hcop-poles and cordwood, so that
there is likelihood of future improvement. The swamp areas indicated on the topographical maps on this plateau are generally
wooded with maple, beech, elm, and occasionally with scattered pines,
larches and white cedar. A dense growth of rhododendron makes
some of the swamps very dark and almost impenetrable. Forest
fires sometimes give trouble, and a large area east of Canistear,near
Bearfort mountain, was burned over during this year. On this same
plateau, southwest of the railroad at Stockholm, the condition of the
timber is quite similar to what we have already described for the
first two or three miles, but farther southwest the timber is older and
larger.
Chestnut is said to generally succeed all other growth, accompanied
by a considerable percentage of oak. Pine is said to have been succeeded by oak and chestnut. The eastern slopes of the hills are
thought to produce the best timber, especially near the foot, while the
extreme tops also often produce good timber. This is attributed to
greater depth of soil. Fochuck mountain, lyiug just west of this
plateau, does not differ from it materially, excepting that there is
more hemlock and a somewhat thriftier growth. It is also not quite
so densely wooded. Over the cleared portions the scattered growth
is usually oak and chestnut, with some red cedar, maple, black walnut,
&c. All these trees are of good size, the cedars from eight to twelve
inches in diameter and forty feet high, and the other varieties from
twelve to twenty-four inches in diameter and averaging about fortyfive feet high.
In noting large trees here, as elsewhere, no attempt was made to
include them all, the purpose being rather to indicate about what
could be seen in passing over the country, and the capacity of the soil
to produce good timber. Four chestnuts were noted, ranging from
forty-two to sixty inches in diameter, and from forty to sixty feet high,
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mostly near Stockholm and along the road to Vernon. The following
oaks were also seen on Pochuck mountain : One, one-quarter mile
west of Sand Hills, forty-eight inches in diameter and sixty feet high ;
another, one mile north, thirty-six inches by sixty feet, the spread of
branches being forty feet. In Vernon there is one forty-two inches
in diameter by fifty feet high, and three miles north of Stockholm
another oak was seen thirty inches in diameter by forty-five feet high.
An elm one mile north of Stockholm measured thirty inches by fifty
feet, and another northwest of Vernon thirty inches by sixty feet.
A maple was seen on Pochuck mountain thirty-six inches by seventy
feet ; two east of McAfce, in the valley, about thirty inches by fifty
feet; two south of Vernon, about half way to Stockholm, about
forty-elght inches in diameter by fifty and sixty feet high. Black
walnuts were noted as follows : One, one-half mile east of Vernon,
along the valley road, thirty-six inches by fifty feet, said to be one of
the original forest trees. At MeAfee there is one sixty-six inches by
eighty-five feet. On the side of the mountain southeast of McAfes
there is an apple tree measuring thirty-six inches in diameter by fortyfive feet high, which is said to be the largest in Sussex county. Two
miles southwest of Vernon, on the road to Stockholm, an oak and a
walnut have grown together. At the base their combined diameters
are forty-eight inches i above the junction each is about twenty-four
inches in diameter.
The following was obtained as average values of timber near Stockholm: Stump land, $2; twenty.years' growth, $7; thirty-ysare'
growth, $10; heavy chestnut or mixed oak and chestnut, $80.
Heavy oak is said to be extremely scarce, but is quoted at from $60
to $100 per acre. At Vernon, stump land, $2; twenty-years'
growth, $7 ; thirty-ysars' growth, $12 ; heavy chestnut or mixed oak
and chestnut, $80. There is said to be very little valuable pine. At
McAfee, stump land, $3; twenty-years' growth, $7; thirty-years'
growth, $10; heavy chestnut and oak, $75 to $80. At Canistear,
stump land, $3; twenty-years' growth, $10; thirty-ysare' growth,
$15; heavy chestnut, $60.
On Bearfort mountain timber has suffered much from fires. In
1882, during the prosecution of the topographic survey of that section, a fire ran over a large area south of the road from Greenwood
lake to Wawayanda, and this fire did iniury from which the foreste
have not yet recovered. A fire in 1891 ran over most of the moun-
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_ain tops from the State line to Cedar lake. The timber is generally,
both on account of these fires and the thinness or entire absenceof
aoil over much of the mountain, scattering and of little value on the
high ridges, but owing to its inaeees_ibility there has always remained
a considerable amount of original forest, and in 1882 there was some
quite heavy timber in the ravines, notably in the one heading at the
westernmost of the two small ponds near the State line. This ravine
was then heavily timbered, and travel through it was difficult, owing
to fallen tree trunks. It was a good example of virgin forest. But,
generally speaking, over the mountain tops the growth is scattering
andinferior,
whichcondition
hasbeenmuch aggravated
bytherecent
_resreferred
to. Thereisa gooddealofthecommon pineandsome
hemlockscattered
overthemountain.The besttimberisalongthe
eastern
slope,
althoughthisisallsecondgrowth;but thepresent
growthisfromthirty
toforty
years,
eighttoteninchesindiameter,
andfortytoforty-five
feet
high. It ismainlyoakandchestnut
and
scattering pine and hemlock.
Green Pond and Copperas mountains are mainly covered with a
forty-years' growth of oak and chestnut, rather sparse and poor on
the top and eastern face, where the soil is thin, but fairly good on the
western slopes, being there generally from eight to twelve inches in
diameter and thirty-five to forty-five feet high. As on Bearfort
mountain,
thereisa sprinkling
ofcommon pine.Some lots,
aggregatingperhaps150acres,
havebeencutoffwithinfromtentofifteen
years,
buttheremainder,
ifrecently
cutatall,
hasbeenonlythinned
out.

Bowling Green mountain south of Milton is largely covered with
about a sixty-years' growth of oak and chestnut, averaging about
twelve inches diameter and forty-five feet high.
The valley at Milton and Oak Ridge centains most of the cultivated land of this region, but abDutone-third of its area is in timber,
mainly oak and chestnut of all ages from fifteen to sixty years, with
a little pine along the road south of Clinton, and some maple and
othersoft
woodsinthelowground. Itisnoticeable
thatallthe
principal
slopes
aboutthis
valley,
andgenerally
ontheupperPeluennook water-shed,
arewelltimbered.The valley
hasa considerable
number of scattered
treesoveritscultivated
portion,
mostlyfrom
eighttotwelve
inches
indiameter
and fortytofifty
feethigh. The
largetrees
notedwerea blackwalnut,
three-quarters
ofa milewest
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of Milton, thirty inches by fifty feet ; a red oak, one quarter of a mile
north of the same place, thirty.six inches by forty feet, and another,
near Upper Longwood, sixty inches by sixty feet. From Petersburg to Upper Longwood, along the road, there are from twenty to.
thirty oaks and maples, ranging from twelve to twenty-four inches
in diameter and averaging forty-five feet high. A maple east of
Oak Ridge measures thirty-six inches in diameter by fifty feet high.
The portion of the Highlands lying between the valley running
fromGreenwood lake to Newfoundland, and Wanaque and Passaic valleys, was designated the Passaic range, in the "Physical Description."
A portion of this, north of Pequaunook river, has 75 per cent. of its
area in forest, the central belt of the range being almost unbroken
by clearings. In the northern part there is a considerable amount of
oak and chestnut, from thirty to forty years old, including, perhaps,
one-quarter of the whole region, while another large tract appears to
exceed forty-five years in age_all the more accessible portions near
Wanaque valley and the Pequaunock being young growth of all ages
from three to five years and upward, with very little stump land and
no new clearing. It is evident that the practice of cutting at twenty
years or younger has prevailed for several years along the lower
Pequannoek, and it would appear that the forest has suffered injury
in consequence. This young timber seems to have been mainly cut
for charcoal, firewood, hoop.poles, &c. While the timber is mostly
oak and chestnut, there is some pine and hemlock between Macepin
and West Milford, also red cedar in old pastures, and some white
cedar south of Greenwood lake. The only portion of consequence
which seems to have sn/_eredfrom fire ]s an area of perhaps 150 acres
along the Greenwood Lake railroad, just east of the lake. Most of
the eastern part of this section {s owned by Cooper & Hewitt, being
a part of the Ringwood tract, and the forests of this part seem to be
steadily improving. There is some new cutting about Hewitt, two
or three hundred acres of stump and brush land being noted, and
also some considerable areas of young growth of all ages. On this
Passaic range, southwest of Pequannoek river, our surveys have extended to a llne drawn east and west through Denmark and Split
Rock ponds. Chestnut and oak prevail here also, being mostly from
thirty to forty years old, but with some younger parcels between
Charlottesburg and Marcella, and also between Blooming,dale and
Brook Valley. The latter portion is also somewhat mixed with
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cedar, white birch, &e. There is little brush or stump land to be _
seen and not much timber less than ten years old. A tract of severM
thousand acres about Stickle pond is now held as a private preserve,
and its forests are eared for.
:In Wausque valley, although the timber is more interspersed with
clearings, it does not differ from that already described, excepting
that there is more red cedar, which is probably due to the fact that
the land has been some time cleared.
Ramapo mountain is practically an unbroken forest, mainly oak
and chestnut. The main ridge from Negro pond south to the highway crossing from Midvale is covered with a good growth of perhaps
thirty to forty years old, and most of the flatter portions of the
mountain are likewise well timbered. Perhaps one-thlrd to one. half
of the slopes are not so well timbered, owing to thinness of soil.
The southern end of the mountain is mostly covered with quite
young timber and brush, and the timber on most of the more accessible parts has been cut within twenty years.
Generally the Passaic range of the Highlands and Ramapo mountain are more lightly wooded, and the timber has been more severely
cut during the last twenty years than on the Central Highland,
plateau westward. The proportion of forested area to the whole is
about the same. In this part of the Highlands it is thought geuerally
that the timber grows as vigorously as in former years, and it isasserted that a thirty-years' growth will yield as much wood per acre
as the original forest. Some of the best timber here is on the slopes,.
but on the other hand more slopes have thin soil and there ere more
bare rock ledges than on the central plateau, and the_e have only _,
stunted growth or none, although they do not exceed probably onethird of the entire slope area. Flat hill.tope and ravines are well.
timbered as a rule, although some ridges are quite bare of soil on the
top, and the forest is correspondingly poor.
The larger trees noted were two hemlocks, one mile southwest of
West Milford, which measured thirty and thirty-six inches in diameter and about sixty feet high ; a red oak at the same place measurec_
forty-two inches by forty feet; an oak one mile north measured fiftyfour inches by seventy feet, and another, one and one-quarter miles
north, forty-two inches by forty-five feet, being a very beautifu_
tree. Near the same place we Iobserved two chestnuts forty-two
inches in diameter and forty.and sixty feet high _ a maple forty-two
16
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inches by eighty feet; another, in a swamp, forty-eight inches by
seventy feet ; an elm thirty inches by seventy-five feet, with a beautiful spread of weeping branches. A chestnut near by measured thirtysix inches by fifty feet, and one at Midvale fifty-four inches by fifty
feet; a pine at Wanaque measured thirty inches by fifty feet. No
very large trees were observed on the high part of the Passaic range.
Not much reliable data could be had as to values. In the vicinity
of Greenwood lake estimates ranged about as follows : Stump land,
$5 ; twenty-years' growth. $20; thirty-years' growth, $30. At Midvale, stump land, $5; twenty-years' growth_ $10 to $20; thirtyyears' growth, $15 to $25; large oak and chestnut, $60 to $80 per
acre.

We have noticed that a large amount of Highland forest ranges
from thirty to forty years old, and only a very small amount exceeds
forty-five years. All recent cutting also seems to have been of timber
about thirty years old or younger. It would appear that much of the
forest now standing, or which has been cut in recent years, dates from
about 1850. Up to about that date there was a very large consumption of timber for charcoal to supply forges and furnaces, as well as
for other kinds of fuel. Recently the cutting of timber less than
twenty years old appears to have been somewhat checked. Most of
this young timber was cut for charcoal, fuel and hoop-poles. The
reason for this check is mainly to be found in the lessened demand or
lower prices for these products. The evidence which we have collected seems to indicate that the best results are obtained by cutting
at an age of thirty or thirty-five years. Chestnut partienlarly does
not grow so thriftily after this age. A potent factor in checking this
cutting of young timber is the tendency now prevailing to acquire
large holdings of these northern Highlands. This movement is rapidly
under way, and will undoubtedly result in a marked improvement in
the condition of the forests during the next twenty years. At Wawayanda lake one owner holds 3,000 acres, and on Bearfort mountain an
iron company holds 2,000 acres. At Cedar lake a club holds a large
tract as a game preserve. At Ringwood, the property of Cooper &
Hewitt embraces a large extent of territory. At Stickle pond a private
owner has acquired an extensive preserve. Thus private enterprise
_,_m_ to promise the solution of the forest question in this portion of
the State. As most of this land is entirely unfit for eulfivatlon_ and
should always remain in forest in order to maintain the steady flow of
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"the streams, as well as for other economic reasons, not to speak of the
_asthetlc, it is a matter for congratulation that such a movement has
set in.
Over the Highland area above described, which includes about 80,.000 acres of forest lands, the entire saw-mill product noted is about
574,000 feet board measure of lumber annually. In addition to this,
an excelsior mill at Butler uses about 1,800 cords. There is a large
•consumption of railroad ties and telephone poles, and also cordwood,
besides the fuel used within the district.
FOREST

MAP.

The forest map accompanying this report is based on the results
of the topographical surveys which indicated the forest areas as they
-existed from about 1885 to 1887. As we have remarked_ the areas
thus shown included all conditions of growth, from brush land to
heavy timber. The forest areas still bear the same ratio to the entire
area of upland that they did at the time of these surveys. The map_
therefore, shows the pereentage of area at present in forest over every
part of the State. A line drawn from Long Branch across the State
to Salem divides the forests pretty accurately into two kinds. Those
north are nearly all_ or all, deciduous, while those south are mostly,
or all, coniferous. This map gives u good idea of the position of the
forests and of the deforested seetlons. The areas left white on the
map containing less than 10 per cent. of forest may be considered to
be deforested_and anything less than 20 per cent. of forest indicates
a pretty high state of cultivation. These areas, however, are much
relieved by the usual plentiful supply of large trees standing singly
or in rows along fence lines, in ravines, &c., or about residences, and
by fruit orchards. Excepting, perhaps, portions of Somerset and
H'unterdon counties, these trees are always sufficiently numerous to
give the country a well-timbered appearance, and their value is
sufficiently appreciated to make their increase more probable than
their decrease in the future.
The following table is compiled from the areas given in the
"Physical Descrlption_" and shows the total acreage of forest, with
the percentage of uplaod in forest for each county and for the entire
State. This does hot include scattered clumps of trees of less than
about ten acres in extent :
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Forest,
acres,

Percentage
of upland
in forest.

Remarks.

At]antlc .....................
I]ergen .......................

27],638
56,625

88
39

5Iostly coniferous.
"
deciduous.

Burlington ..................
Camden ....................
Cape May ...................
Cumberland ................

321,697
66,588
75,372
172,978

60
48
72
63

Mixed.
"

E_._ex.......................
Gloucester ..................
Hud._on .....................
Hunterdon ..................
Mercer .....................

24,239
126,319
713
39,481
15,829

32
37
05
14
11

Mostly deciduous.
"
coniferous.
"
deciduous.
"
"
"
"

Middlesex ..................
Monmouth ..................

60_164
89,711

31
29

Mixed.
"

Morris ......................
Ocean ........................
Passaic ......................
Salem ........................

140,101
295_[67
76_170
50,057

46
87
60
27

Mostly deciduous.
"
coniferous.
"
deciduous.
Mixed.

Somerset. ...................
Sussex .......................
Union ........................
Warren ......................

28,613
136,638
14,350
60_205

15
41
23
26

Mo_tly deciduous.
'f
"
"
"
"
"

Counties.

The State. ............

2,069,819

46
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•A PRELIMINARYREPORTON THE FOREST
CONDITIONS
OF SOUTHJERSEY.
BY

JOHN

GIFFORD.

INTRODUCTION.

Forestry work in South Jersey began the first of July, 1894.
_uriog the five months of field work up to January, 1895, the forest
.conditions of the Southern Interior, which comprises all of Atlantic
and Ocean and large parts of Burlington, Cape May and Cumberland
-counties, have been studied.
The causes, effects and prevention of
forest fires and the effects of drifting sand along our coast have been
noted. Savanna lands have been located and examined, and experiments arc in operation by which we hope to show the influence of
forests on our local climate.
The peculiar territory known as the
" Plains" has been studied and mapped.
As the forest conditions
.have not been studied throughout'the
y_r, this report is necemarily
only pre]iminary, and further investigations may necessitate modifications of the views herein expressed.
Every effort has been made to
,arouse interest in forestry, looking to the revival of the lumber in-duetry and the estsblishment of other industries dependent upon
forest products.
A line drawn from Sandy Hook to Bordentown conveniently separates the State into North and South Jersey. Another line from
Long Branch to Salem approximately divides South Jersey into two
natural geographical regions--one comprising the marl belt and alluvial ]ands along the Delaware, the other the Southern Interior salt
marshes and beaches.
In the marl region forests are few, since the soil is devoted to agri.culture.
Here and there are protected wood-lots.
A few acres of
_rees in a spot where the soil is poorest is a valuable addition to any
"farm. It not only improves the soil, retains the moisture and fur0aishes fu@ lumber and other minor products, but it lessens in many
(245)
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ways thedestructive
forces
of nature.In thatway forests
become
evenlydistributed
inwell-eared.for
patches
overallthecountry,
and
arefully
aseffective
asbroadstretches
of neglected
woods.
The territory
known astheSouthernInterior
isthemain suhjecl_
of thisreport.The fertile
farmlandofthemarlbeltabruptly
endsanda wooded,sparsely-inhabited
regionwithpeculiar
physical
conditlons
begins.The natureof theforests
ofatleast
a partofthe
SouthernInterior
concerns
thefarmersof themarlregionbecause
many ofthestreams
whichflowby their
farmstotheDelawarerise
initsbogsandswamps. The SouthernInterior
isboundedon the
northwest
by thefarmlandsofthemarlregion,
on thesouthwest
by
Delawarebay,and on thesoutheast
by theocean.Itisincluded
betweenlatitudes
dO°20_and 38°55tandlongitudes
74°and75° 30r.
Itisfringed
on thebayand oceansidesby saltmarshes,
whichare
separated
from theoceanby a lineofslendersandybeaches.It is
rolling
in nature,
seldomexceeding
an altitude
of 200 feet.Its
heightisgreatest
in a linethegeneralcourseof whichisnearly
parallel
toitsnorthwestern
border.Thisincludes
thewater-sheds
of
SouthJersey,
a map of whichisshown inthereportoftheState
Geologist
for1893,page 273,illustrating
thework on "WaterSupplyand Water.Power,"
by C. C. Vermeule.Savefortongues
of highlandbetweentherivers,
theregionslopes
gentlyfrom the
water.shed
tothebayand ocean,
intowhichitslargest
streamsflow.
The region on the eastern side of the water-shed is drained by the
Mullica, Great Egg Harbor, Maurice, Tuekahoe, Toms, Forked and
Wading rivers, and by many creeks. O_viug to the warmth of the
soil, the nearness to large bodies of water, and the presence of a
large amount of swamp land, the climate here is somewhat milder
than that of regions in the same latitude near by. Light sandy soila
predominate. There are many beds of day, ridges of gravel and
extensive areas of sandy and clayey foams. The gravelly soils are
usually on the upland ; the sandy, intermediate; and the loame in the
lowlands. The lack of forest cover would probably tend to increase
this condition of a_aire, since, owing to erosion, the llghtest particles
are carried the longest distance. Fertile silt is thus washed into the
lowlands and obstinate pebbly soils remain on the ridges. A forest
cover is acknowledged to be a potent geological agent in arresting
this action. The mat of roots and mulch retards the flow, the shade
and windbreak prevent evaporation, and a large amount of water-
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instead of flowing directly to the sea is retained, absorbed by roots
and transpired by leaves. There is no disintegrating rock, and
owing to the nature of the formation there is probably a lack of
soluble "inorganic substances in the soil. It is the opinion of the
majority of foresters, however, that more depends upon the mechanical than upon the chemical nature of the soil. Upon the size of the
interstices of the soil depends the flow of water, and upon the
quantity of water in the soil maioly depends the nature of the forest
which covers it. On the other hand, rock is in the process of
formation. 8and and gravel are being cemented by compounds of
iron into sandstones and conglomerates. The climate, nature of the
soil and the formation of rock have much to do with the peculiar
forest conditions of the 8onthern Interior. The climate and a large
percentage of the soil of this region are favorable to forest growth.
A light moist soil with no hardpan near the surface is better adapted
to sylviculture than to any other branch of agriculture. In this
connection, Mr. B. E. Fernow, Chief of the Forestry Division of
the Department of Agriculture, says: "As regards adaptability to
soil, we need consider only the physical conditions of the soil, for
forest trees require such small amounts of mineral matter that it is
questionable whether a soil could be found that does not contain in
sufficiency those that seem neee_ary." Light sandy soils require a
forest cover to prevent shifting, to retard the flow of water and to
improve their condition, since a forest exerts a recuperative and not
an exhaustive influence. With the annual mulch inorganic substances from the deeper soils are deposited in litter on the surface.
The forest cover, including the underbrush and herbage, prevents the
pelting rains from leaching the surface soil.
The climate of 8outh Jersey is favorable to tree-growth. Of
course, the effects of cold increase as the mercury descends, but the
effect of a difference of a single degree at or near the zero point means
more to tree-growth than is ordinarily supposed. The effects of frost
on the trunks of trees are common. Trees grow with remarkable
rapidity in parts of the 8outhern Interior. The white oak (Q_erot_
alba), which is usually associated with rich, heavy soils, grows well
in Jersey sand. Clumps of virgin forest here aed there and records
of early travelers show that the forest-growth was once magnitleent.
8hip-building was for many years an important industry. Timbers
hewn from Jersey pine are famous for their durability. In several
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instances they have outlasted the finest varieties of Southern pine.
Several schooners were timbered with Jersey heart-pine in 1861
whose frames are still sound. Enormous quantities of charcoal were
used in the manufacture of iron from bog ore. Cordwood is still
extensively burnt by local glass factories and brickyards, and many
cords are still carried by small schooners to neighboring cities. The
principal, and not the increment, has been cut and burnt, and in
spite of a low price, were fires less destructive, the system of cutting
judicious and the taxation in proportion to the profit, the growing of
wood and other products of the forest would pay. In fact, up to
recent years, the leading industries depended upon the woods.
Except for strips of cleared land along the shore and along railrc.ads and navigable rivers, the Southern Interior is still a wooded
c, Juntry, only a small percentage of which, however, is worthy the
_ame of "forest." In Ocean and Burlington counties there is an
area of about 225 square miles which seems hopeless for the profitable
cultivation of trees by individuals. It includes, however, an important part of the water-shed of South Jersey, and feeds hundreds of
branches which flow in all directions. O_her land which at one time
supported a heavy forest-growth, because of reckless cutting and
shameful burning with no attempt at regeneration, has gradually
deteriorated. Vast areas arc at present worthless and their owners
" land poor." Woodland often sells for the value of the wood that
_,vers it. Although considerable land has recently been cleared,
hundreds of old fields arc overgrown with pines and red cedars, and
meadows once banked and cultivated are now neglected.
In the agricultural part_ of South Jersey, especially along the
Delaware, the planting of wood.lots aud belts of forests needs to be
encouraged. During the strong winds of the spring clouds of sand,
in the cultivated regions along the Delaware, may be seen from the
Pennsylvania side, fully five miles distant. Not only do the grains
of sand cut and bury crops, but the wind has a peculiar parching
effect. Experiment has shown that the protection afforded by such
small objects as fences is remarkable. The writer believes that next
to yielding fuel, lumber and other valuable products, the most useful
function of the forest is in breaking the force of the wind. The
forest is a protective blanket over the face of the earth, breaking the
blasts of winter, shielding the surface from the direct rays of the sun
•and the pelting force of rain.
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In the Southern Interior of 19ew Jersey, much of which will, no
doubt, remain in forest for many years to come, in spite of its nearness to large popn]atlon centers, _he prevention of fires demands attention. In speaking of this region, Mr. B. E. Fernow, of the Forestry
Division, says : "When the danger of loss by fire has been reduced,
then it will be time to show how by the judicious use of the axe the
condition and usefulness of the natural woods may be increased and
_nally a rational system of forest management introduced, for forestry
is not what its first advocates in this country believed it to be, the
preventing of the use of the forest or the relegation of the same to
one use only, namely, as a cover to preserve equable water conditions.
Forestry is exactly the same as agriculture. It is the application of
_superiorknowledge and skilr to produce wood crops, managing them
in snch a way that the large3t amount of the best timber is produced
in the shortest time; or, in other words, the largest income from the
forest proper_y, without leaving out of considerationthe other benefits
_aceruingfrom a dense forest cover?'
LIST

OF TREES

GROWING

IN

NEW

THE

SOUTHERN

INTERIOR

OF

JERSEY.

Important tree_ are marked with a _tar. Exotic species are prtatod in small capEais.
_ Magnolia glauca, L. Magnolia, sweet bayj laurel magnolla, hrewster.
Lir;odendron tulipifera, L. TIzlip tree, white popiar_ _vhitewood, yellow
_aagnolla maple.
Xaathoxyluna
Amerleanum_ Mill.
A_hx._rnus
GLX_DULO_S, Desf.
-Btlnk tree.

poplar,

Prickly asl b toothache tree.
Tree of Heaven_ tallow tree, pride of China,

* llex opaea, Ait. American
holly.
_ Acer rubrum, L. l_ed maple, swamp maple.
ROBINIA PSEUDACACIAI L. Common locust.
ROBINIA VISCOSA_Vent.
Clammy locust.
TRIACANTHOS
I L.
Honey Ioet_st.
Pr(mus Americana,
Marsh.
Wild, yello_r or red plum.
l'runus serotlna, Ehrh.
Wild black cherry.
GLEDITSCHIK

Px'gcs MALUS_L. Apple.
* Liquidambar
styraciflua,
L.
Comus florida, L. Dogwood.

BJlsted, sweet grim, llDg_ all;g_tor

_Sys, asylvatica,
Marsh.
(N. raultifl_rajWang.)
Sourgum,
e-hck gum.
Diospyros Virginiana,
L. Date plum_ persimmon.
Fraxinus Americana, L. White ash.
Fraxinus viridls, Michx. f. Green ash.
Chlonanthus
Virginlea , L.
Catalpa bignonioides_
Walt.

wood.
tupelojpepperidga,

Fringe tree.
Indian beala_ catalpa.
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* S_ssafras
offitinale,
Xee_. Sassafras.
Ulmtt_Americana, L. Common elm.
Cehls occidentalL%
L. Hackberry, sugarberry,bastardelm,juniper.
Morus rubra,L. Red mulberry.
Mom's

ALB_%L.

White

Platanus oecidentalis,
L.
Hieoriaovata(Mill.),Britt.
*Hicoria
alba (L.), Britt.

mulberry.
Plane tree, buttonwood,
(C_ryaa/ba, Nutt.)
(Carya tomentosa, Eutt.)

sycamore.
Shagbark,
shellbark.
Mokernut.

fticoriag_abra(Mill.),Britt.
( Carya porclna, Eutt.)
Pignut.
Hicoria minima (Marsh.), Britt.
(Carya amara, Nutt.)
Bitternut.
Juglans nigra, L. Black walnut.
*Betula populifolia,
Marsh.
White birch.
* Betula nigra, L.
Quercus alba, L.
*(_uercus
* Q_ercus
* t_uercus

River birch,
White oak.

red birch.

minor tMarsh.), Sargent.
(Q. obttuffloba_ Miehx.)
Pest oak.
bicolor, Willd.
Swamp white oak.
prlnu_, L
(Lv'hld_s, vat. montltola_ Miehx.)
Chestnut oak.

Quercus Muhlenbergii.

Engelm.

(Q.prinus_L.,var.

Aeuminata,

Miehx.)

Chestnut

oak.

*Quercns
Chinqu._pln

Mublenbergii,
vat.
oak, sweet acorn.

humilis

(Marsh.),

Britt.

* Quereus pbello,, L. Willow oak, pin oak, peach-leaved
Quercus phellns, rar. pumila, Pursh.
* Quercas nigra, L. Black-jack.
(_uereus heter_phylla,
Michx. f. Bartram's
oak.
* Quercus ilieifolia, Wang.
Scrub oak.
*(_uercuseuneata,Wang.
( Q. falcata, Miehx.)
* Quercus coccinea, Wang.
Scarlet oak.
*Quercus tinetoria, Bartr.
Black oak.
*Querc_
rubra, L. Red oak.
Quereus palustris, Du Roi.
* Castanea sativa, Mill., var. Americana
* Fagus ferruginea, Air.
Beech.
Salix humilis,

MuM.

* Salix dlseolor, Muhh
Salix sericea, Marsh.
Sallx cordata, Muhl.

(Miehx.),

(Q. priTwld_,

Willd.).

oak.

Spanishoak.

Sargent.

Chestnut.

Low willow.
Common swamp
Silky willow.

willow.

*Salix nlgra, Marsh.
Black willow.
SALIX aI2a.a, L. White willow.
Polmlus

Miebx.
Aspen.
Lombardy poplar.
Populus grandldentaIa,
Miehx.
I_arge-toothed
Pol'ULU "4 ALB t.L.
White poplar, abele.
POPULI'_¢

tremuloides,

]t*ASTIGIATA.

aspen.

*('hama,cyparis
thyoides (L.), B S.P.
(CYupressus thyoMe*, L.)
* J uniperaJs Vir$iniana,
L. Red cedarj savin.
_ Pinu_ rlgida, Mill
Pitch pine, rough-bark pine.
* Pinus Virglniana, Mill.
(P. inop,, AlL)
Pinus eehlnata, Mill
(P. mit/s, )[ichx.)
* Pinus strobns, L. White pine.
T,,uga Canaden.ds

(L.), Carr.

White

cedar.

Scrub pine, spruce pine, hemlock pineYellow pine, smooth-bark
pine.

(Abla_ Canade_is,

Michx.)
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Owing to the physical conditions of the Southern Interior the sylva
is peculiar.. The geographical distribution of trees is dependent upon
a great variety of conditions.
There are agents of dissemination and
harriers of much and little importance.
The species that can overcome these hindrances with the least difficulty predominate.
In
order to explain, therefore, the distribution of trees in South Jersey
a knowledge of the barriers, of the ability of the trees to overcome
these barriers, and of the agents of dissemination is necessary. All
this embraced under the general phrase of" forest conditions," is.
necessary in order t6 devise a rational local system of forest regulation.
Trees are usually distributed by winds and currents of water, and
by animals and man.
Fruits are usully supplied with attachments
in the form of wings or with bright colors and sweet juices to aid in
their dissemination.
The principal barriers are unsuitable climatic,
soil, and moisture condition% ravages of fire, animals, especially insects and cattle, parasitic plants, mainly fungi, man, and the contention with other plants which have gained, or are striving to gain,
possession of the soil. On the upland of the Southern Interior the
distribution of trees is mainly the result of years of careless cutting
and burning.
The original forest cover has practically disappeared
and a large percentage of what remains is in a poor condition.
The.
choicest timber on the upland was yellow pine (Pinu_ eeMnulu).
Only several small patches of this virgin pine remain, the finest of
which is at Inskipps, on the road to the Blue Hole from Winslow.
Another beautiful grove may be seen at Jenkins Neck, and other.
clumps have been left in protected spots.
It is known to woodmen
as the smooth-bark pine.
The rough-bark or pitch pine (Pin_ rigida ) not long ago was the
dominating forest tree. The adaptability of the species is remarkable.
It is common on the driestuplands,where othertreesperish,
but
grows much largerina shortertime in the deepestswamps. The
growth of thispineillustrates
a pointwhich explainsthedistribution
of treesin many places. A species
grows where it meetswith the
leastopposition.It isnot preference_
butendurance. The redcedar
(Juniperus Vir_dnlana), for instance, in South Jersey, grows in dry
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fields, while in the Southern States it is common in swamps. The
quality of the timber also depends upon the location of the tree.
Upland pitch pine is full of resin and is fit only for rough work and
cordwood. Swamp pitch pine is lighter, more durable, and is in
demand for planks and logs. It is claimed that the red cedar which
grows on the beaches of South Jersey is much more durable than
that which grows on the maiulaud.
It is a fact worthy of notice in this connection that the white pine
Pinu8 strobus) is usually associated with rather rocky uplands. The
only place in South Jersey, in the knowledge of the writer, where it
grows in the forest is in Manahawkiu swamp. It has been much
cut, but a number of large trees remain. They overtop the cedars
and other trees of the swamp and have grown with remarkable
rapidity. Stumps twenty, five inches in diameter average about fifty
annual rings.
The spruce pine (Pinna Virginiana ) is abundant in West Jersey,
on gravelly ridges. Small clumps and single trees are scattered
sparingly through the Southern Interior.
According to the leading botanists, the habitats of the piues which
grow in South Jersey are as follows : Pinna Virginlana, "dry, sandy
or g_avelly ridges;" Pinna eehinata_ "sandy or light clayey soil;"
Pinu_ rigida, "sandy, barren soil;" and 1_inus strobus, "rocky up]and." In South Jersey Pinus rlgida and Pinna sirobus grow the
be_t in deep swamps ; Pinna eehinata in light, loamy soil, and Pinna
l%binlana on gravelly ridges.
The pitch pine is disappe_iug.
It is a common ohservation that
oak follows pine. This is the result of cutting and burning with no
attention to regeneration. Shoots spring up from the collar of the
stump of a burnt or cut pine. These come from dormant buds, and
when a few inches high they wither and die. The smaller the stump,
however, the more vigorous the shoots. There is practically no
second growth to Jersey pine. A pine stump is soon invaded by
several kinds of insects which eat the inner bark and outer wood.
Even eggs are deposited in the soft young shoots. The bark of the
stump thickens in places, pitch exudes and the scions die. Finally,
the stump is devoured so that a shell of bark alone remains. Oak,
on the other hand, produces a vigorous second growth. In almost
every pine woods there are a few oaks. The ground is often seeded
by _ouirreis nod other animals. When the pines are cut, these supNEW JERSEY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
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pressed oaks, with ineress&l sunshine and no opposition, grow rapidly.
Oak, with its vigorous second growth, supplants the pine in places
where the soil and moisture conditions are suitable. The majority of
plants when asexually reproduced degenerate in the course of time.
The oak has much vitality in this respect, but an oak from the stump
is inferior to an oak from the seed. The light-winged pine seeds,
though freely scattered by the wind, are easily burnt by passing fires
and the second growth soon withers and dies, so that the days of our
pines are numbered unless cared for by the forester.
The question of regeneration, next to that of fires, is the one which
needs attention throughout the whole of 8outh Jersey. It is the
work of the forester to protect the weakest, if a valuable species.
Weak valuable trees are often overwhelmed by hardy worthless
kinds. The white cedar, for instance, is often replaced by swamp
maple, magnolia, sour gum and the like.
The oaks which have followed the pines are striving for a foothold against fire and careless cutting. The weaker species will perish.
Scrub oaks and bushes will soon alone remain, and finally even these
will die, and a shady wood, inhabited by a great variety of creatures,
will become a lifeless desert. It is not necessary to imagine this.
Such, in fact, is the condition of a large area in Burlington and
Ocean counties. Owing to fires the pines are black and dead, the
ground is white and bare and living things are remarkably scarce.
If fires are stopped, natural recuperation begins, and in the course
of years by slow stages forest conditions are established. It begins
with lichens, grasses and low heaths. Seeds of pioneer trees, such as
the conifers, are accidentally carried. It is, nevertheless, a matter of
chance. By aiding nature in overcoming these barriers reforestation
can be hastened. The soil of the Southern Interior recuperates
slowly.

Fieldsin SouthJerseywhenabandoned
soonbecome
coveredwith
Indian grass, the light seeds of which are sown

by the wind. If a

pinewoodsis near,manyyoungpinesappear,withhereand therea
red cedar, the seeds of which are disseminated by birds which feed
upon its fruit. The red cedar is usually scattered along fences, and
owing to the density of its evergreen foliage breaks the force of the
wind and shields the field.
The difference in the rate of growth between pines which come up
in an abandoned field and in a region which has been burnt over is
very noticeable.
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Now and then in the woods, usually'among the oaks, a hickory
may be seen.
The chestnut grows well in the Southern Interior, but is scarce,
owing to fires. It still grows wild, as at "Chestnut" neck, where it
was once abundant.
There is little oak of value left on the upland. In or near villages
in protected localities large specimens may still be seen. Jersey upland oak has been cut many times, although still called "second
growth." It is now mainly used for cordwood. Post oak (Quercus
z_inor), black oak (Quercu8 t/actor/a), white oak (_r_
alba),
chestnut oak ( Quercu_ prinus), Spanish oak (Quercu_ ¢uneata), red
oak (Quercu_ rubra), black.jack (_hwrcss nigra) and scarlet oak
(Quercuscocoinea)
areallusedforfuel.The scruboak (Qsercus
iliclfo[ia)
iscommon,butisof little
use. The uplandoak,owingto
fires
and continual
cutting,
hasdegenerated.
Hybridsand irregular
formsarecommon.
Althoughfrequent
alongstreets
andarounddwellings,
oneseldom
finds the buttonwood (Pla_anus oesidentalis) in the woods. This is
probably the iargsst tree that grows in the Eastern United States.
It is claimed by many that they sometimes rival in size the giants
of California and Australia. There are several beautiful specimens
in the cultivated regions of New Jersey.
There are few elm and ash trees in South Jersey. The catalpa,
lindens, ailanthus, poplars, locusts, maples (excepting the swamp
maple) and mulberrys have been planted, but have not gained a foothold in the forest.
The haphazard introduction of foreign trees is attended with danger.
It is difficult to predict the effect of bringing an exotic tree into a new
environment. We can recommend the following trees for planting :
White cedar (Cham_cypari_ thyoldes), yellow pine (Pinu_ echlnata),
white pine (Pinus strobus), chestnut (Ca_bzn_ satlva, vat. Americana),
white oak (Quercss alba) and swamp white oak (_uercu_ blsolor).
There are no doubt many trees and shrubs growing in the South which
would thrive in South Jersey.
The wild cherry (Prunes sero_iza) is common in fields, the seeds
of which have been carried by birds. This tree is in ill-repute with
farmers because, it is claimed, it exhausts an undue amount of the
soil. Crops in the region of a wild cherry tree are ve_ noticeably
affected.
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The red cedar (Junipe_s Virginlana) seldom grows in the woods
.of the Southern Interior but is common in the fields. The presence
_f these trees in fallow fields is usually attributed to the fact that they
can endure dry, sandy soils better than other species. It is mainly a
matter of chance, however, whether the pines or cedars get disseminated first. One is dependent upon the winds, the other upon birds.
This tree is very seriously affected in South Jersey by a peculiar fun°
gus (Oymnosporangium maoropus), commonly called '<cedar apples."
This heterceeious parasite summers on the leaves of the apple. The
cedars on the beaches are slightly, if at all, affected by this fungus.
The Lombardy poplar (Populus fastigiuta), a native of Asia, once
so common around old dwellings, is rapidly losing its hold, owing, it
is claimed, to the fact that only trees of one sex were introduced into
this country, the male and female flowers being on separate trees.
This is an interesting example of the effects of long-continued asexual
reproduction.
The common locust (Robinia pseudaoac/a), a native of our Southwest, is a tree which yields a very valuable wood and grows under
adverse conditions, but is much affected by the ravages of a borer
which causes the limbs to die, so that the tree presents a very straggly
appearance.
The ailanthus (Ailanthus glandulosus), a native of Asia, was once
much planted along streets and in barren soils, but is generally disliked on account of the disagreeable odor of its flowers. The male
and female flowers are on separate trees, and this objection ann therefore be avoided by planting only the female tree, the flowers of which
are odorless. The wood is more valuable than is usually supposed.
THE

PLAINS.

In Burlington and Ocean counties there are two remarkable areas
known as the East and West Plains.* The "trees" which grow there
seldom exceed four or five feet in height. The growth is usually
much shorter. A large percentage of the territory is covered with
bushes about a foot high. In places the surfaceis almost bare. Low
pitch pines {-Plnus rigida), scrub oaks, and black,iack, laurel (Katmla
latifolia) uva-ursi (Arctosbaph_/losu_a.ursi), arbutus (.E'pigcrxtrepens)_
and other heaths grow there. Even the pyxie (PHzidanthera barbulata), which is usually found in damp lowlands, is not uncommon.
*See Plate X[. for location.
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In the sloughs grasses, several kinds of bushes, swamp mapIes an@
white cedars grow. On the East Plains a sassafras is the highest
tree. It is about fifteen feet high. The pitch pine is most abundant.
It is mainly a weak, degenerated second growth. The stumps just
under the ground are much bunched and full of resin ; above ground
they are often knobbed by insects. They are called "she-pines:' by
the natives and bear a large number of prickly cones.
The laurel (Kalmia lati[olla) is the most vigorous plant on the
plains. It is a beautiful evergreen shrub growing higher than the
surrounding pines. It often reaches the dimensions of a tree in our
swamps but is of remarkably slow growth. It is a valuable underbrush owing to its ability to endure to a remarkable extent fire, dryness and other adverse conditions, although it thrives in swampy_
regions.
The East Plains are located just southwest of Cedar Grove. They
contain 6,669. acres. The West Plains arc just northwest of Cedar
Grove and contain 7,737 acres. They are separated by the east
branch of Wading river. They are almost wholly in Burlington
county and are almost north and south instead of east and west oI
each other.
The Plains are hilly, the hills varying in height from 100 to 105,
feet. This territory is an important part of the water.shed of South
Jersey. Many streams rise in the sloughs along their edges. In
several places the borders of the plains are sharply marked, but mostly
they grade indistinctly into the surrounding territory.
A farmer on the edge of what are called the Little Plains, which.
arc really a part vf the West Plains, has cleared a patch for cultivation and seems confident that crops will grow there in its present
condition. It is likely that more berries and sweet potatoes can be.
produced than timber trees. It is often the case that land unfit for
other crops will grow trees, and often land unfit for trees will grow
other crops. The same farmer, however, dug several maples from the
swamp and planted them on the Little Plains. They grew until
killed by fires. The white cedar which lines the small branches that
run into the Plains looks fresh and thrifty. At Cedar Grove, in thevalley between these Plains, trees grow without difficulty and the soil
is productive.
On the phlns the surface-soil is white sand, the subsoil a clayey
loam and gravel at varying depths, generally within one or two feet_
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of the surface. The subsoil is quite hard, rendering the penetration
by roots difficult. In many places a hardpan of iron ore has formed,
or is forming. In other places there are beds of clay.
The results of the chemical examination of the soil of the Plains
are not disooursglng. Owing to the absence of disintegrating rock,
and leaching due to rains beating on the barren surface, a lack of
soluble inorganic substances is expected. A dearth of these substances in the soil is, however, probably in itself insufficient to prevent
the growth of trees.
Two specimens of the surface-soil of the Plains and two from the
surrounding territory where trees of fair size are growing were
analyzed. These examinations seem to indicate that the difficulty is
not a chemical one. According to the following analyses the soil is
certainly rich enough to support a good forest growth :
Surface Eoilof Plains.
Iqo. L
NO.2.

Surface soil of edge of
Plains where trees are growing.
No. 8.
No. 4,

_itrogen .......................
Phosphoric
acid ...............
Potash ...........................
Lime ............................

0.00
0.17
0.05
0.06

0.03
0.19
002
0.02

..............
0.02
..............
..............

Silica_ insol ....................
Alumina ........................
Ferlic oxide ....................
Ferrous oxide ..................

96.40
1.15
0.40
1.26

96.95
0.28
0.20
1.06

97.60
..............
............
..............

0.04

0.02

..............

Magnesia.

.......................

O.01

97.28

Trees which are not second growth on the Plains seem to reach a
certain size and then die. The tope perish first, presenting an appearance which is often called "stag.headed" or "top-dry."
This is a
condition which is ueually due to a lack of water, or, owing to the
nature of the soil, the roots are unable to perform their proper
functions.
The Plains have been burnt over many times. Being considered
worthless, fire3have had their way. There are stumpe and now and
then dead trunks of trees of larger size than those growing there
to-day. Much of the pine is at present about twelve years old.
This peculiar territory is probably caused by a combination of
barriers. :Destructivefires must be rauked first. These have burnt
the seeds, produced a worthless second growth, destroyed surface
mulch, exposed the soil to the beating force of the rain and the dry17
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tug effect of the winds. Next comes an obstinate subsoil, which
prevents the penetration of roots, and finally a lack of moisture, due
to a lack of forest cover and to the hillinees of the country.
It is impossible to tell whether the Plains have ever supported a
forest growth of considerable size. It is the testimony of tradition
that trees have never grown there. The belief is also paramount
that trees will not grow there. Owing to fires, there are regions in
all grades of condition, some of which in Ocean county are already
in as bad a state as the Plalns.
The Forked river mountain region is little, if any, better than the
Plains. Perhaps the Plains once supported a growth similar to that
which may now be seen on high, gravelly ridges where no fires have
burnt. It is likely, also, that by stopping fires and reseeding to a
certain extent with a species which can endure adverse conditions a
growth can be produced in the course of time which, even if unsuccessful in the produetion of merchantable timber, will have a beneficial influence in regulating the supply of water in the streams which
rise in the slongbe along their edges.
These wind-swept,sun-scerchod Plains, and the contiguous territory,
embracing the heads of streams which flow into both the Delaware
and the ocean, are well fitted for a reservation. They are, at present,
useless except to land speculators and pine-knot gatherers. Their
proper improvement is beyond the power of individuals. As an
object lesson and a benefit to the surrounding territory, especially to
the bogs, which demand a regular flow of water, no better spot for a
reservation could be selected in the Southern Interior of New Jersey.
The ref,_restation of such areas is a slow and difficult process.
Considerable experimentation is necessary before conclusions are warranted. The first and most important questions are what and how to
plant. The first step is, of course, to stop fires, which is a simple
matter in such a region, owing to the meagerness of the growth, so
that a good undergrowth can establish itself. Economic shrubs, such
as the laurel and sumac, grow well on the Plains. Several leguminous plants have been recommended,owing to the rapid way in which
they enrich the soil. In the lowlands, where there is no hardpan,
willows and white cedars will grow. Conifers are most suitable for
planting on dry uplands for at least two reasons--first, they furnish
a dense e._verthroughout the year, and, second, they can endure with
from one-sixth to one-tenth the amount of water required by deciduous
trees.
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LAND,

A very large amount of the Southern Interior of New Jersey is
_wamp land, semi-swamp land, savanna-land and cripple. Low,
_graesyareas are called "savannas," and low, bushy areas "cripples."
The most important tree in the lowlands is the white cedar
(Cham_parls
_hyoldea). From the accumulation of cedar logs in
the beds of many swamps it is safe to call it a native tree. There is
nothing more characteristicof the region than swamps of cedar. It
grows in dense masses along fresh-water streams. It is becoming
scarce owing to the value of the lumber, lack of attention to regeneration and demand for the bottom for cranberry bogs.
When a cedar swamp is cut, the kind of trees which follows depends
upon several conditions. If the ground is seeded with gum, maple
and the like, the cedar loses its hold. If the bottom is not well
seeded with other trees and the surrounding cedar is in fruit it may
come up in cedar. It must be borne in mind also that the year, as
well as the time of year, has its influence, since to trees there are
vegetative and reproductive periods. The cedar is usually a prolific
_eed.bearer. Its small, winged seeds are disseminated by the wind.
It fruits when very young. It is not uncommon to find a white
cedar three feet high in fruit.
When a swamp bottom is burnt it often comes up in white cedar
as even and dense as a field of wheat, while a swamp which has been
cut and not burnt over produces a great variety of swamp trees.
Although a common observation, this is more or less of accidental
occurrence. A swamp bottom is usually well _eeded with a variety
of trees and shrubs, the seeds of which have been carried there in a
variety of ways. A fire destroys these seeds and forms a soil on the
surface of the muck. If this occurs when the cedar is in fruit, its
light seeds are sown by the wind and cedar soon abundantly appears.
There are thousands of acres of land in South Jersey where the
cedar will grow with little care, but owing to brush and other less
valuable trees it is unable to establish itself. There is a small but
thrifty swamp in Atlantic county which originated in this way : Three
cedars were planted in a meadow. Other trees were not allowed to
grow. Soon the ground was seeded and a mass of young cedar ap°
peared. The trees are now fit for timber aud the three originals may
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plainly be seen above the rest of the swamp. After the stopping of
fires the regeneration of white cedar deserves attention.
In many low regions white birch is coming in large quantities. It
never grows to a very large size in South Jersey. It is used to some
extent for umbrella handles and canes. The river birch is also not
uncommon.

Willows are not plentiful in South Jersey although there is much
land adapted to their cultivation. They are mainly disseminated by
the wind. The branches which are snapped off by winds and rushing water easily take root iu swampy places.
The hardwood swamps usually contain maples (Acer rubrum), bilsted (f-Jqnldambar st_raoifl_a), tupelo (Nyssa sylvatica), and brswster
(Magnolia glauoa), with swamp huckleberry, swamp sumac and other
bushes. In several localities there are swamps characterized by a
great variety of species. In Griscom's swamp, between the Tuekahoo
and Great Egg Harbor rivers, large beeches and tulip trees are growing, also swamp white oak (Q_ercus blcolor), white oak, black oak,
chestnut oak, willow oak (Quercu8 phellos), bilsted, brewster, birch,
holly, sassafras, tupelo, swamp maple, pitch pine and white cedar.
Willow oak and bilsted are plentiful in Cape May and Atlantic
counties. This swamp is the only place in South Jersey known to
the writer where the swamp-white-oak is abundant. It is a magnificent tree and deserves to be planted in low regions. Manahawkin
swamp resembles Griseom's in the variety of its trees. It contain%
however, a large amount of white cedar, also white pine, which ha_
not grown in Griseom's.
The_e are good examples of the condition of the original swamps
of _ew Jersey. They have not been seriously affected by fire. It
is remarkable, however, to find beech and tulip trees on the ocean
side of Few Jersey separated from the beech-svd-iuliptree country
by a broad stretch of pine land. The writer believes that the
chestnut, beech, tulip and other trees were once well distributed
throughout the region, but owing to their inability to stand fire and
owing to the demand for certain kinds of timber, the species able to
endure fire the longest and the useless species have increased accordingly. The selection of the best from the forest, even if the trees
which are cut are of a large size, will cause it to deteriorate in the
course of time if no attention is paid to the young tress which follow.
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There are many acres of _avanna-land in South Jersey. The true
_avnnua_consiste of sloughs covered with a variety of grasses, with
knolls or ridges where scragged pitch pines grow. These sloughs are
underlain near the surface by a layer of bog-iron ore. On the knolls
the soil is deeper, so that trees can gain a footing. In many cases
the tap.root of the pine has been unable to penetrate the soil to support the tree and this topples over in consequence. The reforestation
_'f such a territory seems almost hopeless. Willows however would
probably grow there.
The presence of iron in solution is not detrimental to tree growth,
in fact a certain amount of iron is nece_sery. Experiment shows
_,.hatin the absenceof iron no coloring matter is formed in the leaves.
Vegetation is a potent geological agent in the formation of bog ore,
which in turn is an ei_eetivebarrier to the growth of tre_s. The in.soluble red coloring matter in the soil of South Jersey is ferric oxide,
which by a series of chemical changes through the agency of decomposing organic matter is washed out and deposited in bogs, where it
_cemantssand and gravel into an obstinate hardpan.
There are three kinds of savanna-lands in South Jersey, due to as
many causes. The first is the true savanna produced by a hardpan.
The second embraces grassy areas due to an excess of water. They
are usually fringed, where the water is less abundant, by bushes,
mainly cassandra, called "prim" by the natives, and huckleberry.
The formation of such places is illustrated in the preparation of cran4_errybogs. The place intended for a bog is banked and flooded. In
the course of a couple of years, all the vegetation except water grass
is killed. Few trees can grow in an excess of water. The physic.logical changes in the roots demand an abundant supply of oxygen.
A kind of savanna is produced by fires in swampy regions. Trees
•and bushes are killed, while the condition of the grass is actually improved by fire. It has been customary for many years in some
countries to burn the grass to improve its condition, thus killing or
preventing the growth of trees for the sake of a few cattle. Burning, together with the ravages of cattle, is au_clent to account for
vast areas of grassy land, especially where the soil is not very favorable to tree-growth. The burning of eavanna-]ands is still practised
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to a slight extent in South Jersey. In such areas charred stumps are
sufficient to indicate that a forest once grew there.
Savanna-land formed by fire and cattle, or even by an excess of
water, will recover in the course of time. In places where land i*
scarce and labor cheap, bog ore has been broken so that trees may
gain a footing. In limestone and other rocky regions the organicacids emitted by the roots of plants and decaying vegetable matter
aid in the decomposition of the rock, but a territory underlain witb_
an impervious layer of bog ore seems hopeless. The writer helieves_
however, that the growing of willows and the swamp huckleberry i_
such regions to be worthy a trial.
THE

SALT

MAIISHES.

The salt marshes on the bay and ocean sides of the Southern Interior are of interest from a forestry standpoint because of their'treelsssness. Although soft and fertile, the presence of brine is an ettectire barrier to all our common species of trees. Here again the
grasses, sedges and a few other low herbs are alone able to endure.
When banked and sluiced these marshes freshen. Such a soil woul&
be well fitted for growing the white cedar and willows.
THE

BEACHES.

The distribution of trees on the beaches of South Jersey is peculiar.
There the forest has not suffered seriously from the effects of fire_
The soil is a fine, moist sand in which, provided other conditions are
favorable, trees grow rapidly. The fact that there is a little larger
rainfall, and that the climate is generally more moist and equable than
in the Southern Interior, may account in part for the vigorous growth
of trees along the shore. The marshes have acted also, no doubt, as
barrier in preventing the spread of seeds from the mainland by winds,
since a large msjority of the trees which grow there are those which
are usually distributed by birds. The forest suffers from the e_ects
of strong winds and moving sands. Inland the trees bend toward
the east, owing to the prevailing west winds, but along the shore
they lean toward the west, owing to strong sea-breezes during the
period of growth. The principal trees are the red cedar, the holly_
the tupelo, magnolia, wild cherry, hackberry, sassafras, and swami>
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maple. Oaks and a few pines may also be found. Red cedar and
holly are the predominating trees. Holly reaches a very large size
on these beaches. In the woods on Seven-Mile beach the red mulberry is growing. On this beach the effects of drifting sand are well
illustrated.
When the tide falls the sand dries on the surface and is blown inland. Dunes arc formed, some of which are thirty or forty feet in
height. Behind these dunes is a dense forest, semi-tropical in nature.
The sand blast trims the tops of the trees near the edge of the moving
dune as flat as though cut with shears. The movement of these dunes
is peculiar. • They are not hurled in large masses, at irregular intervals, by strong winds. The sand, ground to powder by the waves,
when damp is solid and immovable, but any sunny day when a seabreeze is blowing, dried by the sun and wind, it flies over the surface
like fine drifting snow and falls over the edge of the dune, slowly but
surely killing the forest before it. The trees prevent the wind from
blowing back the sand. The formation and movement of these
beaches along the Jersey coast and the part played by these forests in
aiding or preventing that movement is a question of much interest,
deserving more attention than it has yet received. Along the Biseayan shores in France, in Denmark and elsewhere, drifting sands
have been stopped by sowing reeds, grasses and the like.
Many trees on these beaches have died prematurely. This is often
due to sand drifting around their roots. One may dig and waves
may wash a large quantity of earth from the roots of a tree and it
will llve, but fill in, often only a few inches, and it perishes in consequence. This has often been noticed in grading lots. The supply
of air to the roots is probably thus affected.
On Five-Mile beach there are no dunes of consequence, but a dense
forest and many peculiar growths. Holly there disports itself like a
member of the fig family. It is not uncommon to find two hollies
grown together, or a limb of one grown fast to another holly, or one
limb uniting with another limb of the same tree or joining the trunk
to form the so.called "jug handles." In one instance two hollies are
embracing and slowly killing a red cedar, several of the dead limbs
of which have been surrounded by the trunks of the hollies. Here
are countless examples of tree contention. The limbs of the hollies
are matted and zigzag. The trees are full of limb-holes, favorite
nesting-places for flickers, which, with the robins, are potent agents
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of tree distrlbution. The forest at one time was very dense and the
underbrush a mass of green briars.
This condition is probably due to a combination of causes. Vigor
and density of growth are due to a mild, moist climate and a soft,
moist soil. Strong winds and the work of cattle accouot, no doubt,
in part, for the close, jagged growths which are common there. Catfie, for many years, ran wild on these islands. The last were shot
only a few years ago. Even the prickly leaves of the holly are eaten
by hungry cattle, limbs of considerable slza are pulled down ahd
broken eft. Trees which they do not eat are injured when young by
being broken and crushed.
The part played by mankind in effeeting the distribution of trees
and the conditions of our forests and their environment is of course
paramount. In few places is it better illustrated than in parts of
South Jersey. Man is st one time an effective barrier and again a
potent agent of distribution. The results of hie reckless prodigality
are everywhere visible. With little thought of posterity our woods
have been treated in a shameful manner. Although the principal
industries once depended upon the woods, regeneration of depleted
areas has received but little attention. This must be overcome by
the education of the coming generation in the rudiments of forestry,
and efforts are now in progress in that direction by the formation of
associations and the distribution of literature on the subject. Although
trees have been planted and groves protected by the better element
of society, fires caused by malleiousuess and carelessness have done
damage which will require years of patient work to repair. After
yeare of such negligence the State owes those territories which have
thua been impoverished a certain amount of protection. All that our
woods need is simply common-canoe treatment. It can be expressed
in two short phrases--the prevention of fires and the judicious use
of the axe.
CAUSES,

EFFECTS

AiqD

PREVENTIOIq

0F

FOREST

FIRES,

Fire is the main cause of forest deterioration and of the general
impoverished condition of a large part of the Southern Interior of
New Jersey. There are few stretches of woodland in this region
which have not been more or le_ damaged in that way.
The causes of forest fires may be classified as follows : Incendiaries,
careless individuals, locomotives and lightning. Professor Cook_ in
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an article in the Fifteenth Annual Report of the State Board of Agri,culture, says : "The causes of these fires are various. Those given
"forthe fifty-four fires of the census year (1880) are as follows : Clear_ng land, seven; locomotives, twenty-eight;
hunters, six; malice,
seven ; coal-pits, six."
He estimated that the area burnt over during
Chat year amounted to not less than 128,000 acres.
The most serious fires are usually those which are purposely set.
.An incendiary bent upon mischief waits until the wood is dry and
_the wind in the desired direction.
There arc usually two motives
Iback of incendiarism--first,
individual gain at the expense of another ;
second, revenge.
A few years ago it was not uncommon for colliers to fire a wood in
order to buy it cheaply. The charred wood is then only fit for charcoal. Owing to the decline of the charcoal industry and the abundance of charred wood in the forests, this is not practiced at present.
In speaking of this in the article above referred to, Professor Cook
says : "Many fires no doubt start from coslings, and it is common to
.hear the belief expressed that some of these are started intentionally,
in order to keep the ccalers and wood-choppers at work, since timber
.burned over must be cut at once, whereas it would otherwise be left
.to grow and increase in value. Those can_ed through malice often
_are the result of punishing or holding under surveillance of timber
¢hleves, by no means udcommon in the pine forests."
Fires were set in meadowy regions to improve the grass for cattle.
_avanna-lands are still burnt for that purpose where cattle are turned
into the woods.
It is claimed

that berry-pickers

set fire to huckleberry bushes to

improve the berry crop. In a couple of years the young growth
which follows bears larger and finer berries. Wood thieves, it is
said, set fire to the brush and stumps to prevent detection.
There are
many people living in the woods of the Southern Interior who own
no woodland, but who gain a livelihood in a variety of ways out of
woods which belong to other people.
They are mostly berry-pickers,
hunters and wood.choppers.
Fires are set out of spite. If a backwoodsman thinks himself
wronged by a woodland owner, he often "gets even" in a dastardly
way by touching a match to his woods. It is certain that for a variety
of such purposes fires are set. Such fires do much damage, and such
_eople are difficult to convict. It is this discouraging uncertainty
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which has prevented many improvements in the woods of South
Jersey. Woodland-owners during forest-fire season feel insecure, expecting a fire at any moment. The fire may be set to injurean enemy,
the wind may suddenly change and the result is difficult to predict.
Several fires in Atlantic county were set last season in the same region
several nights in sucee_ion.
Second in importance are fires set by careless individuals. In
clearing land fires escape from burning brush. A large foreig_
element has come to South Jersey to clear farms. This increases the
danger while the land is being cleared; later these cleared areas wil}
act as fire-breaks. Tramps, hunters and boys with camp-fires, lightect
gun-weds, cigars and cigarettes cause many fires.
Locomotives are also often blamed. It is certain that many fires
have been set by sparks from the stack and hot coals from the grate.
The majority of the roads are using some care. On some coad_
engineers have been cautioned, safety.strlpe have been cleared and,
in one instance furrows have been ploughed along the road, and
section men usually endeavor to put out the fires when caused by the
locomotives. If engineers are careful, if the spark-arrsster is not_
withdrawn or poked with holes, if coals are dumped only in p]ace_
prepared for that purpose, if safety-strips are cleared and furrow_
ploughed along the road, and if section men are watchful and willing_
there is little danger from that source. It i_ certain that some railroads are using more precautionsat present than woodland-owner_
themselves.
Although not common, fires have been set by lightning. Certaiz_
species and solitary trees are more apt to be struck than others.
There are several indications that a disastrous fire was set last summer in South Jersey by lightning which struck a solitary tree in
field of dry grass.
The amount of damage depends, of course, upon the severity of the
fire, which in turn depends upon the dryness of the wood, the force
of the wind, the time of year, the kind of trees and the nature of the
underbrush and soil. Often everything above ground is killed_
The charred boles of hundreds of tree3 fall and rot in the woods. In
low ground, after a fire, fresh green underbrush appears, but high
land recovers slowly, often remaining bare for many years.
There i_ danger from fires about six months of the year. They
are very destructive during the high winds in the spring, when there
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is little sap in the wood. Dry leaves cover the ground and many
cling to the low oaks.
Often large pine tress appear to be but slightly affected by a groundt
fire which burns the underbrush and leaves on the surface. Bark
is a non-conductor of heat, but if the cambium, the active part of the
tree just beneath the bark, is affected, the tree dies. Even then, if it
happens in the spring, the tree appears to be re_vering.
Dormant
buds in the trunk sprout and fresh green leaves are formed. It isbetter to cut such trees, since they soon die. When the starchy matter in the trunk is exhausted these sprouts wither and die_the tree
is invaded by insects, rots and topples over. Even a pitch pine log,.
if cut in winter, sends out fresh shoots from dormant eyes in the
spring. Even if the tree itself is not directly injured by fire, its.
supply of nutriment and moisture" is affected by burning the undergrowth.
The burning of underbrush has been advocated as a sort of remedy
for the prevention of fires. Some have suggested cutting down theunderbrush and trimming the trees. Such work would be expensive_.
would do no good and in the end would be detrimental to the forest.
Underbrush, in many places, is essential. It must, however, be the
proper kind of underbrush. We would recommend some economical
shrub. It is true that underbrush smothers young trees, but this isnot a serious difficulty in properly-cared-for forests. The amount ot
mineral matter which a tree absorbs is insignificant. Water is the
essential element. Iu checking evaporation and retarding the flJw,
undergrowth is often neceesary. Oa the removal of natural litter
and undergrowth from a young forest the trees become sickly and
unable to resist the inroads of parasites. In old pine woods on
upland there is often little underbrush. The ground is covered with
a thin layer of pine leaves. In the finest virgin-pine forest (Pinu_echlnata) in South Jersey, where no fires have burnt and no trees
have been cut for many years, there is a dense underwood, the chestnut oak predominating.
Stump-holes are common in pine woods. When a pine tree is cut
or burnt the stump decays and a hole of considerable size, with many
ramifications, is formed. The ground is often riddled with such
holes from suppressed trees. These drain the water from the surface_
This, together with the slight shade of pines and the lack of under-
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brash, accounts for the dryness of the soil and atmosphere of a pine
woods.
The question of underbrush in relation to the trees and soils of
_outh Jersey needs to be carefully studied ; there is every reason for
believing, nevertheless, that the proper kind of undergrowth is
_esded in the woods of this region.
The effects of forest fires may be classified as follows : Destruction
_f timber and other property, extermination of valuable species, imtmverishment of soil and destruction of seeds and game.
The destruction of timber, cranberry bogs, and even dwellings,
although it amounts to many thousands of dollars in the course of a
few years, is probably insignificant compared with the damage consequent upon this, which is beyond calculation. Were we to allow
only the small sum of fifty cents damage to the acre, during the last
_ive years the loss amounts to not less than $300,000. In referring to the damage done in l_ew Jersey by fires in 1880, Prof.
Cook says : 'CAlarge amount of cedar swamp was destroyed by these
_]rss, and $10 per acre would not more than cover the direct damage
to timber, making the loss for this year $1,280,000j nearly equal to
the total value of the annual lumber production of the State. On
the whole, the loss in timber from forest fires in the State, on a low
.estimate, has averaged $1,000,000 per year for the last fifteen or
twenty years."
Since one species of trees is affected more than others, a kind of
eelsetion continues, which accounts for the peculiar distribution of
trees in certain parts of South Jersey. Thick.bark trees and trees
which produce a vigorous second growth survive the longest. Pitch
pines and oal_, therefore, predominate in South Jersey, while in
isolated positions, protected from fires, a great variety of trees may
be found. Certain plants, although covered with a thick bark_contain
substances in the form of resins, oils and waxes which are inflammable. Others contain substances which have a tendency to quench
_ires. The sowing of such plants along safety lines has been suggssted to prevent the slow but destructive ground fires.
The white cedar, the most valuable timber tree in South Jersey,
and oneofthechoicest
softwoodsofAmerica,althoughgrowingin
wetswamps,isoftenseriously
damagedby fire.The heat,
although
itmay notburn,isoften
sufficient
tokillthecedar.Inunusually-dry
•zcather
fires
burnformany daysinthebedoftheswamp,destroying
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in a short time what has been ages in accumulating. It is often
necessary to dig deep trenches in order to check its headway. For
fear of fire, cedar is cut when fit only for rails, hop-poles and laths*
The most serious damage is done to the soil. Were it not for
forest cover a large part of South Jersey would be a bed of shifting
sands. Destroy that forest cover by incessant burning and such
condition can easily be produced.
In a dense forest the leaves and wood which accumulate on the
surface are subjected to peculiar changes. In that material are contained the inorganic substances which the roots have absorbed from
the deeper layers of the soil. Evaporation is prevented by the shacie,
so that this surface material retains the moisture. By the action of
countless organisms this surface covering is converted into humus.
Besides other inorganic substances of use to plant-growth, according
to researches of Franklaod and others, bacteria are continually producing nitrates, the essential of which is the element nitrogen, which,
is an important part of all living matter. Farmers are therefore
accurate when they claim that fire "cooks" the "life" out of a sandy"
soil. The organic matter in the surface soil is often entirely burnt.
According to Storer, "within porous soils nitrates are donbtlea_
formed rather freely, and, as is well known, the nitrates are easily
washed out from soils, and are liable to go to waste after every raid
that is long continued. They are, in fact, leached out of the soil,
and the manure from which they came rapidly wastes away, It is
said to be a matter of old and familiar observation in Germany, that
in sandy regions in seasons that are particularly wet the soil may
finally be so thorougly leached that it becomes unfruitful." When we
consider the facts that nitrates are easily washed out of the soil, that
they are essential to plant-growth, and that they are continually produced during the period of growth from humus by the action of
nitrifying bacteria, we can appreciate the damage to light soils by fire.
When a forest is cut the young suppressed trees at once assert
themselves, and the seeds on the surface quickly germinate and some
kind of forest soon follows. But when a fire passes through a woo_
the seeds are burnt, the undergrowth killed, the soil impoverished,
and the land must remain unseeded until the winds or birds or ma_
have disseminated a fresh supply of seeds over the surface.
Some seeds are more seriously damaged than others. Light, winge_
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kinds are, of course, quickly destroyed, while hcavy, thick-coated
kinds may sink into the soil and escape.
There are som_ interesting plants known as fire weeds, especially
.Epiloblum a_gustifollum , which come up in abundance in burnt
regions. One can often locate the site of an old coalpit by a mass of
this plant. It is not likely that the seeds have endured the heat, but
upon fresh seeding by the wind it is the first species able to endure
the conditions produced by a fire.
According to the statements of several seamen the smoke from
forest fires last summer occasioned such a fog along our coast as
seriously
toimpedenavigation.
Many animalsarealsodestroyed.
It isnot uncommon to see
many of thesmaller
animalschasedby a fire.By preserving
the
forest,
theanimals
dependent
uponitsfruits
arepreserved
also.The
birdsarevaluable
agentsof distribution.
Many a beautiful
wcod
owes itsbeginningtoseedsaccidentally
droppedby birds.They
alsodestroy
many of theinsects
which aredestructive
to woods.
Even thefieldand shorebirdsseekshelter
in theforest.
Cedar
_wamps arefavorite
nesting-places
fora greatvariety
of birds.The
protection
of forest
andgame go handinhand,and thework ofthe
forest
wardenandthegame wardencanbeprofitably
combined.:For
thesakeof wildgame many beautiful
forests
have beenpreserved.
Thesereservations,
wheregame can breedunmolested,
arevaluable
nuclei
forthestocking
of thesurrounding
territory
withgame,and
forthespreading
of seeds.Animalssoonlearnof and flockto
places
wheretheycan reproduce
insafety.Many birdsduringthe
fierce
fires
inthespring
of theyear,many of whichoriginate
from
thepreparation
oflandforplanting,
arecookedinthenest.
No improvement
intheforest
conditions
ofacountry
ispossible
as
longasfires
areallowedtoburnwithoutanysystematic
preventive
measures.With no assurances
whateveragainst
incendiaries
and
individuals
guilty
of criminal
carelessness,
theownersof woodland
areatthemercyofchance.Wood isusually
cutinconsequence
just
as soonas there
isa marketofanykind. Property
in thetownsis
oftenendangered.Capitalists
hesitate
toinvestinwoodlandunder
suchconditions.
The total
areaburnedoverinSouthJersey
duringthepastseason
amountstonotless
than197,000acres.
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The moot important fires since last spring have burnt approxi_nately as follows :
No. 1 began at Wading river; probably incendiary; burnt five
dwellings, one cranberry bog, injured many cedar swamps and practi.cally destroyed the young timber on 125,000 acres. It would be
impossible to calculate the damage which thls fire occasioned. It produced a great deal of anxiety and several individuals barely escaped
an awful death. In one instance a man's whiskers were burnt off and
holes were burnt in the blanket with which he covered his horse.
In another instance, while carrying his sick wife to a place of safety
in the center of a field, a man's house and all other possessions were
<lestroyed, including $100 in cash. These are only two of many such
instances. The region over which it burnt in Ocean and Burlington
• ounties will be many years in recovering.
No. 2 began at Woodmansie; probably set by lightning; burned
_ver an area of about 25,000 acres.
No. 3 began at McKeetown; escaped from a very careless workman ; destroyed one dwelling, injured several cedar swamps and covered an area of about 12,000 acres. This workman was burning
brush. He left the fire to eat his dinner. A passer.by saw the danger and warned hlm. The warning was not heeded and a very fierce
fire was the result. In such a careless way many of the fires in
South Jersey originate.
No. 4 was probably set by a freight train on the road to Port Norris. It burned over an area of about 10,000 acres. The following
editorial concerning this fire is copied from the "New Jersey Patriot,"
,_f Bridgeton, for April 20th, 1894 :
"The freight train on the road to Port Norris set fire to the woods
near Dividing Creek station on Wednesday morning. Though it
would have required but little effort to extinguish the flames at first,
the high wind prevailing soon fanned them into a fury which a thousand men eould not have stayed.
"The wind swept it toward this city. Centre Grove was almost
in the direct line of the fire, but a branch of the headwaters of Buckshutem creek checked the flames and caused them to pass both south
and west of the Centre Grove neighborhood. The fire was now
making rapid progress and swept on to the east and north of Lummis Mill toward the road from this city to Buekshutem. It crossed
the road just this side of what is now known as the iron bridge and
ncarly five miles out from Bridgeton. From there it burued on both
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sides of the road to what is known as the old Burlington roadj leading from Fairton to Gouldtewn.
"It continued across nearly to the Millville turnpike, but fortunately the wind died away later in the evening and at last the progress
of the most serious fire ever in that particular part of the county was
stayed.
"All through the day heavy clouds of smoke arose from the fire,
and occasionally, when the fire would strike a piece of pine timber,
the smoke would become much more dense. Hundreds of our citlzeus drove out to witness the fire, which, in the evening, presented n
grand sight, and until late in the evening many walked out. In all,
many thousands of acres of land were burned over, the firs having
extended over an area of some ten or eleven miles in length and
probable average of two miles in width.
"Within its boundaries was much valuable sapling timber and
much wood that had been cut for the market. We hear of two or
three small houses that were burned and of several others in smal_
clearings that were only saved by earnest and long-continued efforts.
"The aggregate damage was many thousands of dollars, though it
is simply impossible to give an intelligent estimate of the extent of
the lees.
"Since the advent of the locomotives, and through the carslessness
of those burning brush in clearing lands, owners of timber lands are
in constant danger of loss by fires, in addition to which the use of
coal ell for fuel has caused a depreciation in the demand for wood.
These causes combined caused bushland to become of but little value
for growing for the general market."
Hundreds of other fires which have occurred recently throughout
South Jersey are but a repetition of the same story. Incendiaries,
tramps, railroads, &c., caused several smaller fires, burning over, in
all, not less than 25,000 acres more.
PREVENTION.

If a fire breaks out it is seldom noticed until of considerable size.
The owner of the land induces a few men to help him fight it. A/ire
often burns for some time, owing to the fact that fighters cannot be
had. Many refuse to fight in the daytime. They wait until evening,
when the firs is smouldering. Many fighters do more harm than
good. These men are generally not paid. Often they are allowed
to cut the dead wood. When this is refused, the landowner is considered mean and often has difficulty afterwards in finding fighters.
When allowed to cut dead wood, the privilege is often abu_d. When
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_his barrier, it could be rendered effectual by a little back.firing.
If
_his could be supplemented by a forest police of perhaps one mounted
man to each 30,000 acres, making the whole annual cost not more
than four cents per acre, much would be accomplished toward preventing forest fires, which now cause an average loss of sixty.seven cents
per acre for the whole of the pine country.
But it must also be
remembered that a large amount is now annually expended in fruitlessly fighting fires, after they have become irresistible from the
.extent of their front."
If this excellent advice had been heeded soon after it was written,
8oath Jersey would have bean a very different country in appearance
and condition from what it is to-day.
FOREST INFLUENCES.
The effect of forests on temperature and rainfall is a much-mooted
question.
No one has yet been able to prove that the general temperature or rainfall is affected by forests. Like a small body of water
or a meadow, a forest has its local influence.
A series of investigations were begun, endeavoring to ascertain the effect of forests on our
local climate.
It is a problem which is well-nigh insolvable.
Boxes
were arranged in pairs, six feet from the ground. One pair was
located on the high land at an altitude of thirty feat, the other pair in
the low land at an altitude of five feet. One of the first pair was
located in a pine woods, the other in the open about 500 feat from
it. One of the second pair was located in a small, dense cedar
swamp, the other in a meadow about 300 feet away.
The highest
and lowest temperatures during every twenty-four hours were recorded for six months, beginning August 12th, 1894.
The results
of the_e investigations were not altogether satisfactory.
They were
begun in order to verify, if possible, the current belief that a cedar
swamp is considerably cooler in summer end warmer in winter than
other woods or open, and that a pine wood is warmer in winter than
the surrounding open or deciduous woods. It has been noticed by
woodmen that a cedar swamp bottom freezes only in the severest
weather.
Being evergreen and dense, the cedars break the wind in
winter; and being located in soil full of springs, they are warmer
than the upland. Coming from deeper in the earth, spring-water is
apt to he cooler in summer and warmer in winhr than surfaea-water.
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The mildness of the pines in winter is probably due to the dryness
,of the atmosphere and to the protection afforded by their evergreen
foliage. Further investigations on this subject are, of course, necessary before conclusions are warranted.
It is more than likely that a forest cover indirectly affects the
climate to considerable extent in the following way : When a sandy
_oil is exposed to the direct rays of the sun the moisture at once
evaporates and the sand becomes unbearably hot in summer. This
heats the air immediately over it, which rises in consequence and is
.replaced by cooler air, which in turn is heated.
The effect of forests on the precipitation of moisture is as difficult
"toprove as the effect on temperature. It is a common belief in South
Jersey, and in common beliefs there is usually a grain of truth, that
cedar swamps attract a shower. Several persons observed that more
rain fell last summer in swampy regions than on the sandy upland.
More than one season's observations are necessary, however, to prove
that this is of general occurrence. There is one thing certain in this
connection--that although forests may hot actually cause the precipitation of rain, they do not prevent it, which cannot be said of a dry,
_saudy area.
As a windbreak the forest exerts a very beneficial influence, and
the effects of masses of trees on the condition of the soil and the
glow of water cannot be doubted.
The recuperative effects of forests on soils have already been
referred to. In sandy soils they prevent shifting and leaching. Soils
•are kept in a soft, porous condition by a protective covering of
"vegetablematter. Compacting due to the beating of rain is prevented,
and roots and rootlets not only loosen the soil but add organic matter
to it by their decay.
The influence of forests on water-flow is probably not so great as
"isbelieved by some. The forest no doubt acts as a sponge, but just
as soon as this sponge is saturated the excess flows off: A large
amount of this moisture passes again into the atmosphere through
the leaves. Erosion is prevented by a forest cover, since the countless rootlets of a tree bind the soil and retard the flow. The quantity
of moisture which flows to the sea i_ probably the same as it ever was
in South Jersey, excepting that the fl#w is irregular.
In South Jersey, the cultivation of the cranberryis an important
_ndustry. A stream of considerable size flows through every ira-
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portant bog. It is often necessaryto flood these bogs on short notice.
The water_therefore, must be under perfect control. The watersupply and the forest-cover (especially the cedar swamps) upon which"
it depends for its regularity are growing in importance to cranberry
cultivators. Cedar swamps are natural reservoirs of water producing
a natural irrigation. They are usually located in the region of sprlngs_
The bottom of the swamp is usually covered with bog-mosses and
litter. These bog-mosses are noted for their ability to hold water.
In the Southern Interior there are many streams the water of which
is remarkably pure. A "branch" or "run" in percolating through
theseswamps divides
intomany streamlets
and thewaterbecomes
chargedwithhumiematterwhichcolors
ittheshadeof amber,but
whichinno way damagesitfordrinking
purposes.The softness
of
thiswaterisremarkable
andtheamountofsoapsavedin usingitis
considerable.
Much couldbe saidof thesanitary
influence
of thepines.The
protection
theyafford
against
windandsunandotherextremesmust
bebeneficial
tohealth.The forest
soil
contains
many organisms,
few
of which,however,
areinanyway pathogenic.
The atmosphere
and
soilofsandypineregions
aredry. Thereisa peculiar
mildness
to
theatmosphere
ofSouthJersey,
butwhetherthisisdue tothesoil,
thepines_
theswamp laud,or a combination
oftheseisindeeda
question.
No doubtoneof themostbeneficial
influences
of a forest
isin preventing
theformation
and dissemination
of dust. Aside
fromthebeautyoftrees
arounddwellings
theydo a greatservic%
especially in cities, in this way, since septic organisms are usually
car_od on minuteparticles
of matterthroughtheair.
Were SouthJerseycovered
witha beautiful
growthofpines,
such.
aswereabundanthalfa century
ago,hundredsoftourists
wouldflock
toitinwinter.The incomefromthatsource
alonewould probably
amounttoasmuch asthetimberitwouldyield
wouldbeworth. As.
itis,onegetsa veryunfavorable
impression
ofthecountryin croesingin thecarstothe sea,mainlybesaucetheforests
have been
destroyed
by fires
and careless
cutting.
FORESTECONOMICS.
That the Southern Interior is especially adapted to the growing of
wood crops, owing to the favorable nature of the soil and climate, is a
fact worthy of much emphasis. The nearness to a good market_ if
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not at present, will sometime make the growing of wood and other
forest products paying industries. Transportation by small crafts is
facilitated by many bays and thoroughfares along the shore, and by
many navigable streams which penetrate far into the Southern Interior._ A tree is long in growing and the investment is for such a
time that the preservation and economical management of forests
seem beyond the power of private efl'orts,aiming rather at the promotion of the interests of the coming generation than at the profits of
the present. As the population increases, the quantity and uses of
forest products, owing to the progress of discovery, increase accordingly.
It is recognized the world over by the best authorities that a forest
serves at least three purposes : 1, of beauty, of special value to those
regions receiving revenues from tourists and invalids ; 2, of regulating the water-flow and improving the soil, o£ paramount importance to agricultural as well as to other regions ; and 3, of yielding
useful materials.
To the forester and the lumberman the first two purposes are subsidiary to the third. It must be borne in mind that the main difference between a forester and a lumberman is in the manner of using
the axe and saw. One ctits carelessly; the other according to method.
One is endeavoring to get every cent possible out of the forest at
once ; the other must content himself with a smaller and slower but
perpetual income.
When a tree reaches a certain stage in its growth it is ready to cut
and use, unless of special historic or other interest. It is wasteful
and even detrimental to a forest to let trees mature, topple over and
decay. An amount equal to the increment, and not the principal,
should be cut.
On another page the planting of the white cedar, the white pine,
the white oak, the swamp white oak and the chestnut is recommended. The red cedar, although common throughout South Jersey,
in fact the tree of widest distribution in the United States, approaches
perfection only in the mild and humid atmosphere of the Gulf States
--that is, produces in the shortest time the largest amount of the best
quality of wood of its kind ; the white cedar, on the other hand_ in
the Southern Interior of lgew Jersey, finds a very suitable environment, producing a wood which has few, if any, equals among the soft
woods of America.
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The white cedar trece in the maj _rity of the swamps have a fresh,
healthy appearance. They suffer very little from the effects of insects
or fungi. The damage thus caused, from an economical standpoint,
is hardly worth considering. Its wood is clean, light, easily wor_ed,
durable, sweet scented and quickly seasoned. There is a mere line
of pith and the bark is tough, close and fibrous. A very large proportion of the trunk is heart.wood.
In an article in the "New Jersey Forester" for March, on the
wood of the white cedar, Mr. F. Roth, an authority on woods, says :
"Perhaps no other wood in the market seasons so rapidly and perfectly as white cedar. Neither warping nor checking need be feared
and almost any temperature may be employed. In lightness it is
surpassed by none of the woods in Eastern markets, and in its wellgrown form it equals, if not excels, even the choicest _pumpkin'
variety of the white pine, and is thus well fitted for a thousand and
one

uses. '_

It is the principal wood for general purposes in South Jersey. It
is used for the parts of buildings exposed to the weather, mainly
weatherboards and shingles. It is a favorite material for fences,
although not so suitable for posts as red asdar and locust. It is
white in color when fresh, but becomes a peculiar gray in the course
of years. The wood is much used in boat and tank construction.
From the slabs excelsior tow is often made, and in the Southern
States, but not in New Jersey, it is much used for the manufacture of
pails and hollow ware.
The white cedar tree when properly cared for is a rapid and vigorous grower. The swamt_ are usually entirely too dense. A large
proportion of the trees are suppressed. The cedar is a surfaee-rootsr,
one tree supporting another, so that thinning at the proper time is
necessary, otherwise when a few are cut others fall in every direction.
Cutting the underbrush and removing the bog mosses are detrimental
to the growth of the tree.
The bed of a cedar swamp is a maSS of humus. The bottom is
covered with ferns, bog-mossss and the like. L_gs are often buried
in this mass of material several feet below the surface. Many claim
that more cedar is under than above ground st present in South
Jersey.
The following concerning these buried logs is copied from the
"Geology of _ew Jersey," 1868, p. 360:
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chestnut is certainly one of the most useful and beautiful of trces_
and since it thrives in South Jersey, deserves to be planted, especially
along streets, although it is much clubbed and disfigured by boy_
while in fruit.
The walnut (Yugla_a nlgra) is a valuable tree for its wood and
nuts. Although associated with rich woods, it grows rapidly in the
light, loamy soils of South Jersey. Several very handsome specimens may be seen in At]antlc and Cape May counties.
The Madeira nut, or English walnut (Jugla_s regla), is a native of"
Persia, but will grow in light, moist soil in this climate. The value
of its nuts is well known, and there is every reason for believing that.
it can very profitably be cultivated in South Jersey.
The hazelnut is rare in South Jersey, although it is a profitable
underwood. It was plauted around Calico and Old Martha, in Burlington county, in the woods where it is still found growing ann_
fruiting.
The pecan (Carya ollvceformis) will grow in South Jersey, hut i_
cultivation so far north has not proved suso_ssful.
Much could be said of the minor forest products oi South Jersey,
which, although gathered in small quantities by many individuals,.
are by no means of minor impertance. Employment is thus furnishe_
to many backwoodsmen, who help themselves to whatever they can
find of such a nature in the woods.
Scattered in pine woods are "fat-pine knots." These were gathered.
during the civil war to supply the demand for tar. A kiln was built
in the ground, into which these knots were put. By firing the topthe tar oozed out and trickled down into vessels placed ready to receive
it. Such an industry would not pay to-day ; it was profitable only"
during the war, when the Southern supply was interrupted.
These knots are valuable, however, for kindling, and when slivere(_
and bundled will sell in large cities.
In Europe the cultivation of the basket willow is an important
industry. There is no better plant for holding soil in places expose(_
to washing along fresh-water streams. It can be easily propagate&
and grows rapidly.
The wood of the willow is more valuable than is usually supposed.
It holds a nail tenaciously, and although soft, is firm. The wood oft
the white willow in England is used for many purposes, especially im
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The wood of the black willow has

been used to considerable extent by ship-builders in South Jersey.
Mr. H. Sabsovich, superintendent of the Baron de Hirsch colony
at Woodbine, has been experimenting with basket willows. He reports that he has grown them very successfully on land practically
_nfit for other purposes. The willow has been grown along the
Delaware for charcoal.
Market.baskets are made from the wood of the sweet gum (Liquid4zmbar styraoiflu,a). The log is sawed into pieces of the proper length
:and each is cut into thin circular sheets. When the sticks get too
small in circumference to be conveniently cut, they are sold for rollers.
The bottoms of the baskets are usually of pine.
Many claim that the wood of the persimmon is excellent for shuttles and spindles. This is no doubt so, since the persimmon belongs
to a famous family in respect to its wood.
The wood of the holly is valuable for the manufacture of fancy
articles.
The wood of the sour gum is used for special purposes. It is
irregularly grained and proverbially tough. It is used for wagonhubs, hatters' blocks, malls and the like. It is often turned into
pillars for porches.
Laurel (Kalmla lagifolia), calico bush or spocnwood, is valued for
rustic work. It is used extensively for that purpose in the building
.of fences, summer-houses, benches and the like. The large butts of
the laurel bush, vulgarly known as "nigger.heeds," are much used
in the manufacture of pipes.
Tannin is a material common to many plants. It is yielded by
several species of sumac, mainly the common upland variety which
grows in very dry, sandy fields. The rankest and healthiest specimens noticed by the writer were on gravelly soil in Washington
township of Burlington county. At one time the leaves were gathered in large quantities and powdered by mills in South Jersey. Why
this industry stopped is not known to the writer, but sumac is still
common and tannin much used for a variety of purposes. In Sicily
n species of sumac has been cultivated for many years for that purpose.
Red cedar oll was once extracted in South Jersey. Sassafras yields
a fragrant oil, which is used to a limited extent, and the aromatic
bark of its root is gathered and sold.
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The hoop-pole industry was important at one time in South Jerssy. Much of the second growth of oak was utilized in that way, but.
owing to the substitution of bags for barrels and iron for wooden,
hoops there is little or no demand at present.
In the bottom of cedar swamps there is a moss called sphagnum,.
which may be considered a forest product. This forms a spongy
mass over the surface sometimes more than a couple of feet in depth.
This material is noted for its ability to hold water and also to undergo.
an extreme amount of drying and still recover. It is used by nurserymen for packing purposes. In Ocean county it is baled in baypresses and shipped in large quantities. This custom ought to beprohibited, at least to a certain extent, since it robs the swamps of a
very valuable material. Cedar swamps are natural reservoirs of"
water, and in this respect the sphagnum plays an important part in
helping to retain it. In very dry weather, owing to the density of"
the foliage above and the mass of sphagnum below, swamps remain,
damp. Moss-gatherers usually help themselves to this material,
wherever they can find it.
The American mistletoe (Phoradendronflavescens) was at one timevery common in South Jersey. It is a parasite on the sour-gum..
According to some authorities, the red maple is also its host. It.
begins on the branches, moves towards the trunk, gnarls, and finally
kills the tree which supports it. It is becoming scarce, but has been
much gathered, especially at Christmas time, and with holly and
other evergreens is sold in cities.
The flowers of the magnolia (Magnolia 91auea), which scent the_
woods in June, are also a source of revenue.
In many places in South Jersey there are ]argo quantities of young"
birch, also plenty of scrub oak. These are cut in large quantities for
canes and umbrella handles. Holly is used for the same purpose.
The swamp huckleberry is a fruit deserving more attention than it
has ever received. It is a good swamp underwood. It can easily
be cultivated and improved. Huckleberry-pickers break off thebushes, since they have noticed that the young wood which followsbears a larger quantity of better, flavored berries.
The fruit of the persimmon is often sold in our markets. It is_
sweet and wholesome, but soft and difficult to transport.
Wild grapes, gumberries, beach plums, wild cherries, juniper berries and the like are all more or less used for wines, pies, jellies, &c.
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There are other products yielded by the small plants which grow in
the woods. Acorns are abundant and are much gathered for swine.
A firm at Vineland has been buying forest leaves for the manufacture of linoleum. The success of this venture is not a certainty.
It is mainly an experimental plant.
Many of our common trees and shrubs yield medicines of more or
less value, such as witch hazel, wild cherry, white-oak bark, spicewood, &c.
Wood has been sold in South Jersey for the manufacture of pyroligneous acid and alcohol. Pyrolignsous acid is crude acetic acid, the
.essential of vinegar derived from wood by distillation. The time is
no doubt coming when the chemist will utilize what is now destroyed
as waste.

The staghoru sumac (Rhus typhlna) is sometimes called the vinegar tree, from the use of its acid fruit in vinegar, while its near
relatives, R. senena_z and R. _oxicodendron, both common in South
Jersey, are to some persons exceedingly poisonous. Rhus tozlcodendron is used to some extent in medicine. _hus typhi_a, which grows
to be a small tree, has been planted to considerable extent in yards in
South Jersey, but is very rare in the woods.
In conclusion, efforts in the following lines are recommended : The
education of the coming generation in the principles of forestry; the
prevention of fires and wood.thieving by proper policing ; the taxation of woodland in proportion to the interest which it yields ; the
reforestation of large areas of waste land by the State; caring for
forests on areas which supply large cities with water; encouraging
settlers to leave wood-lots on their farms ; and the planting of suitable trees along streets and roads, in parks, botanic gardens and
around our houses.
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The statistics of production of iron ore in New Jersey in 1894 are
given in the following report of John Birkinbine, of Philadelphia,
_pecial agent of the United States Geological Survey, Division of
Mining Statistics :
_cDEPARTMENT

OF

THE

INTERIOR.

_cUNITED
STATES GEOLOGICAL
SURVEY,
c_DIVISION
OF MINING
STATI8TICS
AND TECHNOLOGY.
_ PHILADELPHIA,
April 23d, 1895.
4,.Prof. J. C. Smock, _tate Geologist. Trenton, _. d'. :
"DFatR SIR--As agreed, I have compiled the figures of the production and valuation, &e., of the iron ores of New Jersey for the
mlendar year ending December 31st, 1894, and would make the following report :
"The total amount of iron ore (all of which was of the magnetic
variety) producedduring the year was 277,483 gross tons. The tatal
valuation of the iron ore produced during the year was $568,056.
This is equivalent to $2.05 per gross ton. The stocks of ore on hand
December 31st, 1893, were 62,038 gross tons. The stocks of ore on
hsnd December 31st, 1894, were 63,317 grcss tons. This would show
that the shipments during the year 1894, amounted to 276,204 gross
tons.
"It may be interesting to you to have a review of the production
_f iron ore in the six years for which we have data in this office
together with the stocks reported on hand at the close of each year,
and the valuation of the iron are production of New Jersey for the
four years in which it was collected. These are set forth in the following table :
_c PRODUCTION,

VALUATION

AND

STOCKS

OF IRON

ORE

IN

NEW JERSEY,1889-1894.
Rank as a
Years.
producer.
1889 ......
9th
1890 ......
8th
1891 ......
9th
1892 ......
8th
1893 ......
9th
1894 ......
8th

Production.
Grosstons.
415_510
495,808
525,012
465,455
356,150
277,483

Total
Valuation Stock 011halld
valuation,
per ton. December 81st.
$1,341,543
$3.23
94,890
/'_ot reported ........
Not reported.
_ot reportecl ........
61,850
$1,388,875
2.98
72,390
909,458
2.55
62,038
508,050
2.05
63,517
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"It may also be of interest to state that the States which producec_
more iron ore in 1894 than New Jersey were Michigan, Minncsota_
Alabama, Virginia, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin and Tennessee, in the
order named.
"Yours respectfully,
" JNO. BIRKINBINE.
"The 'rank as a producer' shows the position held by New
Jersey among the States which supplied iron ore, based on the quantity mined in each of the years named.
"J. B."
The total shipments of iron ore from New Jersey stations, an_
from mines in the State, reported by the several railway companies
carrying the ore in 1894, with the output of the mines at Oxford
Furnace, which was not included in the railway reports, amounted to
284,787 tons.
The statistics of last year's report are here reprinted :

IRON
1790
1830
1855
1860

.........
.........
.........
.........

10,000
20,900
100,O00
164,900

tens
tons
tons
tons

...........
...........
...........
...........

ORE.

Morse's estimate.
Gordon's Gazetteer.
Dr. Kitehell's estimate.
U. S. census.

1864 .........
1867 .........

226,000 tons ...........
275,067 tons ...........

Annual

1_70 .........
1871 .........
1872 .........
1873 .........
1874 .........
1875 .........
1876 .........

862,636
450,(00
660j000
668,000
528,000
39{_,000
285,0C0

U. S. census.
Annual Report
"
"

1877 ........
1878 .........

315,000 tons _...........
409,674 tons ...........

"

1879 .........
1880 .........

488,028 tons ...........
745,000 tons ...........

"
"

1881 .........
1882 .........

737_032 tons ...........
932,762 tons ...........

"

1883 .........
1884 .........
1885 .........
1888 .........

521,416
393,710
330,000
500,501

"
"
"

From statistics

tons ...........
tons ...........
tons .........
tons ...........
tons ...........
tons ...........
tons _...........

tons
tons
tons
tons

collected

...........
...........
...........
...........

Report
"

State Geologist.

State Geologist.

"
"

"
"
"

"

later.
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"

THE
1887 .........
1888 .........
1889 .........
1890 .........
1891 .........
1892 .........
1893.........

547,889 tons
447,738 tons
482,169 tons
552,996 torts
551,858 tons
465,455 tons
356,150 tons
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........... Annual Report State Geologist.
...........
"
_
...........
"
"
u
...........
"
...........
"
...........
"
"
"
...........
_
"
"

ZINC ORE.

The zinc ore mined in the State in 1894, reported by the companies
working the mines at Stirling Hill and at Franklin Farnace_ in Sussex county, amounted to 59,382 tons.
The statistics for preceding years are reprinted :
1868 .........
1871.........
1873.........
1874 .........
1878.........
1879 .........
1880 .........
1881 .........
1882 .........
1883 .........
1884 .........
1885 .........
1886 .........
1887 .........
1888.........
1889 .........
1890.........
189 t .........
1892 .........
1893 .........

25,000 tons*............ Annual Report
22,000tons ............
"
17,_00 tons ............
"
13,500 tons ............
"
14_467 tons ............
"
21,937 tons ............
28,311 tons ............
"
49,178 tons ............
"
40,138 tons ............
"

56,085tons............
40,094 tons
38,526 tons
48,877 tons
50,226 tons
46,377 tons
56,154 tons
49,818 tons
76,032 tons
77,298 tons
55,852 tons

............
............
............
............
............
............
............
............
............
............

State Geologist.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

¢'
"
"
"
"
"

"

"

*Estimated for 1868 and 1871. Statistlc_ for 1873 to 1890, inclusive, are from
reports of the railway companies carrying the ores to market. The reports for 1890,
1891, 1892 and 1893 were from the companies working the mlne_.
19
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PUBLICATIONSOF THE SURVEY.
DISTRIBUTION

OF

PUBLICATIONS.

The demand for the publications of the Survey has increased
during the past year.
There is a continued call for the topographical maps. The sales
during the last year amounted to _400.
It is the wish of the Board of Managers to complete, as far as
possible, incomplete sets of the publications of the Survey, chiefly
files of the Annual Reports, in public libraries, and librarians are
urged to correspond with the State Geologist concerning this matter.
By the act of 1864 the Board of Managers of the Survey is a
board of publication with power to issue and distribute the publications as they may be authorized. The Annual Reports of the State
Geologist are printed by order of the Legislature as a part of the
legislative documents. They are distributed largely by members of
the two houses. Extra copies are supplied to the Board of Managers
of the Geological Survey and the State Geologist, who distribute
them to libraries and public institutions, and as far as possible, to any
who may be interested in the subjects of which they treat. Several
of the reports, notably those of 1868, 1873, 1876, 1879, 1880 and
1881, are out of print and can no ]onger be supplied by the office.
The first volume of the Final Report, published in 1888, was mostly
distributed daring the following year, and the demand for it has been
far beyond the supply. The first and second parts of the second
volume have also been distributed to the citizens and schools of the
State, and to others interested in the particular subjects of which they
treat. The third volume is now being distributed from the ot_ce of
the State Geologist. The appended list makes brief mention of all
the publications of the present Survey since its inception in 1864,
with a statement of editions that are now out of print. The publications of the Survey are, as usual, distributed without further expense
than that of transportation, except in a single instance of the maps,
(291)
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where a fee to cover the cost of paper and printing is charged as
stated.
CATALOGUEOF PUBLICATIONS.
GEOLOGy OF NEW JEDSEY, Newark,
Poa_vCLIO OF blare accompanying
1. Azclc and paleozoic
Scale, 2 _3dlos to an thch.

1_o8, 8vo., xxlv.+899
pp.
the same, as follows :

formations,

including

the iron ore and limestone

2. Tria._sic fl_rmaIion, including
the red sandstone
coinred.
Scale, _ mil_'_ to an inch.
_;. Crvtaccot_
inch.

t_rmalion,

4. T_.rttary and
inch.

recent

including
formations

5. M_ p of a gro'_p of iron mines
1 mile.

Out of print_

and

the grcenSand.marl
of Southern
in Morris county

trap

rocks

of Central

beds ; colored.

New Jersey;
; printed

colored.

in two

districts;

colors.

colored.

New Jersey ;

Scale,

2 miles

to an

Scale,

2 miles

to an

Scale,

3 inches

to*

6. Map of the Ringwood iron mines; printed in two colors.
Scale, 8 inches to 1 mile.
7. Map of Oxford Furnace iron-ore veins, colored.
Scale 8 inches to 1 mile.
_. Msp of the zinc mines, Sussex county, colored.
Scale, 8 inches to 1 mlle.
A few copies are undistributed.
REJ'ORT ON ]H_ C_.Ay D_POSlTS of Woodbridge,
South Ambey and other places in New
Jersey, together
with their uses for fire-brick, pottery, &e. Trenton, 1878, See., viii.%881 pp.,
with map.
Out of print.
A PR_:Lr_Ey
New Brunswick,

CATALOOt'_ of the Flora
18Sl, 8co., xL+233 pp.

of New Jersey,

FINAL REPORT Or*"THE STATE GEOLOGIST. VO1. I.
Trenton, 1888, bye., xt. +439 pp.
FL_AL R ]EPORTOF TIIE STATE _EOLOGIST. CO1. II*
1889, _vo., x.
FINAL RzrORT O:-'THE STATE GEOLOGIST. Col. II.
x. +824 pp.

compiled

by N. L. Britton, Ph.D.
Out of print.

Topography.
Part L
Part M.

RETORT 0N WATER-St'PPLy, by Cornelius Clarkson Vermeule.
of the State Geologist.
Trenton, 1894, See., xvL +852 and 96 pp.

Magnetism.

Climate.
Very scarce.

Mineralogy.

Botany.

Trenton,

Zoology.

Trenton.

1890, Svo.

Vcl. III. of the

Final

Report

BRACHIOPODA AND LA_IELLIBRANCHIATA of the Rarllan Clays and Greensand
Marls of New
Jersey, by Robert P. Whitfleld, Trenton, 1886, quea_o, pp. $38, pintos XXXV. and Map.
(Paleontology. Vol. I.)
GASTEROFODA AI_D CEPIIALOPODA Of the a_t_n
Cla_ and Greensand Marls of New Jersey,
by Robert P. WhRfleld, Trenton, 1892, quarto, pp. 402, plates L. (Paleontology,
Vol. IL)
ATLAS OF NEW J_:RSEY, The complete work is made up of twenty sheets, each twenty-seven
by thirty-seven
inches_ including margin, intended
to fold once across, making the leaves el _
theAtlasl_.!_by27inches.
Thelocationand
number of each map are given below.
Tho_
fr_*m 1 to 17 are on the scale of one mile to an inch.
_vo. i. Kdtatlnny
Valley and MauT_ain, f_com Hope to the State line.
2_'o._. Sou_hwe_tern Highla_d_ with the southwest part of Klttatthny
valley.
2,'0. _. COrral Higb2ands, including
all of Morris county we_t of Boonton,
and Sussex south
and east of Newton.
2,_0.
/,.Nerthea.sterT_
Highta_da,including the country lying between
Pater son and Snffern.

Deckertown, Dover,

Ab. 5. I'iri_
_y of Ftrmingto_bfrom Somerville
and Princeton westward to the Delaware.
.¥o.6 Tb_ Vail@ of thePassaic,with the country eastward to Newark and southward to the
Rarttan river.
b'o, 7. TI_ Cou_,s of Ber_n, Hudson and E_,
with partsof Passaicand Union.
.'_b,
8. Vic/n/ty
of Trrnton,from New Brunswick to Bordentown.
_'fo.9. Monmouth _hore,with the interiorfloraMetuchen to Lakewood.
_'o.I0. Vwin/tyof 8a_, from Swede_boro and Bridgeton westward to the Delaware.
2_'a. IL V/c/n/_p of C_mden, to Burlington,
Wthslow, Elmer and Swedesbero.
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-NO. 19. Vicinity of Mount Holly, from Bordentown southward
to Winslow and Woodmansle.
_'o, IS. Vlciuilg of Barnegat Bay, with the greater part of Oeeau county.
.Yo. 14. Vfctnily of Bridgeton, from Altewaystown
and Viueta_d
southward to the Delaware
shore.
2¢o. 15. 8ov2_crn Interior, the country lying between Ateo, MiUvltie and Egg Harbor City.
_'o, 16. F_g llarbor and _icilfftg, including
the Atlantic shore from narnegat
to Great
Harbor.
No. 17, Caps ._[ay, with the country westward to _iaurlee river.
_o. 18.]¢cwJersc_Sb_ed[ap.
Scale, 5milestoanineh,
Geographic.
.No. 19. B'cw Jerscy Rcllof Map. Scale, 5mi]cstothelneh.
Hypsometric.
leo. _0. ,V_w Jcrecy _eolo_cal Map. Scale, 5 miles to the inch.

bar

Egg

The maps comprising T_E ATLASOF _EW JERSEYare sold at the
cost of paper and printing, for the uniform price of 25 cents per sheet,
either singly or in lots. Payment, invariably in advance, should be
made to Mr. Irving S. Upson, assistant in charge of office, New
Brunswick, N. J., who will give all orders prompt attention.
REPORT OF PROFRg_OR GZORGE H. COOK upon the Geological
progress during the year 1863. Trenton, 18_4, Sen., 13 pp.

Survey

of New

Jersey and its
Out of print.

THE ANNUAL REPORT of Prof. Geo. H. Cook, State Geologist, to His Excellency
Joel Parker,
President of the Board of Managers of the Geological
Survey of New Jersey, for the year 1864.
Trenton, 1865, 8vo., 21 pp.
Out of print.
ANNUAL REPORT of Prof. Geo. H. Cook, State Geologist, to His Excellency
_ent of the Board of Managers of the Geological
Survey of New Jersey,
Trenton, 1866, 8vo., 12 pp.
ANb'UAL REPORT of Prof. Geo. H. Cook, State Geologist,
18_6. Trenton, 1867, 8vo., 28 pp.

on the Geological

REPORT OF THE STATE GEOLOGIST,Prof. Oeo. H* no_k,
• 8 pp.

for the year 1867.

survey

for the year
Out of prtht.

Trenton, 1868, 8vo.,
Out of print.

ANNUAL REPORT of the State
_vith maps.

Geologist

of New Jersey

ANNUAL REPORT of the State
"75pp., with maps.

Geologist

of New Jersey for 1870.

New Brunswick,

1871, 8vo,

ANNUAL REPORT of the State Geologist
46 pp., with maps.

of New Jersey

for 1871.

New Brunswick,

1872, Sen.,

ANNUAL RZ_ORT of the State Geologist
• vlth map.

of New Jersey

for 1872.

Trenton,

1872, 8vo, 44 pp.,
Out of print.

ANginAL REPORT of the
_vith maps.

of l_ew Jersey for 1878.

Trenton,

1874, 8vo., 128 pp.,
Out of print.

State Geologist

ANNUAL Rr_OgTOftheStateGeotogist

ANNU_,L R_ORT
_vith map.

for 1869.

Joel Parker, Pre_flfor the year IMS,
Out of print.

of New Jersey for 1871.

Trenton,

Trenton,

1870, 8vo., 57 pp.,

1871, 8vo., ll5pp.
Out of print.

of the State

Geologist

of New JerSey for 1875.

Trenton,

1875, 8vo., 4t pp.,

ANNUAL REPORT Of the State
• zith maps.

Geologist

of New Jersey for 1876,

Trenton,

1876, 8vo., 56 pp.,
Out of prtht.

ANNUAL REPoR_oftheStatoOeologistofNewJersey

A_;_UAL R_0RT
,with map.

of the State

Geologist

for1877.

Trenton,

of New Jersey for 1878.

1877, Svo.,55pp.
Out of print,

Trenton,
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ANNUAL R_:PORT of the _tatoGeologistof New
with ma I_

Jersey for 1879. Trenton, 1879,8re.,199pp.,
Out of print.

ANNrAL R_Vc,ltTCf the ,_tatoGeologlstof New
with rasp.

Jerseyfor 18S0. Trenton, 1880,$vo.,220 pp.,
Out of prlnt.

ANNUAL REprinT of the _t&toGeologistof New Jerseyfor1881. Trenton, 1881,8re, 87%107%
xiv.pp.,with map_.
Out ofprint.
A_'_T'ALREFt)RT of the stateGeologist of New
wi_h nmt,-.

Jerseyfor1882. Camden, 1882,8re, 191 pp.,
Out of print.

ANNCA L ]{ErORT of the _baloGeologistof New Jerseyfor1_.

Camden, 1883,Svo.,188 pp.

ANNUAL REPORT of the State Geologistof New
wlth map_.

Jerseyfor 1884. Trenton, 1883,8re.,168PP.r

ANNI'AL ]_ECOnT of the St&toGeologistof New
with n/ap_.

Jersey for 1885. Trenton, 1885,8vo.,
22S pp.,

A.WNI AL I{}!POR£of the ,'_taI_
Geologistof New
with map_.

JerSey for 1_8& Trenton, 1887,8re, 254pp.,

ANNVkL RHORT
with t_ap_.

of the ,_tatoGeologistof New Jersey for1887. Trenton, 1887,8re,,4_ pp.,

AN';IAL REPORT of the _t_._eGeologistof New
wlth _nl,
ANNIe L ItZPOI;Tof th_ StateGeologistof New
ANNUAL itFPo_T of the
with maps.

State

Geologist

1889,8re.,87 pp.,

Jerseyfor 1889. Camden, 1889,
8re, 112 pp.

of NOW Jersey

ANNUAL R_ PORT of the StateGeologistof New
pp, wi!h m_Lp_.
A_.wr_t Rzr_T
pp.,wl_h map-.

Jersey for 18_8. Camden,

for 1890.

Treliton_

1891, 8vo,,

$05 pp.

Jerseyfor 1891. Trenton, 1892,8re.,xit.+_0

of the _tatleGeologistof New Jersey for1891. Trenton, 1893,8re.,x.+358

AI#NUAL RnrOltT Of the St&toGeologistof New
pp., with maps.

Jersey for1893. Trenton, 1891,8re,,x,+452

A__._rAIRlrottToftheStatcGeologlatofNewSerSeyfor1894.

Trenton,
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